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FOREWORD

As British Columbia enters the 1980's, it is disconcerting to note

that more than 56,000 adult residents have less than five years of

schooling, and an additional 269,000 have between five and eight years

of formal education. Basic literacy programs have been developed in

the province's school districts, colleges, and other institutions to

cope with this situation, but their work has been hampered in part by

a lack of resource materials appropriate for adult students. In an

effort to close this gap, the Ministry contracted with the Department

of Adult Education of the University of British Columbia to devise

curriculum guidelines and identify resource materials for use in basic

literacy programs for adults.

This Guide was developed over a six-month period, in consultation

with experienced administrators and teachers from adult basic education

programs throughout the province. The guide is intended as a resource

for teachers, especially newcomers to this important part of adult

education. It is not a prescribed curriculum to be followed slavishly.

As implied by the title, this publication is intended to act as a

guide in the development of adult basic literacy programs. No attempt

has been made to assign an artificial grade equivalency which might be

granted to an adult upon "completion" of such a program. The skills

outlined in the Guide can be taught at a variety of levels of sophisti-

cation determined in large measure by the competencies and motivation

the learners bri'lg to the program and by their goals or educational



needs. As a result, the exit competencies achieved will also vary.

It is expected, however, that the adult will have attained a degree

of literacy that, among other benefits, will allow entry into edu-

cational programs not previously accessible. Institutions accebting

these adults into other educational programs will continue to use

appropriate counselling and placement techniques to determine suit-

able entry levels.

The Ministry intends this Guide to be revised and updated period-

ically, to maintain its relevance for basic literacy teachers and

students. Please in'orm us of its inadequacies as well as its

strengths. Please also send information about recommended new materials.

Of special interest will be information about material developed

locally by teachers for special groups such as native Indians, rural

residents, and persons with learning disabilities. A companion curric-

ulum guide will be developed fo(' adult English as a Second Language

students, some of whom will need literacy as well as ESL materials.

Developing a basic literary curriculum for adults is an evolution-.

ary and collaborative process. We encourage the users of this Guide to

help us provide the best possible basic literacy programs for the

people of British Columbia.

Ron Faris

Executive Director
Division of Continuing Education
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INTRODUCTION

This Curriculum and Resource Guide was developed to assist teachers

and administrators involved in basic literacy programs for adults. The

need for such a guide was expressed in numerous requests from the field

and was h;ghlighted by the Report of the Committee on Adult Basic Edu-
z,

cation which included the following recommendations:

"That a standard Adult Basic Education curriculum guide be
developed for the province, with provision for local adapt-
ation or additions.

That the Grades 1 to 8 equivalency level be assigned the
highest priority for curriculum development."

Given this clearly recognized and articulated need, the Ministry

of Education contracted with the Department of Adult Education of the

University of British Columbia to coordinate the preparation of this

Guide.

An Adult Basic Literacy Curriculum Committee was formed to guide

the project. The committee consisted of twelve persons selected for

their expertise in adult basic education. Following the guidelines

and principles established by the committee, the Guide was produced by

the project staff and curriculum specialists seconded from colleges and

school boards. Everyone involved in the project was aware of the di-

versity of basic literacy prbgrams in British Columbia, so the intent

was to tap that experience to produce
a document that would have the

widest possible utility.

The core of this Guide is the scope and sequence section which



presents one way of structuring the basic skills component of an adult

literacy program. The term basic skills, as used here, involves those

fundamental and generalizable capabilities which assist adults to

survive in today's complex society. For the purposes of this Guide,

basic skills were divided into nine categories:

Interpersonal Skills
Listening
Speaking
Viewing
Reading
Writing
Spelling
Learning Skills
Mathematics

Each of these areas is subdivided into varying numbers of specific

skills which are indexed to instructional materials.

In addition to the basic skills cited abovel the acquisition of

general knowledge in certain areas would enable many adult basic

literacy students to deal more effectively with their everyday life

activities. Such knowledge varies from one community to another and

From one student to another, but for purposes of this Guide included

five major categories:

Occupational Kncriledge
Community Resources
Consumer Economics
Health
Government and Law

This guide does not attempt to prescribe a "life-skills" curriculum in

those five areas, but rather presents an approach to assist teachers in

structuring programs which combine basic skills and general knowledge

areas.

2
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The instructional materials for each basic skill and general know-

ledge area were selected by the curriculum specialists as being appro-

priate for use in basic literacy programs in British Columbia. A con-

siderable amount of screening occurred so that the materials listed do

not exhaust the number available by any means. It was recognized that

no single set of materials could meet the needs of all students, so

several alternatives are listed wherever possible. Brief annotations

are provided to assist teachers i.i selecting materials which best meet

the needs of their students.

The reader should be aware that this document is a curriculum and

resource guide and not a teachers' manual. It does not attempt to deal

directly with the many situations encountered in a basic literacy class,

nor to develop the many skills required by basic literacy teachers.

The bibliography of professional resource materials and the annotated

bibliography of instructional materials identify some sources of infor-

mation on such topics as assessment, diagnosis, native peoples, cultural

differences, and teaching techniques. Although every effort has been

made to minimize the amount of technical language contained in the Guide,

some terms which may cause confusion for the neophyte teacher will

undoubtedly remain. This is especially likely in such areas as diagnosis

and assessment where specific instruments are noted. In these cases,

the reader is advised to consult tne local program administrator or to

obtain the appropriate professional literature.

Some basic literacy classes 'rclude studeks who speak English as

a second language, have learning disabilities, or are mildly mentally

3
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handicapped. Although specific guidance for teaching such students

is not given here, reference is made wherever possible in the annotated

bibliography to special instructional materials for such students. The

Community Education Services Division of Vancouver Community College

has produced currjculum materials fOr use with mentally retarded adults.

A substantial number of basic literacy students may be learning disabled

in that they have not learned to read and write to their potential-,xeven

though they have no apparent intellectual, emotional, or socio-economic

disadvantage. Such students may have perceptual problems, sequencing
Ana

difficulties, or atypical ways of ordering time and space, so that it is

difficult for them to learn using standard approaches and materials.

The bibliography of professional literature identifies some sources of

information to aid in recognizing and teaching learning disabled adults.

An increasing number of students for whom English is a second

language ,are appearing in basic literacy programs. Although time

students appear to have little difficulty communicating orally in

English, they often have difficulties in learning to use the language

effectively. They need to accept a difference between spoken and

written forms and to recognize that printed materials present and demand

a standard form of English. Nevertheless, such students may see them-

selves as gaining educational upgrading rather than learning a second

language. In working with students for whom English is a second lan-

guage, basic literacy teachers should be cautioned that

1. Materials chosen should indicate correct social usage

and language style.

4
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2. Materials which contain slang, dialect, or an excess of
idioms will cause difficulty.

3. Cultural connotations which go beyond the surface meaning
of words may pose comprehension problems.

4. Materials should provide guidelines with syntax.

5. Approaches to spelling other than phonetic may be required.

6. The development of social interaction skills may be compli-
cated by accent and different cultural modes such as "body
language."

Throughout this Guide, the skills which present greater difficulty for

second language students are indicated by notation "ESL +." The

annotations in the bibliography also indicate items which may be either

more useful or more difficult for such students.

5
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AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO BASIC LITERACY

Adult basic literacy programs have focussed traditiooally on the
,

core skills of reading, writing, and mathematics. Several years ago

other competencies such as listening, speaking, viewing, and learning

skills began to be included in basic communication courses. More recent

developments in curricula have integrated content from key general

knowledge areas such as law, health, an0 consumer economics into the

lewming of core skills. An example of such approach is the Adult

Performance Level (A.P.L.) developed at the University of Texas and

widely adopted in the United States.

This Guide seeks to combine the best elements of the traditional

and newer approaches. The core skills and competencies are listed and

considered in the following order:

Interpersonal Skills

Listening

Speaking

Viewing

\)Reading

Writing

Spelling

Learning Skills

Mathematics

Suggestions are made throughout the Guide as to how teachers might use

a wide range of materials and situations drawn from their local commu-

7
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nities and the experiences of their students to facilitate the learning

of those basic skills.

The A.P.L. project noted earlier identified five categories of

general knowledge it considered essential for an adult to possess to

function effectively in society:

Occupational knowledge

Consumer economics

Health

Government and law

Community resources

In developing instructional programs, one should bear in mind that these

areas represent only one of many possible such lists which could vary

in different communities and among different students. The use of gen-

eral knowledge areas, however, enables the teacher to identify potential

learning needs and objectives. Sixty-five such objectives, identified

by the A. P. L project, are shown on the following pages.

An integrated basic literacy curriculum occurs when basic skills

and general knowledge are learned at the same time. Thus, as partici-

pants learn basic skills, they learn them in a context relevant to

some part of their lives. The integration takes place in the minds

and lives of the'students. Their learning can begin to have a direct

impact on their lives, can motivate them to further learning, and can

impart a feeling that they have control over their lives. The students'

personal goals thus become an integral part of the curriculum.

Another imprtar aspect of an integrated approach is the recog-

8
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AFL Objectives fur Functional Competency
Occupational Knowledge

Coal To develop a level of occupatumal knowledge which will enable adults to secure

employment in accordance with their individual needs and interests.

1. To build an oral and written vocabulary rylated to occupational knowledge

2. To identify sources of information (e.g., radio broadcasts, newspapers. etc ) which

may lead to employment.
3 To define occupational categories in terms of the education and lob experience re-

quired, and to know minimum requirements of given occupations

4. To be aware of vocational testing and counseling methods which help prospective

employees recognize job interests and qualifications.
5. To understand the differences among commercial employment agencies, government

employment agencies and private employers.
6 To prepare for job applications and interviews.
7. To know standards of behavior for various types of employment.

8 To know attributes 2nd skills which may lead to promotion.
9. To know thc financial and legal aspects of employment.
10. To understand aspects of employment other than financial which would affect the m-

dividuars satisfaction with a job.

CONSUMER ECONOMICS

Coal: To manage a family economy and to demonstrate an awareness of sound purchasing

principles.
1. To build an oral and written consumer economics vocabulary. This should bean ongo-

ing process through each objective.

2. To be able to count and convert coins and currency, and to convert weights and

measures using measurement tables and mathematical operations.

3. To understand the concepts of sales tax and income tax.

4. To be aware of the basic principles of money management, including knowing the

basics of consumer decision-making.
5. To use catalogs, consumer guides 2nd other reference documents to said goods and

serv ices.
6. To be aware of factors that affect costs of goods and services and to determine thc most

economical places to shop.
7. To be aware of the principles of comparison shopping, and to be aware of the

relationship of price to quality among brand names, and between "firsts' and "seconds" and

to be able to substitute economy for quality according co individual needs.

8. To know gie various methods by which goods are packaged and to know which

methods are most cost-effective in terms of quality and storage.

9. To be able to take advantage of sales by knowing where to find them, by planning for

their eventuality, and by being able to determine which are of worthwhile value to the in-

dividual.
10. To be aware of advertising :echniqus and to recognizc appropriate and inap-

propriate forms of selling and advertising.
11. To know how to order food and to tip in a restaurant.

12. To be aware of different stores where home furnishings can be purchased and to

determine the best buys for essential and luxury items based on individual needs and

resOLIICCS.
13. To determine housing needs and to know how to obtain housing and utilities based on

those needs.
14. To know how to buy and maintain a car economically.

15 To know basic procedures for the care andupkeep of personal possessions (home, fur-

mture, car, clothing, etc.) and to be able to use resources relating to such care.

16. To know the various media of exchange and to be famaiar with banking services in the

community.
17. To develop an understanding ofcredit systems.

18. To collect inforMation concerning the types of insurance available and to be able to

select the bcst in. urance for the individual 2nd his family.

19. To know the recourses available to the consumer in the face of misleading and/or

fraudulent product/service claims or tactics.
20. To understand the implication of consumption vis-a-vis finitc world resources and to

recognize that each individual's pattern of consumption influences the general welfare.

HEALTH

Coal. To insure good mental and physical health ior the individual and his family

1. To develop a working vocabulary related to health, especially as it relates to basic
medical and physiological terminology, for accurate reporting of symptoms and following a

doctor's directions in applying treatments
2 To understand how basic saf ety measures can prevent accidents and imuries and to

recognize potential hazards, especially as sueh hazards relate a home and occupational sa fety

3 To know medical and health services in the community.

9
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4 To understand the physical and psychological influences of pregnancy as well ilf the
need for proper prenatal care.

5. To understand the importance of fa may plannin6, its physical, psychological. f111.111C hil
and religious imphcations 2nd to have knowledge of both effective and mei (calve methods
of birth controL

6. To understand general child rearing practices and procedures for guarding the health
and safety of a child and to apply proper action in accordance with needs and resources

7. To understand the special health needs and concerns of the adolescent (and his parents)
and to become acquainted with some ways to ease the transition from childhood to
adulthood.

8. To understand what contributes tn good mental and physical health 2nd to apply this
understanding toward preventive care ar health mamtenance.

9. To understand the interaction of seit as a member of small groups (f a mily, work, club,
class) and to use this understanding to promote ef fective interpersonal coping skills.

10 To be able to apply first aid in emergencies and to inform proper authorities of sudden
illnesses, various accidents or natural disasters.

11 To plan for health or medical insurance and to be aware of available financial
assistance for medical or health problems.

12. To understand what constitutes a proper diet and to plan meals according to in-
dividual needs and resources.

13 To understand federal control of various drugs and items for health protection and to
understand how public reaction influences this control

GOVERNMENT AND LAW

Coal To promote an understanding of society through government and law 2nd to be aware
of governmental functions, agencies and regulations which define individual rights and
obhgations

1 To devdop a working vocabulary related to government and law in order to under-
stand their functions in society and m the personal life of the mdividuol. This should be an
ongoing process as each obiective is covered.

2. To develop an understanding of the structure and functioning of the federal govern-
ment

1 To investigate the relationship bet ween the individual citizen 2nd the government
4 To understand the relationship bet wcen the individual and the legal system
5 To obtain a working knowledge of the various legal documents which the individual

will need as a member of society.
6. To explore the rdationship between government services and the American tax system

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Goal. Tn understand that community resources, including transportation systems, are utilized
by individuals in society ir order to obtain a satisfacory mode ef living.

1 To build an oral and written vocabulary pertaining to community resources and to
define uunmunity resources in terms of (a) services to community members and (b) services

to persons outside the community or non self-supporting members of society (unemployed,
criminals, insane, etc.)

2-3 To know the types of community services provided for members of society including
thr purposes of and how to gain access to these services

4 To understand how and when to apply for community,services, such as Social Security,
rind Medicare.

5 To know various recreational services available in the community.
6 To be able to utibLe information services of the crunmunity
7. To be aware of the people and agencies in the cnnimunity whose job it is to register and

act upon citizen complaints.

SUBSET: TRANSPORTATION

8 To build an oral and written vncabulary of transportation terms, in(lu(ing ear in-
surance terms.

9 To be able to recognize and utilize signs related to transportation needs.
10. To des -lap a familiarity with transportation schedules. and to calculate fares.
11 To be I:le tn find and utilize information facilities.
12. To learn the use of maps relating to travd needs.
13. To recognize time zone boundaries and understand the concept of daylight saving

time.
14 To request informatinn on and m.ake verbal and written travel and overnight accom-

modations/reservations.
15 To understand the relationship bi..tvveen transixtrtation and public problems
16 To underStand driving regulations, including cafet), mates), and nih:s such as hac mg

dric er's Ii 1)se. Car liiense plates, etc.



nition that learning is a social process as well as an individual

activity. Many important learning outcomes, especially those of a

social-emotional nature, occur as a result of interpersonal or group

activities so that 4sic literacy students should experience group

learning situations whenever appropriate.

The figure shown below depicts one way of thinking about an inte-

grated basic literacy program. The left side lists the basic skills,

while the top shows the general knowledge areas identified by A. P. L.

Either list may be altered to suit the needs of individual students

or groups. Where the rows and columns intersect, compartments or cells

are formed. These cells contain tasks which represent the integration

of basic skills and general knowledge areas, thereby forming the basis

for instructional drifts In a basic literacy vogram.

Determining the appropriate cells and their content for individual

students and groups is an ongoing process and not just a one-time

activity. Adults often change their plans and goals as a result of

'participating in an educational activity, so teachers should establish

procedures to ensure that content and learning activities reflect

students' current goals. Some come to basic literacy programs with

well-defined goals, while others enter with unspecified goals and

require assistance to identify and clarify them. The teacher may

use a variety of methods to identify student needs and goals, includ-

ing personal interviews, standardized tests, and other instruments.

The Guide is structured to provide teachers with suggestions for

using an integrated approach. Most sections conclude with a list of

11
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READING

WRITING

SPEAKING,
LISTENING,

VIEWING

PROBLEM-
SOLVING

INTER-

PERSONAL
RELATIONS

COMPU-
TATION

CONSUMER

ECONOMICS

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE AREAS

OCCUPATIONAL

KNOWLEDGE HEALTH

COMMUNITY

RESOURCES

GOVERNMENT
AND LAW

READ AN AD
FOR A SALE

READ A JC6

DESCRIPTION

READ FIRST
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READ A MOVIE

SCHEDULE

READ ABOUT YOUR
RIGHTS AFTER ARREST

FILL IN
INCOME TAX
FORM

COMPLETE

A J06
APPLICATION

WRITE A MENU COMPLETE AN

APPLICATION
FOR COMMUNITY
SERVICE

WRITE YOUR
M. L. A.

ASK QUESTIONS
ABOUT INCOME
TAX

LISTEN TO AN
EMPLOYER TALK
ABOUT A JOB

LISTEN TO A

DOCTOR'S
DIRECTIONS

USE THE

TELEPHONE

DESCRIBE AN

ACCIDENT

DECIDE WHICH
HOUSE TO RENT

DECIDE WHICH
JOB SUITS YOU

DECIDE WHEN

TO CALL A

DOCTOR

USE STAMP
MACHINES IN
THE POST OFFICE

DECIDE WHICH

CANDIDATE TO
VOTE FOR

RELATE TO A
SALES CLERK

BE SUCCESSFUL
IN A JC6
INTERVIEW

INTERACT WITH
HOSPITAL
PERSONNEL

ASK DIRECTIONS INTERACT WITH

POLICE SUCCESS-
FULLY

COMPUTE
SALES TAX

CALCULATE
PAYCHECK
DEDUCTIONS

DECIDE HOW
MANY TIMES A
DAY TO TAKE

A PILL

CALCULATE THE
TIME IT TAKES

TO TRAVEL A
DISTANCE

CALCULATE THE
COST OF A
SPEEDING TICKET
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possible apolications of the basic skills. Those lists are intended

to be suggestive rather than definitive or exhaustive. The instruc-

tional materials listed in the bibliography are organized into nine

sections according to the appropriate basic skills. The items are

cross-referenced to the appropriate general knowledge areas wherever

possible so that the teacher can identify instructional resources for

particular cells. In addition; teachers should not overlook the

wealth of print and non-print materials from local sources which can

be readily adapted for use. Newspapers, brochures, oral histories,

posters, radio and television programs, magazines, and government

documents are only some of the resources available locally at little

or no cost. Finally, the case studies described in the next section

are intended to illustrate ways in which curriculum goals and in-

structional materials may be integrated with the needs of particular

learners in actual situations.

13



CASE STUDIES

The following case studies are based on actual students or groups

of students, although some aspects have been changed to preserve con-

fidentiality. The case studies are intended to i.' istrate the process

of integrating basic skills and general knowledge areas in literacy

programs. but the actual teaching 'methods are not described.

The first case study describes a general approach used by a

teacher in an isolated Native Indian village and the second illustrates

a typical basic literacy class in an urban center. Case 3 focuses on

an individual with a specific learning need, assistance with spelling,

while Case 4 illustrates an approach to resolving reading difficulties.

The final case study deals with an individual learning mathematics

skills.

15



Case 1

Mary was a new teacher assigned to teach a class in an isolated

Native Indian village. Basic literacy classes had been offered pre-

viously in the village, but never with a great deal of success. Com-

pletion rates had been low and the courses had not been evaluated as

being very successful by the community.

Most of the students in this class were tested at the Grade 3

to 6 level in reading and computation. Mary observed that education

did not have a very positive image among most of the people in the

village or among many of the students in the class. She also ob-

served that the instructional materials she had been given were not

particularly applicable to the learning needs of Native people. On

the basis of these observations and other information, Mary concluded

that a fundamental problem in getting a successful program going was

to make it more relevant to the social, personal, and community

concerns of her students. Rather than students learning core skills

such as reading, writing and speaking in isolation from relevant

social and occupational concerns, Mary concluded that students could

learn these core skills as part of an integrated program that also

covered content areas such as community resources, local history,

local culture, ,and government.

After discussing the goals of the class with the students, Mary

decided upon the following strategy. The students would break up into

a number of wo6 oroids. Some would collect material on local history,

16
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others on culture, and others on community resources. Some of the

students would then write a small local history for the use of school

children and others would prepare a few issues of a local newsletter.

In this way students could do something useful and relevant, learning

and using their core skills while also learning about important content

areas.

Case 2

A class of ten Level I students, ages 17-52, met as a group at a

college center in a large urban community. Four of them spoke English

as a second language, one spoke a New Orleans dialect of English, and

one a Native Indian dialect. Two students had been assessed as learn-

ing disabled with regard to central word processing. Three had only

recently left school and were uncerti;in if they wanted to be in the

class. The four who were employed worked in the following positions:

apartment manager (sharing the responsibility with his wife), restau-

rant hostess, gas station attendant, and race-horse groom. Reading

ability varied from Ted, who could not name or sound the letters of the

alphabet, to Jose who read the newspaper regularly. Ted geld not

write at all, but the others could spell some sight words and some

regular pattern words, and some of them could write complete sentences.

The second-language students had varying degrees of first-language

interference in their structure and syntax. All ten students were

willing to participate in class discussion, although two of them felt

17
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it was a waste of time.

Reading materials included a variety of articles and books. The

beginning students usually worked individually in the Steck-Vaughan

Adult Reading Series. The more advanced readers used Something New,

Something El s. as beginning points for discussion, the stories from

Beginning English Skills, and "found" materials such as Augusta, movie

reviews of The Black Stallion, and an article from Time magazine brought

in by one of the students. Often parts of these materials were re-

written to make them accessible to more of the students so the class

could discuss them.

For phonics, spelling, and basic sentence structure work, the

students lied a variety of books and worksheets. These included parts

of Target-Spelling, Language Tool Kit, a Guideline Curriculum for A.B.E.,

Phonetics Factory, Laubach and Learning to Read Using Words in Color.

Much of the spelling and sentence structure was pulled from writing

done by the students. Ideas for this came from Using Language Exper-

ience with Adults and Write Now as well as from conversations and argu-

ments which occurred among the students. They also wrote in response

to films such as Augusta or Charley Squash Goes to Town and speakers

such as the Rentalsman.

Case 3

Valerie read historical hovels and news magazines for pleasure,

but was una'le to spell at the Grade 3 level. At 27, married with two

18
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school age daughters, she returned to school so that she could learn

to "write so that someone could read it". She tested at 14.8 on the

Schonell Reading Scale, mispronouncing only two words, and was able

to read with full comprehension selections from the Grade 12 litera-

ture program. Her "spelling age" on the Schonell graded spelling list

(Form A) was 8.2 years, equivalent to beginning Grade 3.

Valerie began a level one spelling program learning sounds, syl-

labication, structural analysis, and basic rules. She learned to use

tools of analysis to find her own trouble spots in words and, because

of her reading ability, progressed to the teacher's references. She

taught her daughters, who were also poor spellers, whatever she learn-

ed and found the teaching process a valuable learning activity for

herself. For spelling practice she wrote shopping lists, analysed

the words, corrected the errors she could identify, looked up doubtful

words in a dictionary,, made any further corrections, and added those

words to a personal dictionary. Later she followed the same procedure

if.'th telephone messages and letters to her mother. Although her

spelling did not become exceptionally good, Valerie tested at 13.9

years on the Schonell graded spelling list when she left after two

terms of two classes per week. This represented an improvement of

5.7 years.

Case 4

John, age 20, was an apprentice mechanic. Although he did well on
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the practical aspects of his training, he was advised by his counsellor

that his spelling and writing skills were well below the expected stand-

ard, and that his reading needed improvement. Assessment showed that

John was reading at a 13.6 year level and spelling at a 9.1 year level

(Schonell). His reading was slow and laboured, he lacked word identi-

fication skills, and achieved only 85% accuracy in comprehension test-

ing questions. Because of his animosity toward anything that looked

like an English test, his reading comprehension was directed on a

selection fr.pla Motor Sport. John knew no spelling rules or principles,

and knew no way of learning specific words, other than by "looking at

them and trying to remember what they looked like".

Discussion with his apprenticeship counsellor resulted in a more

detailed listing of his needs. The two texts for his automotive course,

plus two general automobile repair manuals, were obtained. From these

books, a list of 200 common tenms which he would need to spell was made

and analysed. The words that were regular were p,t aside to be learn-

ed with the spelling rules and principles; the irregular words were

listed for learning by sight or rote. Sections of the manuals and texts

were isolated to be used in developing the following literal compre-

hension skills: finding the main idea, supporting details, sequence,

cause and effect, following directions, and locating information.

t A program of instruction was developed including word identifi-

cation skills (phonics being applied to both reading and spelling), a

system of learnino regular spelling words, spelling rules and principles,

skimming and scaining skills for reading, and a systematic approach to
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developing the literal comprehension skills needed in his work. The

only materials used were the apprenticeship texts, the repair manuals,

and the lists and questions devel(ped from them. This limitation was

imposed by John's statement that he "didn't want to learn English or

anything like that--just reading and spelling for mechanics".

Case 5

Bob was a 30-year-old, unemployed miner living in his sister's

home. He came to the coast in hope of finding other work until min-

ing opened up again. When he couldn't find work, he decided to take

advantage of the time for self-improvement. Although he had junior

high standing, he knew that his arithmetical skills were poor. He

came to the community school basic literacy class asking for arithmetic

only. He was tested with the Adult Basic Learning Examination (ABLE)--

Level IIA, computation and problem solving sections only. His scores

indicated a Grade 6 level. By examining his answers, it was found that

he could add, subtract, multiply and divide whole numbers, but that he

had missed most questions having to do with fractions, decimals and

percentage. While discussing the test, he said that he could multiply

and divide, but it was a slow process because he did not know times

tables very well. He was pleased to learn that a unit on metric

measurement was offered to students, and that he would also be offered

instruction in the use of hand calculators. The following program was

set out for him:

21
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(1) To demonstrate the meaning of multiplication (using sets and Diens

blocks).

(2) To develop automatic response to multiplication.

(3) To review fraction§,--decimaTs, vercentage, rotio and proportions.

(4) To learn metric measurement.

Since he had no reading problem, he had the choice of any arith-

metic materials available in the classroom. In consultation with the

teacher, he chose the following:

(1) Times tables--flash cards, a times table grid, and selected

exercises from Figure It Out--Book I.

(2) Fractions, decimals and percent: Figure It Out--Book II.

(3) Ratio and proportion: Mathematics: Rates, Proportion, Percent,

Book 3, Unit 4.

(4) For metric measurement Exploring Metrics.

(5) For problem solving skills Modern Mental Mathematics.

(6) Concrete objects and measuring devices as needed--Diens blocks.

(7) Extra exercises and word problems as needed from other tests and

ditto worksheets.

Bob completed the program in two an0 a half months. He declined

a final evaluation, saying that he was well pleased with what he had

done. Had he wanted a final evaluation, he would have been given an

ABLE IIB and a teacher-made metric measure test.
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INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

Adults who enter basic literacy programs come with a variety of

established ways of interacting socially. Basic lituacy programs

should enable students to examine those methods to determine if they

are the most effective in helping to realize personal, educational,

and vocational goals. Adults should be encouraged to clarify their

goals by exploring options and establishing realistic objectives.

They should be able to demonstrate an awareness of the steps involved

in achieving their goals by establishing plans which include an

assessment of their own skills, as well as estimates of the time,

.1..ffort, and ability necessary for success. Basic literacy programs

should help adults to become active participants in learning by

assisting them to recognize conflict or problem situations and to con-

front them in a positive, self-reliant manner. Finally, programs

should help to pronote in adult students an awareness of individual

rights and responsibilities as parents, workers, and citizens by

providing opportunities to explore and discuss these areas of concern.

2 3, 4,Goal: To enable basic literacy students to de- ,

,

5, 6

7, 8 9, 10

velop strategies for interacting in a variety of 11, 136,

18 19 20social situations and for effective problem solving , ,

21, 22, 23
24, 26, 27
28, 29, 30
31, 32, 33
38, 39, 40
41, 42, 44

individually and with others.

Skills: 1. examining personal goals
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-maintaining physical health 46, 47, 48

49, 50, 51

-building self-confidence 53, 54, 56

61

-improving perscn1 relationships by:

-using listening skills for:

-understanding oneself

- obtaining information

-understanding others

-using speaking skills for:

-asking for/clarification

-persuading

- giving information

-functioning as part Of a group by:

- using listening skills for:

- understanding oneself

-obtaining information

-understanding others

using speaking skills fur:

-asking for clarification

-giving information

-giving instructions

-presenting an opinion or

point of view

-using problem solving skills

(See Problem Solving)

- following meeting procedures as:

30



-participant

-leader

-functioning as part of society by:

-understanding rights and respon-

sibilities

2. examining educational goals

-establishing academic plans related to

interests or employment

-developing a view of education as life-

long learning

3. examining vocational goals

- discovering interests and aptitudes

- investigating training and monetary re-

' quirements

-establishing short and long-range plans

4 improving role performance as a pareht by:

-investigating effective parenting tech-

niques

- becoming aware of children's rights

- becoming aware of parents'. rights

5 improving role performance as a worker by:

- becoMing aware of the function and

.services of unions

- considering health and safety in employ-

ment

31
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- acquainting oneself with employment-

related procedures

-executing a job search

- filing for unemployment insurance

- interpreting payroll deductions

- becoming aware of protective legis-

lation

6. improving role performance as a citizen by:

-becoming aware of legal and human rights

- developing an awareness of common legal

procedures

- developing an understanding of how

government works

-developing an understanding of how

the economy works

- investigating techniques for citizen

organiziq

Suggested Applications:

-listening to a friend whose marriage has broken up

- organizing to prevent a commuter bypass from being construct-

ed in the neighbourhood

- planning a weight-loss diet

- sending away to the Apprenticeship Board for program brochures

-following a particular political or social issue

32



LISTENING

Listening skills are applicable to the social, political, and

educational realms of adult life. Whether by oneself, among family

or friends, conducting business, on the job, or in front of the tele-

vision set, individuals listen for various purposes, using particular,

learned skills. Listening is always an active communication process

even if it only involves oneself. Listening to oneself necessitates

accepting one's feelings as valid, examining one's motives, recog-

nizing the basis for one's reactions and responses, and exercising

restraint in situations which call for it. Listening implies taking

a criticalstance in relation to one's environment, recognizing that

different points of view exist as a consequence of differing political,

social, and economic intereFts', and determining one's own point of

view i'l relation to these. It involves social skills which include
!

recognizing in both theoretical and practical terms the right of

others to express their feelings and views, recognizing when some-

thing has not been understood, knowing how to ask for clarification in

an appropriate manner, and appreciating non-verbal and verbal be-

haviour as aspects of communication. Further, the listening process

involves organization skills which include setting a purpose for

listening, and using the necessary attention and comprehension skills.

Auditory acuity, while not a skill, is mentioned here to alert

teachers to this critical aspect of listening. Many adults have never

(or have not recently) had their hearing properly assessed through

33
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audiometric testing, a service offered by public health units. Some

students may therefore have undetected auditory acuity problems which

the teacher should seek to identify before providing an instructional

program.

Goal: To help adults become effective listen- 53, 54, 55
61

ers in a variety of situations which they are

likely to encounter.

Skills: 1 recognizing common environmental

sounds (auditory discrimination)

2. establishing purpose for listening:

-for obtaining information

-for directions or instructions

-for specific facts or details

-for main points

-for evaluative or critical purposes

3. demonstrating attentiveness through

-eye contact

-body position in relation to speaker

body language

facial expression

-touching

-verbal or non-verbal cues to the

speaker

34
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-patience (not interrupting)

-reflection before response

4. using context clues to establish meaning

of words (ESL +)

5. expanding spoken and written vocabulary

(ESL +)

6. understanding the meaning of sentences

7. differentiating between statements and

questions

8. following instructions and directions

elying on memory or external memory

devices (e.g.: notes, tape recordings,

reminders from others)

-retaining correct sequence

9. comprehending literal references with

regard to main idea and details (ESL +)

10. making inferences and drawing conclusions

with regard to:

-main idea

-details

-verbal behaviour (e.g.: use of language,

tone of voice, stress, inflection,

rhythm)

-non-verbal behaviour (e.g.: facial

expression, body language, gestures)(ESL+)

35
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11. listening critically and evaluatively to

determine:

-fact vs. opinion

-reality vs. fantasy

-factual errors, distortions, or omissions

-relevant vs. irrelevant information

logic of presentation

credibility of speaker based on criteria

of:

-past reliability

- reputation of source in subject area

-source's awareness of current issues

-source's political outlook

- particular social viewpoints of source

12. paraphrasing oral conversation in:

-one-to-one situation

-short group discussion

13. summarizing short group discussions in

written form

14. taking notes from speech or lecture

Suggested Applications:

discussing a point of conflict with a friend

-evaluating a product advertised on T.V.

following directions given by a service station attendant
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-attending a community meeting

-carrying out jury duty
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SPEAKING

Because it is used more widely in communication than writing,

speaking is a skill which is of particular importance to adults. The

basis for the teaching of effective speaking rests on recognition of

language skills as a means of:

-sharing one's experiences

-establishing or defending individual rights

-affecting and changing social relationships and political struc-

tures.

Adults need to accept that their feelings, opinions, and ideas

have validity, and are capable of being expressed. The situations in

which adults may use speaking skills may include informal conversation,

restaurant ordering, telephone or in-person requests for information

from an agency, registering of a complaint, a court appearance, job

interviews, an intervention at a public meeting or social gathering,

and academic discussion. The particular skills used will vary with the

social context; recognition of this factois also an aspect of speak-

ing skills.

Goal: To assist adults to speak effectively and 49, 53, 54

with ease in a variety of situations which they

are likely to encounter.

56,

64,

60,

124

61

Skills: 1. recalling and reproducing words with
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little or no hesitation

2. using appropriate pronunciation (where

physical factors do not interfere)(ESL+)

3. enunciating clearly

4. using appropriate modulation

5. using appropriate stress and intonation

(ESL +)

6. demonstrating use of vocabulary appro-

priate to the individual adult, and to

the type of social exchange (ESL +)

7. using complete sentences where required

8. using standard and non-standard dialect

appropriately (i.e., appropriate social

usage) (ESL +)

9. using appropriate grammar with respect to:

subject-verb agreement

-pronoun-antecedent agreement

-simple and progressive forms of verb

tenses

- form and placement of adjectives and

adverbs

-the use of articles and prepositions

according to idiomatic convention (ESL+)

-using varied structures

10. demonstrating awareness of facial ey-



pression

11. demonstrating appropriate use of body

language (ESL +)

12. using effective gestures

13. maintaining eye contact (ESL +)

14. organizing thoughts and ideas in terms of: 57

-purpose (for entertainment, information,

instructions or directions, reporting,

making a request, or expressing an

opinion)

-logical sequence (chronological, or in

order of importance)

-clear language

-conciseness

15. giving directions or instructions

16. relating a narrative or anecdote

17. making a brief report

18. participating in a job interview

19. registering a complaint

20. making a request

21. expressing an opinion using supporting

facts or logical reasons

22. making a short speech from notes at d

social gathering or public meeting

23. paraphrasing in one-to-one conversation

41
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24. summarising in short group discussion

Suggested Applications:

-making a toast to the bride at a wedding

- teaching a friend how to do macrame

-returning a faulty spark plug

-reporting an accident to the police

- making a point in a union meeting
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VIEWING

Viewing requires an orientation which is similar to that re-

quired by listening, with images being substituted for sounds. View-

ing skills may be applied by adults in the following situations:

watching films or television, following instructional diagrams, wit-

nessing a reportable incident, interpreting pictures or illustrations,

and appreciating the visual environment. As with listening, viewing

requires the organizational skills of setting purpose and applying

attention and comprehension skills.

Visual acuity is not a skill, but is mentioned here to remind

teachers of the importance of checking vision. Teachers should be

aware that near-point vision, which is used in reading, employs

visual skills different from those used in far-point vision, and

cannot be assessed using the Snellen Chart, the basis for r-Dt

standard eye examinations. An opthamologist or optometrist should

be asked to undertake testing of near-point vision in students referred

Goal: lo assist adults in gaining information 66, 67, 68

from, and responding critically to, material

presented visually.

Skills: 1. visual discrimination among:

- forms

- letters
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- words

colour

- figure-ground

2. establishing a purpose for viewing in

terms of information required

3. demonstrating attentiveness through:

physical orientation

- visual tracking (ability to focus both

eyes on a moving object or to follow

along a line of print)

4. recognizing common objects

5. recognizing common symbols on signs and

labels

6. interpreting graphic material in terms of

main ideas and important details:

- diagrams

- pictures and illustrations

-television

- films

7. using witnessing skills:

paying attention to critical details

-using memory or external memory devices

(e.g., notes, tape recordings, reminders

from others)

8. viewing critically and evaluatively to



determine:

-objective vs. subjective presentation

-reality vs. fantasy

-errors, distortions, or omissions

-relevant vs. irrelevant information

-logic of pru>entation

-credibility of presentation based on:

- criteria of past reliability of source

-reputation of source in subject area

source's awareness of current issues

source's political outlook

-particular social viewpoints of source

Suggested Applications:

-interpreting laundry symbols

-getting information from a poster

-recognizing poisonous substances from their labels

-comparing a police show on television to real life

-enjoying a movie
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READING

When students begin to learn to read, they can be helped to

understand that they already know a great deal about language and

that they need to know how to apply that knowledge to the printed

word.

Reading is both a language process and a cognitive or thinking

process. Current theory suggests that there are three systems operat-

ing in the language process--phonic (the sound system), syntactic

(the grammar system) and semantic (the meaning). The following

diagram proposed by P. David Pearson shows one way of conceptualizing

language as an integrated whole:

I

In reading written symbols, these three systems operate together and

are coupled with the sum total of the reader's language and experien-

tial background to produce meaning.

This background which students bring to the adult basic literacy
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classroom provides them with speaking and listening vocabularies, and

an understanding of concepts in fields of special interest such as busi-

ness, trades, or hobbies. If English is their first language, they

have also absorbed much information about how the English language is

structured; for instance, whether a string of spoken words makes sense

or not. What the adult non-reader lacks, however, is knowledge about the

system of "marks on paper". Unlike fluent readers, they cannot make

regular association between the printed word and the spoken word, or

between the printed word and its idea, image, or meaning.

Some people learn to read with little or no instruction; others

learn by standard methods of instruction used in classrooms. Students

who require reading instruction have not taught themselves to read

efficiently or if they have been to school, they may not have profited

from the instruction offered. There are many reasons why adults in our
o

society have not learned to read. These reasons may be physical, social,

geographical, emotional, linguistic, psycho-neurological, or instruc-

tional.

Assessment is an important first step in planning reading in-

struction. In assessment, the emphasis should be on ob..,Lrvation of

present reading behavior of the student or, in the case of the ton)

illiterate, knowledge of the basic facts about written lanrane. The

assessment should establish personal goals for reading, and it also

shoul,l include measures of the major components of the reading process.

Learning to read and fluent reading are not the same. At all

stages the purpose of reading must be kept in sight. In the initial

,.
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stages of reading some adults may require considerable help in develop-

ing word identification skills. The focus is thus the acquisition of

those skills. As v9rd recognition becomes easier for the student and

reading becomes 'more fluent, the teaching emphasis changes. More

emphasis is placed on what reading can do for the student and what

effects it has on attitudes, beliefs, and knowledge. The impo,tance of

what is read may then take precedence over word identification. Compre-

hension skills can be sharpened by even very fluent readers. When a

student reaches a level of fluency, help can be provided in any con-

tent area through study skills instruction. Students can be made

aware that learning to read in new areas is a. lifelong process.

Comprehension in reading is usually described as a thinking process

in which a reader grasps an idea from print, understand.; it within the

bounds of experience, and interprets it appropriately to need and pur-

poses. In the past it was thought that once word identification skills

were learned, comprehension ability would follow automatically. How-

ever, it is now recognized that, although some comprehension may come

easily% students can improve the ability to reason while reading and

that comprehension should be systematically taught.

Comprehension in reading of necessity begins with word identifi-

cation. If the reader cannot adequately identify visual ,ymbols then

it is impossible to get meaniny. The skills of word identification

must be evaluated and then taught or remediated as necessary. This is

not to say that these skills are to be perfected before comprehension

skills are undertaken. In fact, comprehension skills in reading should
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be taught right from the initiation of reading instruction. Compre-

hension skills and word identification skills should be complementary

rather than sequential. For purposes of this Guide, comprehension is

treated in five categories: literal, inferential, critical, appreciative,

and reflective.

All students should be exposed to a great variety of reading mate-

rials. They should be encouraged to improve their reading by reading

extensively. To this end, teachers should be able to guide students

to materials of appropriate interest and readability. Adults should

be encouraged to seek reading materials which are an enhancement to

life: materials which offer pleasure, knowledge, values, enlight-

enment on problems of daily coping, and expansion of attitudes and

beliefs.
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Readiness

For ease in learning to read, students should have well-develop-

ed listening and speaking vocabularies, adequate mental ability to deal

with ordinary concepts in conversation, and enough emotional maturity

to deal with average frustrations sL-h as those posed by any registra-

tion procedure. If a student is lacking in any of these areas, special

communication programming or pre-reading development may be needed.

Auditory and visual acuity, perception, and memory should be assessed

to determine the necessity for any special teaching techniques.

Goal: To help students understand what reading

is and the conventions regarding the printed word.

Skills: 1. The alphabet

2. Recognizing all forms Of written

letters, upper and lower case, and

different print styles.

3. Students must understand:

-that reading is a process of getting

meaning from the printed word

-that printed material is read from

left to right and top to bottom

-what a sentence is

-what a word is
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-what a letter is

-what punctuation is and is for

-the vocabulary used in talking about language



Sight Words

In the initial stages of reading it is desirable for a student

to learn several words by sight. This is often done by the use of

words which students frequently encounter in their everyday experience.

Goal: To enable students to recognize several 67, 83, 84

useful words by sight.
86,

103,
87,
145

89

Skills: 1. recognizing key or "loaded" words from

language experience dictations

2. recognizing environmental words, e.g.

exit, men, women

3. recognizing service words, e.g. a,

the, this

Suggested Applications:

-reading words of importance to the student

-reading signs and labels

-reading words such as "the', "a", "an",

"and", "but", "yes", "no"
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Phonics

the sounds of the language mastered on an oral level musc be

attached to their visual symbols. The student must not only be ablu

to hear the units of sound, but be able to link these with their visual

representations, whether this be a single letter, a pair of letters, or

a group. The student must be helped to form generalizations about the

written language which can be used in decoding unfamiliar words. More

than 80% of English syllables are phonetically regular.

Knowledge of phonics can result in independence in recognition of

words, can encourage correct pronunciation, and can foster habits of

close attention to word parts. It may, however, set up undesirable

habits of detailed analysis of words to the neglect of understanding

and may produce painstakingly slow, unenthusiastic reading. There are

two systems of teaching phonics, the synthetic system and analytic

system. The synthetic system begins with the teaching of individual

sounds and from these builds words. The analytic system begins with the

acquired sight vdcabulary and draws phonic generalizations from these

known words. Both systems imply a knowledge of the skills listed below.

While much drill in this skill area is essential for the student with

visual-perceptual difficulties, students must never be allowed to lose

sight of what reading really is--a process of getting meaning from the

printed word.

GU
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Goal:

Skills:

To help students master sound-symbol re- 80, 81, 83
84, 86, 88

lationships which function as one basis of 101, 102, 135
136, 145

word identification; to make explicit that

words in everyday life are made with sounds,

and sounds are written with letters in an

orderly way to impart meaning. (ESL+)

Note: All phonic skills should be taught

in the context of words.

1. learning single letter sounds

- consonants

-short vowels

- blending of consonant and vowel sounds

2. learning consonant blends

-initial consonant blends, e.g., bl,

fl, cl, pl, gr, cr, fr, scr, spr, str

- final consonant blends, e.g., -nd,

-nk, -ng, -nt

3. recognizing consonant diagraphs, e.g.,

ch, sh, th, wh

4. using long vowels--final silent "e"

5. learning dipt:thongs and vowel pairs
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e.g., oi, oy, cc, ai

6. recognizing soft c and g

7. knowing w, r, and I controlled vowels

8. recognizing silent letters, e.g.,

gn, kn, wr, gh

Suggested Applications:

-looking at traffic signs, labels, etc.

-linking common sense with knowledge of sounds ("pull" not

"push" the door because of the "11"s).



Structural Analysis

One of the more effective ways of identifying, words is by their

structure. Even words with irregular sound-symbol relationships tend

to follow a constant structural pattern. A knowledge of the many ways

in which words are built and the elements from which they are construc-

ted can be a valuable key to unlocking meaning.

o

Goal: To enable students to develop competence 70, 71, 72

in the recognition and use of structural compon-
80,

84,

81, 83

86, 88

ents which, when combined with phonics, lead to

mastery of word identification in reading. (ESL +)

102,

135,

103,

136

104

Skills: 1. root words

-concept

common roots

- meanings

structural changes

2. endings for:

- plurals, e.g., s, es

-tense, e.g., ing, third persons
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3. suffixes

-common suffixes, their meaning and

functions

Suffix Function Meaning

-er noun person occupationally
connected with

- or noun

-er adj.

est adj.

- ion noun
(tion,sion)

- ment noun

-able adj.

-ish adj.

-ful

ly

adj.

adj.

adv.

person who, thing which

comparative--more

superlative--most

condition or state

state or condition of

suitable for, capable of

havinthe quality of,
tending to

full of

like

how, when, to what extent

Examples

writer, player

actor, inventor

bigger, taller

biggest, tallest

position, action

amusement

readable
comfortable

reddish, boyish

careful , watchful

friendly

quickly, completely

4. contractions--can't, didn't, etc.

5. compound words--dishpan, mother-in-law,

raincoat

(3,1
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6. prefixes

- common prefixes and their meanings

Prefix Meaning Examples

in- in, into income, inland

mis- wrong, wrongly mistake, mislead

un- not uncertain, unclear

pre- before prepare, predict

inter- between interview, interfere

ex- out of extend, exit

re- back, again renew, repeat

pro- forward, for proceed, program

in- not insecure, indefinite

sub- under subzero, submarine

anti- against antifreeze, antisocial

7. syllabication

-definition of a syllable

- types of syllables

- closed (CVC)

open (CV)

-silent e (VCE)

-consonant le

-vowel -r combinations

- diphthong
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-simple rules of syllabication

-reading syllable stress in dictionary

Suggested Applications:

-reading unfamiliar words from one's own reading after

syllabicating them

-decoding, defining and using compound words without reference

to a dictionary. (The dictionary is the last way to learn

a new word rather than the first or only--see Reference

Skills section)

-working out the name, of departments or aisles in stores,

labels on products, etc., by combining structural analysis

and phonic skills.
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Context Clues

Context clues are very useful in identifying unknown words from

the sense of a passage, and they are often used in combination with

phonic clues. This process requires the student to understand what is

being read.

Goal: To enable students to identify words 66, 70, 74
86, 87, 89

through context clues with or without supportive

phonic skills. (ESL +)

Skills: 1. using language skills to identify un-

known words

2. using context clues with other word

identification skills to identify an

unknoun word.

Suggested Applications:

- the student infers the word through context, e.g., The car

ran out of
. ("gas" is unknown by the student)

- the student-recognizes phonic and oontextual help, e.g.,

The man went into his h ("h" is known by the

student and the whole word is inferred by context)
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Dictionary

For more advanced students the skills of using a pronunciation key

in a dictionary are useful for word identification and pronunciation.

Goal: To enable students to identify and pro- 83, 84, 86
101, 150, 157

nounce unknown words by using the dictionary.

Skills: 1. to 1 ,rn diacritical marks

2. to understand the use of a pronuncia-

tion key in the dictionary

Suggested Applications:

-identifying an unknown word by using the dictionary

f;
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Comprehension

A. Literal Comprehension

Goal: To enable students to recognize facts as 22, 39, 66

presented in written material.
67,

74,

68,

75,

70

76
77, 78, 81

82, 83, 84
85, 86, 88

Skills: 1. recalling word meanings 91, 100, 108

2. finding the main idea
155,

161,
156, 1F0
174

3. supporting details

4. identifying sequence

5. seeing likenesses and differences

6. recngnizing cause and effect

7. following directions

8. using references

9. locating information

10. classifying

11. categorizing

Suggested Applications:

- filling in forms

-recalling the sequence of events in news story

- following a recipe

-reLoynizing the main events and supporting details in a

news story
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-following directions for a do-it-yourself purc.ase

B. Inferential Comprehension

Goal: To enable students to understand what is 70, 74, 75

not explicitly stated.
76,

81,

77, 78
82, 83

84, 85, 86
88, 91, 95
100, 108, 149

Skills: 1. may include skills from the preceding

category

2. inferring meaning when word identifi-

160, 174

cation skills may be weak. (ESL +)

3. drawing conclusions

4. predicting outcomes

5. comparison and contrast

6. identifying author's purpose

7. identifying mood, humor, pathos,

attitude, tone

8. understanding relationships

Suggested Applicutions:

-comparing and contrasting two reports of V'e same news item

-reading magazines for pleasure

-identifying purpose in life skills literature
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C. Critical Comprehension

Goal: To enable students to make judgments 70, 75, 77

about what they read according to their knowledge
81,

84,

82,

85,

83

86

and values.
95,

174
149, 160

Skills: 1. may include skills from preceding

categories

2. recognizing appropriateness to

reader's purpose -nd ability

3. recognizing bias, fact, opinion, prop-

aganda, point of view

4. differentiating between reality and

fantasy

5. recognizing worth and desirability

Suggested Applications:

-reading political information critically

-recognizing misleading advertising

D. Appreciative Comprehension

Goal: To help students recognize the emotival 42, 70, 75
-/8, 81, 82

and aesthetic responses to reading. 85, 86, 91

108, 149
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Skills: 1. may include skills from the precding categories

2. responding to the author's use of language

3. responding to the author's use of content

4. responding to the author's use of characters

5. responding to the author's use of incidents

Suggested Applications:

-reading a novel

-reading a.biography

- reading poetry

- reading song lyrics

E. Reflective Comprehension

Goal: To enable students to understand that

even when a writer's chosen language creates a

reality, apparently different from that of the

reader, the information may be applicable and

can be absorbed usefully into the student's

own life. (ESL+)

Skills: 1. may include skills from ti,e preced-

ing categories

2. using new skills learned by reading

3. changing direction

66
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4. approaching a problem in a new way

5. pursuing a new idea

6. going beyond what is read to arrive at

a new conclusion

7. discarding that which is not useful

Suggested Applications:

-helping to resolve a family problem by reading for infor-

mation

-deciding on job training after reading about several kinds

of jobs

-performing, on the job, a technique learned by reading

-being able to deal more effectively with social service

personnel because of understanding their point of view

throush reading newspaper articles
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0 WRITING

o

o

The process of writing involves putting one's ideas on paper in

an orderly way to give meaning to a reader. Instruction in writing

should begin as soon as students can read any words. Some students

may progress in writing at a diffeitnt rate than they do in reading.

All writing tasks must be meaningful to the adult student, and a

valuable way of linking an adult's life with writing skills is the

"language experience" approach. Some of the major principles on which

it is based are:

- What people know, they can ta'k about.

What they talk about can be expressed in writing.

What they write, can be read.

- What they have to say about their own life is important in creat-

ing the link between themselves and the language--spoken, read,

and written.

Language experience activities can begin with single words (names,

the days of the week, the months, occupations) and ouickly expand to

short sentences (My name is Bill Jones. I am a welder. My wife's name

is Mary and she's a cashier). Principles of sentence structure based

on actual speech, capital letters and periods as conventions of written

expression, and information based on the student's actual experience

can thus be tied t3gether from the outset of writing experience. The

student who has never written before can attain immediate success in

writing. As students acquire more sophistication with the conventions
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of written expression, the information they can express also becomes

more complex and begins to take such forr,:', as, "I used to ..., but now

I ...."

For students who read better than they spell or write, dictating

or telling a personal story to the teacher can provide reading materials

And at the same time enable a focus on written language structures.

This approach to language experience can be used with indiViduals or

groups of students.

Writing skills can be refined through a knowledge of grammar, current

usage (formal and informal), sentence and paragraph structure, vocabu-

lary, and punctuation. Some students will wish to use this strictly

for writing improvement; others will require it for further academic

study.
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Composition

Goal: To improve writing skills by developing

and applying knowledge of the structure of the

language, the conventions of written expression,

levels of vocabulary, and the varieties of style

and degrees of formality suitable for different

writing tasks. (ESL +)

Skills: 1. labelling

2. making lists

3. writing short sentences

4. combining sentences

5. writing short paragraphs with topic

sentences

6. writing longer sentences and paragraphs

7. developing multi-paragraph compositions

-short reports

- creative writing

- personal letters

-business letters

8. learning the use of punctuation

- final sentence marks

- cumas

-apostrophes
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-quotation marks

-punctuation of a formal business

letter

9. identifying and writing subject and

predicate (subject-verb agreement)

10. identifying and writing parts of speeLh

noun

verb

-pronoun

-adjective

-adverb

-prepositional phrase

11. identify:ng and writing different kinds

of sentences

-declarative, interrogative, imperative,

exclamatory

simple, compound, complex

12% using singular, plural and possessive

forms correctly

13. using contractions (how and when to

use them)

14. using formal and informal styles

15. using writing effectively

- developing confidence ;n writing

-developing ease ir expressing thoughts

72
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in written form

-knowing that the ability to write is

a major factor in taking control over

one's own life

Suggested Applications.

- making shopping lists

taking telephone messages

-filling out forms

- writing personal stories

-writing a post card from a vacation spot

-writing a business letter to a firm, complaining about a

purchase

- for students interested in creative writing, writing Haiku,

descriptive paragraphs using as many adjectives as possible,

or building a story around a gived list of adverbs

73
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Handwritins

The basic motivation for learning to write is the desire to

express and communicate ideas. Models of good handwriting should be

proTided. Handwriting instruction should be individualized, based on

a diagnosis of each student's writing abilities. Teachers should make

provisions for the needs of left-handed students.

Goal: To enable students to write with ease and 119, 130

legibility.

Skills: 1. printing letters (for reading and

filling out forms)

2. reading cursive script as a transittpn

to writing it

3. writing in cursive script

4. learning when and when not to use

capital letters. (ESL

5. practicing the mechanics

- slant

spacing

size

-formation

6. practice for development of fluency

and legibility
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Suggested Applications:

-labeling

-filling out forms

-writing post cards and letters
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SPELLING

The ability to spell is critical to the use of written language.

Adults who do not spell easily often feel unable to cope with any other

.written work until some spelling skills are learned. Lack of spelling

ability inhibits writing styles and distracts from creativity. Often

the adult who spells poorly can read well, making the spelling problem

even more puzzling to the student and often embarrassing. For many

adults this disability prevents attempts at even the most basic sur-

vival writing. Although the inability to spell is a persistent problem

and difficult to correct, adults can and do improve their ability to

spell.

Adults have often practiced poor spelling for many years; how-

ever, unlike children they do not have years of schooling ahead to

learn good spelling habits. Teachers need to be knowledgeable about

word analysis as well as visual, auditory and tactile approaches to

the teaching of spelling. Time used for spelling can be used most

efficiently if careful diagnosis of spelling errors is undertaken.

Teaching spelling differs from teaching reading in two key aspects:

1. In reading, a person works from print to sound. In spelling a
person works from the sound of a word to its written form.

2. In reading, a person is engaged in an active search for meaning.
In spelling, the objective is correct written form.

While it is useful to integrate spelling into the general teaching

of communication, it should be recognized that spelling is a separate

and distinct ability. Good readers may be poor spellers, and vice
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versa.

The adult who is a good reader should not be subjected to low-

level reading materials even when much practice is needed working

with phonics and structural analysis from the beginning levels. This

process should not be rushed and regular review is essential.

Goal: To enable adults to develop and use 81, 83, 84
86, 102, 103

strategies which will allow independence in spell- 134, 135, 136
137, 138, 140

ing. 141, 142, 143
144, 145

Skills: 1. Phonic--learning the names of, the

sounds represented by, the feel of

(i.e. mouth and throat), and the posi-

tion in words pf (i.e., initial, med-

ial, final):

-consonants

short vowels

consonant blends

long vowels

digraphs

-diphthongs

- r, w, and I controlled vowels

-silent letters

2. Structural analys-k (ESL +)--learning

the rules, generalizations, and word
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Suggested Applications:

-spelling job-related words

-checking the dictionary for correct spelling

in a business letter

79
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structures for:

-variant endings

-root words

- affixes

-affixes

- contractions

-compound words

3. using words important to real life

activities

4. learning words in special lists, e.g.,

months

5. learning to use syllabication as an

aid to spelling

6. ''arning irregularly spelled words

7. learning the spelling of homonym:.

8. using the dictionary as an aid to

spelling

9. learning to proof read for spelling
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LEARNING SKILLS

Learning skills for adults should be related to aspects of their

lives other than the academic, in recognition of the fact that not all

will continue their formal schooling: Some adult students, particular-

ly those with a minimum level of academic skills, find that the most

difficult step i overcoming their emotional blocks to learning which

may have varied sources. The most crucial aspect of learning skills

is the ability to determine what one knows, what one does not know

and needs to know, and how to go about learning what is not known.

This involves becoming aware of one's cognitive style or how one

learns best, what environmental conditions, and in which content

and interest areas. Prepared in this way, students can begin to

become proficient at predicting task difficulty and using appropriate

learning strategies by realistically assessing their own skills in

relation to vaiious aspects of the task such as time constraints,

length of reading material included, familiarity with concepts or

1,

,-

content, familiarity with vocabula), and familiarity with type of

task.

Developing self-reliance and independence in students with regard

to learning is an important goal of basic literacy programs. Adults

should begin to accept responsibility for and take initiative with

their own learning, continuing with minimal direction when instruction

is temporarily unavailable, and taking initiative in obtaining assist-

ance by recognizing difficulties as they occur and seeking an appro-
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priate resource person or materials. As well as independence in learn-

ing, programs sholld teach the skills of co-operation and sharing in

learning groups.

Goal: To enable basic literacy students to 5e- 64, 126, 148
150, 152, 155

come aware of their learning styles and use them 156, 157, 160
161, 163, 164

effectively. The references for this section each 165, 166, 172
173, 174

apply to several of the learning ckills presented,

hence they are listed together here.

32
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Vocabulary Development

Increasing one's vocabulary is an ongoing process throughout adult

life. Vocabulary is taught as a distinct subject in basic literacy

programs in the following areas; for second language students, in

content area vocabulary such as Mathematics, and for students with

impoverished vocabulary. The development of ar increased vocabulary

and the refinement of vocabulary acquisition skills are interwoven

throughout the earlier sections of this Guide. Every adult develops

vocabulary on four levels of increasing complexity: listening, speak-

ing, reading, and writing.

Goal: To enable students to develop skills of 77, 107

acquisition and analysis of meaning, and to use

those skills to extend their everyday listening,

speaking, reading and writing vocabularies.

Skills: 1. recognizing structure of words

-inflectional endings

-roots and affixes

2. using contextual clues

3. developing knowledge of synonyms. an-

tonyms, homonyms

4. understanding compound words

5. recognizing word origins (etymology)
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as meaning clues

6. appn-iating semantics and shades of

meaning (ESL +)

7. referencing

-dictionary

-thesaurus

Suggested Applications:

-using a chart for each prefix, list words arising from all

possible sources, discussing word meaning as based on the

prefix, e.g., "pre" (before): prefer, prewash, precaution,

predict, prejudice, pre-apprentice

-using chart paper which can remain posted for the term, list

and use words from specific foreign ldnquages, e.g.,

- German: kindergarten, frankfurter

- Creek: telegraphy, geography, 4Faiihic, phonograph



Studying and Remembering

Study skills are an extension of reaaing skills. Adults need to

approach general koowledge areas in a systematic way to allow for max-

imum learning. Remembering skills are included under the heading of

study skills, as are aspects of problem solving. A di,onction should

be made between rote memorizing and the type of recall which is more

accurately referred to as comprehension. Both types of remembering

require some of the same basic skills: recognizing what must be re-

membered (determining main points), and recognizing one's own re-

membering abilitie, in relation to the material (engaging in self-

questioning regarding the level of difficulty of the material and the

task, the amount of effort which will have to be applied, and the

memorizing strategies which will prove mot:t useful). Knowledge cf

one's own cognitive behaviour and strategies is ultimately the most

important component of remembering skills because it provides the

basis for making decisions about how something will be learned. The

particular skills described here and in the two subsequent sections

can all be used to enhance remembering, but individual students will

choose those methods which work best for them, including even just

remembering where to look or who to ask for something that is not

remembered.

Goal: To help adults to become more aware of

their own comprehension and remembering ab
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and to develop some effective strategies for using

these abilities in social and academic situations.

Skills: 1. setting up assignments (name, title,

page number, date)

2. demonstrating neatness

3. writing legibly

4. using logical sequence

5. organizing subjects within books or

binders

6. using time limits

7. demonstrating familiarity with special-

ized vocabularies in releGant general

knowledge areas

8. varying reading rate and thoroughness

to suit type and level of difficulty

of material, and reading purpose,

using:

- previewing

-scanning

-skimming

- re-reading

9. summarising content area materials:

-in oral form by stating:

-main ideas
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-details

- in written form by:

- underlining

- notetaking

-diagramming

outlining

- writing paragraphs

10. using appropriate study formulas such

SQ3R, PQRST, SQRQCQ

11. making criticisms and evaluatiuns by

determining

- fact vs. opinion

-factual errors, distortions, or

omissions

-relevant vs. irrelevant information

- logic of presentation

credibility of source based on cri-

teria of:

-past reliability

-reputation of source in subject

area

source's awareness of current

issues

-source's political outlook

Particular social viewpoints of
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source

\,:i.Suggested Applications:

-evaluating a science article in the newspaper

-underlining important points in a technical manual

-filling out an application for credit

-deciding whether to read a chapter in a book when specific

information is needed

-studying for an apprenticeship or similar exam
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Problem-Solving

Problem-solving skills for adults should emphasize generali-

,

zation to situations which are not necessarily academic. These skills

rely heavily on comprehension in that they bejin with the setting

of a purpose or goal and involve an,ongofng thinking process. Adults

will be called upon to apply skills in problem solving to personal

situttions, or in group functioning, or to problems requiring general

knowledge as encountered on the job, in the household, or in school.

Goal: To help adults acquire and apply effect-

ive proYlem-solving techniques to resolve prob-

lems in a variety of academic and social sit-

uations.

e

9

\-

'Skills: 1. understanding the format of questions

(e.g., who, what, when, where, why, how)

2. restating problems as questions

3.coutlining relevant factors

4. determining missing information

5. determining methods and skills required

-computation

-diagrammtngs

-interpersonal skills

6. participating in meetings

(
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7. writing agendas

8. leading meetings

9. comparing items or ideas on the basis

of similarities and differences

10. comparing items or ideas on the basis

of their fundamental aspects

11. classifying items or ideas

12. applying critical skills in listening,

viewing, and reading to make judgements

of:

-fact vs. opinion

-reality vs. fantasy

-communicator's point of view

-credibility of information source

13. generating and considering alternative

' solutions

14. choosing most appropriate solution

according to logical, defined criteria

15. using checks of internal consistency

to determine contradictions in solutions

16. using reality checking to recognize

contradictions in solutions (i.e., Is

the solution congruent with what one

knows to be real and logical)

17. establishing plans for implementing a
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solution

18. evaluating application of a solution

Suggested Application:

-correcting a workplace hazard

-dev-,loping a household tudget

-working out a schedule for schoolwork or recreation

-figuring out a way to meet people

-evaluating the candidates in an election
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Inquiring and Referencing

Inquiry skills can be described in terms of both content and pro-

cess. They include knowing who to ask or where to look, and when to

ask (recognizing when one does not know or is confused), and how to

ask. Inquiry skills integrate elements of both problem solving and

reference skills. They also require critical abilities as described

in the preceding sections; students must be able to assess the products

of their inquiry in addition to following through in the search pro-

cess which begins with a definition of the problem. These skills

should be applicable to academic and social areas of adult life.

The teaching of reference skills to adults should go beyond the

use of academic printed materials to include resources such as govern-

ment and other service agencies, phone books, technical and instruction

manuals, maps, almanacs, and libraries. Adults should be able to

demonstrate an awarchess of both the locations and uses of these

resources by using them spontaneously and effectively in response

to a need for information.

Teachers should be aware that basic literacy students often

have a negative emotional response to books and educational institu-

tions. This emotional factor will affect the teaching of inquiring

and referencing skills in that a substantial effort may need to be

spent on reducing fears and anxieties about meJia,resources, and

institutions.
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Goal: To assist adults in developing systematic 175

procedures for determining the most useful lo-

cation of, and means of access to information for

specific purposes, and in making effective use of

a variety of references in the situations they may

encounter.

Skills: 1. using printed materials

2. using agencies

3. using persons

4. using speaking skills for:

- in-person contacts

-telephone contacts

5. using writing skills for letters

*6. using dictionary-related texts (e.g.,

dictionary, thesaurus, phone book,

encyclopaedia)

using alphabetization

- using guide words

*Note: The dictionary should be used to determine the most appropriate
meaning for an unfamiliar word presented in context, where the con-
text does not provide sufficient clues to establish a precise mean-
ing, to check spelling, and to check pronunciation. Looking up word
lists is not a useful skill. Use of the thesaurus to expand vocabulary
in writing should be taught. The encyclopaedia should be regarded as
a tool for research and for the checking of factual information, the
extraction of main ideas and scanning for details being the primary
skills involved in its use.
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using pronunciation guides

7. using an almanac

8. locating information about a book:

-title

-author

- publication information

-table of contents

-preface

- appendixes

-index

-glossary

9. using parts of a book:

- preface

table of contents

-illustrations

-appendixes

- index

glossary

10. choosing correct manual or book of

instruction by reference to title,

table of ccntents or index

11. scanning to find specific information

12. skimming to form general ideas

13. locating cities or countries in maps

and atlases
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14. identifying topography (land, water,

mountains)

15. estimating distances

16. approximating population

17. identifying types of roads

18. regarding library as a lifetime resource

19. demonstrating awareness of types of

materials catalogued

20. using card and microfiche catalogues

21. using location file

22. locating books and materia.ls

23. choosing appropriate community agency

according to logical, defined criteria

24. using courteous telephone manner

25. using appropriate, clear oral language

to request information

26. using correct letter format

27. using clear, direct written language

to request information

28. using correct grammar and spelling

Suggested Applications:

- asking emergency personnel for instructions over the telephone

- asking a teacher about a child's progress

-writing to request information about a job
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-inquiring as to municipal building regulations

-asking for a second medical opinion

-challenging an eviction notice

-locating a city mentioned in a news story

-planning an automobile trip
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MATHEMATICS

Studying mathematics enables people to acquire quantification

and measurement skills that can be applied in conducting numerous

aspect: of their lives. The development of understanding is para-

mount for successful learning in mathematics. Learning should not be

narrow and simplistic as that inhibits the meaningfulness of measure-

ment systems to the lives of the participants. To facilitate learning

for understanding, the teacher should seek to:

1. Develop computational skills necessary in dealing with life

situations,

2. Increase the confidence level of the learners by emphasiz-

ing tne rational nature of mathematics,

3. Expand the range of intellectual skills that learners can

bring to bear in applying mathematics to their lives, and

4. Develop positive attitudes toward doing mathematics.

In selecting instructional materials for mathematics, _the teacher

should consider the learner's readiness in terms of at lezst five

factors as noted below:

1. Language development level and classification skills. For

example, "sets" cannot be a meaningful concept unless it is

understood that the elements therein are similar in at least

one characteristic.

2. Ordering and seriation skills. nor example, students should

be able to arrange concrete objects in relative order accord-
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ing to their length, area, or volume.

3. Establishing correspondence between Elements in a concrete

set and mathematical symbols. For example, counting will

have no meaning without an ability to describe a concrete

situation for which elements are counted.

4. Ability to engage in flexible thinking (eg., establishing

criteria for categorization), reversible thinking (eg.,

comparing and contrasting meanings), and the Piagetian notion

of conservation (eg., that the mass of a substance is in-

dependent of its shape).

5. Understanding space and spatial representation. For example,

2.1 has no meaning unless its relationship to 2 and 3 can be

conceptualized.

The sequence of skills suggested in this Guide follows the levels

of understanding in the intellectual development of learners as desc(lb-

ed by Piaget and Bruner. Doing mathematics over a period of time

should enable learners to advance to higher levels of understanding, to

acquire skills specific to real life situations, and to develop

strategies for attacking new but related problems. Following are a

number of explanations and suggestions for teachers to enable them to

make effective use of this Guide.

1. Visual f.epresentations and concrete applications are encourag-

ed throughout in order to assist cognitive development.

2. Metrication is dealt with by using materials that are

metricated. The teacher may wish to provide additional



background of the metric system, but this is not done

in the Guide. Conversion or comparison with the English

measurement system can be dealt with under the skills of

ratio and proportion.

3. Learners should be encouraged to estimate answers once

they have acquired the 15i-e'requisite skills such as place

value or counting.

4 Calculators may be used as aids in learning a skill or

where general conclusions about an operation are to be

reached. They should not be used to produce answers for

computational exercises where the computation itself is the

skill being developed.

5 Criteria of performance are not stated in the Guide but

are necessary to ensure that the appropriate level of mastery

has been reached. Such criteria could be established by

discussion between the teacher and students.

6. The teacher should be aware of the distinction between

"number" (the collection, the set) and "numeral" (the math-

metical symbol designating the value of the set).

7. An asterisk (*) placed next to certain skills indicates that

these are key skills which must be understood thoroughly to

ensure that the learners can develop competence and confidence

in using mathematics.
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Whole Number Operations

Whole numbers, including "0", should be considered as the counting

numbers. They are the basis upon which all computationa-1 skill develop-

ment must occur. As subtraction is the reverse of addition, and divis-

ion is the reverse of multiplication, the skills of addition-subtraction

and multiplication-division could be taught simultaneously.

Goal: To enahle adult students to read, write,

represent, and use whole numbers in a meaningful

way and to perform the operations of addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division as

required in concrete situations.

Skills: A. Counting (recognizing a one-to-one

relationship between elements in a set

and a spoken or written symbol).

1. state numbers to 100 orally

2. represent characters of numbers

to 100 visually (sets)

3 create and describe sets

4 compare number of elements in a

pair of sets

-compare more effectively by us-

ing subsets (2,5,10...etc.)
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-count in subsets of 10

5. using the terms "equal to", "same

as", "fewer", "less than"; great-

er than", "more th?n", to make

set comparisons

6. write digit nu'merals (0-9)

7. read numerals

* -develop concept of place value

8. represent the value of a written

numeral visually, e.g., 4 is

equal to///\ //\//r\\/\\

-introduce "equal to" (=) and

demonstrate meaning in concrete

situations

9. represent numbers on a number

line

10. compare size of numbers on a

number line

11 compare size of numbers given a

written numeral as stimulus,

e.g., compare 82 with 69

12. describe comparison of numbers

ordinally up to tenth position

*13. tell time numerically and tradi-

tionally, e.g., 3 o'clock in the
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afternoon is 1500 hours numeri-

cally and 3 p.m. traditionally

*14. compare weights

*15. order value of currency

*16. value a collection of currency

*17. compare prices (same as, more

than, less than)

18. use a calendar to represent the

day of the month

19. compare temperature measurements

B. Adding (using values of numbers to 177, 179, 189

describe the result of uniting a n'

193,

197,

195,

203,
196

217

of subsets)

225,

237,

230,

238,

231

239
241

1. move from a given pos.ition on a

number line to the riaht by a

given amount

2. call the result of (1) the "sum"

3. call the process of (1) "addition"

-introduce the "+" symbol

4. represent addition of two numbers

visually (number line, sets,

symbols)

5. represent the addition of two

numbers in two ways by changing

the order
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*6 add one, two and three digit num-

bers (i\ncluding the "0" digit)

presented orally and visualfy

(in words and in mathematical

symbols)

7. use sets to IVrasent addition

-use subsets of ten

-use other subsets (2, 5)

-formally introduce practice of

carrying when adding numbers

*8. add time measurements

*9. add weights

*10. add money values

*11. add costs

*12. add lengths

C. Subtracting (using values of numbers

to compare differences in size numerical-

ly using subsets)

1. move from a given position on a

number line to the left a given

amount

2. compare sizes of numbers by the

amount of this movement

call this process "subtraction"1

-introduce the "-" symbol
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4. subtract numbers visually given

in arithmetic question (number

line, sets, number symbol.)

5. introduce order of operation

e.g. 5-3 i 3-5, but 5+3 = 3+5

6. subtract one, two, and three

digit numbers

*7 . describe subtraction using sets

t -introduce the practice of bor-

rowing when subtracting numbers,

including borrowing from 0

8. introduce difference as the

A

change in value from one number

,

to another number

A

9. find differences in time, weight,

money and lengths

*10. compare differences and similar-

ities in concrete objects quanti-

tatively, numerically (weight,

area, length, perimeter)

11. compare process of addition and

subtraction

*12. solve word problems where sub- 204

traction is required

-estimate first
-compute second
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D. Multiplying (using values of numbers

,

_ to establish order of magnitude)

1. develop a multiplication tahle up

to 12 by 12 based upon equal sub-

set addition (up to 12 elements

per subset and 12 subsets) via

the process of repeated addition

2. state orally the result of adding

a maximum of 12 equal or equi-

valent subsets (up to 12X12....

= 144)

3. call this process"multiplication"

of whole numbers

-introduce the "x" symbol

4. compare multiplication of whole

numbers with addition of whole

numbers

5. express (explain) process in

precise terms

e.g. 6x8 is the multiplication of

6 by a factor of 8

*6. develop a strately for multipli-

e cation of numerals (up to 3

digits by 3 diglts, including the

0 digit)
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-break numerals into parts by

place value

-restructure problem

-symbolize answer

e.g. 15 x 12

=(l0+5) x (10+2)

=10x10+5x10+2x10+5x2

=100+50+20+10

-introduce the previously learned

practice of carrying by doing

formal multiplication

7. introduce formally the rules of

association, commutation and

distribution

-establish properties of addi-

tion, subtraction, multiplication

with relation to these rules

*8. demonstrate the results of multi-

plication by 0 and 1

*9 formally introduce concept of 178

area

10. estimate areas

*11. solve word prcblems where multi- 202, 204, 212
235

plication is required

-estimate first
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-compute second

E. Dividing (using value of numbers to 230

compare order of magnitude--

e.g. 24 -.:. 8 is asking how many 8's there

are in 24)

1. perform repeated subtractions of

a given amount from a point on a

nunber line

2. estimate results of repeated sub-

tractions by skip counting (sub-

sets)

3. use the times table (Skill Di)

to predict results of repeated

subtraction

4. call the process "division"

-introduce the "i" symbol

5. compare two values by division

and state the process in precise

terms

6. represent concretely division of

a number by a number

7. divide single digit numbers by

single digit numbers to the near-

est whole number

8. develop a strategy for dividing
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multiple digit numbers by multi-

ple digit numbers (up to 6 digits

by 3 digits)

9. divide by 0 and 1

10. introduce the "T--" symbol

11. demonstrate the difference be-

tween)r-- and '

12. solve division of multiple digit

number problems

13. estimate and demonstrate division

of lengths, weights, and time by

a given number

*14. solve money, weight, length and 198

area problems

-by estimation

-by computation

-using a calculator

*15. solve word problems where divi- 204, 235

sion is required

16. use a calculator to perfom basic 188, 203

operations

Suggested Applications:

-use a calendar to count days in the week, weeks in a month,

months in a year
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-recognize time zones and deal with them

-determine best buy from grocery store flyers, gasoline

stations, menus, catalogues

-read telephone numbers

- read nutritional content labels on packaged food containers,

vitamin bottles, food charts

-read addresses, speed limits, time statements, drug dosage

statements

- estimate charges due on transactions

-produce a personal budget

-calculate money outlay on a payment plan

- calculate gas kilometreage

- estimate and state land measurements ana domestic measure-

ments (length, area)

- appreciate population (census) data

- use a calculator to compute and compare -nit prices, cost of

payment plans, money outlay over time

-see Resource Guide, item 215
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Granhing and Problem Solvina

By developing the skills of presenting quantified information in

a visual format and then using this as the basis for computations, a

number of important purposes are served. These are:

the continual reference to a visual form of data display enables

students to recognize that there is always a model to guide

decision making when solving problems

- the presentation of data in a different form assists students in

solving problems

- the reinforcement of the numerical relationships studied to this

point

-the generation of questions about the nature of numbers between

whole numbers leads to the exploration of the processes of inter-

polation and extrapolation

-the introduction of the concept of ratio and equivalent ratios

- graphing has meaning only in.the context of a real-life situation

(2C and 3C has a graphic form but 2+3 is an abstract concept)

and serves to sharpen the image of that situation markedly. When

graphing is being taught, the units involved in the graph must

be emphasized to allow for quick comparisons between sets of data

Goal: To enable the student to organize and rep-

resent information in a manner which allows for a

problem solving strategy to be developed. To
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i
enable the student to recognize and relate to

fractional quantities.

Skills: 1. describe differences and similarities

of information presented in the form

of a pictograph

2. describe differences and similarities

of inforMation presented in the form

of a bar graph

3. plot' in bar and pictograph form oral

and written information

4. solve word problems involving addition

by visual representation (bar graph,

sets, etc.)

-by estimation

-by computation

5. solve problems involving subtraction

using visual representation (bar

graphs, sets, pictographs)

-by estimation

-by computation

plot data pairs on a two dimensional

graph to establish linear correlation,

e.g., cost of apples vs. weight

*7 interpolate and extrapolate from graph
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to predict result, e.g., cost of

"x" kilograms

*8. solve word problems where unitizing is 178

required (ESL -0, e.g., km/1, $/kg,

kg/m2, etc.

,

*9 solve word problems by graphic repre- 178

sentation where multiplication of

units ts required (ESL -0, e.g.,

find the cost of 1 dozen pencils at 2C

per pencil

*10 solve word problems by graphic repre-

sentation where division is required,

e.g., find the cost of 1 pencil when

one dozen cost 24C

11. use concept of proportionality to re-

present division in simpler terms

12. solve word problems in area using

visualization

*13. draw 3 dimensional-objects, e.g.,

cubes, spheres, cones, cylinders

14. solve word problems where circle

graphs are and could be used

15. solve word problems where circle

graphs can be used

16. solve map problems where scale has to 178
be considered



Decimals

Decimal skills are presented here as an extension, by way of in-

creased precision, of skills previously developed. Few new concepts

are introduced in this section, but more emphasis is placed on decimal

systems, such as money. , ..

Goal: To enable students to use decimal fractions 180, 181, 185
189, 191, 193

in a meaningful way.
194, 195, 196
198, 203, 210
211, 212, 218
225, 227, 228

Skills: 1. orally count by increments of tenths, 236, 237, 238

hundredths and thousandths
239, 241

2. show decimal increments visually

3. interpret money values, e.g., $2.31

is?

4. read mixed decimals, e.g., 2.31

5. write decimal numbers

6. compare decimal numbers (to third

place)

7. perform addition of whole numbers and

and decimal numbers

8. perform addition of decimal numbers

and decimal numbers

9. add decimal numbers in a column (ver-

tical form)
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-by estimation

-by computation

10. add decimal numbers in a line (hori- i

zontal form)

-by estimation

-by computation

*11. solve word problems in which addition

of decimals is required, e.g., money,

metric length, area, temperature,

weight

12. formally establish relationship be-

tween metre, centimetre, millimetre

13. show subtraction of decimal numbers

visually

14. subtract decimal numbers in a column

(vertical form)

-by estimation

-by computation

15. solve word problems requiring subtrac-

tion of decimals

16. establish relationship between metre

and kilometre

17. perform multiple additions of a deci-

mal number

-by estimation

I --1
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-graphically

*18. establish relationship to arid similar-

ity of a given decimal number and 10

times that number

19. multiply decimal numbers formally by

-single digit .

-10

-100

*20. multiply formally whole number by

decimal fraction, whole number by

mixed decimal, decimal fraction by

whole number, mixed decimal by whole

number, decimal fraction by mixed

decimal, mixed decimal by decimal

fraction and decimal fraction by

decimal fraction

-distribute

-commute

-associate

*21. compare magnitudes of products in each

of the above set of operations (par-

ticularly decimal fractions times

decimal fractions)

22. solve word problems where multipli- 198, 212

cation of decimals is required, e.g.,
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area, wages, volume, interest

23. establish connection between km, m, 191

cm, mm

24. divide decimal numbers (length, money,

weight) by whole numbers using a nu .

ber line

*25. formally divide decimal numbers by

-single digit

,10

-100

26. establish relationship between mm, cm,

m, km

(Note: At this point, metric length measures

should have been established, prefixerhave

been used, and conversions are possible.)

27. plot linear graph given paired data 178

(ordered pairs) e.g., distance travel-

ed vs. time

28. estimate result of dividing a whole

number by decimal numbers (randonily)

29. compare results with whole number
11 10

division, e.g., with
2.2 2

*30. call the above results "ratios"



31. predict result of dividing decimal

number by decimal number

32. manipulate division questions to

change division to whole number

division

33. divide decimal number by decimal num-

ber

*34 . develop statements of proportionality

between ratios, e.g.,

2.1 = .21 = 21

10 1 100

4.2 = .42 = 42
20 2 200

35. do cross products of ratios and geri-

eralize the results

36. introduce relationship between g, cg,

mg, kg

37. formalize division of decimal number

by decimal number

38. solve word problems where division of

decimal numbers is required

39. convert metric units of length and

mass to other metric units, e.g.,

2.3 m = ran

40_ solve word problems where any of the

bavic operations is required
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(maximum of 3 operations)

41. use a calculator to solve word prob- 189

lems of

-single operations

-multiple operations

Suggested Applications:

-calculate time lapse, develop and use a schedule

-compare unit costs of food items, land, catalogue items,

house repair costs

- compare and understand information on nutrition, sports,

population growth, energy, inflation

- compute transit time, wages, bills

-use a library more effectively

-keep an accurate bank book

- read, interpret and understand information presented graph-
,

ically in newspapers, magazines, textbooks, t.v.

-pvaluate data from science of relevant interest, e.g.,

coliform counts, disease epidemic data, etc.

- be conversant in metric measurement use

-solve job-related problems

-see Resource Guide, item 215
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Fractions

The teaching of fractions is useful to the extent that it increases

the student's insight into the concept of portions of a whole and devel-

ops strategies for problem solving. Fractions are important in a decreas-

ing number of situations, but they are also commonly seen and heard.

Thus, fractions are presented here after decimals which are regarded

as more important.

Since the student is already aware of the concept of ratio, it

will be necessary to establish the difference between ratio and fraction.

This difference should be explained in terms of redefining the subsets

relationship associated with ratios in terms of sub-set relationships

in fractions. In other words, ratio is a comparison between two

similar or dissimilar subsets (2 km to 3 hrs. or 2 games won vs. 3 games

lost) and fraction is comparison between a subset and the whole set

(2 km to 5 km or 2 games won vs. 5 games played). It is important

that the teacher recognizes this distinction, because the studerts

often lose the distinction between ratio and fraction.

Goal: To have the student extend and generalize the basic oper-

ations already learned to fractional expressions. (The concept

of proportionality can be firmly established.)

Skills: 1. represent visually portions of a whole

2. represent visually whole numbers as fractions
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3. write those visual forms numerically

4. call these representations fractions

5. produce multiple versions of a simpli-

fied (reduced) fraction (equivalent

fractions)

6. read number form of fractions

7. reduce fractions

8. multiply fraction by whole number

9. multiply fraction by fraction

10. show visually multiplication of frac-

tion by fraction, e.g.,

x 4 = ofWM-
-17 LI. 1/8

11. multiply mixed number by fraction

12. multiply mixed number by mixed number

13. solve word problems involving multi-

plication of fractions (area,shopping)

-estimate

-compute

14. add fractions with same denominations

(compare to multiplication of fraction

by whole number, e.g.

2/3 3/3 = 5/3 similar to 5 . 1/3

where 2 + 3 5)

15. multiply fraction by forms of 1
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16. add fractions with different denomi-

nators (compare to multiplication

fraction by whole number)

17. show addition of fractions on a number

line; compare to decimal form

18. add mixed numbers and (a) common

fractionso (b) mixed numbers

19. do word problems involving addition of

fractions

-estimate

-compute

20. represent visually subtraction of

fractions

21. subtract fractions with (a) like de-

nominators, (b) unlike denominators

22. subtract common fractions from mixed

numbers

23. subtract mixed number from mixed num-

ber

24. solve word problems involving sub-

traction of fractions

- estimate

- compute

25. divile fractions by multiple sub-

traction, visually, e.g.
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3/4 1 ¼ =

= 3 parts - 1 (set of 2 parts) =

1 set 1 part = 11/2 sets

26. divide fractions by changing to com-

mon denominator, e.g.,
/ 32

2 2/3 4.- 4 = 8'3 = 12 = 32/3 =10 2/3

4 3

12

27. shorten method to inverting divisor

and multiplying

2 2/3 4.- 4 = 8/3 = 8/3 x 4/1 = 32 =
3

10 2/3

28. divide mixed number (a) by fraction;

(b) by mixed number

29. divide fraction by mixed number

30. solve word problems involving divi-

sion with fractional amounts (2 types)

31. multiply and divide fractions with

calculator

32. review order of operation principles
.414,

with respect to multiplication and

division of fractions

33. solve word problems with calculator
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Suggested Applications:

-follow directions in a recipe

-compare costs of items given fractional weights or volumes

-use a carpenter's square or measuring tape

-calculate wages due

-make precise estimates of portions of proportions, e.g.,

5 miles
II pricing,

8 kilometres

125
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/
/ ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALSj

The items in this bibliography are arranged alphabetically in

nine sections and numbered as follows:

Interpersonal skills 2-53

Listening 53-56

Speaking 58-64

Viewing 66-68

Reading 70-108

Writing 110-132

Spelling 134-145

Learning skills 147-174

Mathematics 176-242

The annotations follow a standard format and contain the

following information:

TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: (addresses listed in the Directory of Publishers
and Distributors)

DISTRIBUTOR: (if other than the publisher)

Readability Pages: Approx. Price:

SPECIAL FEATURES: short, descriptive phrases about format,
strengths, weaknesses, or content of the
material.

COMMENTS: more detailed information about the material and its
uses.

The general approach taken to the annotations was to comment only upon

unique or exceptional characteristics.

v



The readability noted for the materials was obtained in most

cases from information provided by the publisher. There are many

formulae for determining readability, with most involvirp word,

,syllable, and sentence counting. Some also require thS.,user to
.),

consider vocabulary differences. When the counting procs.js

complete, the results_are applied to a scale which yields a grade

level equivalency. Among the most frequently used formulae are Fry,

Gunning-Fog, Dale-Chall, Flesch, Spache, Botel, and McLaughlin's

Smog. Teachers should be aware that different formulae will produce

different results, w;th variations of two grade levels not uncommon.
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TITLE: ALCOHOL: Facts for Decisions

AUTHOR: Gail Lichtman

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 6.4 (pub.)

YEAP: 1974

Pages: 40 Approx Price: $2.50 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Student exercises available separately
(set of 25 - $10.00)

COMMENTS:

The subject of alcohol is discussed in 11 sections. Separate topics include:
a description of alcohol and its effects on the body, kinds of beverage
alcohol, a history of alcohol use, attitudes toward alcohol, responsible use,
legal considerations, alcoholism, and myths about alcohol. Black and white
photographs and line drawings illustrate the text. Layout is attractive.
Text is informative and non-judgemental.

Could be used in conjunction with Canadian materials to provide more specific,
local information.
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TITLE: ALL ABOUT JOBS

AUTHOR: Kenneth Tyson

PUBLISHER. Mafex Associates, Inc.

DISTRIBUTOP: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: 107 Approx. Price: $5.50 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide
Introduction to student
'Pre-test inventory
Skills survey
Interest survey
Workbook format

COMMENTS:

This workbook covers reasons for getting a job, assessment of skills,
types of jobs and skills required, personal interest assessment, job
hunting, signs at work, employer/employee rights, employment vocabulary,
money management, credit and borrowing, breaking the law and arrest,

'. and personal legal documents. Information is clearly presented and well
laid out. At times, the content is simplistic and potentially condescending,
but for the most part, the book is useful and could be used selectively
by teachers. Black and white line drawings illustrate the text at
various points; women are not well represented in these. Clerical and
academically-oriented jobs are not dealt with in this book.

3
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TITLE:

AUTHOR.

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR.

ARREST: CIVIL RIGHTS AND POLICE POWERS (1979 Ed.)

B.C. Civil Liberties Association YEAR: 1979

Readability: 13 (SMOG) Pages: 30 Approx. Price: 80t
plus postage

SPECIAL FEATURES; Booklet Format (12 x 18 cm.)
Introductory summary
Table of contents

'Canadian content

COMMENTS.

This booklet is divided into six major sections: arrest and detention,
police questioning, consequences of arrest, search without arrest, powers
of search and detention, and civilian complaints against police.

The high reading level indicates tnat this booklet is best used either as

teacher reference or for oral presentation; the'valuable information
contained warrants the inclusion of the booklet on this list,despite the
reading level.

4
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TITLE: THE BE INFORMED SERIES

AUTHOR: Various

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR
DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 4.7-6.9(Gunning-Fog) Pages: 40 per unit Approx. Price:$1 ea.

SPEACIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide (free) 8 pages
20 separate units
End of unit exercises and activities
Answer key for each unit
Each unit is self-contained:providing up to ten

hours of class work

COMMENTS:

The 20 titles in this series, each of about 40 pages, are: Personal Credit
(1976), Buying a Car (1976), Owning a Car (rev, 1976), Buying a House
(1977), Personal Insurance (1978), Renting a Place to Live, Finding a

Job (1975), News Media (1976), Taxes (1976), Banking (1977), Mental Retard-
ation (1970), Marriage (rev. 1974), Using Measurements (1970), Wise Buying
(1973), Using the Library (1977), Drugs (1977), Nutrition (1973), Popula-
tion (1974), Pollution (1974). The units are informative and attractively
laid out. Each unit is broken down into separate sections Oich analyze
a particular aspect of the broader topic. Black and white,Ohotographs,
line drawings, and replications of documents illustrate the text. Refer-
ences to legislation and state agencies will, of course, reflect American
experience. Exercises combine individual and group work, and written
work and discussion. Generally, the information presented is straight-
forward and non-judgemental, and could be used with other materials to
provoke discussion around issues, raised.

...
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TITLE: BECOMING A CAR OWNER

AUTHOR: Wendy Stein

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources

YEAR:1976

Readability: 6.0 (pub.) Pages: 64 Approx. Price! $2.95

SPECIAL FEATURES Table of contents
Index

Used car checklist

COMMENTS:

This book consists of 17 chapters, each addressing some specific aspect
of purchasing or maintaining a car. Topics include:setting criteria for
choosing a car, estimating price by critically examining ads, shopping for
a used or new car, selling or financing a car, insurance, registration and
licensing, warranties, maintenance and servicing, safety measures, and
a separate chapter on metrics. The chapters all contain information that
is based on American experience, but the general information is useful,
Students could be encouraged to research provincial or Canadian consumer
protection legislation, and the applicable insurance, registration, and
licensing regulations. Photographs (black and whitc!), drawings and diagrams
illustrate the text.



TITLE: CAN YOU GIVE FIRST AID?

AUTHOR: Frances M. Boutrager

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

ReadaSility: 4.3 (pub.)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Review questions

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1969

Pages: 32 Approx. Price: $1.50

This book covers the following areas; first aid box contents, calling a
doctor, and emergency and first aid procedures. 12 chapters cover separate
topics. Review questions for each chapter appear at the end of the book
and refer to practical situations rather than factual information..
These could be supplemented by teachers. Some drawings accompany the text,

13?
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TITLE: CANADIAN CONSUMERS' SURVIVAL BOOK

AUTHOR: Ellen Rosemen, Phil Edmonston

PUBLISHER: General Publishing Co. Ltd.

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Gr. 13 (SMOG)

YEAR: 1977

Pages: 347 Approx. Price: $7.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Chapter bibliographies

Canadian content

COMMENTS:

Although the reading level of this book is fairly high, it could serve a
number of useful functions: a reference for teachers, guide for
rewriting the material at a lower level, or a source for oral presentation
of the information. The book contains consumers' information and advice in
the areas of food, housing, transportation, medicare and law. An extremely
useful chapter is the last one, which deals with effective tactics for
making complaints. The content is Canadian, an important consideration in
a book on this topic.



;

TITLE: CANADIAN FAMILY LAW

AUTHOR: Malcolm C. Kronby

PUBLISHER: General Publishing Co., Ltd.

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 12 (SMOG)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents.'

Canadian content
Appendices

COMMENTS.:

YEAR: 1979

,

Pages: 203 Approx. Price: $7

The nine chapters in this book discuss aspects of Canadian Family Law:

legal remedies, marriage, separation, financial support, custody and
maintenance of children, divorce, annulment, property rights and domestic

contracts. The 4 appendices deal with information needed by one's lawyer,

the actual divorce and family law reform acts, and addresses to write

in Canada, the U.S., and U.K. for marriage certificates. Despite the

overall high reading level of the book, it could haye a number of uses.
Simpler passages could be read by students or teachers could read

passages aloud or adapt the information in a controlled reading passage.

The legal terminology and language in the acts could provide a challenge

for students attempting to translate it into simpler form.

9
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TITLE: CAUTION: FINE PRINT AHEAD (Practice in Survival Reading 8)

AUTHOR: Patricia Kelly Waelder
..N

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 6+ (pub.) Pages: 64 Approx. Price: $3.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Introduction to teacher and student
Table of contents
Sample introductory lesson
Word list (of words above 6 grade level)
Answer key in bock
25 sample pages of rules and regulations

COMMENTS:

The 25 2-page units in this book deal with the following topics within the
broader context of legal documents: motor ,,ehicle law, income tax, natural-
ization, jury duty, donation of bodily organs, employment agency contracts,
retail credit, truth-in-lending legislatioR, warranties, social security,
nsurance, leases, anA eviction notices. The first page of each unit is a
,Ics'iile of an actual document (where possible), the second a series of 10
a 01 'ension questions of the literal, interpretive, and evaluative types.
Some estions cannot be answered from the information provided; this is
intentional on the part of the author.

Liu
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TITLE: COURT WATCHER'S MANUAL

AUTHOR. Vancouver Legal Se-vices Commission

PUBLISHER: Legal ,Services Society of B.C. YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 13 (SMOG) Pages: 42 Approx. Price: $2.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Booklet format (14 x 21 cm.)
Table of contents
Glossary
Canadian content

COMMENTS:

This handbook on the B.C. court system provides general information on its
various aspects: the structure and purpose of the courts, the levels of
the system, and the Federal court system. 10 illustrations (photographs,
diagrams, drawings, and reproductions of actual legal documents) accompany
the text. The reading level is somewhat high due to the technical language
associated with this topic, but presented orally in a group situation, the
information could be useful. As well, it could serve as a resource for
teachers, or an introduction to an actual court visit.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DISCOVERING LIFE SKILLS WITH WOMEN: AN APPLICATION OF THE LIFE 4
SKILLS COURSE

Saskatchewan New Start Incorporated & Y.W.C.A.of Metro Toronto

PUBLISHER: Y.W.C.A.of Metro Toronto

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages: 184 Approx. Price: $13.50 spiral bound

YEAR: 1976

SPECIAL FEATURES: Adaptation of life skills materials for women
Table of contents
51 group activities
Appendices

COMMENTS: .

The group activities in this life skills manual are focussed,for the most part,
on self awareness, but also intlude activities directed at discoveries regarding
employment, family, leisure and community situations. Although the manual was
written as a course outline for life skills coaches working with women, the
activities are entirely suitable for mixed groups. ,Typical topics include:
listening to others, giving a talk, identifying assumptions, learning helpful
behaviours in groups, using time creatively, planning and preparing nutritious,
low-cost meals, &olving problems with a system, helping others to fight their
own battles - a balanced mix of activities directed at self-development as a
learner, group member, family member, and community member. Each activity
is labelled as relating to self, job, family, or community, and includes
descriptions of goals, resources required, methods and evaluation techniques.
Resources include films as well as printed materials. While the activities
are meant to be ordered sequentially1 a teacher could use them selectively
according to his or her degree of skill and confidence and according to the needs
of the group. Included in the text are checklists of life skills and problem-

solving skills to be filled out by students,as well as simulation games.
This is a thorough and comprehensive manual which contains many useful
activities for developing interpersonal skills.

....,
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TITLE: DRUGS: Facts for Decisions (Rev. Ed.)

AUTHOR: Roger Canant

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

et)

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 5.6 (pub.)

YEAR. 1976 (Rev.)

Pages: 32 Approx. Price $2.50

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents

Student exercises available separately
.

(set of 25 - $10.00)

,

COMMENTS:

This is a duplication of the "Drugs" unit in the Be Informed Series, but
in a bound booklet format, and minus the exercises and activities. In
the 15 sections,various types of drugs and their effects are discussed,
as are drug emergencies, legal considerations and motivations for drug
use. A section for parents advises them on ways of handling their children:s
drug use. As well, the treatment of drug addiction is discussed. Canadian
materials could supplement this to provide specific, local information,
expecially regarding legal aspects and treatment.

13
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TITLE: GETTING AN ABORTION

AUTHOR: Maxine Phillips

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR. Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 6.3 (pub.)

YEAR: 1974

Pages: 15 Approx. Price: $1 00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Booklet format (14 x 21 cm.)

COMMENTS:

This short, but informative booklet outlines facts concerning abortion
procedure, some legal aspects (American), and post-operative care in a
manner which is straight forward and non-judgemental. Aithough well laid
out, only 3 illustrations accompany the text.



TITLE: GETTING IT TOGETHER; A Psychology Book for Today's Problems

AUTHOR:, Phyllis Anne Harrison, M.D.

PUBLISHER. Globe Book Co., Inc. YEAR: 1973

DISTRIBUTOR: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

Readability: Grade 5-6 (Fry) Pages! 176 Approx. Price: $ 4.70

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Pronunciation guide
Vocabulary, true/false, and discussion
exercise following each chapter

COMMENTS:

This book, primarily directed at teenagers and teenage-life situations, does
contain some useful information for more mature adults. It is divided into

6 units: The Whole Personality, Your Body, Understanding Others, Family
Living, Drugs and What They Do to You, You Become.and Adult. The units are

further divided into 3 or 4 chapters, Used selectively with older students.
the books could serve as an introduction to the subject of psychology

15
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TITLE: A HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN LEGAL TERMINOLOGY

AUTHOR: William J. Flynn

PUBLISHER: General Publishing Co. Ltd. YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR!

Readability, Pages: 113

SPECIAL FEATURES$ Dictionary format
Canadian content

COMMENTS:

Approx. Prices $4.00 paper

Approximately 1200 Canadian legal terms are defined in simplified language.
Entries are arranged alphabetically/ and layout provides good ratio of white
space to print. This book could serve as a resource for students or
teachers in demystifying legal terminology.



TITLE: HAVING A BABY

AUTHOR: Kay Koschnick (Ed.)

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability. 5.1 (pub.)

YEAR: 1975

Pages: 168 Approx. Price. $5.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Index

Small book format (14 x 21 cm.)

COMMENTS:

The 7 chapters in this book are available as separate booklets. Topics
include conception and pregnancy, prenatal care, giving birth, the first
six weeks of life, the baby and the family, unmarried motherhood, and
family planning. Attrictive black and white photographs, models, and
diagrams illustrate the text. Layout is well executed and print is crisp.
As is typical of this publisher, text is informative and non-judgemental.

11 r
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TITLE: HAV G A BABY: Unwed Motheri(Rev.cd.)

AUTHOR: Maxine Phillips

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press YEAR: 1975 (rev.)

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 5.1 (Puo.) Pages: 23 Approx Price: $1.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Booklet foraiat (14 x 21 cm.)
Appendia
1 of 7 chapters of the book Having a Baby

COMMENTS:

This booklet dealing with the situation of teenage pregnancy discusses
prenatal care, options for decision-making (e.g., marriage, abortion,
adoption, foster care, or keeping the baby while remaining single),

financial and legal considerations, schooling, and the role of the father,
in a style which is informative and non-judgemental. Obviously the financial
and legal information are out of date,as well as being American, but this
could be worked around, or could provide the opportunity for some local
research. The same comment applies to the appendix, which contains the names
and addresses of referral agencies serving counselling, medical, and legal
needs. Photographs accompany the text. Although the booklet addresses a
teenage situation, it is not "teenagerish" in it, presentation, and could be
used with any age group.

18



TITLE: HEALTH, SAFETY AND SANITATION (Rev.)

AUTHOR: Stephen S. Udvari, Janet Laible

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Co.

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 4-6 (pub.)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide
Answer key

COMMENTS:

Pages: 95 Approx. Price: $2 50

This text, part of the Family Development Series, consists of five chapters
devoted to the topic of health and safety in the home. Sub-topics include
emergency first aid, home first aid, preventative home safety measures,
procedures to follow in the event of natural disasters or car accidents,
following good health habits, diagnosing common illnesses or conditions,
and creating sanitary home conditions. Many v.lustrative black and white
photographs and drawings accompany and clarify the text. Quizzes, infor-
mation sheets and checklists appear frequently throughout. The text could
be used independently by students, or parts could be extracted for use in
group oriented activities.

e
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TITLE: HELPING YOUR HANDICAPPED CHILD

AUTHOR: Ellen Collins

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTION. Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 3,8 (pub.) Pages: 14

SPECIAL FEATURES: Booklet format (14 x 21 cm.)

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1971

Approx. Price: $.80

This booklet could be of interest to adults who have some relationship
with a handicapped child, or for those who would like to be able to
appreciate other parents concerns. The focus is on practical suggestions
for dressing, grooming, and sending a child to school prepared. The children
seem to range in age from 4-12. Photographs accompany the text.
Also available from the same publisher!
A Word Or Two About Learning Disabilities, 272 pp., $8.00.

Helping The Adolescent With the Hidden Handicap, 160 pp., $6.50

o
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TITLE: HOW TO BECOME A SAFE WORKER

AUTHOR: Donald F. Thomas

t
PUBLISHER: Mafex Associates, Inc. YEAR: 1977

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 6 (pub.) Pages: 132 Approx. Price: $6.00 ifaper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Separate answer key ($7.00), 132 pages
Table of contents
Introduction to student
Bibliography
Safety inspection checklist
Unit comprehension questions
End quiz (50 questions)

COMMENTS:

This book consists of 12 units devoted to the subject of industrial
workplace safety, each ending with comprehension questions and a quiz.
Topics include developing a positive attitude, inspection, cause analysis,
prevention, housekeeping, lifting equipment, handtools, power tools, and
the Occupational Fjealth and Safety Act. The book is based on American
experience. Most units avoid such references and could prove useful,
although limitations are further imposed by the point of view of the
authors, who stress worker accountability over that of management. The

material could provide a good source of discussion on the tipic of
occupational health and safety if counterposed with other interpretations
of the problem.

1
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TITLE: THE HUMAN BODY

AUTHOR. Joan 5. Gottweb

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Co.

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd

YEAR: 1977

Readability: Pages: 132 Approx. Price: $4.75

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Vocabulary and comprehension questions
following each-section
Review questions following each unit
Unit final raview tests
Word search puzzles

COMMENTS:

This book, part of The Wonders of Science Series, contains 7 units which
are broken down into sections. They cover the make-up of the body, bodily
systems and their care, the senses, talking, keeping healthy, and safety
and first aid. The format includes short introductory passages accompanied
by diagrams, and followed by vocabulary and comprehension questions. The
book contains useful and varied information about the human body, presented
in a straightforward and simple manner.

22
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TITLE: I'M GOING TO WORK

AUTHOR: Margaret Stewart Holdridge

PUBLISHER: Mafex Acsociates, Inc.

, DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1978

Pages: 261 Approx. Price. $8.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's Guide ($8.00) 43 pages with answer key
Workbook format
Arranged alphabetically
Occupational glossary

.. COMMENTS:

This book features exercises on over 200 occupations amAnged alphabetically
focussing on job descriptions, investigations of availability of employment
in a particular field, desirable traits and relevant vocabulary. Instructors
could use exercises to help students investigate potential occupational
choices. Selectivity is necessary, as occasional questions could be regarded
as juvenile and condescending: e.g., "Can you draw an airplane?", "Ask
your teacher, or a mother or scout leader to take you on a tour of a modern
laundry,"

a
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TITLE: LEARNING GAMES FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS

AUTHOR: Dr. J. Ronald Lally and Dr. Ira J. Gordon

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press Year: 1977

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages! 80 Approx, Price! $4.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Index

COMMENTS:

This book, containing 65 activities for children aged 2 months to 2 years,
provides some essential information for parents who may not be aware of the
important intellectual development which takes place during th-k period of

infant growth. The games are communication and concept development
activities, presented one per page with illustrative, somewhat inept drawings.
The drawings include some males in addition to females (the majority) inter-
acting with the children.

154
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TITLE: LIFESKILLS: PERSONALIZED LEARNING MATERIALS

AUTHOR: Susan Worthen, Steven Taylor

PUBLISHER: North Vancouver School Board

DISTRIBUTOR: North Vancouver School Board

Readability: Pages: 120 Approx. Price: $5.00 paper

SPEC AL FEATURES: Goals outline
Overview of life skills curriculum
Resource lists

Appendixes of worksheets and additional materials
Vocabulary lists

COMMENTS:

This curriculum, written for non-academic North Vancouver Secondary students
has been largely borrowed from curriculum developed by the Saskatchewan
Department of Education. The three major categories: "Self Awareness",
"Community Awareness" and "Career Awareness", are further subdivided
into the topics "Understanding Ourselves", "Understanding Others",
"Health and Safety", "Finding the Way", "Leisure Time", "Consumer Education",
"Citizenship", "Living on One's Own", "Understanding the World of Work",
"How to Get a Job', "On the Job Skills" and "Work Experience". 'Each topic
contains objectives, suggested activities, and lists of resources. Although
geared to high-school stUdents, the lists of specific objectives may be
useful to teachers in planning local curriculum in the life skills area.
The appendixes contain checklists, role-playing activities, discussion topics,
and vocabulary lists of words used in work situations, in financial trans-
actions, on signs, in classified ads, etc. This resource will be most
useful as a guide for the teacher rather than as material used directly
with students. A further document, "Annotated List of Materials: Life Skills",
is published separately by the Board, but is co-ordinated with the curri-
culum guide above. Reading level, interest level, publisher and price are
documented. Annotations consist of extremely brief (one sentence)
descriptions. A list of publishers, accompanied by addresses and names of
local representatives appears as an appendix.

25



TITLE: LIVING WITH THE RETARDED

AUTHOR: Maxine Phillips

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 4.5 (pub.) Pages: 15

SPEcIAL FEATURES: Booklet Format (14 x 21 cm.)

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1971

Approx. Price:

This informatiVe booklet approaches the topic of mental retardation from
the perspective of not just parents, but society. Common misconceptions
regarding the mentally retarded, including the questions of sexuality and
marriage, are challenged, although the section on marriage tends toward
discouragement of child-bearing. The information presented could serve
as a focus for discussion or a stimulus for further research on the topic.

I6
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TITLE: THE NON-TRADITIONAL WTHAN

AUTHOR: Linda Stunell

PUBLISHER: Amazon Women's Employment Society YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR: Vancouver Status of Women

Readability: 10 (SM1CG) Pages 157 Approx. Price: $5.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Small book format (15 x 22 cm.)
Table of contents
Bibliography
Resource lists
Job inventories

COMMENTS:

The 8 chapters in this book (produced under a L.I.P. grant) discuss the
socialization of women, and the traditional roles they occupy in the
working world. Comments of 25 women who have held non-tladitional jobs
(railway checker, tree planter, bus driver, welder, letter carrier)
comprise one chapter. Black and white photographs show these women at work.
An inventory to determine attitudes towards sexism and non-traditional
work is included. Chapter 6 is devoted to descriptions of potentially
challenging careers, while Chapter 7 gives advice for those interested in
starting a small business. Information on follow-up resources for career
planning and job hunting is provided. The print in this book is larger
than is usual, and the layout provides much white space.



TITLE: OCCUPATIONS 1 and 2

AUTHOR: Caroline Blakely and Dennis Schroeder, eds.

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press YEAR: 1974

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability:6.7, 6.3 (pub.) Pages: 64 ea. Approx. Price: $3.00/title

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Introduction to student
53 job descriptions each

COMMENTS:

The 53 job descriptions in each of these books are grouped in 7 chapters,
each defining a particular job classification (e.g., semi-skilled
occupations, clerical occupations, etc.). One page is devoted to each
occuliation, and includes a black and white photograph, a short story about
a person who holds the job, and a job description which includes a resume of
duties, qualifications, working conditions and benefits, chances for advance-
ment, job outlook, places to apply, and sources of further information. A
number of drawbacks to the books exist. First of all, the experience des-
cribed is American and the stories and factual information reflect this.
further, the information is dated. While the books cannot be recommended
as a source of up-to-date information on the Canadian labour market, they
do provide a sense of the number and various kinds of jobs that exist. As
well, they give some idea of what one could be expected to do in different
types of jobs. A student may well use these as a resource prior to conducting
a more in-depth investigation of jobs she or he is interested in. Teachers
should be aware that the books are sexist in their portrayal ot which sex
occupies particular jobs. With a very few exceptions, women are portrayed
as holding traditional "women's" jobs. Of a total of 106 occupations
described, 68 are pictured as being male.
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TITLE: OUR BODIES, OURSELVES: A Book By and For Women
(2nd Ed., Rev.)

AUTHOR: The Boston Women's Health Book Collective

PUBLISHER: Simon & Schuster

DISTRIBUTOR: General Publishing Co.

Readability: 12 (SMOG) Pages: 383 Approx. Price: $7.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Large format (21 x 28 cm.)
Table of contents
Index

Chapter bibliographics
Anecdotal passages
Attractive, detailed drawings

COMMENTS:

This book thoroughly covers close to every aspect of women's physical
and emotional,health, and female sexuality. The text is made interesting
by the inclusion of numerous anecdotes related by women regarding their
experiences of some aspect of being female. As well, the text is accompan-
ied by black and white photographs and detailed drawings. Topics are
discussed with a great degree of frankness; the 18 chapters cover the
changing role and self-image of women, female anatomy and physiology,
sexuality and sexual relationships (heterosexual and lesbian), health and
nutrition, rape, self-defense, V.D., birth control, abortion, parenthood,
pregnancy and childbirth, menopause, and the current health care system.
The topics are approached from two perspectives: providing useful,
factual information, and generating social awareness regarcHng the
situations encountered by women. The book is attractively laid out,
so much so that it could be opened at any point and initiate interest.
The chapter bibliographies serve a useful function for teachers or for
students interested in conducting further research, or writing for
additional information.

1:3J
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TITLE: OURSELVES AND OUR CHILDREN: A Book by and for Parents

AUTHOR: Boston Women's Health Book Collective

PUBLISHER: Random House YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR: Copp Clark Pitman

Readability: 12 (SMOG) Pages: 288

SPECIAL FEATURES: Large format (21 x 27 cm.)
Table of contents
Index

Bibliography
Anecdotal passages

COMMENTS:

Approx. Price: $8.50 paper

The topics covered in this book's chapters include considering parenthood,

beginning parenthood, the middle and teenage years in childraising, being
parents of adults, sharing parenthood, families, society's impact on
families, and solving problems and using resources. The information pre-
sented is thorough and well researched. Numerous anecdotes from parents
are included in the text to illustrate the commonalities of the parenting
experience. The layout tends to be a bit crowded and the black and white
photographs are too few, but the text, by the same authors as Our Bodies,
_Ourselves , is informative, interesting, and thought provoking.

/of/
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TITLE: OUT OF WORK

AUTHOR: Stephen Ludwig

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 6.8 (pub.) Pages: 54

SPECIAL FEATURES: Tables of contents
Introduction
Index

Concluding summary

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1975

Approx. Price: $3.00

Although this book is based on American experience, it has something to
offer and could be most useful as a format for adapting Canadian materials

and information. Four aspects of unemployment are considered in the 22

chapters: a description of unemployment as a social phenomenon, a des-

cription of agencies which may assist the unemployed, suggestions for
acquiring or improving job skills, and preparing for unemployment. The

book does not offer plausible reasons for the problem of unemployment,
even though it is supportive of the unemployed. Information regarding

government regulations and agencies is not applicable for Canadians.

A teacher would have to be prepared to completely revise most sections

of this book in order to make them useable. Others could be used as they

stand; especially good are sections which address themselves to workers'
feelings about unemployment and how to cope with them. It would be

advisable to use the text as a departure point for discussion around
the issues it raises but does not adequately deal with. Photographs

illustrate the text.
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TITLE: THE POCKET MEDICAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA AND FIRST AID GUIDE

AUTHOR: Dr. James Bevan

PUBLISHER: Simon & Schuster YEAR: 1979

bISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 10(SMOG) Pages: 144 Approx. Price:

SPECIAL FEATURES: Booklet format (9 x 19 cm.)
Vinyl cover
Table of contents
Index

Medical history chart

Emergency information chart
Detailed illustrations
Smaller than usual print

COMMENTS:

This small but comprehensive guide covers emergency, first aid, and survival
techniques; bodily parts and systems; medical terminology; diseases; symptoms
and treatments; special problems of old age; domestic accident prevention,
good health and body maintenance; the sickroom, keeping healthy on vacation;
home medicine supplies; and medicinal drugs. The diagrams and illustrations
which accompany the text are detailed and clear. Even though the print is
unusually small, the layout is not cramped; good use is made of bold type,
coloured ink, and various typefaces. The topics are treated with thoroughness
without falling into tedious and involved explanations. The book is interest-
ing enough that the boldface guide words at the top of each page catch the
reader's attention and can draw her or him into reading any point in the texts.
A good resource book on its own or as a reference for terminology encountered
in other reading.

1
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TITLE: PREVENTING MENTAL RETARDATION

AUTHOR: Maxine Phillips

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR.: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 4.3 (pub.)

YEAR: 1977

Pages: 15 Approx. Price:

SPECIAL FEATURES: Booklet format (14 x 21 cm.)

COMMENTS:

This booklet presents information on a little-understood topic. Causes of
mental retardation and pre and post-natal preventive measures are discussed.
The conclusion makes reference to the American Head Start Program, but this
can be explained. Photographs accompany the text.
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TITLE: READER'S DIGEST COMPLETE DO-IT-YOURSELF MANUAL

AUTHOR: The Reader's Digest Association (Canada) Ltd.

PUBLISHER: The Reader's Digest Association (Canada) Ltd. YEAR: 1973

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

.

Pages: 600 Approx. Price: $20.22

Hardbound

SPECIAL FEATURES: Metric conversion tables
Table of contents
Index

COMMENTS:

The 17 sections in this book cover thoroughly every aspect of home maintenance
and repair, including choicc J tools and materials, interior & exterior repairs,
furn'ture repair, plumbing, electricity, heating & air conditioning, painting &
decorating,woodwork, metalwork, work with glass & plastics, brickwork & stonework,
work with concrete planning, and special projects. Explanations are clear and
simple, and illustrations abound. The latter include b & w photographs and
detailed diagrams. Accompanying this manual is a small (13 x 20 cm.) booklet
titled "Reader's Digest Quick Guide to Household Emergenices" which covers
suggestions for action to be taken in emergency situations. The latter include
household and car malfunctions, fire, natural disasters, poisoning and first aid.
These manuals could be used as leisure reading, as reference tools, or as the
basis for curriculum developed around following directions or other comprehension
exercises.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

READER°S.DIGEST FIX-IT-YOURSELF MANUAL

The Reader's Digest Educational Division YEAR: 1977

Pages: 480 Approx. Price: $20.00 hardbounc

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents

Illustrative diagrams and photographs
Index

COMMENTS:

This manual gives instructions on how to repair, clean, and maintain
more than 100 household items, including furniture, books, typewriters,
electrical appliances (large and small), audio-visual equipment, cars,
tools, and recreational equipment. Uses of tools and materials in
repair are explained comprehensively, yet simply and clearly. Repair
and maintenance of specific items are similarly well explained, and
the text is accompanied by numerous, detailed di grams and black and
white photographs. A section on consumer information discusses waranties
and service contracts among other topics. The book could be used as a
reference tool for general interest reading or as part of teacher-
developed comprehension exercises.
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TITLE: READER'S DIGEST HOUSEHOLD MEDICAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA

AUTHOR: Ezra Laqn, M. D.

PUBLISHER: The Reader's Digest Association (Canada) Ltd. Year: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages 288 Approx. Price: $7.47

SPECIAL FEATURES: Family health record form

Metric conversion table

Separate section on first aid
Alphabetically-arranged entries

COMMENTS:

This would be a useful classroom resource for general interest reading or
as a reference tool for following up on medical terms encountered in other
situations. Entries are brief,yet reasonably thorough,and contain guides
to pronunciation. Layout is fairly spacious and entry headings are in large
bold type. The medical terminology used will tend to inflate the readability
level of this book, but this is for the most part unavoidable.

I 666
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TITLE: SIGN LANGUAGE: A SURVIVAL VOCABULARY (BOOKS A-D)

AUTHOR: Jim Richey

PUBLISHER: Janus Book Publishers YEAR: 1976-77

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages:.52 Approx. Price: $2.60 ea. paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide and answer keys (free with each order)
Table of contents
Suitable for E.S.L.
Small book format (15 cm x 23 cm)

COMMENTS-

Each book in this series covers three major categories of signs: those that
inform, command and warn. The format consis of a one-page lesson on each
sign, beginning with a b & w cartoonlike illus ation of the sign in context,
which incorporates the characters Max and Mini, ç11owed by three comprehension
questions. Each major category,also includes two\eparate full-page compre-
hension exercises and a review test. nese latter'xercises include crosswords,
wordwh,lels, missing vowels, hidden wordS, unfinished letters and scrambled
letters. The series would be useful with beginning readers and E.S.L. students.

,
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TITLE: TAKING THE qHEEL

AUTHOR: Wendy Stein(

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd:

Readability: 4.9 (pub.)

YEAR: 1978

Pages: 96 Approx. Price: $5.95

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Index

COMMENTS:

The 23 chapters in this.book are divided into 3 sections: "Getting Ready
to Hit the Road", You're on the Road!" and "Your Driving Fitness Check-up".
The topics include a discussion of driver's licences, car safety and controls,
basic traffic rules and signs, basic car operation and manouvering in differ-
ent areas and under various conditions, driving emergencies, and safe and
defensive driving. American content intervenes at various points, but
Canadian contEnt could be easily substituted. Black and white photographs
and diagrams illustrate the text.



TITLE: THIS IS YOUR BODY

AUTHOR: James B. Olsen

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUIOR: Educa,ional Resources
-

Readability: 4.8 (pub.) Pages: 65

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1976

Approx. Price: $2.95

--

12 chapters in this boc 'over the make-up and functioning of thE human
body, beginning with ce s and progressing to reproduction.

The book is beautifully laid out and profusely illustrated with clear,
blackand white line drawings. The print is of a larger type than usual
and well spaced. The introductory information presented in this book could
serve as an impetus for further reading or research.
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TITLE: TOBACCO: Facts for Decisions

AUTHOR: Nancy Rajnes Day

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR 1978

Readability: 5.5 (pub.) Pages: 32 Approx. Price: $2.50 paper
$10.00 set of 65 student exercises.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents

Student exercises available separately

COMMEN1S:

This book's 11 sections outline a history of the use of tobacco, and
discusses its effect on the human body, attituaes about smoking, legal
aspects of smoking, quitting smoking, and deciding whether to smoke.
Informative and n,n-judgemental. Atractive black and white photographs
and line drawings accompany the text. Some legal and other references
are based on American experience.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

0

DISTRIBUTOR:

TOTAL WOMAN'S FITNESS GUIDE

Gail Shierman, Christine Haycock

World Publications, Inc.

General Publishing Co.,Ltd.

YEAR: 1979

Readability: 12 (SMOG) Pages: 149 Approx. Price: $6.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Appendix
Recommended bibliography
Photographs (black and white) of described exercises

COMMENTS:

This book begins with an introduction to fitness for women, discussing what
fitness is and what its benefits are, evaluating fitness, and setting up
a fitness program. Following this are descriptions of 36 exercises, divided
into categories of flexibility, muscular strength and endurance, and cardio-
vascular endurance. Beginners' exercises are indicated and photographs
illustrate each exercise. Chapters 4,5 and 6 discuss fitness activities,
diet and weight control, and injuries, respectively. Some photographs
illustrate these sections as well. Special considerations of women, z.nd
descriptions of some individual fitness programs appear in the concluding
chapters. The append:x of charts which outline caloric expenditure during
exercise; daily fitness progress, daily food intake; assessment of muscular
strength and endurance, flexibility, cardiovascular capacity, body composition
and overall fitness; body measurements; desirable weights for he:ghts; and
caloric allowances. A recommended bibliography follows. Exercise descrip-
tlons are at an easy reading level and could be read by students who wotild
otherwise need some help with other sections.
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TITLE: USED CARS RATING GUIDE

AUTHOR: Editors of Consumer Guide

PUBLISHER: Publications International Ltd.

DISTRIBUTOk: General Publishing Co. Ltd.

Readability: 10 (SMOG) Pages: 322

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1979

Approx. Price:

This guide discusses how to buy a used car, rating Ford, A.M.C., Chrysler,
G.M.C. and imported models. Price ranges are outlined in the last chapter.
Black and white photographs illustrate each car model discussed. The
descriptions of the cars are often critical in a humorous way and make
enjoyable reading. For example: "The muscle-car version, the Mach-1, is
an absurdity. It is overpowered for highway use and has the worst repair
record on the road, probably because of the way the average Mach-1 driver
has used his car." "Cars don't seem to die in Detroit--they get downsiz-
ed." Finally, the most prevalent complaint about the Audi Fox is that
it squeals like a pig when the brakes are applied." Addended to each
chapter on a particular manufacturer is a recall summary as of September
30, 1978. This is a practical book for the classroom, as well as a good
documentation of the safety and fuel conservation practices of the manu-
facturers.

*\
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TITLE: USING THE WANT ADS

AUTHOR: Wing Jew, Carol Tandy

PUBLISHER: Janus Book Publishers

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 2.5 (Spache)

YEAR. 1977

Pages: 64 Approx. Pricer $3.95

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide and answer key
Table of contents
Guide to phonetic respellings
Introduction to students
Workbook format, 81/2 x 11 inches

COMMENTS:

The 8 units in this book cover an explanation of the concept of want ads,
finding want ads, alphabetising, looking for a job, apartment hunting, looking
for a car, writing want ads, and using the local newspaper. The units contain
explanations, phonetic respellings for difficult words (in brackets following
each word), b & w illustrations (mostly cartoon format), comprehension questions
of various types, vocabulary exercises, and review tests. The book is well laid
out and suggests a useful outline for a teacher to incotTorate local
materials. The book is suitable for work with inuividuals and adaptable for
group work.

..
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TITLE: V.D. IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU

AUTHOR: Maxine Phillips

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources

Readability: 5.5 (pub.)

YEAR: 1971

,

Pages: 16 Approx. Price: 40

SPECIAL FEATURES: Booklet format (14 x 27 cm.)

COMMENTS:

This booklet discusses the subject of venereal disease in a factual and
non-moralizing manner. The different varieties of V.O. and their treatment
are described. As well, other non-venereal but similar diseases and con-
ditions are discussed. Given the now epidemic proportions of V.D. inci-
dence in North America, this is a useful source book.

44
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TITLE: VISTAS (Series)

AUTHOR: Jo M. Stanchfield, Harvey R. Granite,
Millard H. Black, Joyce H. Pendleton

PUBLISHER: Houghton Mifflin Company YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 4-5-6 (Pub) Pages: 248 (Anthologies) Approx. Price:
144 (Skillsbooks) Anthologies $5.32

Teacher's guide $4 40
Skillsbooks $3.00

Assessment masters$26.40
Teacher's annotated

edition $ 3.28

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teachers guide
Six anthologies (Two at each of three levels)
Six skillsbooks ( "

.. ii

Survival Skill exercises
Comprehension
Skills assessment masters available
Index

Teachers annotated edition

COMMENTS:

This series is written for teens. However, it has many articles
whicn adults would find interesting. Most of the survival skills
exercises in the anthologies and skillsbooks would he useful,
although some, such as job applications, tend to address the teen
situation. The skillsbooks offer several exercises on comprehension,
word analysis, vocabulary, grammar and punctuation. Some adaptations
may have to be made for Canadian use.

1
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TITLE:- WHAT TO DO WHEN THERE'S NOTHING TO DO

AUTHOR: Boston Children's Medical Centre and lizabeth Gregg

PUBLISHER: Dell Publishing Co., Inc. YEAR: 1968

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Pages: Approx. Price: $2.00.paper

' Table of contents
Index

Appendices

This paperback contains approximately VO suggestions for learning/play
activities for infants, crawlers and toddlers and two to five year-olds.
Small, attractive drawings break up the print at various points through-

out. The appendices refer the reader to inexpensive children's books,
children's records, play ideas for special situations (e.g. when the
child, or the parent is unwell), and to pamphlets which can be sent for.
The appendices are dated given the 1968 publication date of the book,
but the activities are not critically dated.
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TITLE: A WOMAN'S SELF-DEFENCE MANUAL

AUTHOR: Michael G. V. Pickering

PUBLISHER: World Publications, Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR: General Publishing Co. Ltd.

YEAR: 1979

Readability: 11 (SMOG) Pages- 138 Approx. Price: $7.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents

Black and white photographs illustrating techniques

COMMENTS:

In addition to the explanations covering self-defence techniques for
women, this book contains 246 black and white photographs graphically
illustrating the described actions in actual situations (e.g., on the
street, in a car, on a bed). The three parts of the book deal with
preparation for self-defence, techniques and weapons, and non-physical
self-defence techniques. The latter section includes information on
avoiding confrontations, emotional aspects, and legal concerns. This
is an informative guide for women which could be used in conjunction
with a study of violence against women and the legal protection offered
them, or on its own as an introduction to personal safety.
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TITLE: WORD IS OUT: Stories of Some of Our Lives

AUTHOR: Nancy Adair, Casey Adair

PUBLISHER: Dell Publishing Co., Inc. YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages: 337 Approx. Price: $10.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents

26 transcribed interviews
Bibliography of gay literature

COMMENTS:

This book based on an award-winning documentary film, provides insight
into the lives of gay men and women by presenting their stories in the
form of transcribed interviews (The book is actually the complete,
uncut text of the film ). Black and white photographs accompany the
text, which is open and straightforward, but not sensationalist. This
could be an important resource for students on a topic which is little
understood and not often treated with objectivity or sensitivity. A
commentary on the making of the film follows the interviews.



TITLE: WORKING

AUTHOR: Studs Terkel

PUBLISHER: Avon Books

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR: 1975

Readability: Pages: 762 Approx. Price: $2.50 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Introduction
Table of contents
Transcription of interviews

COMMENTS:

This collection of 133 transcribed interviews with working people
records the feelings they ,have about themselves and their jobs,
and work in general. The range of occupations described is vast:
housewife, far., worker, switchboard operator, professor, prostitute,
domestic, film critic, welder, barber, hotel clerk, dentist, to name
only a few. Their stories are honest and powerful accounts of the
nature of work in this society, end provide an opportunity to gain
insight into the person, the job, and work as a social institution.
The first-person narrative format makes the passages easy to read
because it tends +^ strike a responsiveness in the reader that comes
rom both the experience and the language. This book could be used
in a number of different ways; as personal reading, as alternative
aescriptions to the more 'objective' job descriptions found in other
texts, as a source for discussion in small groups, or for starting
points in writing.
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TITLE: WORKINGWITH OTHERS

AUTHOR: Stephen Udvari

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources

Readability: 4-6 (pub.)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Answer key
Teacher guide

COMMENTS:

YEAR.: 1978

Pages: 79 Approx. Price: $2.50

Thir, text, part of the Family :evelopment Series, includes 4 chapters
which discuss searching for a job, participating in a job interview,
establishing and maintaining harmonious on-the-job relationships, and
uAderstanding work-related financial matters (e.g., payroll deductions,
credit unions, union membership). It includes illustrative black and
white photographs of working people in job situations. Nine compre-
hension exercises and seventeen evaluative-type questitAs accompany
the tex4; answers are provided for the former only. The user should
be cautioned that information pertaining to forms, agencies, and
deductions is based on American experience and therefore requires
either omission or adaptation. Further, the perspective from which
employee/employer relationships and union organizdtion are approached
is that of ar employer. Suitable for rndividual or group activities.
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TITLE: YCUTH AND THE LAW (3rd Ed.)

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: B.C. Civil Liberties Association YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 12 (SMOG) Pages: 46

SPECIAL FEATURES: Booklet form (14 x 21 cm)
Table of contents
Directory of resources (for Lower Main'and)
Canadian content

B.C. Civil Liberties Association and Vancouver Legal
Servitcs Commission

COMMENTS:

Approx. Price:

This booklet deals with the legal rights of children (in B.C., under the
age of 19). Nine sections discuss the following topics:

The legal status of students
Leaving home
Juvenile delinquency
Motor vehicles
Liquor

Drugs

Talking to police
Medical treatment
Contracts

Youth as well as parents could make use of the information contained in the
text. Nine drawings and a chart of children's rights are included. This
is a useful resource bbok for instructors. The information could also be
presented orally to students not capable of handling the reading level.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

A HANDBOOK OF STRUCTURED EXPERIENCES FOR HUMAN RELATIONS

TRAINING

_
J. William Pfeiffer, John E. Jones, eds.

University Associates Publishers, Inc. YEAR. 1974-1975 (rev )

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Pages: 120 Approx. Price. $6.00/title

Teacher ref,2rence

Table of contents
122 structured experiences (24 each volume)
Table of structured experience categories

(in volume 5)
Sources of additional structured experiences

(in volume 1-4)

The 122 structured experiences described in these five volumes are not all

appropriate for use.with adult basic education students. Some are specific-

ally directed at trainers, and some may be a little t'o threatening for those

who have never participated in group experiences of this type. However,

there are a number of activities described which could prove useful and others

which could be made appropriate with some adaptation, The structured exper-

iences fall into the following categories:

Ice breakers, interpersonal communication, group problem solving, awareness

expansion, personal feedback, competition, intergroup communication, dyads,

leadership, group process, and organizatior development.

Within each volume the experiences are presented in order of degree of skill

and experience on the part of the facilitator. All descriptions are thorough,

including a statement of goals, suggested group size, time required, materials

needed, optimum physical setting, a detailed outline of the process, suggested

vardations and reference to similar structured experiences in other volumes,

Depending on the capabilities of the teacher and the needs of students,

these volumes will have varying degrees of usefulness.

.?
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TITLE: LOOKING OUT/LOOKING IN: Interpersonal Communication (2nd Ed )

AUTHOR: Ron'AcKer, Neil Towne

PUBLISHER. Holt, Rinehart and Winston YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 11 (SMOG)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's manual

COMMENTS:

Pages: 372 Approx Price.

Table of contents
Index

Communication activities
Chapter bibliographics

This is an attractive,
beautifully laid-out book. The eight chapters

discuss communication concepts self-concept, defensiveness, perception.listening, non-verbal communication, semantics, and conflict resolution.The communication activities proposed are numerous.and provide a good
balance between individual, dyadic, and sma-t1 group interactions. Blackand white photgraphs, drawings, cartoons, arid diagrams illustrate the text.
Anecdotes, poetry and fiction selections are used to good advantage
in the 'text, which is consistently adult in tone. Various types of person-
ality and interest inventories

appear throughout; these could be the focusof individual or group activities. Chapter bibliographies include brief
annotations of books and films. This is an exciting text whose use is
limited only by an instructor's imagination.

I
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TITLE; PROSE OF RELEVANCE.1 PROSE OF RELEVANCE 2

AUTHOR: Kenneth Weber,

PUBLISHER: Methuen Publications YEAR: 1971

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages: 1 - 214 Approx. Price:
P. 2 - 245

SPECIAL FEATURES: Canadian content

. Teaching notes on art of listening

COMMENTS:
-.,

These two books contain stimulating selections to be used as listening-speaking
topics,although some of the topics reflect the sixties. Many of the topics
are recurrent. Some items (e.g., salaries) are dated but could easily be
updated. Topics include war, religion, pollution, drugs, prejudice, advertsing,
sport and several others. Suggesticns are offered to promote both discussion

.and writing.

c
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TITLE: TAKE A STAND

AUTHOR: L. G. Alexander, Roy Kingsbury, John Chapman

PUBLISHER: Academic Press YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 7 (SMOG) Pages: 60 Approx. Price: $2.50 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Introduction to teacher
List of useful phrases

Comprehension/discussion questions

COMMENTS:

The thirty lessons in this book are intended to stimulate oral
discussion of interesting and controversial subjects. Although
written for intermediate students of English as a second language,
the form,t, language and topics are well suited to adult basic
education students. The lessons are laid out on facing pages,
the introductory material (cartoons, reprinted texts, photo-
grapns, etc.) appearing on the first, and the discussion
questions on the second. The questions are divided into five
separate s9ctions, ranging from structured comprehension questions
to more open-ended guides for group discussion. Topics include
changes in modern life, energy alternatives, advice columns,
making personal changes, the prison system, consumerism, shop-
lifting, the occult, spying, waste, working, the arms race,
and more. The introductory material is brief but provocative,
and the guide questions allow students to thoroughly examine the
issues and to express their points of view. Also important, the
material is adult, and not specific to a particular country.
A list of useful phrases appearing at the end of the book provides
some ways of introducing specific responses in a discussion, e.g.,
stating, challenging, clarifying, agreeing, disagreeing, interrup-
ting, asking, and summarizing. Layout i attractive and spacious;
the print is slightly smaller than usual.

1 5 0
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TITLE: BASIC EDUCATION FOR CARPENTERS

AUTHOR: Bill Darnell, Meg Blackwell

PUBLISHER: Vancouver Community College YEAR:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages: 150 + Approx. Price: $10.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Reading, writing and speaking skills for
carpenters. Skills are in 3 areas: work site,
union, community. Suitable for students v4hose
native language is not English. Lessons with
notes to teachers.

COMMENTS:

This is a working book based on experience with a specific class.

-
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

GRAMMAR TO GO - AN INFORMAL G,JIDE TO CORRECT USAGE

Rob Colter

Anansi Press Ltd. YEAR: 1950

Readability.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Pages: 160

Alphabetized
Soft cover, pocket book
Brief to-the-point explanations
Each entry selected because it's

of confusion or error
Canadian usage

Approx. Price: $3 95

a common source

Not a grammar book in the conventional sense because listings are alpha-

betized, not listed by grammatic principle or part of speech. Includes

homonyms, similar words (admittance/admission, advise/advice, complement/

compliment) confused words (if/ ether, lend/borrow, literal/figurative)

(common grammatical errors (lie lay, hopefully, it's/its, like/as) and many

more useful hints and guidelint's. An excellent book for student indivi-

dual reference.
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TITLE: PATHWAYS TO SPEECH

AUTHOR: Rhoderick J. Elin

PUBLISHER: Learning Trends

DISTRIBUTOR: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

Readability: High School (pub.) Pages: 192 Approx. Price: $5.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Introduction

Teaching guide ($1.00)
COMMENTS:

The 26 chapters in this book are divided into 3 sections: "The Speaker,
the Speech and the Listener", "The fonas of Speech", and "Speeches of

Famous People". Topics include speaker and listener characteristics,
speech preparation, types of speeches and public speaking situations,
iiscussions, debate, and parliamentary procedure. Chapters follow the same
format, beginning with a vocabulary introduction, followed by a topic intro-
duction, and ending with comprehension and discussion questions, and

suggested activities. Cartoons and humorous drawings illustrate the text.
It should be stressed that speech be taught by speaking and listening; this
book could be used by an instructor as a guide for conducting speech and

listening activities. Be warned that some activities are more appropriate
for junior or senior high students in traditional school situations. Also,
the famous speeches are by American politicians such as the Kennedys,
Nixon, and Reagan as well as by some other American public figures. It

would be more useful to tape or videotape recent speeches made locally, or
within the context of the worldwide political scene to demonstrate the total
effect of speaking skills, as well as to address recent and relevant content.

Liu
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TITLE: PERSON TO PERSON: AN INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH COMMUNICATION

AUTHOR: Kathleen Galvin, Cassandra Book

PUBLISHER: National Textbook Co. YEAR: 1975

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

redoibility: 9 (SMOG)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Introduction
Glossary
Suggested activities
Research appendix

COMMENTS:

Pages: 266 Approx. Price:

The 8 chapters in this attractively designed book discuss various aspects
of communication and different communication situations of the topic of
perception, non-verbal communication, self-understanding, sharing, building
relationships, one-to-one communication situations, group communication
situations, problem-solving, group processes, persuasion, and media-specific
communication are presented in a way which encourages the reader to consider
various possibilities and to examine her own strengths and weaknesses in the
area of communication. Many questions are posed in the text and could serve
as discussion topics. Each of the sections into which the chapters have been
divided conclude with a variety of suggested projects to further examine the
proccss of communication. Some of these are student directed activities, but
many will require the assistance of a teacher in organization. Although
the text was written for high school students, it manages to avoid exclusive
reference to teenage activities and dated slang. The research appendix
describes briefly some methods of research and the evaluation of research.
The glossary provides definitions for common communication terminology.
Black and white yhotographs, drawings, cartoons, and diagrams illustrate
this attractively laid out text. Instructors could use this book as a
resource book for creating communication activities, or it could be used
directly with students within a planned communication unit.
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TITLE: REAL EXPERIENCES BOOK 1 BOOK 2

AUTHOR: Richard H. Turner

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR: 1977

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 4-5(pub) Pages: 128 ea. Approx. Price:
$3.99 each
$1.00 teacher's guide

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide
Table of contents
Directed to high school students - suitable

for adults
Based on actual life experiences
Includes help-wanted ads, mileage charts,

first aid rules, charge account application,
appliance guarantees, etc.

Reading selections in conversation format

COMMENTS:

Each selection of the 20 includes a fully written out conversation,

comprehension exercises, vocabulary-building exercise, and a

practical activity related to the subject of the conversation.

Reading skill is developed through material which gives practical

information for coping in society. American orientation, but still

useful.
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TITLE: TALKING POINTS

AUTHOR: Michael Ockenden

PUBLISHER: Longman Group Ltd.

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Pages: 34

Table of contents
Introduction to teacher
Suitable for E.S.L.
Group discussion activities
Discussion phrase drills

YEAR: 1977

Approx. Price: $2.50 paper

The three sections of this book, "Generally Speaking", "Practically/Technically
Speaking", and "Visually Speaking" provide brief stimuli for 34 group discussion
The first section uses short paragraphs; the second,technical diagrams; and
the third,b & w photographs as the takeoff points, each followed by discussions
questions. (The first unit also provides some comprehension questions).
Although the content is British, most of the situations described are fairly
universal cnes, and the discussion questions are always provocative. Topics

include school dress codes, desert survival, housing for the aged, euthanasia,
adoption, child labour, advertising, aid to developing countries, fixing a flat
tire, solar energy, and begginglto name a few. Although intended for use with
intermediate and advanced E.S.L. students, the topics and format are suitable
for students whose first language is English. Topics can be selected by the

instructor; no sequence is intended. The Discussion Phrase Drills section
provides practice in the use of common phrases employed in debate. Questions

for discussion are useful for developing speaking skills as well as problem-
solving and listening skills.

I 9,i
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TITLE: USING THE TELEPHONE (Practical Communications Skills 1)

AUTHOR: Cheri Cook

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources

Readability: 5.3 (pub.) Pages: 48 Approx. Price: $2.50 paper
$1.00 Teacher's guide
$1.25 Skills practice

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's Guide-- 14 pages
Non-sexist language
Table of contents
Facsimiles of printed material

Skills practice book with answer key table
separately--31 pages

The 6 lessons in this book are concerned with using the telephone
directory, making phone calls, courtesy, using a business phone,
obtaining a personal phone, and sendihy telegrams. Black and white
photographs and replications of actual printed materials illustrate
the text. Attractive layout.
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TITLE: MACHINE-AGE RIDDLES (Practice in Survival Reading I)

AUTHOR: Calvin Greatsinger

PUBLISHER: New Reader Press YFAR: 1975

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.
,

Readability- basic Pages 16 Approx. Price: $1.25

SPECIAL FEATURES: Answer key in book
Introductions to teacher and student

COMMENTS:

This book contains 34 simplified, diagrammatic representations (black and white
line drawings) of everyday technological devices on machines, e.g stereo
turntable, ice machine, elevator panel, book of matches. From the shape,
labels, and printed instructions, the student is to infer the identity of the
object. In literacy training, this book would be an ideal tocl for the intro-
duction of vocabulary and phrases with which most adults are already familiar

r,1
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TITLE: SIGNS AROUND TOWN (Practice in Survival Reading 2)

AUTHOR: Calvin Greatsinger

PUBLISHER: NeW Readers Press YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR: Edeational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 44.(pub.) Pages: 62 Approx. Price: $3.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of Contents
Introductions to teacher and student
Word list (of words above Grade 4 level) as appendix
Answer key in book
Comprehension questions
Introductory practice lesson

COMMENTS:

This hook is made up of 25 2-page lessons which provide practice in reading
common signs; e.g., those found in a department store, parking lot, dry
cleaner, bus station, drive-in, airport, in traffic, grocery store, employ-

ment office, etc. The illustrations,centered on a full page,are black and
white photographs of actual signs, and each of these is folloaed by a page
of 10 comprehension questions (factual, inferential and evaluative).
Layout, as is typical of the series, is well executed, using plenty of
white space.
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TITLE: SIGNS SERIES

AUTHOR: Sol Gordon

PUBLISHER: k,w Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources

Readability: 2(pub)

YEAR: 1971

Pages: 30 each Approx. Price:
15 Teacher's $6.50 series/paper

guide Free teacher's guide

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide
Booklet format

COMMENTS:

The titles in this series, "Signs", "More Signs", and "Signs of Our
Times" are 30-page booklets of black and white photographs illus-
trating common (and uncommon) signs; e.g., in traffic, commerce,
zoos, public restrooms, movie theatres, cemeteries, buses, magazine
racks, picket lines, walls,,demonstrations, etc. The photographs
could be used for reading with literacy students, to provoke dis-
cussion, or.to initiate language experience or writing activities.
Some photographs are more evocative of American experience, but
most are familiar reference points for students.
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TITLE: ADULT LEARNER SERIES
t.

AUTHOR: Judith Andrews Green

PUBLISHER: . Jamestown Publishers YEAR: 1979

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 2 (Fry) Pages: 190 each book Approx. Price: $3.00/book

SPECIAL FEATUPES: Three books
Adult in format ,

Instructions for use of books
Answer keys in boCcs

COMMENTS:

These three.books provide adult thystery stories at a low reading level.
Each story has a preview of words and multiple choice comprehension
questions. After each lesson, language skills lessons and life skills
lessons are provided. Because these are stories of mystery and suspense,
the illustrations often depict violence. These books represent an attempt
to "fill the gap" in low level reading material.

The subject matter may not appeai to all readers.



TITLE: , AFFIX AND ROOT CARDS (Kit)

AUTHOR: Dorothy M. Bywaters

PUBLISHERS: Educators Publishing Service Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR:, Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: '1q75

Readability: Grade 7-9 (pub.) Pages: 160 cards Approx. Price: $6.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: 1) Colour coded cards which include;
- a green deck of 12 Anglo-Saxon Prefixes
and 18 Anglo-Saxon suffixes.

/

COMMENTS:

an orange deck of 15 Latin roots, 27 Latin
prefixes, and 29 Latin suffixes.

a blue deck of 16 Greek word elements and 15 (=reek
prefixes.

2) On the front of each card is the affix or root.
On the back of each card is a word containing
the affix or root and its meaning The word is
to be learned as the key to unlock the meaning
of the affix or root.

The "Affix"''and "Root Cards" are for use in conjunction with language-training
materials. The cards will reinforce the student's knowledge in reading,
spelling, and vocabulary.
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TITLE: BUILDING WORD POWER

AUTHOR: John C. Adams

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Company

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: level I (Author)

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

YEAP: 1975

Pages: 90 Approx. Price: $4.00

Written for adults
Manual with additional teaching suggestions
Teacher's

This book could be used for supplementary practice in phonic and structural

analysis for a Level I student beyond the beginning lessons. The order and

number of elements introduced in each lesson would be beyond most beginners,

e.g., Lesson I introduces "ay" as well as eight consonants and seven sight

words.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

CAMBRIDGE ADULT BASIC EDUCATION SERIES (books 1-4)

Rita S. McNamara

Cambridge Book Company YEAR: 1969

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS;

Pages: Approx. Price: $4.00/uook

Reading and writing series designed for adults
Table of contents
Vocabulary list at the end of each book listing

new words. Books 2-4 introduce approx. 400

new words each.
Reading is intended for adults who have a reading

level of zero or for those for whom English
is a second language

Reading 2, 3 and 4 is a continuing narrative about
two young men

All subject matter is developed around experiences
and interests of adults

The approach concentrates on coordinated skill
development and reading, writing, spelling,
comprehension, etc.

The matLrial is organized in chapters, consisting
of both reading and writing activities.

Each book has an 'Introduction To The Instructor"

Book one called,Readin9 1,can be used independently of the rest of the
series with excellent results. Since books Reading 2, 3 and 4 are a continu-

ing narrative, it seems more appropriate to use them together.

The vocabulary lists at the end of each book are good sources of spelling

material.

Once a teacher is familiar with the material in each book it is possible

to use exercises at random to reinforce other instruction.
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TITLE: COMPREHENSION CROSSWORDS

AUTHOR: Lawrence B. Charry

PUBLISHER: Jamestown Publishers

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readabil it.y: 3-12 (Fry)

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS.

YEAR:

Pages: Approx. Price: $6
24 spirit masters/book

These crosswords are written for high school students. Most would be
suitable for adults. Clues include definition, close and missing letters.
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TITLE: COMPREHENSION SKILLS SERIES

AUTHOR: Glenn R. Williston

PUBLISHER: Jamestown Publishers

DISTRIBUTOR:

1

Readability: 4-8 (Fry)

YEAR: 1974

Pages: 61/bk Approx. Price: $2/bk

SPECIAL FEATURES: Two Levels - Advanced, 8-12
- Middle, 4-9

Nine booklets
Practice exercises
Cassettes available
Adult in format

COMMENTS:

The comprehension skills developed in tbis series include:Main Idea, Making a
Judgment, Understanding Characteristics, Drawing Conclusions, Making an
Inference, Recognizing Tone, Appreciation of Literary Forms, Retaining
Concepts and Organizing Facts, and Isolating Details and Recalling Specific
Facts, The booklets describe the skills, give a lesson on their use, and
have 30 practice exercises for developing the skills Questions are multiple

choice or choosing sentences and paragraphs from the articles,

:20 3
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TITLE: DISCOVER CANADIANS

AUTHOR: L. Dale Guy

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Grade 4-6 Pages: 96

SPECIAL FEATURES: All Canadian content

Glossary

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1980

Approx. Price: $3.95

This is a book of stories from the lives of Canadians. Each story has

comprehension questions, vocabulary exercises and follow-up activities.

The illustrations are mostly photographs. Several stories are from the

past, but a few are of contemporaries such as Anne Murray and Chief

Dan George.

201,3
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TITLE: ESSENTIAL SKILLS SERIES

AUTHOR: Walter Pank

PUBLISHER: Jamestown Publishers

CI.

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability. 3-12

YEAR: 1976

Pages! 64 ea. bk. Approx. Price: ;2/bk

SPECIAL FEATURES: Adult in format
2 booklets at each level
Answer keys in booklets
Diagnostic charts

COMMENTS:

This series of 20 booklets on 10 levels develops the six essential coHprehension
categories as the author sees them. They are subject matter, main idea,
supporting details, conclusions, clarifying devices and vocabulary in context.
The questions are multiple choice. The articles are interesting. Mw.t have
come from magazines. Many are factual nature articles and may appeal to ABE
students in rural areas.
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TITLE: GETTING OUT/GETTING AROUND

*AUTHOR: T. Elrick

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Grade 5 Pages: Approx. Price: $3.86

Teacher's Guide 1.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's Guide

COMMENTS:

A workbook centered around four activities: ball game, restaurants,

car trip, and a visit to a city. Students work with facsimilies of

real ads, tickets, time,ables, etc. Lessoty include vocabulary
exercises, comprehension questions, and some basic math. Consumer

education is included.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

GETTING WITH PEOPLE (Supplementary Reader, Skill Book
4, New Streamlined English Series)

Anita Bell

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: Approx. Price:

YEAR: 1971

SPECIAL FEATURES: Glossary
Comprehension and vocabulary questions

COMMENTS:

26 lessons, one page each, are devoted to the subject of getting alon)
with people, primarily in employment situations. Each lesson begins w;tn
a brief introduction or explanation and is followed by a short compre-
hension or vocabulary exercise (usually about 5 questions) involving
varying modes of response (multiple choice, fill in the blanks, match-
ing, etc.). Drawings of blob-like creatures with captions accompany
each lesson and pose "correct" and "incorrect" attitudes. Although the
content does not address the fundamental nature of employer/employee
relationships, nor deal with communication problems among workers them-
selves, it could be used to point out management viewpoints.
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TITLE: IMPROVING 4ORD SKILLS

AUTHOR: Margaret L. Smith

PUBLISHER: Educator's Publishing Service

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability! Level 2 (author)

YEAR: 1964

Pages: 60 Approx. Prices $3.50

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's manual ($1.85)

COMMENTS:

This books provides exercises in phonic and structural analysis, Topics

include vowels, consonants syllabication, alphabetical order affixes,
contractions, compound words, homonyms, synonyms, antonyms and multiple

meanings.
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TITLE: LANGUAGE TOOL KIT

AUTHOR: Paula D. Rome and Jean S. Osman

-PUBLISHER: Eduutors Publishing Service, Inc. YEAR: 1972

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: Kit Approx. Price: $17.60

SPECIAL FEATURES: The kit contains a comprehensive teacher's manual
and a pack of 119 cards (4 x 6) showing the major
English phonograms,
ManUal has table of contents
The cards are colored for function:

White - are for the teacher to use with the
student during drill work

Salmon - are for the teacher's reference
Blue - are for information and instructions

concerning the use of the pack

COMMENTS.

It is possible for a teacher to adapt the "Language Tool Kit" to many
teaching purposes related to spelling and reading. A teacher unfamiliar

with the kit will find comprehensive instructions in the manual related to
lesson planning, drillwork procedures with cards and suggested order of
presentation of cards.

The kit is especially useful for teaching Written language skills to a
student or group with specific language disabilities.
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TITLE: LEARNING FROM NEWSPAPERS

AUTHOR: Dr. Hugh Partlow

PUBLISHER: Canadian Daily Newspaper Association YEAR: 1974

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages: 168 Approx. Price: free

SPECIAL FEATURES! Canadian
Lesson plans

COMMENTS:

This book suggests a five and ten lesson plan series about newspapers. It

also suggests many other uses for newspapers in subject areas. There is an

appendix of Helpful Resources and Reference Materials, This book was written
with children in mind; however, the ideas are easily adapted for adult use.



TITLE: MOTT BASIC LANGUAGE PROGRAM

AUTHOR: Byron E. Chapmen, Kent L. Copeman, Louis Schulz and

Catherine Schulz

PUBLISHER: Allied Education Council YEAR:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Grades 1-9 Pages: Approx. Price: $4.15/book

SPECIAL FEATURES:

This program systematizes the basic reading skills normally taught in
grades 1 through 9.

The emphasis is on individual reading and writing.

This program presents skills in the following order:
Book 300 A - letter forming, consonant sounds, consonant blends,

short vowels, endings, ending blends.

Book 300 B -

Book 600 A -

Book 600 B -

Book 900 A -

Book 900 B -

long vowels, consonants, multiple sounds, consonant
blends, beginning comprehension

prefixes, suffixes, rootwords, dictionary skills,
synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, sentence structure,
daily living words

sentence structure, punctuation, composition, parts
of speech, reference and library skills, maps and graphs

reviewing phonics, letter writing,4Work structure,,
sentence structure, review capitalization, paragraph
writing

Sentences, punctuation fact retention, paragraphs, useage,
comprehension.

One teacher's manual for 300-600-900 series which has all the answer keys

COMMENTS:

This program can be used in its entirety as it appears to be very comprehensive.
It is also useful as a resource for specific skill teaching or skill review
lessons. The practice exercises in this series will reinforce lessons taught
in reading, writing, or language.
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TITLE: THE MOTT BAtC)ILANGUAGE SKILLS PROGRAM WORD ATTACK
SKILLS AND COMPREHENSION SERIES

AUTHOR: Byron Chapman, et al.

PUBLISHER: Allied Education Council YEAR: Bk. 160-1975
301-1978
604-1972

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 1.2-7.2 (Fry) Pages: Bk. 160-150 Approx.

301- 91 Price:
604-139

SPECIAL FEATURES: Book 160 is used to diagnose deficiencies in word
attack skills and indicate entry level
into full Mott program.
Review of word attack skills
Post-test for students
Review for paraprofessionals

Book 301 Companion to Book 160 and to 300A and
300B of classroom series
Programmed for immediate self-correction
Readings begin with simple sentence,
single thought concepts, proceed to
multi-paragraph selections with more
difficult words and concepts
Carefully controlled reading load

Book 604 Companion to 600A and 600B
Narratives of 'Ault interest
Carefully controlled development of
level and skills
Fully programmed for immediate self-
correction

COMMENTS:

Not the most exciting content, but excellent for problem readers in
its carefully controlled development of word-atta:k and comprehension
skills. Good for extra practice in diagnosed p:oblem areas. A well
thought out delineation of basic word skills and correlated compre-
hension skills.
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TITLE: NEW PRACTICE READERS and Teacher's Manual

AUTHOR: D. 5tone Anderson, C. R. Barton

PUBLISHER: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd.

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: A 2.0-2.5
B 2.4-3.5

C 3.5-4.8
D 4.4-5.5
E 5.0-5.8
F 5.4-6.5

G 5.6-6.8

Pages: 148-156 Approx. Price:

/

SPECIAL FEATURES: 1. Teacher's manual including a placement inventory
2. Answer keys

COMMENTS:

The stated purpose of this set of books is to help readers build comprehension
skills. While the books were written for childrenlvery few of the articles
directly concern children. Most topics are related to science, biography,
and social studies; students answer on separate paper.
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TITLE: THE NEW STREAMLINED ENGLISH SERIES

AUTHOR: Laubach,Kirk,Laubach

PUBLISHER: New Reader's Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: O-J (pub)

YEAR: 1968-77

Pages: Approx. Price:
Skillbooks 72-128 Skillbooks $1.60-2.20
Readers 21- 95 Readers .65-1.45

Checkups .25

Manuals 2.00-3.25
Keys .70- 75
Reader/Workbks. .50-1.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teachers manuals
Keys (Bks. 4 & 5)
Trial Evaluation Kits ($8.00)

COMMENTS:

This is one of the oldest and most complete programs on the market for
use with adult beginning readers. It may be used with individuals or
groups. Workshops are offered in some areas to train volunteer tutors.
Because the Teacher's Guides are detailed, a teacher with little
experience of teaching beginners (and not wanting to try Language
Experience) could use this program. The components of the program
are five workbook:7, teacher's manuals, correlated readers, and many

supplementary materials, e.g., charts, flash cards, checkups, diplomas,
certificates, crossword puzzles, a novel, supplementary reader-workbooks
(10-26 pages each) and a phonics workbook. The program takes a phonics
and sight word approach, and uses context as the lessons progress. The
program introduces basic grammar, punctuation, print and cursive writing,
composition, dictionary skills and letter writing. ihe first skillbook
asks students to print with space high letters. This has to be adjusted
for many students who, although they cannot read, can make the letters.
Some adaptation would be wanted for Canadian content in a few units.
Some survival skill problems are addressed in the series. The publisher
has other materials in this area. Materials are relatively inexpensive.

9
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TITLE: PRACTICE IN READING

AUTHOR: Harley Smith, A. Wilbert, Ida Lee King

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaugbn YEAR: 1974

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Grades 3-4 (pub) Pages: 128 Approx. Price:$4.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Word list
List of skills introduced

COMMENTS:

This workbook is written for level 1 adults. It is useful for
supplementary practice. The first pages could be used after a few
recording lessons. Particularly useful for practicing sight words
in context.
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TITLE: RD 2000

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: Reader's Digest Educational Division YEAR: 1979

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 0-6.9 Pages: Decoding
Reader's
Activity Books

1 and 2 - 128 ea.

96 ea.

96 ea.

Approx. Price:
$159.00 Decoding lab for 16 students
$159.00 Reading lab for level 1-5

for up to 20 students
Individual items may be purchased

SPECIAL FEATURES: 2 decoding books
10 mapzine style readers
5 activity books
6 cassette audio lessons for each of the five levels
Duplicating masters post-tests for the five levels
Teacher's guide
Placement tests

COMMENTS:

This program may be suitable for a teacher who wishes to follow a
synthetic phonic approach to the teaching of reading. At the
decoding level, letter sounds are introduced one at a time and
carry on eventually to word patterns. The stories at the beginning
levels tend to be stilted because of the reliance on regular word
patterns.

Stories at the upper levels are quite interesting. Some tend toward
a teenage interest. The activity books have the student underline,
circle, match and fill in one word answers. No writing is required
otherwise.

9 r
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TITLE: READ BETTER

AUTHOR: Ann Truitt

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Company YEAR: 1975

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: 136 Approx. Price: $4.05

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's manual (with answer key).
Work list

COMMENTS:

This would be useful as a supplementary reading workbook for a level 1 student.
Written for teenagers. This is useful for sight word practice.
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TITLE: READING AND VOCABULARY

AUTHOR: Lee C. Deighton

PUBLISHER: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich YEAR: 1979

DISTRIBUTOR: Academic Press Limited

Readability: Pages: 188 Approx. Price: $6.30

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents

Answer key (back of book)
Every fifth chapter is a review

Following chapter 15 and the final (26th)
chapter are criterion referenced tests.

COMMENTS:

Each lesson begins with a reading passage concerning information
about the language, e.g.: Words Have Many Meanings, Connectors,
Literal and Figurative Language, and Reading the News Story.
Questions which check comprehension follow. Exercises are designed
to develop reading vocabulary and vocabulary acquisition skills.
Good clear type with varied faces contribute to the book's readability.
No illustrations.
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TITLE: READING FOR CONCEPTS, 2nd edition

AUTHOR: Liddler

PUBLISHER: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd. YEAR: 1977

DISTRIBUTOR: .4.

Readability: A - 2.2 Pages: 176-192 Approx. Price: A-E $4.35

B - 2.5 F-H 4.70

C - 3.2
D - 3.8
E - 4.6
F - 5.2
G - 5.8
H - 6.4 (Pub.)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide including informal inventory
for placement ($2.70)

Answer key ($1.50
Students answer on separate paper

COMMENTS:

Although the series of hooks was written for children it would not be offensive
to adults in either format or content,except possibly Book A. The reading
material is organized around the topics of anthropology, art, science,
sociology, economics, geography and history. The notes for the teather relate
the skills to Bloom's Taxonomy.
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TITLE: READING IN THE CONTENT FIELD (Series)

AUTHOR: Edward Spargo, Raymond Harris

PUBLISHER: Jamestown Publishers

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 4-8 (Fry) Pages: 95/bk

SPECIAL FEATURES: Adult in format

Instructions for use of books

COMMENTS:

YEAR:

Approx. Price: $2/bk

This series of five books contains material for building reading skills in
Mathematics, Social Studies, English, Science, and Practical Arts. The kind
of comprehension required in each discipline is discussed. Exercises are
provided for the students. Most useful for ABE would be Mathematics and
English. However, for students going on to higher levels, the others would
also be useful.
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TITLE: READING SCHEDULES

AUTHOR: Winifred Ho Rodermau

PUBLISHER: Janus Book Publishers

DISTRIBUTOR:

Year: 1978

Readability: 2.5 (Spache) Pages: 64 Approx. Price: $3.95

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide and answer key (free)

Table of contents
Guide to phonetic respellings
Introduction to students
Workbook format, 81/2 x 11 inches

COMMENTS:

The 8 units in this book cover the uses of schedules; reading dates and times;
making time schedules and reading movie, t.v., radio, sports, bus, ferry, subway,
plane, train and boat schedules. The units contain explanations of and
rationales for the use of schedules, phonetic respellings for difficult words
(in brackets following each word), b & w cartoon illustrations and facsmilies
f schedules, comprehension exercises of various types, vocabulary exercises,

nd review exercises. Some of the personal schedules are representative of
teenage lifestyle, making frequent references to .,chool and after-school

a tivities but the information and format presented are useful nonetheless.

Th's book could be used with individuals or adapted for groupwork. Local

mat rials could be incorporated.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

READING SKILLS FOR THE REAL WORLD (kit)

BFA Educational Media

DISTRIBUTOR: Holt Rinehart and Winston of Canada

Readability: 4.0 (Pub) Pages: Kit

YEAR: 1979

Approx. Price: $135.00
2.19 student

handbook

SPECIAL FEATURES: Developed for adults
Carefully controlled vocabulary
Individualized instruction
Appeal to variety of socio-economic and

ethnic groups
American -- some information not applicable4
8 subject-knowledge areas ,

Consumer Economics

Occupational Knowledge/Career Awareness
Health, Safety and Well-Being
Government and Law (of little or no use)
Managing Finances and Resources (good)
Understanding and Utilizing Media
Managing Home and Family

Entertainment, Recreation, and Transportation

COMMENTS:

Kit includes an introductory, cassette lesson, 160 Reading Survival
Task Cards, "Answers Explained" booklet. Handbook providing follow-up
practl,pe in each task area, glossary, answer keys, teacher's manual.
The cast of characters (from Realworld, Somestate) face 'real'world'
problems from the points of view indicated by their names: Willie
and May Cope, Ernest Dezire, Lotta Gall, Faith N. Hope, Noah Tall, etc.
The vocabulary teachin4 follows the principle of contextual definition
and explanation, e.g., "You will hove to get an application which is a
form to fill out" and "That was an epidemic, Allison. The disease had
spread through the whole area". Each task card nvestigates a problem
area; the card and handbook provide testing, rei)foreing and applying
what has been learned.

Because of the American orientation some sections are of little use,
but many provide the kind of linkage of academic skills and practical
knowl,edge that ABE teachers have been seeking.
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TITLE: READING, THINKING AND REASONING SKILLS PROGRAM

AUTHOR: Don Barnes, Arlene Burgdorf

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Gr. 1-8 (pub) Pages: Gr. 1-3, 62 ea. Approx. Price:

1 book per grade level 4-8, 78 ea. $3.95 1-3
4.50 4-8

Teacher's edition
at same price

SPECIAL FEATURES: Workbook format
Teacher's editions (incl. answer key) available

for each level
8 levels, each book self-contained
Line drawings, simple b/w illustrations
Each workbook includes work in 40 comprehension
skill areas,
e.g., Anticipating Probabilities

Detecting Ambiguity
Identifying Main Ideas
Judging Story Logic
Recognizing False Analogies

Although American, contents not hedvily
Americanized

Lessons are varied in format, each designed to
develop a single skill as listed above

COMMENTS:

Based on the assumption that students cannot be equipped with enduring
facts,but can be equipped with enduring skills of critical thinking and
reasoning, these books comprise a systematic program of such developement.
Students learn to analyze the reading (thinking) process and to form
strategies for the completion o tasks. The forty critical thinking
and reasoning skills are explained, developed and expanded in the

teacher's edition. Workbooks 4-8 ;..,re particularly useful for adults.

A parallel series is also available at grades 1-5, but is more appro-
priate for children than adults. It is recommended that these books,
because of their unusual arrangement of material, be supplementary

rather than core teaching materials. Not enough practice on any one

skill is presented in any one of the books, but over the series enough

is available.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

THE REAL STORIES SERIES (book A, 1, and 2)

Milton Katz, Michael Chakeres, and Murray Bromberg

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Bk. A Gr. 3-4.5
Bk. 1 Gr. 4-5.5
Bk. 2 Gr. 5-6

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Pages:

YEAR:

Approx. Price:
$4.65 each
1.00 teacher's guide

Actual news stories rewritten with controlled
vocabulary

Each story has headlines printed in newspaper
style and has drawings that illustrate the
stories

Each story is followed by a group of exercises--
Check Your Understanding
Improve Your Vocabulary
Word Building
Expressing Yourself
Who Did What?
What's the Reason?

Each sixth lesson is a review lesson
Cumulative reviews appear in the middle and the

end of the text.
Teacher's guides available for each level

.

..1

COMMENT:

The stories in this series are short and allow the student immee.ate feed-
back related to the effectiveness of his reading skills.

The subject content of the stories is very appropriate for adult students.

It is possible to select stories at random since each is independent and
has its own group of exercises.

S' t)
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TITLE: SKILL BOOSTER SERIES

AUTHOR: Sandra M. Brown

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Level C Gr. 3
Level D Gr. 4
Level E Gr. 5
Level F Gr. 6

s

YEAR:
..

1

Pages: 48/book Approx. Price: $2.00/title

SPECIAL FEATURES: Series contains 20 workbooks in the following
reading-skill areas:
Building Word Power
Increasing Comprehension
Working With Facts and Details
Organizing Information
Using References si

Table of contents in each workbook
Skill index in each workbook
Answer key in each workbook for self-correcting instruction
All activities have clear self-directing instructions

COMMENTS:

The wide topical variety of The Skill Booster series is particularly useful
in attracting and maintaining the interest of adult learners. The books
are well illustrated and the reading topics range from sports and animals
to science and space exploration. The books have a skill index which makes
assigning additional practice according to student needs possible.

This series is particularly useful to students who read above the reading
level of the book they are using, because it allows them to attend fully
to the skills being taught (i.e. organizational, recall skills, etc.).
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

SPECIFIC SKILL SERIES (KIT)

Richard A. Boning

Barnell-Loft, Ltd.

Readability: Picture and preparatory
levels--pre Gr. 1

levels A to L--Gr. 1-12

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1978 .

Approx. Price:
Elementary set(pre 1-3) $115 US
Midway set (4-9) 90 US

Individual booklets $1.75 US

This series is designed to give students specific
experiences in developing eight crucial reading
skills:

working with.sounds
following directions
using the context
'locating the answer

getting the main idea
drawing conclusions
detecting the seluence
getting the facts

Specific placement tests for each level are
available

Teacher's manual--which contains introduction
to the series and answer keys

Subject material for reading is largely informative
and factual

Sets include spirit masters for worksheets, class
record sheet and vinyl display case

This series is especially good for remedial assistance. The main purpose
of the series is to increase proficiency in all eight reading skill areas.
The diverse subject material will appeal to a wide range of students who
may differ in ages, interests, and abilities. .
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TITLE: SRA MARK II READING LABORATORY 2bKIT

AUTHOR: Don H. Parker

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates (Canada) YEAR: 1970

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Gr. 4-6 Pages: Kit Approx. Price: $280.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Consists of two units - the teacher's resource unit
- the student materials unit

The reading materials of the program are organized
into a series of ten color levels, ascending in
order of difficulty.

Self-marking keys for reading materials
Kit contains four "listening Skill Builder" cassettes
Kit includes "The Starting Level Guide" - a test
to use to establish the color level in which each
student starts

Teacher's handbook which includes complete description
of kit and its functions

Student record books available
Special feature "RoteBuilders" components build into
kit to provide remedial practice

COMMENTS:

The individualized nature of the SRA kit allows the teacher time to spend
with each student to evaluate and discuss his work. The value of this
kit is that it develops ccmprehension, builds vocabulary, assists with
word'analysis and improves study skills.
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TITLE; TIMED READINGS (LEVELS 1 TO 8)

AUTHOR: Glenn Williston, and Edward Spaogo

PUBLISHER: Jamestown Publishers

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Gr. 4 - Col.

YEAR: 1975-79

Pages: 120/bk Approx. Price: $2.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Key in books
Progress graph

Time-Rate Conversion Chart
Introduction containing clear information and
directions for use of the book

Allows for individualization
Pacing cassette available

4
COMMENTS:

This series of ten graded books consists of fifty 400 word selections in
each book. Each selection is followed by ten comprehension questions.
Advanced reading students can work on increasing rate without losing meaning.
Because the selections are uniform in difficulty in each book,the more
desirable selections may be used and not all students need to use the same
selection. Because all ten books have 400 word selections students need not
all use the same book.
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TITLE: TROUBLESHOOTER I (Series of 8 Books)

/ AUTHOR: Patricia Ann Benner, Virginia L. Law

PUBLISHER: Houghton Mifflin Company

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

YEAR: 1979

Pages: 60 each Approx. Price:
$2.65 student edition
2.84 teacher's edition
3.16 answer book

SPECIAL FEATURES: Set of 8 books
Set of 8 teachers annotated books
Answer book
Diagnostic pre-test

COMMENTS:

Book I, Sound OA is a collection of phonic exercises for a student who
can read but neiai extra practice for spelling.

Book II, Sound OU provides practice with long and short vowels, other vowel
sounds, silent letter "r" controlled vowels.

Book III, SpellingIctien deals with some spelling'rules, homonyms, and
commonly misspelled words.

Book IV, Word Attack provides practice with roois, affixes and syllables.

Book V, Word Mastery contains exercises for dictionary use, vocabulary,
synonums and classification of words.

Book VI, Sentence Strength topics include predicates, 'subjects and identifying
complete sentences.

Book VII, Punctuation Power offers practice using end marks, commas, quotation
marks and apost,"ophe's.

Book VIII, English Achievement deals with tenses, pronouns, paragraphs, forms,
letters.

These books would be useful for supplementary exercises. They are not develop-
mental, however, each topic presents plentiful practice.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

TROUBLESHOOTER II (Series of 6 Books)

Joel Weinberg

Houghton Mifflin Company

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1979

Pages: 60 each Approx. Price: $2.75 Student edition
$2.24 (answer book)

Set of 6 books -

Set of 8 teacher's annotated books
Answer book
Diagnostic Pre-tests
Post-tests

Book I Word Recognition - provides practice with compound words, affixes
and syllables.

Book II Vocabulary - deals with roots and affixes as they pertain to meaning.
Getting meaning from context is discussed. Exercises in categorizing words
are given.

Book III Spelling and Parts of Speech - some of the more difficult aspects
are discussed. There are exercisei-Tbr nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,
conjunctions and peepositions.

Book IV Reading Rate and Comprehension - discusses skimming, main ideas,
finding details, re-reading and some timed readings.

Book V Reading in Specific Subjects - deals with content area reading
techniques in science, social studies, literature and math.

Book VI Reading and 5tudy Skills - gives practice in reference skills,
study skills, test taking skills and outlining.
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TITLE:
<7:

USING LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE WITH ADULTS:
A GUIDE FOR TEACHERS

AUTHOR: Katherine Kennedy, Stephanie Roeder

PUBLISHERS: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1975

Readability: T.R. Pages: 40 Approx. Price: $1.50 US

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

This book describes the language experience approach and how it differs
frqm other reading approaches. Its main purpose is to introduce the
teacher to the methodology of LEA. It is an overview and as such,
does not list the specific skills the LEA teacher must be aware of
when teaching with this approach.

There are many practical ideas in the booklet including several for
eliciting writing from students. Also included are several examples
of student product materials and a short bibliography.
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TITLC: WORD ATTACK MANUAL

AUTHOR: Josephine Rudd

PUBLISHER: Educators Publishing Service Inc. YEAR: 1962

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: 176 Approx. Price: $3.30

$1.65 Manual
$1.10 Test Booklet

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide
Test booklets
10 units, each with instruction,

review, practical application,
test

Basic word recognition and spelling skills

COMMENTS:

The manual is designed for older students, although the material
covered is basic. It is particularly useful as a review/brush-up
book for students who need basic word recognition skIlls but who
have no particular difficulties in learning.
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TITLE: WORKIMG WITH WORD PATTERNS

AUTHOR: Mildren Putnam

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Level I

_........_,.

YEAR: 1975

Pages: 93 Approx. Price: $3.70

SPECIAL FEATURES: Worktext
Continues study of sfructure begun in 'Working with

Words'
Conversational grammar and automatic responses are

stressed
Designed for beginning adult readers
Particularly useful for E.S.L. students
Comprehensiye word list included

,
No table of contents or index
Specific teacher's instructions included on each page

Teacher's manual available

\\COMMENTS:

This worktext includes information about time payments, loans, insJrance,

banking and budgeting as parts of an ongoing story. Also included are

illustrations of adults in every day situations. The majer utility of

this and the preceding hook, Working With Words, is for basic literacy

in E.S.L. programs.
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TITLE: WORKING WITH WORDS (REVISED)

AUTHOR: Mildren Putnam

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1975

- Readability: Grades 1-2 (pub.) Pages: 96 Approx. Price: $1.68 US

SPECIAL FEATURES: Worktext
Wordlist included
No table of contents or index
American orientation
Specifically designed for beginning adult readers
Instructions for teacher included at bottom of each

page

Useful for second language students
Thoroughly illustrated
Teacher's manual available with quantity order

COMMENTS:

The emphasis in this book is on structure; sentence structures are intro-
duced one at a time, orally, then visually. The letters are presented
five at a time, consonants with regular 9ounds, short vowel sounds. Sight
words are added gradually. Both manuscript and cursive writing are deve-
loped. Illustrations and text are developed for adults.
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TITLE: WORLD OF VOCABULARY (BOOKS 1 - 4)

AUTHOR: Sidney J. Rauch and Z. J. Clements

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Bk. 1 - 3-4 Pages: 128 each Approx. Price:
2 - 4-5 $3.61 each
3 - 5-6 $1.00 each-
4 - 6-8 Teacher's guide

SPECIAL FEATURES: Workbook format with perforated, punched pages
i Large photographs

Mini-dictionary included
Directed to junior-senior high school

COMMENTS:

Each of 20 stories has 10 words identified in text. The words are
studied in various ways with each story dealing with one additional
language skill (e.g., synonyms, crossword puzzles, antonyms, subject

.and predicate) as well as alphabetical order and word-meaning mat.ching.
The stories are moderately interesting but are of somewhat adolescent
leanings - pop stars, sports figures, etc.
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TITLE.
:e

YESTERSTORIES: The Ghostly Trapper, The Lost Lemon
Mine, The Lady With the Missing Finger

AUTHOR: Elma Schemenauer

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR: 1971

Readability: Grade 7-9 Pages: 128 each Approx. Price: $3.99
Guide 3.00

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

All Canadian content
Teacher's guide
Three more texts in preparation
Answer key in books
Glossary
Bibliography

This is a series of three boOks of stories from Canada's past. Each
story is based on something mysterious or unexplained. Illustrations
are attractive sketches and photographs. Stories are followed by
comprehension questions, vocabulary exercises, follow-up activities
and reviews. A chart places each story in geographical and historical
context.

..
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TITLE. BASIC ENGLISH SENTENCE PATTERNS

AUTHOR: Lida G. Nelson

P16LISHEP. Educators Publishing Service

DISTRIBUTOR. Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1971

Readability: intermediate Pages: 98 Approx. Price: .1)7.00

Student's manual:$6.00

SPECIAL FEATURES. Worktext format

Clearyquite detailed table of contents
Review exercises built in
Teacher's manual with suggested answers for worktext

exercises
Linguistic approach
Content not childish, non-American

COMMENTS.

This worktext is based on the linguistic approach, where languages are
analyzed,according to their structure,using inductive rules. Students
learn the patterns in their own speech and can become explicitly aware
of how the language is ordered to convey meaning The various grammar
signals that help to determine the class (i.e. part of speech) to which
a word belongs are examined:1. form 2. pocition 3. meaning 4 markers
or signalers(e.g.,"the" signals a following noun). This approach is often
a refreshing change, a functional emphasis for the returning adult learnen
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

BEGINNING ENGLISH SKILLS

Paulette Maglaque

Vancouver Community College

Readability: Gr. 1-4

SPECIAL FEATURES.

COMMENT:

YEAR: 1978

Pages: 150 Approx. Price: $7.00

Student and teacher copies
Workbook format
Teaching instructions (brief) and suggested drills

included in teacher copy
Canadian content
Reviews are built in
Spelling lists provided
Printing practice sheets are included

This booK is most useful for beginning students who have some reading
skill but are unable to write. The early inclusion of stories,which non-
readers cannot cope with,in order to present beginning sight words is
arguable. The author Vs chosen not to include beginning phonics picture
material,but has suggested a sequence for developing these skills.
Auditory and visual perception activities are included. Good exercises
on sentence structure are provided and an excellent selection of symbols
and their interpretations has been developed. The teacher copy includes
additional drills for developing auditory perception, sequencing, rhyming
and spelling.
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TITLE: BETWEEN US: A MANUAL AND WORKBOOK FOR TUTORS
AND ADULT BASIC EDUCATION STUDENTS

AUTHOR:

EDITOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

Carole Oliver

Barbara Bowmar

Douglas College

Ministry of Education

Pages:265

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1978

Price: Free to

Educational Insti-
tutions in B.C.

Worktext
Extensive directions to tutors
Phonics for new readers
Adult format
Exercises in manuscript printing
Table of contents
Canadian content

Student hears, sees, and writes consonants. Ninety-six service sight
words are taught. Survival vocabulary words (road signs, banking, maps,
laundry symbols, etc.) are presented.
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TITLE: BETWEEN US: A SUPPLEMENT TO THE MANUAL AND WORKBOOK

AUTHOR: Barbara Bowmar

PUBLISHER. Douglas College YEAR: 1979

DISTRIBUTION: Ministry of Education

Readability: Pages: 48 Approx. Price: Free to
Educational Institutions

SPECIAL FEATURES: Worktext
Directions for teaching blending
Adult format
Exercises in manuscript printing

CONMENTS.

This book contains material to help teach short vowel sounds in the
initial and medial positions. Student hears, .,ees short vowel sounds,
reads words containing consonant sounds taught in Between Us and vowel
sounds taught in the supplement, and writes words from dictation.

Can be used with Between Us for the beginning student or alone for
the more advanced student who has not mastered short vowel sounds in
decoding and/or spelling.

4.
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TITLE: ENGLI 2200, 2600 and 3200

AUTHOR: Joseph, 2. Blumenthal

PUBLISHER: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. YEAR; 1973

DISTRIBUTOR: Academic Press

Readability: Gr. 6 (pub.) Pages: 448 Approx. Price: $7.25
1.35 textbook

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Programmed course in grammar and usage
Table of contents
Index

Tests available
Teacher's manual available
Student introduction to programmed instruction
and directions on how to use and get the most
out of the book are located at the beginning of
the text

It is possible to use English 2600 as a resource tool by using the
index to locate the desired subject and then starting the program at this
point.

English 2600 is especially effective as a complete r-ogram,either for new
learning or review of grammar, sentence building, correct usage, and
punctuation.

The test booklet is very useful and contains two parallel tests--Form A and
Form B for each of the twelve units, a comprehensive pre-test, a final test,
and two parallel halfway tests. The teacher's manual contains the answers
to the tests.
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TITLE: ENGLISH LANGUAGE PATTERNS

AUTHOR: Lida G. Helson

PUBLISHER: Educators Publishing Service

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1971

Readability: Gr. 7-9 Pages: 160 Approx. Price: $3.75 Teacher's manual
8.95 Worktext

SPECIAL FEATURES: Worktext
Table of contents

.t. Index
No illustrations
Review exercises at conclusion of each section
General review at end of book
Teacher's manual with suggested answers
Suitable for advanced students
Linguistic approach to grammar

COMMENTS:

This workbook pre-supposes a minimum knowledge of basic traditional grammar.
L..; greatest utilitY is its approach--a functional look at the language the
way it is. Although this is not designed as a continuation of Basic English
Sentence Patterns, it could well be used in that way. Useful, but strictly
for the advanced student.
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TITLE: EXERCISES IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR (Books 1 and 2)

AUTHOR: John H. Treanor

PUBLISHER: Educator s Publishing Service Year: Bk. I, 1963

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Bk. 2, 1972

Readability: Gr. 7 (bk. I) Pages: bk. I, 132 Approx. Price. $2.75 bk. I

Gr. 8 (bk. 2) bk. 2, 160 3.30 bk. 2

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Index

Review exercises built in
Designed for junior high but acceptable for adults

COMMENTS:

The books provide a good reference source and excel:lent practice exercises.
Each topic is developed clearly: a term is defined, examples are given,
exercises follow. The development of topics is adequate, sequentially
sound, and complimented with good reviews. Book I includes drill work
on sentences, subject and predicate, parts of speech, clauses, and simple
compound, and complex sentences. Book 2 revi.ews Book 1 and includes work
on case, tense, more difficult parts of sp4ech (including verbals) and
clause analysis. Nothing in these books is directed toward improKing
one's uwn.writing; skill at doing the provid0 drill exercises is 'presumed
to have automatic transference. ABE teachers would be wel. advised to keep
this limitation in mjnd and use the books only as reference and an excellent
source of practice exercises.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

A GUP,CLINE CURRICULUM FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION - ENGLISH

Laurel Gould, et al.

Vancouver Community College YEAR: 1978

t

Readability: Gr. 1-6

SPECIAL FEATUPES:

COMMENTS:

Pages: 383 Approx. Price: $5

Curriculum outline of skills
Bibliography of selected materials
Worksheets at beginning, intermediate and
advanced levels

Canadian content -- mostly B.C.
Good internal cross referencing
Duplication of exercises permitted by teachers or
tutors for immediate use by their students

This curriculum is offered as a guideline, a tool for use in program

development. Teacher prepared worksheets are included in develoRmental
progression through levels one and two. Additional activities are suggested

with particularly good ones made for writing activities. Beginning level

picture work-sheets are well designed to avoid, in the main, childish

pictures. Readily available materials from which to construct reading and
writing exercises are listed such as hydro bills, TV Guides, labels, want

ads, guarantees, etc. Rules for spelling, punctuation, etc.,are written
in simple understandable language at the level for which they are presented,

There can always be argument as to the sequence of skills,but the binder

format of this guide permits a teacher to use selected worksheets in

any order. Although it is more, perhaps the greatest use for this guideline

curriculum is in the wide selection of writing skills worksheets at the

intermediate level.
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TITLE: I WISH I COULD WRITE

AUTHOR: Barasouska

PUBLISHER. New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR. Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1978

Readability: Pages: 40 Approx. Price: $1.50

SPECIAL FEATURES. Written for ABE
Teacher resource bock

COMMENTS:

This is a teacher's resource book of 25 lessons designed to help the teacher
to encourage students to write freely. Lesson suggestions and student examples
of writing are given.

0
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TITLE: THE JOHNSON HANDWRITING PROGRAM

AUTHOR: Warren T. Johnson

PUBLISHER: Educator's Publishing Service

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1976-77

Readability: Bk 1: level 1-3 Pages: 70 pp. ea. student manual---
Bk 2: 3 4- ungraded

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Approx. Price: $2.20 each

Two student manuals
How to Teach Handwriting--teacher's manual

(12 pp., $1.00 US)

This program utilizes simple structure of handwriting which is useful
for beginning writers, especially those who never learned proper letter
formation. The program stresses three neuro-muscular control strokes
upon which norms for letter construction can be established.
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TITLE: LANGUAGE EXERCISES BOOKS 1 - 8 AND REVIEW BOOK

AUTHOR: Annie Laurie McDonald

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Company YEAR: 1972 - 1978

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Gr. 1 - 8 Pages: 96 Approx. Price: (4.25 each

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Answer keys available
First two books too much directed to children

COMMENTS:

Books 3 - 8 and the review book offer a traditional approach to punctuation,
capitalization, usage and grammar. As an additional rather than a core
set of exercises, this could be quite useful. For students nearing the
end of Level II, the Review Book is a good tool for checking mastery of
all the basic language skills.

4)
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TITLE: LANGUAGE IN DAILY LIVING (BOOKS 1 - 4)

AUTHOR: Nerissa Bell Bryant, Loy Hedgepeth

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Company

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Grades 5-8 (pub)

YEAR: 1978

Pages: 71 Approx. Price: $3.50

SPECIAL FEATUPES: Book 1 - Verbs and subjects
Book 2 - Phrases, clauses and sentences
Book 3 - Pronouns, modifiers and verbals
Book 4 - Punctuation and capitalization
Table of contents
Answers to exercises in back
Adult oriented
American: some content information inapplicable

COMMENTS!

These books are designed to des'elop academic skills of language competence
and to develop life coping skill: of functional competence. The content

is developed in five general knowledge areas; health, government and law,
consumer economics, community resources, and occupational knowledge. Each

unit has language skills and coping skills; explanation of each language
skill is offered, examples are given and practice exercises are provided.
The practice exercises in the coping skills section provide drill in the

context of a particular knowledge area.

The skills developed in each book are those identified by survey of A.B.E.
teachers as most needed. The adult orientation is excellent.
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TITLE: LEARNING LANGUAGE

AUTHOP: Philip G. Penner and Ruth E. McConnell

PUBLISHER: The Macmillan Company of Canada Ltd. YEAR) 1963

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Gr. 9 Pages: 487 Approx. Price: $3.85 paper
8.00 cloth

SPECIAL FEATURES: Designed to promote the interaction of the study
of English with an active involvement in speaking
and writing English
Table of contents
Index

Fourteen comprehensive chapters which introduce
aspects of grammar and writing. Each chapter
has illustrations of the material it is presenting
and is furth,r supported by practice exercises for
the student to do.

COMMENTS:

Excellent resource for beginning and advanced writing groups. Since the
emphasis of this book is the use of language, it focusses on many aspects
of everyday uses of language (learning to use the library, learning to
read and make reports, learning to make a speech, etc.).

12?
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TITLE: LEARNING OUR LANGUAGE (Revised book 1 and book 2)

AUTHOR: Jewel Varnado

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Company YEAR! 1974

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Pesources Ltd,

Readability: Book 1 Grade 6-7 Pages: 95 each Approx, Price; $4 05 each

Book 2 Grade 7-8

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS;

Table of Contents
Book 2 reinforces the material in Book 1
Each chapter has clear explanations of the
materials it is presenting, followed by
thorough practice exercises
The books emphasize practical usage,
vocabulary development, and the fundamental
mechanics of our language.
Answer keys are available.
Each book has a review chapter at the end.

These books provide an excellent introduction to the study of functional

English. ,The exercises are clear and well supported by examples. Student'

will have a good source of review notes by re-reading the explanations at

the beginning of each chapter,
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TITLE: OPEN-ENDED STOgiES

AUT.:2R: Milton Velder, Edwin Cohen

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 4.5 (pub.)

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1973

Pages: 143 Approx. Price: $5.50 paper

Teacher's guide
Thematic key
Table of contents
Introduction to student
Comprehension questions

The 20 stories in this text are unfinished and can be completed orally
or in writing. Themes revolve around conflict situations encountered by
older teenagers (i.e., drugs, cheating, alcoholism, "the generation gap",
romance, identity crises, etc.). While some may be of interest to more
mature adults, probably they will interest younger students more. Some
stories are particularly American in outlook, and some others may be
unsuitable due to the subtle but nonetheless moralizing tone. Still, many
are interesting and usuable, either with individuals or in a group situation.
Comprehension/discussion questions for each story appear at the end of the
book.
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TITLE: POWER OF THE PRINTED WORD (Series)

AUTHOR: Bill Cosby, Tony Randall, Malcolm Forbes, Edward
Thompson, Lois Markham (Guides)

PUBLISHER: International Paper Company YEAR: 1979

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages: Two page leaflets Approx. Price:
One teacher's guide Free as a public

service

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

i

Individual Titles:
How to Write Clearly
How to Write a Business Letter
How to Improve Your Vocabulary
How to Read Faster

These leaflets are reprints of ads appearing in journals. They are
each written by well known persons. The teaching guides are one page
each, have at least 10 ideas each for classroom use.
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TITLE: PRACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS 2

AUTHOR: Cheri Cook

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: 48

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide

Written for adults

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1978

Approx. Price: $2.30
T. Guide .75

Skills Practice 1.15

This boo!,. contains several practical instructions for and examples of
writing for everyday purposes. Topics include notes and messages,
personal and business letters, job applications, letters and public
announcements. Several items not often seen in books are included such
as keeping a calendar, press releases, notices and posters, requests forrecords etc. A skills practice book is also available.
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TITLE: READING ROAD TO WRITING (Series of 6 books)

AUTHOR: Robert R. Potter

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR: 1977

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Grade 4 (Pub) Pages: 48 or 64/bk Approx. Price:

$2.00/title
$1.00 teacher's guide

SPECIAL FEATURES: Workbook format
Teacher's guide available
Table of contents, not detailed
Illustrated (drawings and photographs)
Books stand alone, can be used in any order

COMMENTS:

Aimed at linking reading and writing, each lesson has a short, high-
interest reading passage with ten comprehension questions. A grdmmar
or usage problem is examined; a good range of practice exercises
follow. Suggestions for individual writing are included for each
selection with help in proof-reading or identifying grammar or usage
principle discussed in the section. Each lesson and each book ends
with a review. The six titles are: Sentences, Verbs, Adjectives
and Adverbs, Pronouns, Words Often Confused, and Mechanics of writing.
The book is strong in supplying good models of writing and in empha-
sizing that reading and writing are two sides of the same coin.
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TITLE:
VOCATIONAL ENGLISH (books 1-3)

AUTHOR: Albert E. Jochen, Benjamin Shapiro

PUBLISHER: Globe Book Co., Ltd.

DISTRIBUTOR: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

Readability: High School (pub.) Pages:

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teaching guide ($1.00 each)
Answer key

CUMENTS:

YEAR: 1975

Approx. Price: $5.00 each

This series of three books covers a variety of topics, dealing basically withgrammar, paragraph building, letter writing, dictionary skills, reading forinference, spelling rules and spelling word lists (with some word listsrelating to specific trade areas). The vocabulary is Level 2 and the stressis on communication rather than a series of rules. This series is usefulas a supplementary text, but would need much "fleshing out" for use as amajor text. The material in the books is useful for adult learners; however,the authors tend to "talk" to high school vocational students.
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TITLE: WRITE NOW! INSIGHTS INTO CREATIVE WRITING

AUTHOR: Anne Wescott Dodd

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR:

DISTRIBUTOR!

Readability: High School (pub.) Pages: 107 Approx. Price: $3.50

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

This book has some ideas that are usable for beginning writers. The

book would be much more useful for more advanced writers who want to
increase creativity in writing. There are many ideas in the first section
that would help students increase word power. Chapters five, six and

seven discuss the writing of the short story, drama and poetry. The

chapter on poetry could point a way to express thoughts and feelings
for many ABE students. The short eighth chapter may produce one or

two creative activities for ABE students. The ninth chapter contains

a list of tips for writing effectively.
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TITLE: A WRrTING hANUAL FOR TEACHING THE LEFT-HANDED

AUTHOR: Mildred B. Plunkett

PUBLISHER: Educator's Publishing Service YEAR: 1954, 1967

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: 54 each Approx. Price: $1.65 manual

$3.30 practice pad

SPECIAL FEATURES: Includes teachers manual and student practice pad

COMMENTS:

Emphasizing correct position of body., arm, and hand, slant and alignment
for the left hander, this book gives the student the tools for writing
without a book and with( t covering what has been written. Useful for
the left hander with problems writing legibly.
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TITLE: WRITING SENSE

AUTHOR: Robert R. Potter

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR: 1975

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages: 260 Approx. Price: $5.50
Guide: $1.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teaching Guide

COMMENTS:

This is a book particularly useful for developing writing skills
in Level II. It deals with reorganizing and correcting writing
problems. Many examples of writing are offered, as well as many
suggestions for writing activities from sentences to essays. A

short chapter invites the writer to consider future writing needs.
While it doesn't cover resumes, it does offer suggestions for
writing a letter to accompany an application form. A 37-page guide
to standard usage is included. Business and friendl, letters arc
included. Question! for thought or discussion are provided in
each chapter. Illustrations and photos of cartoon type drawings.
While the publisher judges the book to be junior-senior high, the
material is certainly usable (or adaptable) for ABE.
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TITLE: WRITING SKILLS WORKSHOPS II AND III

AUTHOR: David and Joseph Gladstone

PUBLISHER: BFA Educational Media (Calif.) YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR: Holt, Rinehart and Winston of Canada

Readability: Grade 4 (pub.) Pages:

Approx. Price: $135.00
Student skill book 1.35

.SPECIAL FEATURES: ikill cards, instacheck cards
Instastart cards for initial placement
Self-checking - programmed
Answers and explanations booklet
Section tests (spirit masters)
Teacher's guide
Student skillbooks for additional experience
Totally individualized
Student record sheet (spirit master)

COMMENTS:

This kit focuses on capitalization, punctuation, sentence structures,
usage and paragraph structure. It can be used to develop adult
writing skills to students with low reading achievement. Enricnment
activities involving creative writing are provided, as well as
practice exercises and remedial drills on all skills.

.A
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TITLE.

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

THE CHILDS SPELLING SYSTEM: The Rules

Sally &and Ralph Childs

Educators Publishing Service

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: N/A

SPECIAL FEAWRES:

COMMENTS.

YEAR: 1973

Pages: 30 Approx. Price; $4.75

Teacher reference

"Childs" in title refers to author name,
not content

Includes ditto master of rules

This is a reference book for teachers which explains spelling rules and
gives examples for plurals, prefixes, suffixes and apostrophes. The
ditto master has a list of rules. Conies could be given to students for
quick reference.
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TITLE: A GUIDE TO TEACHING PHONICS

AUTHOR: June Lyday Orton

PUBLISHER: Educators Publishing Service, Inc. YEAR; 1975

DISTRIBUTOR. Educastional Resources Ltd.

Readability:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Teacher reference

Pages: 99 Approx. Price; $6.50

This book has 22 phon units. Each uait contains a section for "older
students". Applications for both reading and spelling are given. There
is a very helpful 32-page introduction giving teaching procedures to use
in phonics lessons. The introduction also contains definitions of terms,
a beginning lesson, and suggestions for planning lessons. This book
advocates a synthetic phonics approach.
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TITLE: INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION IN SPELLING

AUTHOR- Roger A. Goodson,Barbara Floyd

PUBLISHER: T. S. Dennison and Company, Inc., YEAR: 1974

DISTRIEJTOR:

Readability: Teacher Reference Pages: 125 Approx. Price: $6.50

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

This book was written with children in mind, however, it outlines a partic-
ularly useful plan for individualizing spelling. It also suggests methods
for the visual, auditory and kinesthetic teaching of spelling It contains
sections on dictionary use, spelling rules, rules for syllabication and
mnemonic devices. Appendices include an informal spelling inventory, diag-
nostic spelling tests and tests of phonic skills. Except for separate pages
or key word pictures, the material is useful for adults and can be used with
any spelling program
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TITLE. THE MECHANICS OF SPELLING

AUTHOR: Alice Milholland, Jim Mitchell

PUBLISHER: Educulture

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

YEAR:

Pages: 7 booklets Approx. Price:
40-50 pages $249.50 (U.S.)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's Manual

Student response manuals
Cassettes
Test cassettes
Self-instructional

Option tz-ncher contract

Single modules may be purchased
Adult in format

COMMENTS.

This program emphasizes the regular patterns in spelling. Students using it
individually should have reasonably good listening skills The teacher should
monitor progress quite closely. The program can be used well with a group
of students where the tapes can be stopped and supplementary instruction given.

1 2H -1
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TITLE: PHONICS IN PROPER PERSPECTIVE

AUTHOR: Arthur W. Heilman

PUBLISHER: Charles E. Merrill Publishing

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR: 1976

Readability: Pages: 133 Approx. Price: $4.50

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher resource book

COMMENTS:

For the teacher who has questions about the role of phonics, the first
chapter of this book puts the question into perspective. Chapters two
to five deal with readiness, consonants, vowels and structural analysis,
as well as the use cf the dictionary as a word attack strategy. The
sixth chapter describes alternative approaches to the teaching of phonics
in beginning reading. The approaches include linguistic (i.e., regular
spelling), i. t. a. and programmed reading.

While the book is directed to the teachers of children, it provides a
sound approach in reading regardless of the age of the students. Sub-
stituted chapters and deletions would have to be made for pictures and
games. Word lists are useful.
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TITLE: SOLVING LANGUAGE DIFFICULTIES - Remedial Routines

AUTHOR: Amey Steere, Caroline Peck, Linda Kahn

PUBLISHER: Educators Publishing Service, Inc. YEAR: 1971

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Grades 4-6 Pages: 168 Approx. Price: $3.30

SPECIAL FEATURES: A workbook of spelling techniques and language
patterns

This book deals extensively with syllables,
syllable division, prefixes, suffixes, accent
and spelling rules

The book is divided into four sections and each
section has an introduction related tc ,he material
it will cover

COMMENTS:

This workbook has been designed for,and the contents used with,fourth, fifth,
and sixth grade children having a specific language disability. It is the

authors' belief that "the English language has many patterns and thdt a study
of these will facilitate the task of the dyslexic and speed his progress.
To achieve this aim will require a great deal of supervision from the teacher."

This book is an excellent resource in conjunction with other instruction.
There are many practice exercises for spelling rules and good word and
phrase lists for dictation.
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TITLE: SPELL OF WORDS

AUTHOR: Elsie T. Rak

PUBLISHER: Educators Publishing Service, Inc. YEAR: 1970

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: 124 Approx. Price: $2.65

Manual: 2.20

SPECIAL FEATURES: Reinforces the material presented in
Spellbound by Elsie T. Rak

Table of contents
Index

Teacher's manual available which contains
answer keys to workbook exercises,
outline of suggested lesson plan, and
provides dictation drills for each of
the spelling elements taught.

COMMENTS:

This workbook was specifically designed for people with specific
language disability, but it is also recommended for anyone who hastrouble with spelling.

The order of presentation of chapters in this workbook is flexible.
A student may start at the beginning and work through this workbook
or his attentions may be focussed on the chapters that most meethis needs.
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TITLE: SPELLBOUND - PHONIC READING AND SPELLING

AUTHOR: Elsie T. Rak

PUBLISHER: Educators Publishing Service, Inc. YEAR: 197/

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: 135 Approx. Price: $2.85
Teacher's Manual $2.85

SPECIAL FEATURES: Remedial workbook for spelling and readinc;
Table of contents
Index
Teacher's manual available which contains

answer keys to workbook exercises,
outline of suggested lesson plan, and
dictation drills for each of the spelling

elements taught
Each chapter is well introduced and supported
by practice exercises

COMMENTS:

This workbook is a very basic speller that would be useful to
any student who reads at a very low level or who wishes to learn

how to spell. The material was developed for use with students
and adults identified as havina specific language disability.

I) -
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TITLE: SPELLING HANDBOOK OF ENGLISH REFERENCE AND STUDY GUIDE

AUTHOR: R. O. Orgel

PUBLISHER: Educators Publishing Service YEAR: 1974

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability:
Pages: 120

SPECIAL FEATURES: Refers to British spelling of words
Advanced reader could use this book directly
Teacher resource book

COMMENTS:

Approx. Price: $6.00

This book would be useful with advanced spellers who want or need to revivespelling rules and generalization and want more challenge in spelling.
Besides dealing with rules, the book contains chapters on language,
words in current fashion, spelling demons and challenging words.

1
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TITLE: SPELLING WORD POWER LABORATORY IIIa

AUTHOR: Dr. D.H. Parker, F.R. Walker

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Gr. 7 (pub) Pages: Kit Approx. Price: $110.00 U.S./Kit

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's handbook
Self=teaching
Individualized

COMMENTS:

This kit is useful for students who are good readers and need only a
review of spellirg rules and generalizations. It is not useful for poor
spellers who need auditory work and a lot of practice. The student is
given a Student Record Book. The Lab is set up so that the student takes
a pretest and then works only in the areas that show weakness. Check tests
are given at the end of each section. A second set of exercises and check
tests are available for students who need more work in any one area.
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TITLE: TARGET: SPELLING

AUTHOR: Margaret M. Scarboroujh, f$1ary Brigham Bullock, Teresa Ann Millar

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Comapny YEAR: 1979

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: 126 each Approx. Price: $4.00 ea. Cdn.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

This series of three spelling workbooks is written for children and, as such,
has some limitations. However, there are many useful exercises for a student
first learning to read and spell. The pages are perforated and could, there-
fore, be placed in the student's binder with extended activities.
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TITLE: TEACHING WORD ATTACK SKILLS

,AUTHOR: Lee Ann Rinsky, Barbara Griffith

PUBLISHER: Gorsuch Scarisbrick

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR: 1978

Readability: Pages: 121 Approx. Price: $6.50

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher reference

COMMENTS:

This book was wHtten as a self-instruction manual to provide teachers with
an in-depth_ba6kground in word attack skills. It would be extremely useful
to ASE te4chers with limited knowledge of phonics and structural analysis.
Volunteeritutors in literacy programs would also find it to be an excellent
source of information. While it is intended as a self-help manual for

teachers,it also presents teaching implications. There is a glossary of
terms, a list of basic sight words for older readers, phonemegrapheme
sequence, lists of common prefixes and suffixes, an overview of English
orthography, a use of cloze, the Dolch Basic Sight Word List, dictionary
skills, and several reference book liO:s. Least useful parts of the hook
for B.C. ABE teachers are those concerned with various apsects of Americ,an
English and one reference list of word books for children.
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TIlLE: ANGLING FOR WORDS

AUTHOR: Carolyn C. Bowen

PUBLISHER: Academic Therapy Publications YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: 265 Approx. Price: $7.95 study book
Student: 3.95

Teaching guide: 6.95

SPECIAL TRAINING: A study book for language training
Teacher's guide: "The Teacher's Line"
by Dorothy B. Montglmery

Clear outline of structure and terminclogy
Table of conterts of "Concepts"

Level 1 short vowels and consonants
2 vowel consonant e
3 controlled vowels g(j), con. digraphs
4 UCU syl. division
5 vowel digraphs
6 special syls. and situations
7 spelling rules presentations

COMMENTS:

Angling_ for Words was designed for students diagnosed as having
specific or developmental dyslexia or specific language disabilit

The author recommends this program for use with a student group ot
five or less. The teacher's guide, "The Teacher's Line", is a-,

excellent resource and has a good introduction to the areas of
language and learning disabilities.

Angling for Words is useful as a resource tool for drill material
in word attack or specific phonoeme weaknesses. The many work lists
are helpful for oral spelling and for illustrating spelling rules.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

THE CANADIAN OXFORD SCHOOL ATLAS (4th Ed.) Canada Metric

Quentin Stanford (Ed.)

Oxford University Press

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS.

YEAR: 1977

Pages: 172 Approx. Price: $7.00
hardbound

Table of contents

Statistical graphs and tables
Coloured maps

Gazettes of Canada and the world
Size - 19 x 26 cm.
Very small print

This atlas contains 41 graphs and tables presenting statistical information
on Canadian population, production, and trade, based on the 1976 census.
The maps of Caoada provide information on population. Physiography, geology
soils, climate, agriculture, natural resources, native peoples, and manu-
facturing,as wel as topography. Boxed information provides facts and
explanations regaAing special features such as city growth, farm areas by
province, trapping and fur farming, the St. Lawrence Seaway, etc, Topo-
graphical maps include:statistics on area, population, production, and
communications. Another section of.the atlas displays urban land use,
major Canadian and Atherican cities being used as examples. The world maps
ire mainly topographical, providing some information on geological formation,
minerals, vegetation, land use, climate, political boundaries, and population
density. Separate maps show urban land use, energy, economic geology,
climate, mineral production, economic regions, employment categories, popu-
lation distribution and growth, nutrition, birth and death rate. As Atlases
go. this one is fairly well laid out, although sometimes cramped, and the
Tint is minute.
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TITLE: ENGLISH EVERYWHERE: MEANING, MEDIA AND YOU

,WHOR: Robert R. Potter

PUBLISHER: Globe-Moderh rAirriculum Press YEAR: 1971

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: junior sec. (pub) Pages: 270 Approx. Price: $7.75
senior sec. 1.00 guide

'SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacherguide and answer key
Attractive format

'Well illustrated (drawings, cartoons & photograp: ,

Review chapters At end of each of two parts

COMMENTS: ;

In two parts, "How Words Work" and "Words in our World", this book given,
an introduction to semantics and media study. It links the communications
skills of read:lig, writing, listening and speaking using ncwspaper stories.
advertising, the language of TV and movies, humour, slang, and the language
of politics. Each of 25 sections (not including the review chapters)
begins with a reading selection often built around questions; this i,,
followed by a section called "What's It All About" which, through adJiticul
details and questions, further develops the topic; next comes "Put It Into
Practice' followed by "Discoveritg Word Origins". A set of exercises il
choosing between standard and don-standard usage comprises the final chapter.
The discussion and exercise materials are directed to a high school student's
enviv.onment,but are largely suitable for adults.
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TITLE: EVERYDAY READING AND WRITING (Rev. ed.)

AUTHOR: Frank C. Laubach, Elizabeth Mooney Kirk, Robert S. Laobach

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 6.4 (pub) Pages: 272 Approx. Price: '78.95

3 95 feacher's guide

SPECIAL FEATURES: Separate teacher's guide
Table of contents

Comprehension and vocabulary exer:ises
Review exercises

Units available on separate reprints

COMMENTS:

Eleven.units make up this text. They cover the reading of signs; newspapers:
personal and business letters and papers; magazines; maps; and different
types of instructions; the writing of personal and business letters; and the
use of the dictionary, telephone directory, and reference books. Drawings,
diagrams, and replications of actual printed material (e.g., a driver's
license, want ads, dictionary page) illustrate the units. Comprehension and .

vocabulary exercises, and periodic reviews are included. Because the content
is American, it would be desirable to substitute local materials in place of
those reproduced. Another reason for the latter suggestion would be to over-
come the tendency for textual material dealing with real-life content to somehow
stultify it by pressing it between the pages.
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TITLE: A FIRST THESAURUS: THE WORD HUNTER'S COMPANION

AUTHOR: James Green

PUBLISHER: The Book Society of Canada YEAR: 07i

Readability: Grade 4-9 (pub.) Pages: 112 Approx. Dric: S'

SPECIAL FEATURES: Introduction for students
Table of contents
Index
210 key entries

Alphabetical arrangement of entries within 4
separate sections (nouns, adjectives vert .

and adverbs)
No diacritical marks

Definitions for all synonyms listed
Suitable for ESL

COMMENTS:

This is a simple, clearly laid-out, and well-organized introductory
thesaurus. Key words and synonyms are presented in bold type, aro
ample white space allows easy access to the print. Because each
synonym is defined, the user can accurately choose tne most appro-
priate one. The index provides all past tense forms of verbs listed.
The definitions and the arrangement of entries into parts of spec(i
categories make this a useful tool for ESL, as well as literacy
students.
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TITLE: FORMS IN YOUR LIFE

AUTHOR: Thomas F. Elrick, Leslie Wyle

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR.

Readability: High School (pub.) Pages: 89 Approx. Price: $3.75paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Tables of contents

Abbreviations and short forms as appendix
Introduction to student (practice lesson)
Canadian content

COMMENT:

This book includes 22 lessons, each explaining the use and filling out
of a particular form. The types of forms discussed are applications for
social insurance number, a job, car insurance, loan, credit, marriage
license, a savings bond, family allowance, union membership, armed forces
membership, personal chequing or savings account, life insurance, deposit
slips, cheques, tx deduction returns, bank statements. and tax returns.

The form of each lesson consists of an introduction to vocabulary exercise,
followed by reproductions of actual forms to be filled, along with hints
and helps. In a number of instances the reproductions are reduced in size
and consequently difficult to read, but this could be remedied by having
the actual forms on hand. The book was written for high school students,
and while it is generally adult in tone and format, it sometimes makes
reference to "graduating from high school", reaching the age of 18, getting
a driver's license, getting married, etc. Prior examiNtion of the text
will allow teachers to eliminate these references or to explain them
mhere necessary. The layout is attractive and clear.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR.

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS ENGLISH, Books 1 and 2

Christopher Pearson

The Book Society of Canada Ltd. YEAR: 1976

Readability: Pages: Bk. 1: 176 pp. Approx. Price: $4.40
Bk. 2: 160 pp. Teacher's book 2.50

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Teacher's book available
Tapes to accOmpany books are available
(British English)
Designed for ESL students
A basic course in business English
Vocabulary lists included
Each book begins with assessment test
Teacher's Book 1($6.25), contains lesson-by-lesson
notes, Book 2($2.50), general guidelines with sample
lesson plan

By the end of Book 1, students should have mastered a core of common structures
and a basic vocabulary of one thousand words. The structural load of each
lesson is roughly in inverse proportion to the vocabulary load. The.,:e books,

particularly Book 2, is mainly useful for the 'hidden' S'econd language student
often in ABE classes. Lessons include conversations, grammar exercises,
reading passages, comprehension questions, language points and writing exercises.
By the end of Book 2, the student should have mastered the most important items
of structure and vocabulary (about two thousand words) for common business and
conversations in English.
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TITLE: IN OTHER WORDS: AN INTRODUCTORY THESAURUS

AUTHOR: Murray J. Dobson, Patricia J. Hughes

PUBLISHER: Holt, Rinehart and Winston of Canada, Ltd. YEAR: 1967

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:
Pages: 394 Approx. Price: paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Introduction to teacher

Alphabetical arrangement of entries
Antonyms supplied

Illustrative sentences
Approximately 2500 key entries
No diacritical marks

COMMENTS:

This attractively-designed theSaurus contains a number of distinguishingfeatures which make it useful as an introductory reference tool. Eachalphabetical section is introduced by a short collection of points ofinformation regarding the history, sound, and cultural use of the parti-cular letter of the alphabet. Key entries are in bold type, highlightedby a band of colour. Synonyms, their usage denoted by part-of-speech nota-tions, appear in white in the centre of the page, as do sentences illustratingthe use of the key word in context. A band of colour on the right hand sideof the page highlights antonyms. The simplicity in organization and designmake this reference one that is easy to use.
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TITLE:
,
AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

(

DISTRIBUTOR:

IT'S ON THE MAP (Practice in Survival Reading 6)

Patricia Kelly Waelder

New Readers Press

Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 5+ (pub.)

,,

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 19:8

Pages: 64 Approx. Price: $3.00 paper

Table of contents

Introductions to teacher and student
Word list (of above grade 5 level words)
as appendix
Answer key in book
Introductory practice lesson
25 full-page reproductions of sample maps (black and white
Comprehension questions

This book deals with map reading as well as map making ski:ls. The typcs of
maps included are, for the most part, reproductions of authentic maps arlr!

range from topographical, historical and climatic maps to floor plans, flow
charts, cut-away diagrams and transit route maps. Comprehension exercises
of 10 questions each accompany each map; they include factual and infcrentia.
questicns, as well as one evaluaive per exercise. In addition, some questions
whose answers cannot be determined from the information given are posed The
layout is crisp and clear, utilizing lots of white space. A little more than
half the maps are of the U.S., or American in content.
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TITLE: LABEL TALK (Practice in Survival Reading 3)

AUTHOR: Calvin Greatsinger

DUBLISHER: New Readers Press

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Pesources Ltd.

Readability: 4+(pub) Pages: 62

YEAP: 1976

Approx. Price: $3.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURFS: Tables of Contents
Introductions to teacher and student
Word list (of above grade 4 level words) as appendix
Answer key in book
Comprehension questions
Introductory practice lesson

COMMENT:

This book contains 25 2-page lessons on reading information and instructions
on labels from different consumer items such as clothing and footwear, cleaning
products, small appliances and hardware, to name a few. Each full-page
illustration is followed by a page of 10 comprehenslon questions of the
factual, inferential and evaluative types. It should be noted that metric
measurements and quantities are not used, nor are the laundry symbols now
in common use in Canada. Most of the il1ustra0ons are not actual repro-
ductions of the o'riginal print, but the layout:is well done as in other titles
in the series.
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TITLE: LET'S LOOK IT UP (Practice in Survival Reading 7)

AUTHOR: Patricia Kelly

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press YEAR; 1977

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 5+ (pub.) Pages: 63 Approx. Price: $3.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of Contents

Introductions to teacher and student
Word list (of above grade 5 level words) as appendrx
Comprehensive questions
Introductory practice lesson

COMMENTS:

This book consists of 25 lessons covering practice with various reference
tools, including dictionary entries, glossaries, indexes, encyclopaedias,
almanacs, record books, schedules, charts, diagrams, calendars, telephone
books, catalogues, and guidebooks. The 25 illustrations are reproducttons
of actual printed material. A page of ten comprehension questions (factual,
inferential, and evaluative) accompanies each illustration. Some questions
cannot be answered from the information provided;,the answer key acknowledges
this. Some of the content (e.g., in the calendar, guidebook, telephone book
and bus schedule units) is particularly American oriented, but as with other
titles in this series, local materials could be substituted. Layout is
nicely done, using a good ratio of white space to print.
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TITLE: LIBRARY OF APULT BASIC EDUCATION LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGES

AUTHOR: Mary C. Mulvey, Ed.

PUBLISHER: P.A.R. Incorporated YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Varies (in instructor's manual) Pages: Approx.
Price:1,000

SPECIAL FEATUPES: Reproducible
Teacher's manual

74 separate learning activity packages
durable (mylar coated)

General,and specific objectives for each activity
Correlated with APL Survey
Post-tests for each activity

COMMENTS:

This collection of learning activities is presented on separate 22 x 28 cm
plastic-coated sheets which are filed in a cardboard filing system The
materials are directed at the skills of reading, writing, problem solving,

computation/speaking, listening, viewing, and identification of facts and
terms, all within the context of single, real-life activities; e.g., using
the telephone, coping with a heart attack, using the post office. A
complete list of titles follows. While the intent and format of this pro-
gram are commendable, the content is American, and some of the activities
are a little too simplistic; e.g., in the telephone activity questions such
as "Where do you listen?", designed to familiarize students with the termi-
nology (i.e., "receiver") could be seen as insulting to an adult. Two
options could allow some use from this program:

(1) Ordering the program (an expensive venture), and cutting and pasting
to adapt it for Canadian use, or to omit potentially offensive content.

Using a sample activity from the program (availlble upon request from
the publisher), as a model for local curriculum development (a time-
consuming prospect), using the list of titles as take off points.
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TITLE: THE NEW ROGET'S THESAURUS IN DICTIONARY FORM (REV. EL).)

AUTHOR: Noman Lewis

PUBLISHER: G. P. Putnam's Sons, N.Y. YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR: Academic Press Canada

Readability: Pages: 552 Approx. Price: $7.50 hardbodnd

SPECIAL FEATURES: Introduction to user
List of abbreviations used
Over 17,000 individual entries

COMMENTS:

The dictionary format of this thesaurus and the spacious layout make it an

appealing reference tool. The individual entries are each followed by a

reference to one or more major categories, allowing for thorough followup
and accuracy in terms of the sense of the word desired. Major categories

are cross referenced.
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TITLE: NEWSPAPER WORKSHOP: Understanding Your Newspaper, 2n Ed.

AUTHOR: Howard F. Decker

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR: 1976

\
DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 11 (SMOG) Pages: 152 Approx. Price: $5.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: 1. Teacher's guide - $1.00
2. Workbook format
3. Table of contents
4. Skill exercises

COMMENTS:

The 67 units in this workbook deal with skills necessary to understanding a
newspaper. News vocabulary, sports terms, newspaper structure and terminology,
types of news items, editorials, photograh analysis, news story evaluation,
proofreading, reviews, classified ads, and news headlines are only a few of
the topics covered. Facsimiles of newspaper pages appear throughout as illus-
trations to the textual descriptions and explanations. Layout is well executed
creilting lots of white space. A foreseeable difficulty exists with this book,
however. The content is American oriented and somewhat dated (1970 and 1971
datelines are common). Probably this workbook could be used selectively to
introduce specific newspaper analysis skills using local newspapers, or
instructors could use it as a guide in developing lessons around the use of
newspapers. Another difficulty is the use of a workbook format to deal with
skills and content which are so obviously social in nature, and which could be
more effectively conveyed in a group disrmssion situation. With little effort,
the book could be adapted for the latter use.
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TITLE: READ THE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST (Practice in Survival Reading;

AUTHOR: Calvin Greatsinger

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press YEAP: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 4+ (ppb.) Pages: 62 Approx. Price: $3.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Introductions to teacher and student

Word list (of above grade 4 level words)
as appendix

Answer key in book
Comprehension questions
Introductory practice lesson

COMMENTS:

This book contains 25 2-me lessons on following instructions,as related
to specific, everyday procedures. These include interpreting a schedule
of motel rates, using a spot remover, baking a cake, taking a cold capsule
ard responding to a traffic citation, among others. A few of the lessons
are particularly American in content (e.g., getting a driver's license and
filing for unemployment insurance, but the remainder are general in their
application. The examples are not, (with a few exceptions) as in other
books of this series,actual reproductions of printed 4iaterial. Each full-
page illustration is followed by a page of 10 comprehension questions (factual,
inferential and evaluative). Layout is goud, typical of this series. Again,
this book could be used as is, or as a supplement to locally developed materials.
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TITLE: READING AND FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

AUTHOR: Winifred Ho Roderman

PUBLISHER: Janus Book Publishers

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR: 1978

Readability: 2.6 (Spache) Pages: 64 Approx. Price: $4.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide and answer key (free)
Table of contents
Guide to phonetic respellings
Introduction to students
Workbook format

COMMENTS:

The 8 units in this book cover one-step directions, two or more step directions,
making and assembling things. using appliances, making things to eat, heeding
warnings, reading labels, and giving directions. The units contain explanations,
phonetic respellings for difficult words (irkbrackets following each word) b & w
illustrations (mostly cartoon format), comprehension exercises of various type5.
vocabulary exercises, and review tests. The examples used are commuti situations
or objects, e.g traffic signs, sending a fire alarm, using a fre extinguisher,
assembling a plant hanger, operating a gas water heater, following a recipe,
using a flammable glue, and using an ammonia cleanen to name a few. Although
the cartoon characters may be regarded as juvenile by some, the book is adult

11 tone. It could be used as a starting point for generating lessons around
directions brought into the classroom by students.

\et
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

^

READING AND STUDY SKILLS: Troubles,looter II, book 6

Joel Weinberg

Houghton Mifflin Company VEAR:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Pages: 60 Approx. Price:

Teacher's guide and answer key
Workbook format
Skill exercises
Pre-test and manual tests
Student progress chart

paper

The four lessons in this book cover alphabetizing, using books and
reference works, study skills and taking tests, and outlining. The

format is the same as others in the Troubleshooter series. This self-

paced workbook could also be used as the basis for group work in the

listed skills areas.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

READING FOR SPEED AND ACCURACY (A Better Reading
Workshop, Book 1)

Robert R. Potter

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability; 4-6 (pub.) Pages: 60 Approx. Price: $2.50 paper

1.00 Teacher's

guide

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide fortseries
Workbook format
introduction to student
Skill exercises
Three reading tests

COMMENT:

The 36 skill units in this workbook are mainly concerned with skimming
in reading. Each unit begins with a brief introduction and directions
which is followed by a skill application. Some facsimiles of actual
printed material (e.g., want ads, telephone directory, book index,
traffic signs) appear in the text. Black and white photographs and
line drawings also illustrate the units. Students to whom efficient
reading is an entirely new concept, will require supplementary
exercises. Skimming is a skill involving a time element. The book
does not Provide for any timed work. With teacher guidance, the
book could be a useful tool for work with individuals or as the focus
for group instruction in more efficient reading. Layout is licely
executed, not cramped. The 3 reading tests which conclude the work-
5ook are included for the purpose of providing practice with different
kinds of test questions and different types of tests. They are not
meant as final tests on the skills presented in the book.
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TITLE: SCIENCE WORKSHOP

AUTHOR: Seymcur Rosen

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR:

Readability: 4-5 (pub.) Pages: Approx. Price: $4.50/title

SPECIAL FEATURES: Workbook format (21 x 28 cm.)
Table of contents
Comprehension exercises
12 texts in 4 subject areas
Separate teacher's guides and answer keys

COMMENTS:

The 12 books in this series cover biGluyy, earth science, chemistry and
physics at 3 levels (Books 1-3 for each subject). The books may be used
in any order as they are not organized by reading level, and the information
in each book :-tands on its own. The lessons (approximately 26 in each book)
follow a structured format which begins with a short reading passage of 5-6
paragraphs upon which the accompanying comprehension exercises are based.
4-5 vocabulary definitions (scientific terminology) precede the reading

pdssages. The comprehension exercises 'are varied and include filling in
blanks, labelling diagrams, matching definitions, identifying parts,
choosing from multiple choice, and answering evaluative questions requiring
short-paragraph answers. Black and white photographs, line drawings, and
diagrams accompany the text. Simple experiments are demonstrated at various
points throughout the text. Layout of print and illustrations is spacious
and attractive. These texts can be used for reading comprehension in the
science area, or for the devlopment of scientific concepts and vocabulary.
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TITLE: SPECIAL STUDY SKILLS (A Better Reading Workshop, Book 4)

AUTHOR: Robert R. Potter

PUBLISHER: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press YEAR:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 4-6 (pub.) Pages: 60 Approx. Price: $2.50 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide
Workbook format
Introduction to student
Skill exercises
3 reading t sts

COMMENTS:

The 31 skill-builder units in this workbook focus on referencing skills.
Covered in the units are such skills as reading a table of contents,
reading an index, using reference books, using the library, reading maps
and graphs, understanding content area reading, using the dictionary, and
writing tests. Facsimiles of actual printed materials (e.g., index,
catalogue cards, table of contents), line drawings, black and white photo-
graphs, and diagrams illustrate the text. Although it is not possible
within the limited space of the book to provide sufficient practice in the
skills introduced, the book could serve as starting point with individualst
or as a focus in group instruction if supplemPntary materials or exercises
were supplied by the teacher. Layout is well executed and spacious.
The :, reading tests which conclude the workbook are not meant as final
tests on the skills presented in the book, but are included for the purpose
of providing practics: with different kinds of questions and different types
of tests.

,
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TITLE: STECK-VAUGHN ADULT READING: A SEQUENTIAL PROGRAM

AUTHOR: Sam V. Dauzat; Jo Ann Dauzat, Wayne Otto;
Burton W. Kreitlow

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Level 1:0-4 Pages: Approx. Price:

Level 2:4-8 Level 1:$468.00
Level 2:$396.00
Audio Cassette $59.95

SPECIAL FEATURES: Individualized format
Teacher's guide
Program placement inventory (criterion

referenced)

Learner profile
15 skill books ($3.95/bk)
Audio Cassettes available to accompany

first 4 books
Self correcting format
Adult oriented
American content ,

Teacher's guide incluaes a discussiun of
chai'acteristics of adult learners, with
implications for teaching

COMMENTS:

The series develops skill in pre-reading, sight words, phonics,
structural analysis, words, sentences, mai idea, relationships/

conclusions, sequence, locating and organizi nfonuation, maps,

graphs and tables. Designed specifically for adults, vocabulary
is drawn from the KuCera-Francis list of adult vocabulary, pre-
senting the printed form of the adult's oral language. The Guide

includes specific page by page teaching suggestions for the skill
books, as well as instructions for use of the placement inventory
and specific skills inventories included at each level. All

inventories are criterion referenced resulting in students working
Wily at skills in which they are deficient; no grade levels are
assigned.
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TITLE: STEPS TO LEARNING--Books 1 and 2

AUTHOR: Dr. Burton W. Kreitlow

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Company

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability:

SPECTAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1974

Pages: 64 each Approx. Price: $4.00 per title

Answer keys
List of skills introduced
Some number skills

Instructions to teacher on each page

These work000ks are written for adults and provide supplementary Level I

practice, mainly in reading. They include a few basic number skills
such as counting and measuring, and provide a little practice in cursive
writing. Useful early in a beginning program.
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TITLE: TEACH THEM THE WAY THEY LEAFN: A WAY TO IDENTIFY
AND TEACH ADULTS WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES

AUTHOR: Donna Stainsby, Keith Fedrick, Betty Mackie

PUBLISHER: Ministry of Eaucation YEAR: 1980

DISTRI3UTOR:

Readability: Student material,
level one
(Grades 1-4)

SPECIAL FEATURES;

COMMENTS:

Pages: Approx. Price:

Description of kinds of learning difficulties encountered
in level 1 ABF

Assessment tool for identification of students with such
difficulties

Synthetic phonic approach to teaching basic word identi-
fication and spelling skills to adults with learning
difficulties: Not,a complete communications program
Table of contents .

Referenced to other sources of instructional materials
Comprehensive practice materials far all ccncepts taught
Six instructional modules.

The instructional materials are organised to be very flexible for the use of
experienced teachers or to serve as a basic curriculum for teaching word
identification skills. Each module includes a general objective, specific
instructional objectives, background information for the less experienced
teacher, suggested teaching techniques, word lists, practice exercises, and
suggested techniques for evaluation. A final cumulative pencil and paper
evaluation follows module VI. Rationales and practical advice for the
concepts taught are developed throughout.
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TITLE7 THEMES FOR LEARNING AND TEACHING: A CONTENT GUIDE FOR
TEACHERS OF E.S.L. AND FOR COMMUNITY WORKERS

AUTHOR: E.S.L. Core Group

PUBLISHER: E.S.L. Core Group

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages: 225

YEAR: 1979

Approx. Price: $10.00 paper

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents

Introduction to teacher
Objectives

Suggested classroom activities
Topic bibliographies
Topic index

Suitable for E.S.L.
Suitable for group activities

COMMENTS:

This document is a content-guide for the teaching of English as a second
language, based on a Freireian orientation , i.e. the use of "codes",
"key words" and "generative themes". Eight themes form the core of this
curriculum: consumption, education, family life and leisure time, health,
housing, immigration and citizenship, transportation, and work. Each theme
has been divided into topics and sometimes subdivided further. Each topic
has been divided into three levels: "descriptive", "problematising" and
"alternatives". Every theme is introduced by a chart outlining topics and
levels and summarizing subject matter dealt with under each. A list of
topics and "corsciertization objectives" follows this. The writers of the
guide clearly state that the content reflects a particular point of view,
and a philosophical 'and political standpoint developed through experiences
in working with immigrants. The'content and organization of the guide make
it suitable for both ESL students and speakers of English; included in each
topic are key words, codes, objectives, motivating questions s,ggestions
for classroom actiwities, topics for research, and suggested aics, audio-
vi;aal and printed materials. This guide is a comprehensive effort at
translating Freire's approach into a Canadian situation.

'
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TITLE: WORDLY WISE SERIES (BOOKS 1 - 9)

AUTHOR: Kenneth Hodkinson and Joseph G. Ornsto

PUBLISHER: Educator s Publishing Source, Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Pescurces Ltd.

Readability: Bk.1 - Gr. 4 Pages:
Bk.2 - Gr. 5

Bk.3 - Gr. 6

Bk.4 - Gr. 7 Bk.7 - Gr. 10

Bk.5 - Gr. 8 Bk.8 - Gr. 11

Bk.6 - Gr. 9 Bk.9 - Gr. 12

YEAR: 1978

Approx. Price:

$2.65 each (student)
$2.50 each (manual)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Sequential vocabulary workbook series for grades
four through twelve

Employs crossword puzzles, riddles, word games to
teach new words

Books 1-6 introduce approx. 375 words each
Books 7-9 introduce approx. 500 words each
Books 1-3 provide glossaries for the words used;

starting with the fourth book the student
uses a separate dictionary

Table of contents

Standardized presentation to each Caapter--three
lessons with four exercises in each lesson

Teacher's key for each book.

COMMENTS:

Wordly Wise is a good resource for high interest or novel exercises in
vocabulary building (word games, crossword puzzles, etc.). As a

series it is very thorough and well supported by practice exercises.
The clearly established grade levels of the books in this series, allow
an instructor a quick assessment of a student's performance level.
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TITLE: WRITING TO OTHERS (Practical Communications Skills 2)

AUTHOR: Cheri Cook

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press YEAR: 1978

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources

Readability: 4.8 (publ Pages: 48 Approx. Price:
$2.50 paper

1.00 Teacher's guide
1.25 Skills practice

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide - 14 pages
Non-sexist language
Table of contents

Skills practice book with answer key
available separately - 31 pages

COMMENTS:

The 8 lessons in this book cover writing: notes and messages,
personal letters, special notes, invitations, business letters,
job applications, and public announcements. Black and white
photographs, samples of items, and some facsimilies of actual
printed materials accompany the attractively laid-out text.
Straightforward and clear in presentation.
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TITLE: YELLOW PAGES OF LEARNING RESOURCES

AUTHOR: Richard Wurman

PUBLISHER: The M.I.T. Press

DISTRIBMR:

YEAR: 1972

Readability: Pages: 94 Approx. Price: $2.00

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

This book describes itself as "a handshake with the city" although the
ideas are certainly not limited to city dwellers. It is an excellent

resource for teachers and students looking for shared learning and

experiences in the community. Each title of the 71 activities starts

with "What can you learn in/at/about/from 2" Some of the topics

are City Hall, Construction Site, Post Office, Zoning, Social Worker,

etc. There is a chapter on the suggested use of the book. Also

included is an appendix of programs using environments outside the

classroom for learning experiences.
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TITLE: YOUR DAILY PAPER (Practice in Survival Reading 5)

AUTHOR: Wendy Stein

PUBLISHER: New Readers Press YEAR: 1977

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources

Readability: 5+ (pub) Pages: 63 Approx. Price: $3.00 (paper)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Table of contents
Introductions to teacher and student
Word list (of above grade 5 level words)

as appendix
Answer key in book
Comprehension questions
Introductory practice esson

COMMENTS:

This book contains 25 lessons, a full-page illustration followed
by a page of 10 comprehension questions (factual, inferential and
evaluative). The topics include using the index, interpreting
headlines, reading news stories, reading editor4a1s, interpreting
editorial cartoons, reading various types of columns, interpreting
the weather, using the schedules published, placing an ad, reading
an ad, and other newspaper items. The content is, of course,
American, but the exercises could provide a starting point for
examining or adapting local materials, or serve as a review once
a locally developed curriculum has beer completed. The layout
is well executed, making use of actual reproductions of newspaper
items, and providing a fair degree of white space.
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TITLE: ADDING AND SUBTRACTING

AUTHOR: Johnson Hunt

PUBLISHER: Wards National Science Establishment Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR: Rental:Modern Film Rentals Purchase: modern Learning

Readability: 10

Aids Division

Pages: APprox. Price: $120.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher resource .

Film directed to children
Uses sets to talk about adding/subtracting
with whole numbers.

COMMENTS:

Depicts the composite character of numbers (using blocks).

AUdin9 is introduced as the making of larger numbers (growing in size),
ss+" symbol is introduced. Subtracting is introduced as the decreasing in
size of a number and"-"symbol is introduced.

i
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TITLE: ADSUBMULDI

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: Educational Insights Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages :

SPECIAL FEATURE.: Teacher resource
Games
Competitive

CONTENTS :

YEAR:

Approx . Price: $13

This i tem consists of a number of checker games requiring skil 1 s of
additi on, subtraction, multipl icati on , division of fractions and whol e
numbers and two levels of difficulty (approximately 8 games per level ).

The games must be played in two's or four's,
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TITLE: APPLICATIONS IN MATHEMATICS (COURSES A & B)

AUTHOR: Johnson, Hansen, Peterson, Rudnick, Cleveland, Bolster

PUBLISHER: Scott, Foresman and Company

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 2-4 (F)

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Pages: 60 pp/bk Approx. Price: $75.00/set
6 bks/set
2 sets

Teacher guide, answers
Spirit duplicating masters included

(overheads occasionally)
Student text

American
Available individually or bound
Suitable for adults

This series of books consists of 12 topics (6 topics per course) with
each topic dealt with via a student book, a teacher's guide, a book of
duplicating masters.

Each topic focusses on real life situations using concrete materials
frequently to help the student work the task.

Lessons within a book are short, activity-centered, varied in interest
level and require minimal reading. Often enrichment activities are

provided for the curious, self-starting student.

Some of th6Se materials are recommended as supplementary resources to
enhance response to individual differences in a class.



TITLE: ARITHMETIC I (WHOLE NUMBERS)

AUTHOR: Cambridge Adult Basic Education Series

PUBLISHER: Cambridge Book Co.

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 2 - 6 (F)

YEAR: 1969

Pages: 68 Approx. Price: $3

SPECIAL FEATURES: Readability increases more quickly than student's

No table of contents

American
Adul t ori ented

Low quality paper

COMMENTS:

This book covers basic operations of whole numbers.

Contains a high proportion of word problems, encourages thoughtful , inno-

vative approach to doing math (with some visualizatibn), encourages

estimation and contains frequent reviews. Most word problems are singl e-

step and most reasoning is concrete.
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TITLE: ARITHMETIC 2 (WHOLE NUMBERS, FRACTIONS, DECIMALS)

AUTHOR: Cambridge Adult Basic Education Series

PUBLISHER: Cambridge Book Co.

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 3 - 6 (F)

YEAR: 169

Pages: 122 Approx. Price: $4

SPECIAL FEATURES: Readability range may be problematic
American
Not metric
Low quality paper
Adult oriented

COMMENTS:

Covers topics from whole number operations through fractions and decimals
(using money numbers).

Contains a high proportion of word problems with a range of complexity to
offer challenge, and innovative and abstract thinking strategies to be
developed. Also encourages estimation and logical thinking though there
is minimal visualization encouraged.
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TITLE: ARITHMETIC 3 (COUNTING-4 DECIMALS)

AUTHOR: Cambridge Adult Basic Education Series

PUBLISHER: Cambridge Book Co.

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 3-7 (F) Pages: 132

SPECIAL FEATURES: Readability range problematical
American

Not metric
Low quality paper
Adult oriented

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1969

Approx. Price: $4

Covers topics from counting (1 - 1 correspondence not mentioned) to basic
operations on decimals.

Contains a high proportion of word problems with a range of complexity
and relevant applications to money, weight, area, scale drawing. Encourages

comparison of number values, estimation and logical thinking, with minimal
visualization encouraged.
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TITLE: ARITHMETIC 4

AUTHOR: Cambridge Adult Basic Education Series

PUBLISHER: Cambridge Book Co.

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR: 1969

Readability: 7 (F) i Pages: 131 Approx. Price: $4

SPECIAL FEATURES: Not metric
American
Low quality paper
Adult oriented

COMMENTS:

Covers topics, from meaning ofreal numerals through whole numbers, fractions,
decimals, percent.

Contaips a high proportion of word problems involving measurement (liquid,
dry measure, area) and other relevant life applicatioRs. Problems cover
a range of comlexity and encourage innovative and abstract thinking
strategies. ,

This book uses very little visualization or graphing in doing math and is
probably most useful for review and special purposet.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

ATTRIBUTE GAMES AND ACTIVITIES

Marolda

Creative Publications

DISTRIBUTOR: Setsco

Readability:

YEAR: 1976

Pages: 155 Approx. Price: $7.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Directed to children, adaptable to adults
Requires attribute blocks, color cubes

COMMENTS:

Through the use of attribute blocks, this book provides a series of
activities to identify and develop skills involving classification,
logical thinking, union and intersection of sets, intuitive geometry,
transformations, number patterns, multiple factors. All these skills

are necessary for understanding to occur of the nature and operations

of numbers.

Use of this book allows for readiness information to be gathered as
well as evidence of understanding to be manifested.
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TITLE: BASIC COMPUTATION

AUTHOR: Warkentin and Wiebe

PUBLISHER: Creative Teaching Associates

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR: 1974

Readability: Pages: 6 books Approx. Price: $5.48 ea.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Permission for duplication granted

COMMENTS:

This series is designed to provide practice to develop concepts and
computational skills in whole numbers. These concepts and skills begin
at the manipulative level. The first topic is counting and proceeds
through the following areas:

1) numeration, place value, beginning addition
2) addition (including regrouping)
3) subtraction (including regrouping)
4) multiplication (including multiple digit numbers)
5) division

Sequencing must be recognized with eac;. section of a book, but the
sections and the books need not be used in sequence.

Because of the range of skills and concepts dealt with, this series
could be very useful in the whole number portions of the guide.

31./
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TITLE: BASIC ESSENTIALS OF MATHEMATICS (PARTS I AND II)

AUTHOR: James T. Shea

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn YEAR: 1975 (rev.)

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Gr. 4-8 (F) Pages: 96 Approx. Price: $12.00

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

AnsmIr key/mastery test provided
Reading level often not matched to cifficulty

level

No illustrations, few visualizations
Metric/English
Frequent reviews

A sequenced drill book providing traditional approach to teaching
mathematics. The second part contains word problems along with drill
instructions. All problems relate to adult life situations.

Part I covers operations through whole numbers, fractions, decimals.
Part II deals with percentage, measurements (area, volume), scale
drawing, ratio, proportions, algebraic manipulations, graphs.

'3 1 0
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TITLE: BASIC MATH

AUTHOR: Wiley

PUBLISHER: Westinghouse Learning Press YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 5(F) Pages: 18 units Approx. Price:
$250.00 class
set for 12

SPECIAL FEATURES: Individualized
Audio-tutorial

Diagnostic tests, unit tests,
complete with answer key

Problem solving kit provided

COMMENTS:

This material represents a complete course with an audio-tutorial
option on whole numbers, fractions, decimals, metric-English measure-
ment, problem solving.

Each unit preceded by a diagnostic list (for learner self-direction)
and objectives. Unit one is an orientation to the course.

A student diagnostic test for the entire course is provided with the
packet along with a post-test for course completion testing. In it,
tests are provided in three copies. A problem kit is also part of
the packet. The problem solving unit attE ipts to structure problem
solving approaches although verbalizing is needed to solve each
problem.

There aren't enough practice drills for each skill. Extra practice
in simple whole numbers is provided for in the back of the book.

Little vir,adlization is used in this text, though if student's
reading level and ability to abstract are good, these materials
are excellent.

The tape quality is excellent.
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TITLE: BLADE

AUTHOR: Training Research and Development Station

PUBLISHER: Saskatchewan Newstart

DISTRIBUTOR: Training Research and Development Station

Readability: Levels 1-4 Pages: 46

YEAR: 1972

Approx. Price:

$115.00 level 1

$800.00 kit 2 (levels 2-4)

$ 2.85 manual

$ 3.60 supplement

SPECIAL FEATURES: Canadian
Audio-tutorial,program, self-paced answer.

Concept, drill, problem combined
Placement tests provided; material for 16 students

in kits
No decimal units
Not metricated

COMMENTS:

The BLADE program is designed for use by anybody above the "retarded" range

and includes computations,skill,and multiple-step problem solving.

The materials of the programme unit books include objectives, explanations,

examples, end of unit tests, and unit tapes.

Level I teaches reading and writing up to 6 digit numbers

Level II teaches adding/subtracting, problem solving

Level III teaches division/multiplication and problem solving

Level IV teaches measurement (Eng) and fraction operations

All word problems are cued with reading/pronunciation guides. Varying amounts

of assistance are provided. All answers to word problems are provided in

detail.

Variation in format and dynamics occur at the higher levels in the program

encouraging student independence from teaching style. Content, methodology

and applications are designed with the adult learner in mind.

The BLADE program is a useful resource though cost may limit its usefulness.

The metric version will be available soon.
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TITLE: CALCU - MATH

AUTHOR: Stephens, l(ueman

PUBLISHER: Scholar's Choice

DISTRIBUTOR:

-Readability; 5-8 (F) Pages:
125 activities

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource book
Suitable for adults
Metricated
Entertaining

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1977

Approx. Price:

The activities in this material include basic operations using a 4 function
calculator. Topics are titled: Fun With Calculator, World Record Computations,
Sophisticated Operations with Calculators and Operations on Geometric Forms
(perimeter, area, volume of rectangles, circles, spheres, cubes, prisms).

Worksheets are provided to encourage students to think about order of oper-
ations prior to solving problems. Activities are also designed to encourage
personal discovery with the calculator. Estimation and problem solving
strategy is developed with 3-step problems being dealt with.

To use the materials effectively, continual interaction between teacher
and student is necessary.
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TITLE: CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK (Rev.)

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: Scholars Choice YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Pages: 120 pp. per book Approx. Price: $2.50 ea.
series of 8 books

Consumable, no coRying privileges
Directed to childken, adOtable to adults
Fully metricated
Canadian

This series is a diagnostic and prescriptive program covering grades
k-10. The purpose is to identify a wide range of terminology, compu-
tational skills, concepts and word problem solving skills. The range
and depth of diagnosis is such that 'this series is likely to be very
useful.
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TITLE: COMPETENCY SKILLS IN ARITHMETIC

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: Harper and Row

DISTRIBUTOR: Science Research Associates

Readability: Pages:

YEAR: 1979

Approx. Price: $70/module
$480 set of 8

SPECIAL FEATURES: Slide/film strip - tape format
Teacher's guide
Suitable for adults

COMMENTS:

This series of 8 modules covers the topirc ..-)f whole numbers, fractions,

introduction to decimal fractions.

Along with providing practice is computational skill development, the series

stresses word problems.

The programs are technically attractive and well presented and could serve a

useful purpose.
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TITLE: THE COMPLETE METRIC HANDBOOK FOR EVERYBODY

AUTHOR: David Crowdis

PUBLISHER Educulture Publishing YEAR:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 5 (F)

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Pages: 127 Approx. Price: $4.00/copy
(min. 10 copies)

Audiotutorial, programmed
American
No illustrations

A 71 frame walk through the principles and practice of the metric
system. Covers linear measurement, area, volume/capacity, mass,
temperature and pressure. Includes appenaices of abbreviations,
conversion factors, kitchen metrics, clothing sizes and scientific
metric.

Encourages conceptualization and estimation and requires formal logical

thinking. Requires concentration and commitment to cover the sequence
of frames.

Could be used with discretion and close teacher supervision.
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TITLE: COMPUCARDS

AUTHOR: Paul La Conte

PUBLISHER: Academic Therapy Publications

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR:

Readability: Pages: Approx. Price: $6.50

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource
Applicable to adults

COMMENTS:

This material consists of games involving one or more participants,
primarily focussed on fraction computations.

0
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TITLE: COMPUTATION WORKSHOP

AUTHOR: Schor, Ginsberg

PUBLISHER: Globe Book Co., Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

Readability: 7 (Fry)

YEAR: 1977

Pages: 213 Approx. Price: $10.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Answers
Contains mini-dictionary of vocabulary
Page numbers written as well as numbered
Useful for adults

COMMENTS:

This book deals with 16 skill areas (from naming, reading numerals to percent,
ratio and proportion). Each skill area is preceded by a pre-test, followed
by a post-test.

The definition of fractions given is rather abstract but the relationship
of fraction to ratio is established.

Contained in the book are special sections on calculator use and games,
puzzles requiring abstract reasoning. There are few word problems and few
visualizations.

Could be a useful text with instructor direction.

1.),)
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TITLE: COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT KIT

AUTHOR: Proctor, Johnson

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Pages:165 ex0Ircise cards
4 sets diagnostic

tests

YEAR:

Approx. Price: $100.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Survey diagnostic test of basic operations
Individualized
Teacher's guide
Appropriate for adults

COMMENTS:

This material is a testing, practice, testing program on basic operations
with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percent.

Diagnosis directs students to specific exercises with progress tests to
follow.

TeaGher's guide explains use of material. Student progress sheets part
of kit. Exercise cards are self-correcting.

This kit might be overwhelming For the student with few math skills.
S;iould be used with caution.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:
,

PUBLiSHER: Houghton-Mifflin Co.

COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS PROGRAM

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 3(F)

SPECIAL FEATURES:

CCMMENTS:

Pages: 70 drill sheets

Teacher's resource book

Individualized
Consumable
Useful for adults

YEAR:

Approx. Price: $40

This series involves drill practice sheets seAuenced to difficulty

covering the following topics;

whole numbers
addition - 9 drills
subtraction - 10 drills

fractions
basic skills 15 drills

,.

addition 5

subtraction 6

multiplication 5
idivision 6

li

decimals
range of operations - 11 drills
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TITLE:

.A.-
AUTHOR: Murfin, Mark, et. al.

'PUBLISHER:

CROSS-NUMBER PUZZLES (WHOLE NUMBERS)

DISTRIBUTOR

Science Research Associates

Readability: Grade 4-8 Pages:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

ti

YEAR: 1977

Approx. Price: $72 kit

Kit contains 260 puzzle cards and teacher's guide
Interactive
Metricated
Canadian edition

This kit provides drill in whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percent.
Designed to develop reasoning skills as well through word problem
stimulus.

326
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TITLE: DRILLSVILLE

AUTHOR: Seltzer, Coch, Karl

l,

PUBLISHER: National Testbook Co. YEAR: 1980

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 1-8 (Pub.) Pages: 32 Activities Approx. Price: $14

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource book

COMMENTS:

This material comprises a series of activities designed to produce and
improve basic operational skills in whole numbers, recognizing geometric
forms, set operations, graphing, 1-step word problems, metric conversions.

The games tend to be competitive,therefore,may be unsuitable in some
instances. Some activities are only useful for children.

The usefulness of the material could be in the area of remediation/supple-
mental activities with each activity cross-referenced to specific objectives
in the curriculum.
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TITLE: EXPLORING METRICS

AUTHOR: Frank D. Mark

PUBLISHER: Learning Trends

DISTRIBUTOR: Globe-Modern Curriculum Press

Readability: 4 (F) Pages: 90

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide
Adult directed
American

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1976

Approx. Price: $10

This book introduces the metric system in theareas of length, area, volume/
capacity, weight, temperature.

Practice in measurement is oncouraged with emphasis given to concrete
oWects as the focus.

The relationship between English and metric measurement units is established
to allow for effective visualization of size of units.

The activities in the book require a range of thinking skills (some
abstraction), problems involve up to 2 - step solutions. There is a
high proportion of pencil and paper exercises.

Introduction of the prefixes used is done very methodically. Same studentr
may not develop a conceptual understanding of the interrelatedness of a set
of metric units.



TITLE: FIGURE IT OUT (BOOK 1 and 2)

AUTHOR: Max C. Wallace

PUBLISHER: Follett Publishing Company YEAR: 1971

DISTRIBUTOR: McGraw-HilI Ryerson

Readability: 2-4 (F) Pages: 80/book Approx. Price: $6/book

SPECIAL FEATURES: Individualized
Not metricated

COMMENTS:

These books deal with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percent via explicit
instruction, drill, problem solving and occasional emphasis of important points
to remember. Instructions provided for skill development useful,though more
directed to getting the answer as opposed to understanding the process. The

books are thorough in scope.
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TITLE: FRACTIONS (6 books) -- NO READ MATH

AUTHOR: Herbert R. Green
._

PUBLISHER: Leswing Press Publication YEAR: 1977
1

1

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

i

Readability: Pages: 40 (approx.) Approx.Acic : $10/set

6 sets

-

SPECIAL FEATURES: No reading skill required
Individualized
Programmed (linear)

COMMENTS:

This is a series of 6 sets of books (5 books/set) all dealing with fractions
and fraction operations (see below for titles).

The series is heavily reliant on revisualization skills and demands a
high degree of self-direction and abstract reasoning on the part of the
student.

Tends to emphasize how to do fraction operations but does not explain
why. Could be useful with instructor supervision.

Titles: Introducing Fractions
Working with Simple Fractions
Fractions - Plus and Minus
Fractions - Multiplied
Fractions - with Whole Numbers
Fractions - Divided
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TITLE: GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT - MATHEMATICS

AUTHOR: Kentucky Educational Television YEAR: 1976

PUBLISHER: Cambridge Book Company

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 8 (F) 11 units Pages: 181

SPECIAL FEATURES: Video-tape/worktext combination
Consumable worktext
Not metric
American

COMMENTS:

Approx. Price:
$850/class set of 12

Topics covered include fractions, decimals, ratio/proportion, percent, graphs,
pepmeter/area. Each unit in the series consists of objectives,
vocabulary, brief introductions to skill, exercises, explanation of problems
and a summary. Additional exercises are provided at the end of each unit.

The videotape serves to provide an audio-visual supplement to the content of
each unit. Since the explanations given to problems are brief, these materials
are more useful for remediation than for initial teaching.
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TITLE: GEOBOARD CLASSROOM KITS

AUTHOR: Trivett

PUBLISIER:

DISTRIBUTOR: Setsco

Readability:

YEAR:

Pages: Approx. Price: $71/class set

SPECIAL FEATURES: Directed to Children
Entertaining

COMMENTS:

This kit is intended to have students discuss arithmetic and geometric

relationships. Included in the kit is a set of geoboards, Introducing

Geoboards (a book), two geoboard transparencies, Geoboard Activity
Cards, elastic boards. This material is useful for its potential for

insightful discovery of pattern, form and concept formation.
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TITLE: GENERAL MATH i

AUTHOR: Shaw, Wheatly, Kane, Schacter

PUBLISHER: Houghton-Mifflin Company

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR: 1977

Readability: Gr. 5-7 (Fry) Pages: 12 units Approx. Price: $10.00 text
30 pages 12.00 teacher's

per unit guide

40.00 progress
tests

(dup.

masters)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource guide
American
MeV-icated
Directed to high school students

COMMENTS:

Offers a pre-test, diagnostic, skill building, post-test format in all
topics in the guide, plus optional work. Attempts to be thematic in
approach by matching all skills to interest areas (Olympics, metric measure-
ment, consumer applications, chance, global problems, game preserves, and

the future).

The content of the book consists primarily of drills, though a significant
segment deals with word problems and calculator applications.

All skills are cross-referenced and though all skill models are non-verbal,
the book requires considerable reading skill. Skills have a wide range of

abstraction and 2-stage word problem-solutions.
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TITLE: HAYES MASTER( ARITHMETIC WIRD PROBLEM SKILLS

AUTHOR: Broekel

PUBLISHER: Hayes School Publishing Co. Inc. YEAR: 1977

DISTRIBUTCR: Can Film Screen Services Ltd.

Readability: Gr. 4 (F) Pages: 24 Approx. Price: $3.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Answers provided, spirit/liquid duplicating
master sheets

American

COMMENTS:

A collection of real-life word problems covering a wide range of situations,
enough to catch the interest of any student.

Questions would have to be selected for appropriateness to adults,but
the choice is there with 2-step solutions (maximum).

33
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TITLE: I CAN READ....I CAN DO

AUTHOR: Robert C. Vick, Jr.

PUBLISHER: nafex Associates Inc.

EISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Gr. 2 Pages: 92

YEAR: 1979

Approx. Price: $8.00 workbook
5.00 teacher's

guide

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource book

Child directed

COMMENTS:

This book covers number facts to 10 along with basic operations.

Introduces greater than, less than, 1 - 1 correspondence, names and

spells numerals. Flash cards are available to reinforce skills.

Must be used selectively under teacher direction.
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TITLE: I CAN USE NUMBERS, NAMES AND NUMERALS

AUTHOR: Robert C. Vick, Jr.

PUBLISHER: Mafex Associates Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1980

Readability: Gr. 2 Pages: 77 Approx. Price: $5.25

7.95 Teacher's
SPECIAL FEATURES: Child directed guide

Teacher's guide

COMMENTS:

This book addresses seriation skills, making and recognizing sets (1 to
10) ,and with adaption could provide the instructor with useful ideas for
diagnosis and prescription.

,
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

INTRODUCTION TO FRACTIONS (One of a series of 6)

Wards National Science Establishment Inc.

Rental: Modern Film Rentals
Purchase: Modern Learning Aids Division

Readability: Pages: 11 min(c) Approx. Price: $130.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Film
Available for rental
Useful for adults

COMMENTS:

This film uses a circular disk to introduce the meaning of common
fractions of varying denominators. The connection between a given
portion and its symbol form is well established. In addition, the
terminology and meaning of numerator and denominator is effectively
introduced.

This production would be very useful with students who do not know
what fractions are or how to represent them.

Further topics dealt with in the series are:

How to change fractions
How to add fractions
How to divide fractions
How to multiply fractions
How to subtract fractions
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TITLE: INVESTIGATING SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

AUTHOR: Eicholz O'Deffer Fleenst

PUBLISHER: Addison-Wesley Publishers, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR: 1973

Readability: 1-2(F) Pages: Approx. Price: $6.00

SPECIAL FEATURES': Metricated
Minimal reading level
Designed for children (suitable for educable mentally

retarded)
COMMENTS:

This colou- coded book covers counting, adding/subtracting whole numbers,

place value, telling time, measurement.

It contains a low proportion of word problems but makes good use of visualiza-
tion.

-
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TTTLE: KNOW IT ALL

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: Educational Insights

D STRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Reada bil i ty : Pages:

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource game
Individualized
Applicable to adults

COMMENTS:

YEAR:

Approx. Price: $9/kit

These materials comprise 7 kits that deal with basic operations on
whole numbers and telling time with 240 drill questions per kit.

The kits are attractive and allow for expansion to include new drills
and activities. Many of the ideas are applicable to all levels of math
and language arts program.
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TITLE: LEARNING TO COMPUTE (BOOK 1 and 2)

AUTHOR: Jones Clark Potter

PUBLISHER: Harcourt, Brace & World

DISTRIBUTOR: Academic Press Limited

Readability; 4-6 (F) Pages: 50

SPECIAL FEATURES: Glossary included
Answers in text
Progress chart part of text

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1967

Approx. Price: $6.00

Covers the topics from whole numbers through to percent (includes ratio
and proportion)

The book contains a series of survey/inventory tests, short explanations,
practice sets (A & B) with little games and activities dispersed throughout
the text.

Visualizations are often used,though the number line is not introduced until
decimals have been introduced.

Though computational skills seem to be concisely and thoroughly taught, there
is a definite lack of word problems.
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TITLE: LET'S PLAY GAMES IN MkTH

AUTHOR: Henderson, Glunn

PUBLISHER: National Textbook Co.

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1979

Readability : Pages: 71 Approx. Price: $7.00 guide
14.00 duplicating

masters

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher resource book
Not metricated
American
Spirit duplicator required

COMMENTS:

This book contains 77 games and activities cross referenced to specific
instructional objectives and content areas.

Topics covered include estimation, comn._ation, equalities/inequalities,
fractions, geometric properties, measurement, numbers/numerals, perimeter,
volume, ratio.

Nmnerous suggestions are given as to how these activities can be used in
the teaching situation.



TITLE: LET§ PLAY GAMES IN METRICS

AUTHOR: P",nd*rson,Glunn
,

PUBLISHER: National Textbook Co.

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR: 1975

Readability: Pages: 223 Approx. Price: $12.00 guide
15.00 duplicating

masters

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher resource book
Spirit duplicator required
American

COMMENTS:

This is a collection of 177 games and activities,cross-referenced to
instructional objectives.

Topics covered are length, area, volume, weight, temperature, plus 2

options. Through these activities,conversion skills between measurement
systems are developed and a background to the metric system is provided.

The games in this book are competitive and may be unsuitable in certain

situations.



TITLE: MAGIC NUMBERS

AUTHOR: Moreland, Latchford

PUBLISHER: International Telefilm Enterprises

0

DISTRIBUTOR: R. Bury Media and Supplies Ltd.

READABILITY:

YEAR:

Pages: Approx. Price: $100.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Colored film - 20 minutes

COMMENTS:

This film introduces the numerals 1 - 9, 0, their name and meaning
(using sets). Presentation is reinforced using polarized light to show numerals
in many colors.

Left to right eye movement is also established.

Each number presentation requires 2 minutes. Could be used in reading,
spelling and math.

,
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TITLE: MAKE-A-PAIR, ODDBALL OUT, MAKE A WHOLE NUMBER

AUTHOR: Math and.Me

PUBLISHER: Leswing Press YEAR:

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Pages: Approx. Price: $10.00 each game

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource book
Competitive

COMMENTS:

These games are designed to reinforce and deepen skills with respect
to meaning and equivalency of fractions and percent.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

MATH ACTIVITIES: A SUPPORT CURRICULUM FOR ADULT
BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Keays, Patricia

PUBLISHER: Malaspina College, Powell River Campus YEAR: 1980

DISTRIBUTOR: The College

Readability: Pages: 169 plus activities Approx. Price: Free

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Development and field test reports
Teacher's handbook
Student's handbook
Lab activities

/
This manual contains numerous materials, examples, and ideas for applied
mathematics activities. The activities are grouped under th headings
Math Lab Skills, Measurement, Cost of Living, and Money. Re ability is
probably at the intermediate or higher level for basic literacy students.
This would be a useful sourcebook for mathematics teachers.
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TITLE: MATH KITS (3)

AUTHOR: Winters, Lowe

PUBLISHER: Educational Insights, Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

YEAR;'

Readability: Pages: Approx. Price: $8.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource book
EJ activities suitable for adults
Gr. 1 - 6

COMMENTS:

These kits offer activities involving the geoboard, tangrams, pictograms,
math inquiry.
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TITLE: MATH LAB

AUTHOR: Opp'er, Jones, Williams, Farrar, Bice

PUBLISHER: Learning Concepts, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTOR: Scholar's Choice

YEAR:

Readability: Gr. 2-7 (R) Pages: 315 activities Approx Price: $21.95

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource book
Designed for children but could be used
selectively with adults, individually
or in groups.

COMMENTS:

A series of activities on cards covering five topical areas: fractions,

graphing, measurements, number fun (whole numbers), geometry.

Many of the activities 41y on real world experiences and encourage
observation, symbolic rapresentation, decision making, and intuitive thinking,

group work and concept formation. Many of the activities are entertaining.

Additionallytvisualization is encouraged throughout the series of activities.
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TITLE: MATHEMATICS IN DAILY LIVING

AUTHOR: Bryant,Hedgepeth

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Company

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: Gr. 6 (Fry) Pages: I---108
II--140
III--92

SPECIAL FEATURES: Answers

Individualized
Adult oriented
American

COMMENTS:

YEAR:

Approx. Price: $8.00/book

This series of books covers the topics of fraction, decimals and percents,
measurements and geometry.

Each book is broken down into units; each unit developing a number of skills
necessary for the mastery of the unit. Format is written instruction,
example, exercise, review and mastery check (plus an optional activity).

The books emphasize computational skill building (by drill) as well as
practical application of the skill.

Instructional explanations tend to be mechanical with no attempt to promote
understanding (no visualizations, no detailed explanations). There may
be a shortage of exercises after introduction of each skill.

Books I and II are interchangeable so that fractions need not be done
before decimals and percent.
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TITLE: MATHEMATICS -- RATIO, PROPORTION, PERCENT, BK. 3, UNIT 4

AUTHOR: Robert Oliver and Charle; Keep

PUBLISHER: Red River Community Coll ?ge YEAR:

PISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 6 - 7 (F) Pages: 172 Approx. price:

SPECIAL FEATURES: Part of a locally devoloped course

Individualized

COMMENTS:

ThiS book presents ratio/proportion as a problem solving tool in a wide

range of real-life contexts. Problems range in complexity from 2 - 4

steps.

Fractions and percent are dealt with as ratios. The book contains a high

proportion of word problems,most of which are concrete in nature.

The user should be a self-directed and capable reader seeking to develop

practical and varied approaches to problem solving.

There are no illustrations or visualizatlons in the text.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readabil tiy:

THE MATHEMATICS TEACHER/ARITHMETIC TEACHER

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

Pages: Approx. Price: $15.00 ( incl . membership
and 9 issues)

7.50 ( students)

7.00 Arithematic teacher'
3.59 ( students)

SPECIAL FEATURES : Journal s

COMMENTS :

These journal s contain col 1 ections of teachers' projc-Li.s and ideas
for teaching.

They also include advertisements of teaching services, new programs ,
new publ ications , and current events. Both journal s are informative
and generally useful .
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TITLE: MATHEMATICS - WHOLE NUMBERS, UNIT I

AUTHOR: Charles Keep

PUBLISHER: Red River Community College

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: Gr. 3 - 7

YEAR: 1973

Pages: 75 Approx. Price:

SPECIAL FEATURES: Reading level is not graduated through text--
appears to be random.

Individualized

COMMENTS:

This is a locally developed branch programmed, self-pacing, individualized
approach to whole nwnber operations.

Skills build quickly to higher levels of abstraction, with 3 step problems ,
dealt with. There is a strong emphasis or order of operations and tendency
to make the student rule conscious.

17

The book contains no explanatory visualizations or illustrations and should
be used for specific purposes rather than as a central text.
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TITLE: THE MATHWORKS

AUTHOR: Cristiano Greeneslet al

PUBLISHER: Creative Publications

DISTRIBUTOR: Setsco Publications

YEAR: 1979

Readability: Pages: 440 Approx. Price: $23

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource book
Comprehensive activity book particularly useful
to diagnose learning problems in math - excellent
resource book

Designed for children but adaptable to adults
K - 8 topics

COMMENTS:

Covers diagnosis of spatial relationships, number awareness and exercises
in place value, add/subtract/multiply/divide, combined with numerical
operations, geometry, fractions/decimals, integers, calculators, problem-
solving.

The level of each activity is specified as well as objectives and suggested
group uses, materials required. Variations are also included. Special
topics are addressed to readiness.
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TITLE: MS 1, MS 2, MP 1, MP 2 (Mathematics in Modules)

AUTHOR: Gail Spitler

PUBLISHER: Rand McNally YEAR: 1976

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 3-6 (F) Pages: 70-80 pp./booklet Approx. Cost: $3.00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Active Learning
Useful for adults
Metric-English

COMMENTS:

The set of 2 booklets (Ms 1, MS 2) deals with basic operations with whole
numbers. The range and depth of skills taught is excellent.

The approach is that arithmetic is fun, entertaining and logical. There
are continual responses required of the learner and ever varying tasks
are presented. Visualization is extremely evident throughout the books
yet so many of the skills developed are abstract. However there is a
'continual effort to use the skills in real situations.

The patterns and puzzles presented are sure to provide the creative
student with many rich experiences.

The reading level range requires the teacher to closely monitor student
use of the books, but with proper planning these books would be invaluable.
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TITLE: MWN (WHOLE NUMBERS)-MATHEMATICS IN MODULES

AUTHOR: Charles, Allan, et.al.

PUBLISHER: Rand-McNally YEAR:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Reada-ility: G (F) Pages: 89 Approx. Price: $4.00

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Similar in format and approach to MS 1

Useful for adults
Attractive Booklet

MWN covers sets and whole numbers (addition and multiplication, sub-
traction and division).

The chapter on sets is extremely rigorous and allows many opportunities
for student response. 4,abulary used is demanding, though succeeding
chapters can be done omitting the first one.

The last two chapters provide a sound basis in the basic operation of
whole numbers with correct terminology, principles, properties, and
abstract thinking presented. If reading and developmental levels of
the student's match the content, this book provides a powerful tool
for teaching whole numbers. Recommended for the good reader with a

strong motivated interest in learning about whole numbers.
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TITLE: MINI-dOURSE IN KATHEMATICS--ARITHMETIC

AUTHOR: Steinbach, Evans

PUBLISHER: Educulture (A - T Learning Systems) YEAR: 1979

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 4 (Fry) Pages: 5 modules Approx. Price: $190.00
(incl. manual, materials
for 12)

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Audio-tutorial, individualized
Programmed
Metric-English
hmerican
Evaluation package available

This packet comprises a series of 5 modules (student response manual,
cassette tape(s), drill and practice cassette per module) covering
basic operations on whole numbers (4 modules) and properties of whole
numbers (1 module). Amount of reading required is minimal though
language development must be a selection requirement. With respe(..t

to word problems (applications) which comprise approximately 30% of
the content, reading level is Gr. 4.

Instructions tend to be wordy with a formal terminology attached to
the explanations. Methodology is carefully explained with under-
standing a prime focus in the presentations. The range and depth
of problems is adequate.

The cassette tapes, containing the instructions, cane in 2 speeds. The

teacher's manual contains all answers to exercises. Topics are refern-
ced to frame number to allow for efficient specific remediation. Tape

quality is not perfect and might be distracting to some students.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER:

DISTRIBUTOR:

MINI-COURSE IN MATHEMATICS -- BASIC APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Friesen and Associates

Educulture (A - T Learning Systems)

Readability: 4 (Fry)

YEAR: 1978

Pages: 7 modules Approx. Price: $230.00
including manual,
materials for 12,
testing program

SPECIAL FEATURES: Audio-tutorial, individualized
Programmed
English - metric
American

Evaluation package available
Interactive

COMMENTS:

This packet comprises 7 modules covering fractions, decimals, measurement,
ratios, percent, averages, estimation with applications. Amount of reading
required is minimal though language development is at higher.level than
reading level.

Though the range and depth of topics dealt with is adequate,there is a

predominance of English measurement over metric measurement.

Instructions are clear, explanations complete, and flow is smooth.
Understanding of content is emphasized through some visualization and
through explanation.

There is a minimum of practice of skills,though supplemental materials
could be worked into the sequence.

Field-test data:
Average completion time 13.4 hrs.
Average post-test score 90"

Used wit.h adults successfully

A complete and thorough diagnostic pre-test, post-test program is
provided free with purchase of set.
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TITLE: MODERN MATHEMATICS -- A DISCOVERY APPROACH

AUTHOR: Cadwell, Harrington, Kenney, Shadbolt, Tickle

PUBLISHER: Thomas Nelson and Sons YEAR: 1965

DISTRIBUTOR:
,

Readability: Gr. 7 (Pub)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Traditional text
Canadian

COMMENTS:

Pages: 308 Approx. Price: $12

This book contains useful exercises and explanations of sets and nalbers,
systems of numeration, number sentences, properties of whole numbers,
factoring whole numbers, fractional numbers, decimal notation and ratios.

Primarily a text to be read and fairly formal in presenting concepts.

Uses a rumber line consistently. Problems go to 3 step solutions as the
highest level of complexity.
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TITLE: MODERN MENTAL MATHEMATICS

AUTHOR: Dickson, Gilles, Patrick

PUBLISHER: The Book Society of Canada

DISTRIBUTOR:

k
Readability: Pages: 160

YEAR.

Approx. Price:

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource book
Drill book

Designed for children but academic in content and
useful for adults

Metric - English

COMMENTS:

Contains math equations from Gr. 4 - Gr. 6, emphasizing mental computation.

Exercises involve recognizing number patterns, series of basic operations
in fractions, decimals and many word problems.

,

Requires teacher/tutor administration of questions to students
(1 step solutions).
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TITLE : MULTIBASE ACTIVITIES

AUTHOR: Willcut, Spikell , and Greene

PUBIASHER: Creative Publ icat ions

DISTRIBUTOR: Setsco

YEAR : 1974

Readability : 3-6 ( F) Paps : 140 Approx. Price: $6 .95 each

SPECIAL FEATURES: Concrete activities (blocks required)
One book for each base
Suitable for adults

COMMENTS:

This series of thr\ge books teaches principl es of arithmetic operations
via the semi-concrete activities,. Conversions between bases is done
to develop the concept of place value and is a potentially effective
approach to this concept. Because of the Le of sol id figures , a

basis is es tabl ished for developing higher order concepts and general i
zations in arithmetic.

..,
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TITLE: NUMBER BLOX BOOKS A, B

AUTHOR: Naufeld, Lucas

PUBLISHER: Creative Publ ications

DISTRIBUTOR : Setsco

YEAR: 1976

Readabi 1 ity : Pages : 87 Approx. Price: $6 .00

SPECIAL FEATURES: Requires number blocks or cuisenaire rods

COMMENTS :

These two books provide sets of activiti es (semi-concrete, semi-abstract )
to develop concepts of correspondence, place value, number characteristics,
basic operations wi th whol e numbers .

Though the context is child oriented , the value of the activities extends
to anyone 1 earning fundamental s of arithmetic.
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TITLE: NUMBER POWER

AUTH OP : Jerry Howett

PUBLISHER: Contemporary Books, Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 7 (F)

SPECIAL FEATURES: Adult oriented
American content

COMMENTS:

YEAR:

Pages: 138 Approx. Price: 510

The first pc)! )n of this soft-cover text is designed ,o build whole number
computational Ail ls with application to real-life situations of varying
abstraction. Depth of skill carries to 5 x 3 digit division,though there
is a low ratio of word problems to drill exercises (approx. 20%).

The second portion of the book deals with more complex operations involving
rnoasurement (Eng. and metric), perimeter, area, volyme, caloric chart,
averages, pay check stubs.

I`

Problems and exercises in this section of the book mu t be used selectively

and with instructor support.

1
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TITLE: PRACTICE IN MATHEMATICS ( #846-#859 )

AUTHOR: Many

PUBLISHER: Instructor Publication Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR: Scholars Choice

YEAR: 1973

Readability: 6 (F) Pages: 20-24 masters/book Approx. Price: $4.50
each

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

American
Duplicating masters
Self-directing

This set of materials covers practice in a wide range at varying levels
of c,incepts, computations and verbal problem solving. Each book is

sequenced with the set co!ering K-l0. Because of some of the above
special features, these books are not as useful as the Check and
Double Check Series.
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TITLE: PROBLEM SOLVING KIT

AUTHOR: Wallace Judd

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates

DISTRIBUTOR:

YEAR: 1977

Readability: 4-6 (F) Pages: 12 sections Approx. Price: $123 kit

SPEC:AL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Metricated
Student record sheet unsOitable
Introduction to calculator use provided
Kit includes cards, answer booklet, student folders,

spirit masters, teacher's guide, etc.

This kit provides practice (using a calculator) in developing 5 problem

solving strategies over 6 application areas. These areas are:

Averages
Percents
Combinations
Rates, Ratios, Proportions
Differences
Sequential Ratios

Because of the range of strategies developed over the areas of applications,

this kit is a useful resource. However, it can only be used after whole

numbers, decimal notation and fractions as decimals have been mastered.
Care must be exercised with regard to reading level as well.

The necessity of orderly outline to problem s)lving, as well as the habit

of estimation, are two additional benefits of the kit. Students unfamiliar

with calculators should first complete the "Using Your Calculator" workbook.
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TITLE: PROGRESSIONAL NUMBER CONCEPTS

AUTHOR: Frazier, Frazier, and Hill

PUBLISHER: Ideal School Supply Co.

DISTRIBUTOR: Scholars Choice-

Readability:

YEAR: 1970

Pages: Approx. Price: $7.50

SPECIAL FEATURES: Spirit duplication masters
Suitable for adults

COMMENTS:

These masters provide a means of testing concepts in the concrete and
abstract over the following topics:

1) number group to numeral (6 sheets)

2) number group to number group (6 sheets)
3) numeral to number group (6 sheets)
4) concrete to abstract group-numeral word (3 sheets)

The materials are provided with a short paragraph of instructions on
how to do the sheets and use of the set would probably be self-instruc-
tional after a couple of exercises.
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TITLE : PURPOSE PUZZLES

AUTHOR : Long

PUBLISHER: National Textbook Co.

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd .

YEAR : 1977

Readabi 1 ity : Pages : Approx. Pri ce : $14

SPECIAL FEATURES : Teac her' s resource book

Individualized
American content,
28 masters

COMMENTS :

Thi s packet cons i sts of 32 puzz 1 e based probl ems rP1 a ted to spec ifi c

instructional object ives throughout the curriculum.

Topics covered i nclude wtol e numbers , decimals (minor ), frac ti ons,
area , exponents and word problems i nvol ving mu 1 ti pl icati on and

division ( 3 step sol utions) .
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TITLE: SPECTRUM MATHEMATICS SERIES

AUTHOR: France, Clark, Lewis

PUBLISHER: Doubleday Canada Limited

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: (see below) Pages:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1976

Approx. Price: $2.90/book
Teacher's manual (3-8)
free with purchase of
class set

Drill and word problem book with American fully
metricated. No colour, few illustrations

Pre-and post-tests included in text (drilling)
Suitable for adults
Answers contained in text

This series of colour coded books covers topics from whole number
(basic operations) through decimals, fractions, problem solving
strategies, ratio proportion, percent, geometry (basic shapes),
perimeter, area, volume measurement and approximation.

Each successive book in the series covers all topics in preceding
books, but more quickly. The books tend to be weak in introduction
of terminology. There is a minimal depth to the problems, primarily
1-step solutions, and the range is limited to concrete situations.

The entire sequence should be available for use since any one book
is only useful for a specific level of student.

This series is highly recommended:

Red 9 2 2 (F) 154 pages

Orange 9 3 3 (F) 152 pages
Yellow 9 4 4 (F) 152 pages
Green 9 5 5 (F)
Blue 9 6 6 (F) 182 pages
Purple yr.7 7 (F) 180 pages
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TITLE: SPORTS 'N THINGS

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: Educational Insights, Inc. YEAR: 1977

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readability: 3-7 (F) Pages: 7 booklets Approx. Price:
536.00/set
spirit masters

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's resource book
Teacher's guide
American content
High interest series

COMMENTS:

These materials comprise computational activities related to sports and

sport related topics. Usually each activity has 2 parts (class problem,

bonus problem). All information is presented as facts in tabular or word

form. The information is also available in cardboard form.

Skills dealt with are:
Add/subtract whole numbers to 20
Add/subtract whole numbers to 100

Add/subtract whole numbers to 5,000

Multiply/divide whole numbers, easier
Multiply/divide whole numbers, harder

Fractions

Decimals/percent

lhese materials could be useful for the adult who is sportsminded.
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TWIN,

T ITLE : SUCCEEDING IN MATH (SERIES OF 7)

AUTHOR: Bassler, Kolb, Craighead, Gray

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Company

DISTRIBUTOR: Educational Resources Ltd.

Readabil i ty:

Green (Gr.3) 3(F)
Pink (Gr. 4) 4 - 5(F)
Yellow (Gr. 5) 4 6(F)
Purple (Gr. 6) 5 - 7(F)

YEAR: 1976

Pages: 300/book Approx. Price:
$7.00 (te).(t)

$16.00 (dup. test
masters',

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide
Tests provided

Consumable (detachable pages)
Varying levels of readabi 1 ity available
Tends to be directed to children

(esp. in lower 3 levels)

COMMENTS:

_

Succeeding in Math is a series of 7 soft-cover texts, colour coded .

with any upper level providing a review of the preceding level's
work.

Topics covered are whole numbers, fractions and some decimals and
emphasizes basic operations. Also addresses the measurement aspect
of math.

All the books make good use of visualization techniques, encourage
estimation, cover all skills well, provide problems of varying com-
plexity and are self-directing.

There is minimal reference to sets and the 3 lower level books avoid
metric measurement and tend to be too child directed. The last 4
in the series have good potential for ski 1 1 development in ABE.

%
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I
TITLE: SULLIVAN ASSOCIATES PROGRAM

AUTHOR: Sullivan

PUBLISHER: McGraw-Hill

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability: 2-6 (pub.) Pages:

SPECIAL FEATURES: Programmed
Adult oriented

COMMENTS:

YEAR: 1968

Approx. Price: $3.00/topic

This series of 7 booklets spans topics from addition of whole numbers

through fractions and decimals. The focus in on adult situations for

sources of problems. Tests are included in the text and student

progress is individualized.

Tends to be "dry" because of the programmed format.
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TITLE: UNIQUE MATH GAMES

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: Unique Math Games

DISTRIBUTOR:

Readability:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

COMMENTS:

Pages:

Teacher's resource book
150 activities
suitable for adults

YEAR:

Approx. Price: $10.00

This is a collection of activities that serve to promote inquiry and interest
into the characteristics of nwnbers.

."
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TITLE: YOUR DAILY MATH (BOOK I)

AUTHOR: Bahlay

PUBLISHER: Mafex Associates

DISTRIBUTOR: Educat'onal Resources Ltd.

YEAF: 1973

Readability: Gr. 4-7 (Fry) Pages: 209 Approx. Price:
$6.00 text

SPECIAL FEATURES: Teacher's guide $9.00 teacher's guide
No illustrations

COMMENTS:

Drill and word problem book of whole numbers, fractions and money (decimals).
All problems relate to life,though there is a high proportion of drill.

Table of contents is a detailed reference of problem or drill type to page
number (topics include adding, banking, division, fractions, money, multi-

plication, subtraction, whole numbers).

Because of the wide range and numter of exercises,this resource could be
useful.



TITLE: WHAT DO YCU SEE NCW (PARTS 1 and 2)
%

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER: International Telefilm Enterprises YEAR:

DISTRIBUTOR: R. Bury Media and Supplies Ltd.

Readability: Pages: Approx. Price:

SPECIAL FEATURES: Color film - 10 win

Teacher's resource
Special use for children

COMMENTS:

This is a "how to" film for teachers concerned about student's visuali-
zation/nonvisualization skills, visual discrimination, laterality/direction-
ality characte,istics.

By viewing and tracing arrays of shaped, sized and colored geometric forms,
it is possible to detect deficits in the above areas A side effect

, would ie learning to recognize six geometric shapes.

The film also addresses the concept of addition and subtraction by showing
the result of adding to or subtractiny from a collection of different shaped
objects.

This film could be used to help develop tJeacher background on potential
learning problems in math.
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COMMUNITY RESOURCE MATERIALS

This section lists resource materials available from government

departments, community agencies, institutions, and other sources.

These materials have not been evaluated systematically, and the

list is suggestive rather than exhaustive. Ccmmunity resource

materials provide alternatives to the use of textbooks in some cases,

and they frequently have greater relevance to students. For example,

filling out forms could be taught through explanation in a textbwk

or by actively filling out forms which students are likely to

encounter in their community.

The content of American textbooks, and the majority of textbooks

for basic literacy are published in the United States, are not likely

to have the same relevance for students as materials which are

functional and touch the students' lives in some way. In addition,

the use of actual Canadian materials prepares students better for

what they are likely to encounLer than textbooks can. While text-

books can provide theory and principles, practical applications are

often lacking. The materials listed here have additional advantages

in that they are often free of charge and are constantly being updated

to respond to current conditions. The variety in subject matter,

presentation, and point of view provides 0 broad base of inst-uctional

resources at the local level.
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B. C. AGRICULTURAL LAND COMMISSION
4333 Ledger Avenue
Burnaby, British Columbia V5G 3T3

The Land Commission provides a variety of materials related to its
ainctioning. The color brochure, "Protecting B.C.'s Farmland", de-
scribes the Agriculture Land Reserve. A short, 5-minute slide-tape
presentation to accompany this brochure can be borrowed on short-
term loan. Also available are the Land Commission's annual report;
brochures on agriculture, including statistics on B.C. agriculture;
the Agricultural Land Commission Act, and various technical papers
related to climate and soil capability. "Spalumcheen: the Visual
Environment" is a large, spiral-bound volume which addresses itself
to the concern for the visual environment, specifically in the
Spalumcheen Municipdlity. This document provides a comprehensive
analysis of the municipality--its land, people, the visual-manage-
ment system, landscape sensitivity, problem areas, and management
guidelines. An abundance of photographs and diagrams illustrate the
text. A limited number of copies of the above publication are
dvailable. All publication's are free on request.

B. C, ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES
14673-B-108th Avenue
Surrey, British Columbia V3R 1V9
Telwhone: 584-3344

This non-profit organization serves an educational function in the
community with regard to information about learning disabilities in
children and adults. Free pamphlets are available from the Associ-
ation on the subject of learning disabilities and on the work of the
organization, a list of books for loan (for members only), a litera-
ture price list, a film list (fee rental to the public), and a copy
of the histOry and objectivc5 of the BCACLD. Chapters of the BCACLD
exist throughout B.C. and a list of these can be obtained. Write or
phone for further information.

B. C. ASSOCIATION FOR THE 44ENTALLY RETARDED
221-119 West Pender Street'
Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 1S5
Telephone: 685-8506

The Association maintains a resource library from which miterials
related to tht topic of mental retardation can be borrowed. Films
can also be borrowed (at a cost of $5.00), and a list of these is
available from BCAMR.
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B. C. FEDERATION OF LABOUR
3110 Bounda-y Road
Burnaby, British Columbia V5M 4A2

Telephone: 430-1421

The B. C. Federation makes available a general information kit contain-

ing the CLC's "Notes on Unions" (a series of outlines on various

aspects of the Canadian labour movement),- pamphlets outlining the

Federation's stand on 'labour, economic and soda issues, a pamphlet

on "right to work" legislation, and pamphlets on mini-rights guaranteed

under the B.C.'s labour code, women and unions, unemployment insurance,

and unemployment. This kit and the pamphlets separately are aiailable

free on request.

BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRY CORPORATION

818 Broughton Street
Victoria, British Columbia V8W 1E4

The B. C. Ferry Corporation makes available free of charge its Annual

Report, a "Facts Sheet" regarding ferry operations and management,

ferry schedules, and posters. The films available from the Corporati:in

are described as "of a promotional nature". Write for the above

materials to the Public Information Officer. The Corporation main-

tains a library, the holdings of which are mostly technical in nature.

However, the library's collection also includes a selection of slides,

photographs and newspaper clippings on the B. C. Ferries, and these can

be borrowed. Write to the librarian for further information.

B. C. HEART FOUNDATION
1881 West Broadway
Vancouver, British Columbia V6J 1Y5

TelephonP: 736-4404

Write or phone for a catalogue ("Inf Heart") of educational materials

and films. Most materials are free of charge and include leaflets

and posters. Topics dealt with include smoking and heart disease,

nutrit)on and the heart, strokes, stress, and many other aspects of

heart disease.

B. C. HYDRO AND POWER AUTHORITY
(Public Relations)
970 Burrard Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6Z 1Y3

B. C. Hydro provides fact sheets, brochures, information kits and

programs, posters, and films to the public. Topics include B. C.
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hydro-electric projects, natural gas, energy and wildlife, conser-
vation, electrical safety, coal, and alternative, renewable energy
sources. Write for a list of materials available.

B. C. MINISTRY OF LANDS, PARKS, AND HOUSING
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4

Numerous brochures are available. Topics ioclude: housing programs,
crown land, outdoor recreation, nature, and , -ovincial parks. Ministry-
related publications of a more technical nature are also available.
Write for a complete list of publications. All are free of charge.

BURNABY PARKS AND RECREATION
The Corporation of the District of Burnaby
4949 Canada Way
Burnaby, British Columbia V5G 1M2
Telephone: 294-7450

Program brochures, a calendar which includes a community directory,
and a brochure (illustrated with colour photographs and a 29x29 cm
map of Burnaby's parks) outlining the Burnaby parks system are
available at no cost.

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL, MECHANICAL AND ALLIED WORKERS
5648 Imperial Street
Burnaby, British Columbia V5J 1E9
Telephone: 438-6211

The Research Director of CAIMAW will provide free copies of the follow-
ing materials: CAIMAW's Union Constitution, the pamphlet "Building a
Canadian Labour Movement", and "The Caiman Review"--the union paper
(published monthly). These materials can provide an important contri-
bution to any discussion of the status of organized labour in B. C.
or Canada, given the predominance of international unions.

CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY
B. C. and Yukon Division
955 West Broadway
Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1L2
Telephone: 736-1211

Write or phone the Public Education Co-ordinator for a Public Edu-
cation Materials Catalogue. The catalogue contains descriptions of
the materials (film%, teaching aids, pampnlets, and posters), which
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are avai lable free of charge. Topics include the pap test, breast

self-examination, breast, uterine and cervical cancer, cancer of the

colon and other cancers, smoking and health. The following are dis-

trict offices which can provide information and materials:

Kootenay's District Office
828C Baker Street
Cranbrook, B.C. V1C 1A2

Telephone: 489-1314

Northern District Office
3351-15th Ave.
Prince George, B.C. V2N 1A1

Telephone: 564-0885

Interior District Office

1-1368 St. Paul Street
Kelowna, B.C. Vl? 2E1

Tel ephone: 762-6381

Vancouver Island District Office

857 Caledonia Avenue
Victoria, B.C. V8T 1E6

Tel ephone: 382-3442

CANADIAN CARPET INSTITUTE
1080 Beaver Hall Hill, Suite 1002

Montreal, Quebec H2Z 1T6

Telephone: (514) 866-2081

The Canadian Carpet Institute, an association of Canadian carpet manu-

facturers, provides the following free bocklets: "Care for Your Car-

pet", "How to be a Colour Schemer", and "Shopping for a Carpet?...The

Classification Label Can Help You".

CANADIAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
789 West Pender. 10th Floor
Vancouver, British Columbia V6C 1H2

Contact the Human Rights Officer for an "Information Kit" and other

published materials of the Commission. The "Information Kit" contains

the annual report of the Comission, and various pamphets and booklets

on the Human Rights Act. Other materials include a draft of Cana-

dian Human Rights pensions and insurance regulations; a recruitment

and interviewing guide which sets out acceptable and non-acceptable

requests for information related to employment; a copy of the Act;

"Methodology and Principles for Applying Section 11 (Equal Pay for

Work of Equal Value) of the Canadian Human Rights Act"; equal wage

and age guidelines; and reports of the Commission. All are free

upon request.

0.ANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION

B. C. Division
b92 East 26th Ave.
Vancouver, British Columbia V5V 2H7

Tel ephone: 873-1633
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The CMHA's Resource Information Center Library provides a number of
publications (mostly pamphlets) at a reasonable cost, and loans films
at a nominal charge of $5.00 each. Topics include: mental health,
mental illness, anger, tension, depression, suicide, the crisis of old
age, bringing up children, emotional breakdown, mental health and
society, among others. Write for a list of resources.

THE CANADIAN NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE BLIND
B. C.--Yukon Division
350 East 36th Avenue
Vancouver, B. C. V5W 106
Telephone: 321-2311

The CNIB makes available a number of pamphlets on vision, eye disease,
and sight protection, as well as on service-, of the CNIB. The CNIB
also loans (free) films on blindness. Write for a description of
films available, and free pamphlets. Branches of the CNIB exist in
Vancouver, Victoria, New Westminster, Prince George and Kelowna.

CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
B. C. Regional Office
#105-4911 Canada Way
Burnaby, British Columbia V5G 1M1
Telephone: 291-8415

Booklets, pamphlets and information sheets available. Topics: intro-
duction to CUPE labour education proaram (available to members on a
home-study basis), sex discrimination on the job, anti-union employers
in B. C. and "right-to-work" laws. CUPE also publishes bulletins,
"The Leader", and "B.C. Research Bulletin" and a monthly (10 month,
annually) jouonal, "The Facts". Write to the Education Representative.

CENTRAL MORTAGE AND HOUSING CORPORATION
Regional Office
1500 West Georgia
Vancouver, British Columbia
Telephone: 666-2516

Additional offices in Vancouver, Victoria, Cranbrook, Kelowna,
Kamloops, Prince George, Courtenay, Terrace and Trail.

CMHC publishes a nalber of documents related to the services it pro-
vides, and to Canadian housing regulations. Some will be of more
interest to the layperson than others. A complete list of CMHC
publications, some printed, others free, is avdilable from any of
the above local offices. Of particular interest are the free materials
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related to the Canadian Home Insulation Program; they are well designed
and easy to read.

CENTRE FOR LABOUR STUDIES
Humber Col lege of Appl ied Arts and Technology
205 Humber College Blvd.
Toronto, Ontario M9W 5L7

The Centre for Labour Studies provides a diversity of publ icaticns.
Among them are a "Hazard Inventory for Garment and Textile Workers";
"The Heal th and Safety Hazards Faced by Canadian Public Employees"
(publ i shed by CUPE); a selected bibl iography of works on various
aspects of labour; an outline of programs offered by the Centre;
"Karen Silkwood-Union Sister", a documentation of Silkwood's battle
against the unsafe conditions in the nuclear industry; and a 1 ist of
films and books available from the Development Education Centre, a
non-profit, independent educational collective with a predominantly
anti-capitalist perspective. Write for lists of materials and further
information regarding prices.

CITY OF VANCOUVER PLANNING DEPARTMENT
453 West 12th Ave.
Vancouver, British Columbia V5Y 1V4
Telephone: 873-7344

The P1 anning Department publ ishes a 1 ist of reports and publicati ons
available, which is updated quarterly. Many are quite technical, but
some which outline demographic information could be useful. A resource
book titled "Understanding Vancouver 2" provides a variety of infor-
mation about the City and includes facts and figures, glossaries of
terms, and short articles. Cost is $3.50, including postage. Other
publications are -easonably priced as well. Write or phone for a list.

CONSUMER AND CORPORATE AFFAIRS CANADA
Consumer Infotel
Weekdays: 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Weekends: 1 imited hours
Vancouver: 263-2811 Victoria: 592-1251

This pilot project of Consumer and Corporate Affairs makes available
a tape library -ccessible by telephone (in the Vancouver and Victoria
arcas only). Topics include food, children, finance, housing , self-
help, tools, automotive, household maintenance, appliances, clothing,
entertainment, personal care, sports equipment, and more, al 1 wi thin
the context of consumer protection. The tapes could be used for
obtaining information, or for listening skills activities. As the
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pilot project is limited in terms of its continued existence, it is
advisable to check before directing students to the service. A list
of tapes available can be obtained free by phoning either of the
above numbers.

CONSUMER TAXATION BRANCH
800 Hornby Street
Vancouver, British Columbia \/6Z 2C5

The Tax Branch offers, free of chvge, an extremely dry publication
titled "Social Services Tax Act: Regulations and Instructions". This

would be a useful introduction to a statute-type of format, and to
the terminology employed in consumer transactions. The language is
fairly legalistic and cumbersome.

DAIRY BUREAU OF CANADA
20 Holly Street
Toronto, Ontario M45 2E6

A catalogue of publications available from the Dairy Bureau on the
subject of nutrition can be obtained free upon request.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE
National Institute for Public Safety and Health
Division of Technical Services
Public Dissemination
4676 Columbia Parkway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45266

NIPSH makes available a list of audio-visual materials on the subject
of occupational health and safety; the majority are for purchase only.
Also available is a catalogue of other materials distributed by NIPSH
on the same topic.

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION CENTRE
121 Avenue Road
Toronto, Ontario M5R 2G3
Telephone: (416) 964-6901

DEC is a non-profit, independent educational collective with a pre-
dominantly anti-capitalist perspective. As well as distributing films,
DEC makes available books, pamphlets and curriculum files. Write for
a current catalogue of the latter-mentioned materials. A separate
catalogue of films is available upon request and includes films on
education, hea'th, ousinq, women, history, labour, liberation struggles,



native peoples, economics, culture, ecology, food, and children--in

North America and developing countries. Film:, can be purchased or

rented. Rental rates range from $10.00-$125.00, $20-$30 being typical.

EMPLOYMENT AND IMMIGRATION CANADA
Canada Employment Centre

2902 West Broadway
Vancouver, British Columbia

A number of pamphlets, some published by other government, labour,
educatioh, and service agencies, are available at no cost from Careers

Resource Library. "Careers Canada" booklets, available at a cost of

$1.00 each, are listed in a booklet titled "Career Guidance Material".
Also described in this booklet are "Careers Provinces" fact sheets on
specific occupations (approx. 650 for each province and the territories).

CEIC publishes a 'Canada Employment Information Sheet" describing
its function, and some other pamphlets on training programs. The

"Creative Job Search Tecnnique 1-2-3" and "Women Returning to Work
Appendix" booklets contain much useful information on seeking employ-

ment,

ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES CANADA
1 Observatory Crescent
Ottawa, Canada KlA 0Y3

A number of documents are available from this department, some more

technical than others. In the "technical" category are the "Geophysics"

reprints, papers on topics such as earthquakes, and depth of perma-

frost. Pamphlets on earth-quakes, gravity, the Seismological Service
of Canada, geomagnetism, and impact craters are available free of charge

as is the book, "Looking Inside the Earth". The latter is a brief

description of basic earth physics, including the topics: earth-

quakes, temperature, the earth's magnetic field, plate tectonics,
gravity, tidal action, and meteor craters. Photographs and diagrams

illustrate tne well laid-out text. Charts and maps are also available.

For further information, write to the above address.

ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES CANADA
Geological Survey of Canada

6th Floor, 100 West Pender Street

Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 1R8

Telephone (sales): 666-1271

Telephone (library): 666-3812

The Geological Survey Branch in Vancouver offers some of the same doc-
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uments as ava4.1able from Energy, Mfnes and Resources in Ottawa. In

addition, they make available booklets and pamphlets on various

aspects of geology, reports on geological surveys (priced), and maps

of mineral deposits and pipelines. The Branch also distributes a

pamphlet on hiking and another on Canada's geographical names. Of

particular note are the fold-out pamphlet series consisting of the

following titles: "Rocks", "Gem-Stones", "Fossils", "Minerals" and

"Meteorites"; the booklet, "Minerals for the Use of Man"; and "Careers

in canada 's Mineral Industries". Write or phone for materials, and

"Index to Reports: British Columbia", and "Index to Reports and Maps

of General Interest". The maLerials from these latter two catalogues

lust be ordered from The Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth Street,

Ottawa, Canada KlA 0E8.

FAMILY SERVICES OF GREATER VANCOUVER-./

1616 West 7th Ave.
Vancouver, British Columbia V6J 1S5

Telephone: 731-4951

Pamphlets oi the programs of this agency are available upon request,

free of charge. Family Services offers groups for various purposes

and clients: self-help, drop-in, assertiveness training, divorced

or widowed seminars, body image, women's support, men's communi-

cations, "blended" famil ies, uncoupling, single parents, single

mothers on welfare, children from divided homes, positive parenting,

stress management, gay groups, making friends, and more. Offices

are located in Vancouver, North Vancouver, West Vancouver, Richmond

and Surrey. Write for information.

FEDERATED ANTI-POVERTY GROUPS OF B. C.

520 McDonald Street
New Westminster, British Columbia V3L 4L6

Telephone: 525-3658

The FAPG distributes a number of publications free of charge on the

subject of welfare and poverty in Canada. Some are reports published

by the National Council of Welfare whose topics include women and

poverty, one-parent families, Canada's working poor, the Canadian

income tax system, income distribution in Canada, nutrition, children

in poverty, and the child welfare system in Canada. The reading level

of these is fairly high in terms of vocabulary used, but they are

interesting reading. FAPG also distributes a pamphlet entitled

"Welfare Rights and Gain (3rd Ed.)", and two pamphlets published by

the National Anti-Poverty Organization enti tled "You Asked About

N.A.P.D.", and "The Facts on Poverty". A video-tape production of

the Ottawa Tenants Council dealing with the problems of single-

parent women cn so, ial assistance, entitled "By the Skin of Our Teeth",
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is available from the FAPG. The FAPG newsletter is published every

other month as a supplement to Canadian Eclimenical News.

FED-UP CO-OP
304 East 1st Avenue
Vancouver, British Columbia V5T 1A9

Telephone: 872-0172

This association of consumer co-ops publishes a brochure describing

its function and organization, and a newspaper which appears eight or

nine times yearly. A subscription to the latte-is $4.50 for individ-

uals, $10.00 for institutions. The pamphlet is free. The newspaper

is an interesting collection of food catalogues, articles on co-opera-

tives, announcements, nutritional tips, minutes from meetings, and

year-end reports from individual co-ops. The Co-op College of Canada,

141-105th Street West, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,(306) 373-0474, has

developed a curriculum on co-ops which has been designed for use in

public schools, but which may be adaptable for use with adults. Write

to The Co-op Curriculum Project, Attention. Skip Kutz, at the above

address for further 'nformation.

FORINTEK CANADA CORP.
6620 N. W. Marine Drive
Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1X2

Telephone: 224-3221

Forintek, a federally funded research facility of the Canadian Forestry

Service, distributes free a number of pamphlets and booklets published

by Environment Canada/Forestry Service. Topics include Forintek

research results, the forests of Canada, pollution, the environment,

wood preservation, and protection of the forest. Write to the Liaison

and Development Department for materials.

GATT-FLY
11 Madison Ave.
Toronto, Ontario M5R 2S2

Telephone: (415) 921-4615

Gatt-Fly is a project of Canadian churches for global econondc justice.

Its activities include -esearch, political action, and education. Write

for a list of publications. Topics include: food and agriculture,

sugar production in the developing countries, world economics, the

Canadian economy, labour, and energy and resource development in Canada.

The perspective taken is basically anti-capitalist. P subscription to

the bi-monthly newsletter is $20 for institutions and $10 for indi-

viduals, and includes copies of forthcoming publications.
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GREATER VANCOUVER INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE

105-1956 West Broadway
Vancouver, British Columbia V6J 1Z2

Telephone: 736-3661

This agency publishes annually a directory of services for Greater
Vancouver, and maintains an up-to-date community services file on

many services and organizations. The "Red Book", as the directory
has come to be known, provides information on services in the follow-
ing categories: art resources, community planning and citizens'

advocacy, consumer assistance, correctional and rehabilitation services,
counselling services, death and bereavement, drugs, alcohol and
addictions, education, employment, ethnic and cultural organizations,
food, health, homemaking services, housing and accomodation, immi-
grant services, information services, legal services, political rep-
resentation and parties, public assistance and financial sources,
services for specific groups, social and recreational resources and

travel and tourism. The directory comes in a binder and costs $13

($16 for 1980 ed. due in May). The resource library contains
directories from all over the province, wherever they have been

produced. An attractive poster publicising the services of the GVIRS,

as well as the Crisis Centre and Crisis Phone Line they sponsor, is

available free of charge.

GREATER VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

2294 West 10th Ave.
Vancouver, British Columbia V61( 2H9

Telephone: 7311155, local 165

The Information Officer can be contacted for details regarding the
Planning Department's school information program, "The Livable

Region". The program is available to adult education and ESL programs,
and consists of a talk on the history and structure of the Regional
District concept with an emphasis on planning, a slide-tape presen-
tation on the Livable Region proposals for growth management in
Greater Vancouver, and a question and answer period. Maps and brochures

are supplied. A more flexible format can also be arranged, and
additional slide-tape presentations are available. Materials are

available separate from the presentations upon request.

HEALTH ANP WELFARE CANADA
Fitness and Amateur Sport Branch
Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0M5

Attractive black and white.and colour posters promoting fitness and
sports participation are available free from this branch of government.

,)
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HEALTH AND WELFARE CANADA
Health Protection Branch
601-1001 West Pender Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 2M7

The Health Protection Branch provides a list of resource materials
(some free, some priced) available from the Branch. These include
booklets, posters, pamphlets, and two slide-tape presentations.
Topics addressed are food handling, food poisoning, food additives,
drugs, food inspection, nutrition, and radiation, among others.

HEALTH AND WELFARE CANADA
Public Relations Office, B.C. Region
#105-1525 West 8th Ave.
Vancouver, British Columbia V6J 1T5
Telephone: 732-4158

Numerous free pamphlets and booklets are available. Topics include:
nutrition, immunization, drug abuse, smoking, fitness, poisoning, tooth
care, dangerous drug combinations, donating bodily organs, the Canada
Pension Plan, the old age pension, travel in the tropics, skin care
in the sun, heart discase, non-alcoholic drinks, breast self-examin-
ation, the pap test, sex education, birth control, lifestyles, drink-
ing, deafness, water safety, and some others. The Information
Directorate publishes a directory of publications (most free, some for
sale) which is available free upon request.

HEALTH INFO TELEPHONE TAPE LIBRARY
Sunday-Friday: 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Vancouver: 263-2811
Victoria: 592-1251
Toll Free: 112-800-663-3081

More than 100 taped messages, 3-6 minutes long, are contained in this
telephone tape library sponsored by the Health Education Centres of
B. C. Topics are related to life crisis and disease. A list of
tapes is available free by phoning any of the above numbers.

c,

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT EPCATION RESOURCE ASSOCiATION (IDERA)
2524 Cypress Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6J 3N2
Telephone: 732-1496; 738-8815 (films)

IDERA is a registered non-profit society whose stated objective is to'
make accessible materials related to international development. IDERA

handles films and slide-tape presentations for loan (usually $9.00
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to $50.00 for rental) and maintains a research library of periodicals
and materials from around the world relating to international develop-
ment. Film topics include Third World economies, multi-national
corporations' exploitation of developing countries, labour struggles,
world food production, apartheid, a socialist perspective on world
history ("The History Book"), Native Indian land claims, and others.
The point of view presented is decidedly anti-capitalist. Write for
film catalogues and a list of printed materials available. IDERA

sponsors film showings at various locations in the Lower Mainland; a
schedule of events is printed monthly. Sustaining membership at $10
per year ensures placement on IDERA's mailing list.

INTERNATIONAL SELF-COUNSEL PRESS LTD.
306 West 25th Street
North Vancouver, British Columbia V7N 2G1
Telephone: 986-3366

Titles deal with topics related to legal matters, but are aimed at the
layperson. Examples are: change of name, adoptees rights, consumer law,
income tax, unemployment insurance, divorce, employer/employee rights,
landlord/tenant rights, marriage contracts, etc. Most range from $4.00
to $5.00. Write for a free catalogue and order form.

INTERNATIONAL WOODWORKERS OF AMERICA
Western Canadian Regional Council #1
2859 Commercial Drive
Vancouver, British Columbia V5N 4C7
Telephone: 874-5261

Numerous pamphlets and booklets are available. Topics: IWA consti-
tution, health and welfare plan, pension plan, master union agree-
ment, safety policy, IWA manual, guide to grievances and IWA
structural organization. Also available are a Canadian Civil Liberties
Education Trust primer on civil liberties and democracy, an AFL-CIO
booklet on how to run a union meting, CLC pamphlets on provincial
labour federations, a guide to parliamentary law, and copies of "The
Lumberworker", an IWA paper.

THE LABOUR HISTORY ASSOCIATION
B. C. Teachers' Federation
105-2235 Burrard Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6J 3H9

The Labour History P.S.A. (Provincial Specialists' Association) has
published a bibliography of working class history which is available
upon request. Membership in the Association entitles one to receive
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the quirterly "Labour History", a collection of historical photo-
graphs of labour struggles and working conditions, reViews of labour
history films, reproductions of historical labour documents, articles
on aspects of labour history and on particular industries, lesson
plans, bibliographies, cartoons, and book reviews--Well worth the
annual 510.00 fee. The Association has produced tdo slide-tape
presentations which include teaching manuals, "Strike" and "These
were the Reasons" (a history of union organizing in B.C.). These

are for purchase only: contact Denis O'Hewell, 6174 Malvern Ave.,
Burnaby, B. C. V5E 3E8 (526-7561), or Lesson Aids Service, B.C.T.F.,
2235 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6J 3H9, for further information

regarding the latter.

LEGAL SERVICES SOCIETY OF B.C.
P. O. Box 12120
555 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 4N6

Telephone: 689-0741

The Legal Services Society is required by statute to provide education,
advice, and information about law for the people of B.C. Three pro-

grams ensure this: the Schools Program, the Library Services Program
and the Public Legal Education Prcgram. The Society also maintain,- a

Legal Resource Centre which contains books, pamphlets and magazines
on law and law-v.elated subjects as well as a wide selection of films,

videotapes and other audio-visual materials which are available on

loan. The Society has offices located throughout the province,
although audio-visual materials are only available from Vancouver.
Other lem-related proauctions can often be obtained from the NFB or
the Provincial Education Media Centre. The Schools Program Newsletter,

published 5 times yearly includes a Resource Handbook listing recom-
mended productions on a thematic basis. Phon, or write to the above

address for a free subscription to the Newsletter, an audio-visual
catalogue, and for further information on the work and office locations
of the society.

MacMILLAN BLOEDEL LIMITED
1075 West Georgia 3treet
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 3R9

MacMillan Bloedel's Corporate Communications ')epartment provides some
technically beautiful (e.g., illustrated with color photographs)
materials on the flora and fauna of the forest, and on the company's

operations. Some of the notable publications are "About MacMillan
Bloedel", "The Living Forest", "How the Forest Grows", and an un-
titled pamphlet conbining information on forest growth with that on

MacMillan Bloedel's operations. The company also provides an attract-
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ively designed annual report, and an outline of their corporate history.

MENTAL PATIENTS ASSOCIATION
2146 Yew Street

Vancouver, British Columbia V6K 3G7
Telephone: 738-5177; 738-1422

MPA makes available "Head-On--A Self Hel) Model" which describes the
history of the Association ($1.00); "Power Reversal and Self Help:
The Vancouver MPA", a description of the MPA and its functioning;
"In a Nutshell", the MPA Newsletter ($4.00 per suoscription); and
"Mental Patients and the Law", published by the Vancouver People's
Law School (50). The writing in the first two documents mentioned
tends to be a bit sophisticated, but contains useful information on
mental health care, and patient organizing.

METRIC COMMISSION CANADA
240 Sparks Street
Ottawa, Canada KlA 0H5

The Metric Commission publishes a "Publications, Posters and Resource
List",of materials available free upon request. Available for loan
are slides, films, and filmstrips on the metric system and metric
conversion in Canada. Lists which describe these can be obtained on
request. Annual reports are also available.

MINISTRY OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
Information Servilces

5th Floor, 609 Broughton Street
Victoria, British Columbia V8W 1C8

The Ministry provides free,upon request, brochures on the Corrections
Branch's attendance programs, and family court counselling; the
Corrections Branch's annual report; and a publication titled "Programs
of the Corrections Branch".

MINISTRY OF DERGY, MINES, AND PETROLEUM RESOURCES
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4

The Ministry provides access to a number of publications, most at a
reasonable cost, and some free. The Canadian Petroleum Association
publishes the "Focus on Energy" series of pamphlets, which the
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Ministry makes available. Many of the Ministry's publications are
quite technical, but others provide clear explanations and/or
attractive photographs of various aspects of the Ministry's mandate.
Examoles are 'Minerals in B.C." and "Landforms of B.C.: A Physiologic
Outline". The Ministry publishes a complete list of its publications
and maps, which is available upon request.

NARCONON SOCIETY OF E. C.

101-2633 East Hastings
Vancouver, British Columbia V5K 1Z6
Telephone: 253-7221

Narconon is a voluntary drug and alcohol rehabilitation and education
centre. It distributes free a pamphlet on the work of the Society.
i'dditional published materials for distribution in the future are
anticipated.

NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA
1161 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 3G4
Telephone: 666-1716 (film library); 666-1718 (representatives)

The NFB maintains dist-ibution and viewing centres throughout B.C.:
write for a list of these locations. A catalogue of films available
can be obtained by educational institutions upon request. Member-
ship in the film library (free) entitles one to receive the quarterly
newsletter 4hich reviews new productions. Rentals are free, but are
also available for purchase. Films can be previewed free of charge
at viewing centres. The collection covers a wide range of subject
areas (educational, cultural, political); a majority of the films
are concerned with Canadian issues, and all are Canadian made.

NEW DAY FILMS
c/o Marlin Motion Pictures
47 Lakeshore Road East
Port Credit, Ontario L5G 1C9

New Day Films is a distribution co-operative for films about men and
women from a feminist perspective. Subjects include marriage,
masculinity, sexism, crowing up in North American society, families,
aging, living alone, women as workers and as mothers, history, and
societal values. Some exciting and provocative films are available
for purchase or rental, including the inspiring "Union Maids" and
"Song of the Canary". Write for a free catalogue describing the
films available. Rental rates range from $14-150 with $30 being
average.
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NEW ENGLAND FREE PRESS
60 Union Square
Somerville, Mass. 02143

The catalogue of publications distributed by the Press includes books,
posters, and pamphlets with an anti-capitalist perspective. Topics
include women's issues, workplace health and safety, labour history,
racial and ethnic divisions, unions, imperialism and national liberation,
ecology, and health care, to name a few. The catalogue is free.

OIL, CHEMICAL AND ATOMIC WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION
P. O. Box 2812
Denver, Colorado 80201
Telephone: (303) 893-0811

OCAW publishes and/or distributes a number of booklets, some specific
to union activities or interests, and others of a more general nature
directed at the economy dS it affects workers. Titles are as follows:
"Petroleum Refining Occupations-Occupational Brief 188", "Petroleum
Refining, Industrial Chemical, Drug, and Paper and Alliea Products
Industries", "Current Economics as it Affects Workers", "What is a
Corporation, and Why is it the Union's Adversary?", "A Program to Meet
the Continuing Challenge: OCAW National Oil Bargaining Policy 1979-80",
"A Working Economy for Americans", and "Economics for Working Cana-
dians". The,book, "Why Do We Spend So Much Money? (3rd edition)",
published by Popular Economics Press is available at a cost of $1.45 US
from OCAW. Write to the research and education director for materials.

OISE PRESS
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario M55 1V6
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A catalogue listing the print and audio-visual publications of OISE
Press is available free of charge. Topics are geared, for the most

part, to the public school curriculum, but some teachers' guides and
secondary materials could prove useful. Materials include actual

curriculum resources as well as theoretical writings and research
reports. Canadian history and labor issues are well represented.
Among the theoretical and research publications are included studies
in adult education.

PEOPLE'S LAW SCHOOL
2110-C West 12th Avenue
Vancouver, British Columbia V5K 2N2
Telephone: 734-1126

The People's Law School provides inexpensive handbooks on various
areas of law. They are directed at the layperson. Most cost approx-

imately 75(t (by mail). Topics include: consumer law, labour law,
immigration and citizenship, mental patients and the law, divorce,
welfare rights, women and the law, unemployment insurance, landlord/
tenant relations, etc. Many of the above-menoned topics are also
presentei in video programs which can be borrowed or purchased. Loan

is free; $5.00 shipping and handling charge for outside of Vancouver.
Write or phone for free catalogue and book list.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD ASSOCIATION OF B. C.

101- 96 East Broadway
Vancouver, British Columbia V5T 1V6
Telephone: 872-8737

This agency offers a variety of pamphlets on the topics of birth
control and family planning, genetic counselling, sexually transmitted
diseases, and family life. These are published by different agencies,
and are available ilLc from the Planned Parenthood Association.
Language used is often simple and direct.

PRESS GANG PUBLISHERS
603 Powell Street
VaRE9uver, British Columbia V6A 1H2

PresF Gang, a small, women's publishing and printing collective, is
rep.resented by the Women's Press. The latter functions as a publisher
whose committment is to the distribution of material of importance to
women. The recrAt catalogue is available free from Press Gang. Press

Gang also distributes a small (14 x 21 cm.) collection of 5 articles
on women's work, titled "Women's Work" at a cost of 45(t.
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PROVINCE OF B. C.
Department of Labour
Victoria, British Columbia V6V 1X4

The Ministry provides free of charge the following documents: the
Board of Industrial Relations Summary of Orders and Regulations (e.g.
the Minimum Wage Act), the Annual Reports of the Ministry, the B. C.
Labour Directory, the Labour Research Bulletin (published monthly),
a Calendar of Expiring Collective Agreements, and Negotiated Working
Conditions. These publications contain information and statistics on
every aspect of labour in B. C., e.g., union embership; size, struc-
ture and offices of collective bargaining organizations; addresses and
affiliations of unions; grievance and arbitration procedures; and
work stoppages in the Province by month and year, just to name a few.
Acts administered by the Ministry oi Labour are available at minimal
cost and are listed in the Labour Re.iearch Bulletin and in the
Annual Report. The publications are for the most part attractively
laid out and quite readable.

PROVINCE OF B. C.
Fish and Wildlife Branch
Ministry of Environment
4240 Manor Street
Burnaby, British Columbia V5G 1B2

Write to the information officer for a Teacher's Information Kit which
includes most of the pamphlets distributed by the Fish and Wildlife
Branch (some published by other government agancies). The Regional
Office in Burnaby also offers films and slide packages, when available,
for loan. Write for a list of the C. O. R. E. audio-visual resources.
Topics covered in the mate:.ials provided by the Branch,include firearm
safety, natural history, conservation, hypothermia, wildlife manage-
ment, endangered species, wild foods, hunting, trapping, and fishing
regulations, and the effects of logging, as well as others. Also in-
cluded in the Teacher's Kit are a list of posters available, a liSt of
natural history publicationS of the Provincial Museum, a description
of the ENCORE environmental studies program, a list of sources of
related resource materials, and information about the Fraser Valley
Trout Hatchery. All materials are available at fio cost. The Ministry,
in conjunction with the Western Education Development Group, Faculty
of Education, U. B. C7, Vancouver, B. C. V61 1W5, has published
"The Creek Book', "The Beach Book", "The Pond Book" and "The'Snow
Bcak", teachers' guides for activities related to exploration of these
ecological environments. For further information on these regarding
price, and on four projected publications, write to Dr. Kip
Anastasiou at the above address.
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PROVINCE OF B. C.

Ministry of Agriculture
,Victoria, British Columbia V8W 277

The Ministry provides a publications list of materials available free

on various aspects of agriculture and home gardening in B. C.; a

guide to agricultural services, and a catalogue of slide and film

presentations. Films,are available from the Ministry of Tourism in
Vancouver or from the Film Library, 1873 Spall Road, Kelowna, B. C.

VlY 4R2. Write for the above-mentioned lists of materials.

PROVINCE OF B. C.
Ministry of Consumer and Corporate Affairs

940 Blanshard Street
Victoria, British Columbia V8W 3F6

Telephone: 387-1251

The Consumer Affairs Program maintains a library/resource centre which

loans materials by mail. A number of education kits are available free

on request. These include "Consumer Centre," a collection of acqui-

sitions lists of films and printed materials; "Money Management", a
collection of booklets and pamphlets on finance, budgeting, credit
law, and related information, as well as a teachers guide; "Advertis-

ing': which consists of a teachers' guide, a copy of the General
Advertising Guidelines, and the Trade Practices Act as well as a pam-

phlet explaining the latter; "Law and the Marketplace", a resource
kit including a teachers' guide, samples of brochures produced by

the Ministry, copies of major Acts related t.) consumer affairs, and

a sample Enforcement Report; and "Reference Materials", a kit contain-

ing samples of Ministry brochures and major Acts administered by the

Ministry, and some materials supplied by the Federal Department of

Consumer and Corporate Affairs. Audio-visual materials P',.o include

productions on money management, and forthcoming presentau on

specific consumer topics. Write the Chief of Education for iurther

information.

PROVINCE OF B. C.
Ministry of Economic Development

315 Robson Square
800 Horgby Street
Vancouv6+, British Columbia V6Z 2C5

Free publications, most directed at the business community, are avail-

able. The B. C. Manufacturers' Directory, which lists all manufactur-

ers in B. C. and their products, and the series, "Doing Business in

B. C.", which provides information on a number of topics (e.g.,,housing

costs, taxation, immigration, B. C. Development Cor-oration to name a
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few) may prove most ueftil although other possibiliti-r, Writ
for a complete list.

PROVINCE OF B. C.
'Ministry of Environment )

Information and Education branch
512 Fort Street

victoria, British Coldmbia V8W 1E6

The Ministry makes available a list of the publications (priced) of
the B. C. Provincial Museum. Most materials concerned with natural
history; a description of the ENCORE environmental studies program;
and d list of free and priced publications available from the Infor-
maulon and Education Branch and from Marine Resources, Fish and Wild-
life, and Public Information. Topics are varied, including natural
h,story, ecology, conservation, pollution control and land use,
among others.

PROVINLE OF B. C.

M!nistry A Forests
Information rvices
14b0 bovernwnt Street
victoria. British Columbia V8W 3E7

The MWf.ly provides accs to a variety of materials, uuluding
pamphlet: 'ForesTalk" (a resource magazine), Forest Service reprints,
fiims, s'idr inows, and booklets. In this latter category i% a ,oluur
filustrated boof titled "The Rmiewable Resource', which describe,' a
fcre-A management prncesf, The photographs and layout crt technically
beautirul Films and slide shows are described in a 1-kt available

tbv :;ervice Information Division Film Library and cin kr
borrowed free of charge (return transportation must be paid for).
Topics covered in all materials include various aspects of forestry,
weather, hypothermia, logging, natural jiistory, fire safety, and
recreation activities. Write for free materials and a list of audio-
vi:a.at presentations.

PkOVINCE Of B. C.

Ministry of Health
Alconot and Drug Commission
Box 21, FO5 West Broadway
V1: v'IL 10

Available from the Commission are numerous, attractively-designed
pamphlets, fact sheets, and posters. Topics include a list of treat-
wt,nt serricr-, lorated in B. C. for alcohol and drug debendency, alcohol
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use and abuse, stress and alcohol, women and alcohol use, cannabis,
psychedelics, solvent inhalation, narcotic analgerics, barbiturates,
caffeine, and alcoholism in the family. Write for the above-listed
free materials.

PROVINCE OF B. C.

Ministry of Labour
Humon ftghts Lranch
5th Floor, International House
880 Douglas Street
Victoria, British Columbia
Telephone: 387-6861

The Human Rights Branch provi.des the following free documents: a

pamphlet on the B. C. Human Rights Code,,the Code itself, a draft
text to accompany the employment guide, and the Annual Report of the
Human Rights Branch. As well, the'Education Officer in the Burnaby

,office (291-7236) can be contacted regarding films related to human
rights.

PROVINCE OF B. C.
Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing
,Lower Mainland Region
1610 Indian River Drive
North Vancouver, British Columbia V7G 1L3
Telephone: 929-1291

The Regional Interpretation and Information Offices disseminates
pamphlets and other printed material on the topics of natural history,
B. C. parks, and outdoor and survival skills. The 154-page book,
"Outdoor Safety and Survival" provides a thorough treatment of the sub-
ject, and is attractively illustrated. All materials are available
free of charge.

PROVINCE OF B. C.
Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing
Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4

Write to the information Officer for a list of publications. Topics

include B. C. Park descriptions and maps, campground maps and rbgu-
lations, wilderness survival, interpretive publications, and natural
history. All are free.
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PROVINCE OF B. C.

Ministry of Provincial Secretary and Government Services
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4
Telephone: 387-6603

The Executive Council, Communications Planning Advisory publishes an
871-page book which details the public access programs of the various
ministries of the provincial government. It is available for purchase
at a cost of $30.00, and is an invaluable tool for instructors and
students in understanding the functions of government as well as in
searching out information for varied purposes.

PROVINCE OF B. C.

Ministry of Provincial Secretary and Government Services
B. C. Provincial Museum
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4

The Provincial Museum should be considered a resource in itself. In

addition, various publications (priced) are available through it,
mostly on the subject of natural history. Write to the above address
for further information regarding exhibits of the Museum, and for a
publications list.

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Ministry of Tourism and Small Business Development
Robson Square
800 Robson Street

Vancouver, British Columbia V6Z 2Z6

The Ministry provides free a maplike pamphlet titled "Pll About Super-
Natural B. C., Canada" which contains comprehensive information about
the Province and travel throughcut'it, e.g., cycling, hostels, muse-
ums, passports and visas, liquor stores, hunting and fishing regulations,
bus services, and much mcra. The magazine, "Beautiful B. C.", pub-
lished quarterly at a cost of $1.00 per issue is a collection of short
articles and numerous colour photographs on travel in B. C. Subscrip
tions are available from 200 Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B. C. V9A 3K9
A motion picture and film library is located at 800 Hornby Street,
Vancouver, B. C. V6Z 2C5 (668-2732). Write for information regarding
rentals, and the free catalogue.
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PROVINCE OF B. C.

Ministry of Transportation and Highways
2631 Douglas Street
Victoria, British Columbia V8T 5A3

Write to the Superintendent's Office for free copies of booklets,
pamphlets and posters. Topics include various aspects of road and
traffic safety. The Ministry also publishes a monthly bulletin that
is available free upon request.

PROVINCIAL EDUCATIONAL MEDIA CENTRE
Ministry of Education, Science and Technology
7451 Elmbridge Way

Richmond, British Columbia V6X 1B8
Telephone: 278-3433

PEMC maintains a library of 16 mm films on various topics which ace
available on free loan to public educational institutions. Write
or telephone for a listing of films available.

PROVINCE OF B. C.
Office of the Rentalsman
Suite 1000, 1050 Pender Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 3Z4
Telephone: 689-0811

The Rentalsman's Office-makes available free of chav.ge "A Guide to
Landlord-Tenant Relations", a pamphlet on the Residential Tenancy
Act, and a copy of the Act itself. The guide and pamphlet are
attractively laid out, and informative.

RECREATION AND FITNESS BRANCH

Ministry of Provincial Secretary and Government Services
S64 Yates Street

Victoria, British Columbia V8W 1K8

The Fitness Branch provides a selection of reports and brochures.
Topics include wilderness survival, hypothermia, B. C. Summer Games
rules (1980), B. C.'s Sport Development Co-ordinator Program, Ama-
teur Sports Fund expenditures, sports and recreation facilities in
Europe, leisure education and employment in B. C., recreational
master planning, and the fitness award program. All are availaL
free of charge upon request.
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REGIONAL DIRECTOR GENERAL
Pacific and Yukon Region
Environment Canada
400-1001 West Pender Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 2M7

Numerous pamphlets, brochures, and fact sheets are available. The
Inland Waters Directorate is responsible for a series titled, "What
Do You Know About Water?", which consists of nicely illustrated,
large-format pamphlets of 6 pages each devoted to the subject of
water in Canada. Comprehension questions accompany each booklet.
The Canadian Wildlife Service's "Hinterland Who's Who" Series is
made up of approximately 60 beautifully illustrated pamphlets, each
describing the life history of a particular Canadian bird or mammal.
The Forest and Fisheries Services publish "Fact Sheets" outlining
specific environmental hazards. Pamphlets available deal with the
following topics: water and air pollution, environmental regulations,
weather forecasting, noise pollution, forests, wildlife, PCB, forest
fire control, acidic rain, phosphates, and conservation activities.
One in particular is exceptionally noteworthy, "A Most Prudent Ark",
a colour pamphlet detailing a government-funded, ecological house/
farm project. The language tends to be a bit technical, but the
topic is interesting. All publications are free upon request.

REVENUE CANADA CUSTOMS AND EXCISE
Pacific Region, Operational Services
1001 West Pender Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 2M8

Pamphlets and brochures relating to Canada Customs regulations and
procedures are available free of charge. The brochure "Travel in
Canada" contains 44 pages of information relating to travel in the
provinces and territories, including traffic signs, time zones,
temperature charts, general weather information, distances between
major cities, transportation and typical fares, Canadian holidays,
firearm and fishing regulations, and a list of maps and charts
available from government sources. Some publications use more
technical language than others.

REVENUE CANADA TAXATION
1166 West Fender Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 3H8

Revenue Canada's Taxation Branch provides, free of charge, a collection
of income tax rulings, interpretation bulletins and information cir-
cular. These are 1-2 page sheets detailing variou, aspects of the
tanadian tax system, ard are very dry reading. However, they will be
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of interest in particular areas of interpretation, and as examples of
government documents.

ST. JOHN AMBULANCE
Provincial Headquarters
6111 Cambie Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V5Z 3B2
Telephone: 321-2651

Although mainly oriented toward the offering of first aid courses,
St. John Ambulance provides printed promotional and training mater-
ials related to safety and first aid. Write or phone the Information
Officer for a promotional materic,1 bulletin, and a supply catalogue
and price list.

SECRETARY OF STATE
Ottawa, Canada KlA 0M5

The office of the Secretary of State provides booklets and documents
on the topic of human rights in Canada. Included among these are
the U.N.'s "The International Covenant on Human Rights and Optional
Protocol", "Human Rights in Canada: A Focus on Racism", the U.N.'s
"Decade for Action to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination 1973-83",
the 1960 Canadian Bill of Rights, a background paper on the history of
the international "Bill of Human Rights", a summary of the Canadian
Human Rights Act and the actual Act, "Prejudice and Discrimination:
A Study Guide", the U.N. Universal declaration of human rights, and
specific U.N. declarations regarding the rights of children, the
handicapped and the mentally retarded. All are available free of
charge. The above-mentioned "Study Guide" includes discussion ques-
tions and a suggested reading list.

SOCIAL PLANNING AND REVIEW COUNCIL OF B. C.
#109-2182 West 12th Ave.
Vancouver, British Columbia V6K 2N4
Telephone: 736-4367

SPARC's library contains information on community resources in the
fields of health, social service, the disabled, community organization-
al development and social policy, and a number of life skills program
curricula for disabled persons. Copies of their newsletter, annual
report and informational brochure are available upon request. Their
publications list includes printed and audio-visual materials on the
elderly, the disabled, children's law, health care, and community
organizing.
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SOLAR ENERGY SOCIETY OF CANADA, INC.
B. C. Chapter
504 Davie Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 2G4

The Solar Energy Society makes available a collection of materidls on
solar energy, including their newsletter, fact sheets on solar heating,
a bibliography on solar energy, a solar directory, and a list of sources
of information. Much of the material is technical due to the subject
matter, but teacher screening of materials could avoid this becoming
a problem. As the society is non-profit, nominal donations are requested.

STATISTICS CANADA USER ADVISORY SERVICES
Main Floor, Alvin Building
1145 Robson Street

Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 1B8
Telephone: 666-3695

Statistics Canada offers no free publications with the exception of the
catalogue of publications, and the pamphlet, "Reference Canada." The
later provides recent (1978) statistics on aspects of the Canadian
population, economy, and social trends. Other materials are inexpen-
sive (usually ranging from under $1 to $2). Write for the utalogue
and pamphlet. Statistics Canada also maintains a reference library
and photocopy facilities which are accessible to the public.

STUDENT SPECIAL SERVICES
Seattle Central Community College
1705 Broadway
Seattle, Washington 98122 ,

The Student Assistance Centre publishes a workbook, "Planning for
College Success", which is used in a general orientation course, and
the following Study Skills pamphlets: "Different Kinds of Tests",
"Using the Parts of a Text", 1'SO4R: How to Read Faster and Remember
More", "How to Read a Math Textbook", "Managing Your Time--Study, Work,
Play", "How to Take a Test", and "How to Give an Oral Report". Probably
the latter are best used as models for teacher-developed local mater-
ials on the same topics as the examples used are sometimes too ad-
vanced for the skill levels of 0-8 students. As well, the pamphlets
are brief (usually no more than 10 pages).

SUPPLY AND SERVICES CANADA

Canadian Government Publishing Centre
Hull, Quebec KlA 0S9
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Supply and Services Canada provides a list of sources of free pub-
lications which is available free upon request. Canadian Government
Publications catalogues listing free and priced publications are
available at $4.00 per issue for the 1979 quarterly catalogues.
Previous years' catalogv2s are similarly priced. Also available are
monthly catalogues at ,6,rt per issue. A subscription including the
annual index is $20 per year. The Government is currently produc-
ing "Subject Lists", annotated bibliographies on a variety of topics.
Write to the Publicity and Promotion Department of Supply and Services
Canada for the latter, or contact an authorized bookstore agent.

SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH
Ministry of the Environment
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4

This government branch provides a map and air photo catalogue (quan-
tities are, however, limited). Separate keys are distributed upon
request. The catalogue contains keys to lithographed maps, minister-
ial maps, and aerial photographs as well as a guide to additiodal in-
formation and services available e.g., forest-cover maps, rockhound-
ing information, staked mineral claims maps, soil maps, and aero-
nautical charts,to name a few).

TEN DAYS FOR WORLD DEVELOPMENT
Room 219-600 Jarvis Street
Toronto, Ontario M4Y 2J6

This "development education" program is sponsored by 5 national
Canadian Christian, Churches (Anglican, Catholic, Lutheran, Presby-
terian and United). The stated goal is "to enable Canadians at the
local level to identify global social, ecoromic and political issues,
to see them within the context of their own lives and to acquire skills
through action to bring about change for more creative human develop-
ment." The program has focussed in the past on a global analysis
of food as a basic human right. Currently, the focus is on making a
living. Write to the above address for further information and
materials.

THIRD WORLD NEWSREEL
160 Fifth Ave., Suite 911
New York, New York 10010

Telephone: (212) 243-2310

Films on minority issues, international affairs, women's issues, labour
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relations, and housing and community organizing. Brochures describ-
ing films on these topics are available free. Third World Newsreel
views films as tools for educat!on, discussion and organization for
action around issues, approaching t'.ese from a cl-ass perspective.
Films are for rental or purchase. hental fees range from $20.00 to
$135.00, $40-50 being typical.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20210

The catalogue, "OSHA Publications and Training Materials", lists pub-
lications (most free) and audio-visual materials (fee for rental or
purchase) are available. Topics include the OSHA 1970 Health and
Safety Act, safety standards for various industries, health hazards
of various industrial substances, safe work practices, and workers'
rights in relation to workplace safety. The catalogue is available
at no charge. It is suggested that access to materials can he
expedited hy contacting the Assistant Regional Administrator for
Training, Room 60023, 909 First Ave., Seattle Washington 98174,
(206) 442-5880.

UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA
District 3: Western Canada and Territories
686 West Broadway, 6th Floor
Vancouver, British Columbia V6Z 1G1
Telephone: 873-3905

The Steelworkers' publications include a safety manual, a manual on
occupational respiratory diseases, meeting rules, a parliamentary law
chart, numerous pamphlets on the history and functioning of the Steel-
wukers' Union, and a pamphlet on employee alcoholism. All are avail-
able free of charge.

UNITED WAY OF THE LOWER MAINLAND
1625 West 8th Avenue
Vancouver, British Columbia V6J 119
Telephone: 731-7781

United Way makes available materials on the subject of family violence.
Two video tapes can be borroded free of charge, or purchased. Subject:
wife battering. The Report of the Task Force on Family Violence, com-
plete with recommendations, can be purchased for $3.00. Two other
publications, "Obstacles to the Identification and Reporting of Child
Abuse" and "Legal Process for Battered Women" are available at a cost 1
of $3.00 and $2.50 respectively. The latter-mentioned publication mdy
be too technical to int?rest the layperson. Write to the United Way
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for fuller descriptions of all of these resources.

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY

2075 Wesbrook Mall
Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1W5

The Museum has recently published a pamphlet titled "To Use and Enjoy",

a section of which lists resources available. These are limited, but

include video presentations as w11 as printed materials, mostly on the

topic of Northwest Coast Indian Culture. Write for a free copy.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LABOR OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM
Institute of Industrial Relations
112rk2ley, California J94720

The LOHP distributes both printed and audio-visual materials on the sub-

ject of occupational health and safety. The four slide presentations

on health and safety on the construction site are for purchase only.

The two films, "Working Steel" and "Working for Your Life" may be

rented as well as purchased. The latter film is a documentary on the

health and safety hazards faced by women workers. Write for a free

list of available materials 3nd pminotional discriptions concerning them.

URBAN PLANNING AID
120 Boylston Street, Room 523

Boston, Mass. 02116

Telephone: (617) 482-6695

Urban Planning Aid is a community resource centre which provides tech-

nical assistance and resource materials to low income groups seeking

to improve their living and working conditions. Its work focusses

on health and safety, media use, and community problems. Available

from UPA are lists of resources on occupatiLnal health and safety, and

on_housing (tenants rights and tenant organizing); a description of

"Community Press Features" (resource materials for community and work-

place publications); a pamphlet describing the work of UPA; and a

description of media publications available (e.g., how to use video

tapes; how to do leaflets, newsletters and newspapers; how to work

in cable t.v., etc.). The materials would be extremely useful in
assisting students in developing organizational and media use skills.

THE VANCOUVLR ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

218? West 12th Avenue
Vancouver, British Columbia V6K 2N4

Telephone: 733-2321
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The VACLD distributes information sheets, books, and leaflets on the
subject of learning disabilities in children. The focus of most of
the materials appears to be perceptual handicaps in children, but
the learning problems of adolescents and adults are addressed in a
few information sheets. The materials directed at parents of learn-
ing disabled children may be of some interest to ABE students. A price
list is available free upon request.

VANCOUVER CHILDBIRTH ASSOCIATION
#256-4664 Lougheed Highway
Burnaby, British Columbia V5C 5T5
Telephone: 291-7427

The Association provides free a pamphlet on the services it offers.

VANCOUVER CO-OP RADIO (102.7 FM)
337 Carrall Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 2J4
Telephone: 684-8494

Co-op Radio maintains an extensive tape library of programmes con-
cerned with a variety of consumer, labour, and community issues. A
current catalogue of tapes is not presently available, but is forth-
coming. Write to be placed on the mailing list. Tapes are for purchase
only, and prices for educational institutions range from $8 for a
15-minute tape to $24 for a 60-minute tape. Prices for members (only
$20 for an individual per year, $52 for a group or organization) are
half those quoted.

VANCOUVER PUBLIC AQUARIUM
Stanley Park
P. O. Box 3232

Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 3X8
Telephone: 685-3364

Most publications cover aquatic life and related topics, and are avail-
abTe at varying costs from the Clamshell store within the aquarium
complex. The Aquarium also publishes a newsletter and journal. Order-
ing information can be obtained from the Assistant Education Curator.

VANCOUVER PUBLIC LIBRARY HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPHS SECTION
750 Burrard Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6Z 1X5
Telephone: 682-5911
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The Historical Photos Section of VPL maintains a collection of more
than 200,000 negatives dealing with all aspects of life in B. C. and
the Yukon from the 1860's to the present. These can be copied for a

fee; a list of prices and regulations can be obtained from the library.

As well, slide sets dealing with early B. C. photographers and subjects
related to B. C. history are available for purchase. Write or phone

for a list of these.

WOMEN MAKE MOVIES. INC.
257 West 19th Street
New York, New York 10011

Telephone: (212) 929-6477

WMM is a film distribution centre committed to the production and dist-
ribution of films directed at women's concerns. Topics include female

prisoners, feminism, women's healthcare, aging, and violence against

women. Films are for purchase or rental. Rental rates range from

$10.00-75.00. Write for a free list and descriptions of films which

are available.

WOMEN"S RESEARCH CENTRE
201-517 East Broadway
Vancouver, British Columbia V5T 1X4

A list of priced publications is available from the Centre. Topics

are related to issues of concern to womn. The Centre also publishes

a pamphlet titled "Women, Inmigration and the Canadian Economy", and

a list of resources for immigrant women in Vancouver. Write for the

above-mentioned materials.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD OF B. C.

5255 Heather Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V5Z 3L8

Telephone: 266-0211

,

Contact the Information Officer for free materials related to the
functioning of the Board and to health and safety on the job. A list

of publications is available, as is a list and description of films

which can be borrowed free from the WCB.
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DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Academic Press
111 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003

Academic Press Canada
School Book Department
55 Barber Greene Road
Don Mills, Ontario M3B 9Z9

Academic Press
(formerly Longman Canada Ltd.)

645 Chapman Avenue
Coquitlam, British Columbia

Academic Therapy Publications
20 Commercial Blvd.
Nouato, California 94947

Addison-Wesley Publishers, Ltd

36 Prince Andrew Place
Don Mills, Ontario M3C 218

Addison-Wesley Publishers, Ltd.

#205-1899 Wellingdon Avenue
Burnaby, British Columbia V5C 511

Allied Education Council
Distribution Centre

P. 0. Box 78
Galien, Michigan 49113

Allyn and Bacon, Ltd.
#2-1336 West llth Ave.
Vancouver, British Columbia V6H 1K8

Amazon Women's Employment Society
(local affiliation: Vanconver Status

of Women--see separate listing)
103-1090 W. 7th Ave.
Vancouver, British CoIumbia

Anansi Press Ltd.

35 Britain Street
Toronto, Canada M5A 1R7
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Avon Books
(division of The Hearst Corp.)

959 8th Ave.
New York, New York 10019

B. C. Civil Liberties Assoc.
207 W. Hastings Street
Vancouver, B. C.

BFA Educational Media
(division of Holt, Rinehart,

and Winston)
2065 West 4th Ave.
Vancouver, B. C. V6J 1N3

barnell-Loft, Ltd.

958 Church Street
Balwin, New York

The Book Society of Canada Ltd.

349 Capilano Road
North Vancouver, B.C. V7R 4H9

Wm. C. Brown Company
2460 Kerper Blvd.
Dubuque, Iowa 52001

R. Bury Media and Supplies Ltd.

2305 West King Edward
Vancowder, B. C. V6L 1T3

Cambridge Book Company

488 Madison Ave.
New York, New York 10022

Canadian Daily Newspaper Assoc.

250 Bloor Street East
Toronto, Ontario M4W 1E7

CanFilm Screen Service Ltd.

9E5 1U.chards Street
Vancouver, B. C. V6B 3C5

Contemporary Books Inc.

180 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60601



Copp Clad< Pitman
517 Wellington St. W
Toronto, Ontario M5Y 1G1

Copp Clark Pitman
Bcx 2010, Main P. O.

Vancouver, B..C. V6B 3P8

Creative Publications
Box 10328
Palo Alto, California

Dell Publishing Co., Inc.
1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
245 East 47th Street
New York, New York 10017

T. S. Denison and Co., Inc.
9601 Newton Ave. S.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55431

Doubleday Canada Ltd.
105 Bond Street

Toronto, Ontario M58 1Y3

Doubleday Canada Ltd.
202-828 Gilford Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6G 2N6

Douglas College
(location: 9260 140th St.Sry)
P. O. Box 2503

Westminster, B. C. V3L 5B2

E.S.L. Core Group
c/o West End YMCA
931 College Street
Toronto', Ontario M6H 1A1

Educational Insights Inc.
20435 Snuthtillman Ave.
Carson, California 90746

Educational Resources Ltd.
776 Royal Oak Avenue
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 4K4

Educators Publishing Service , Inc.
75 Moulton Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Educulture

Audio-Totc.-ial Learn!ng system
P. O. Box 17149

Irvine, California 92713

Follett Publishing npany
(division of Folleo, Corporation)
1010 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Gage Publisning Limited
164 Commander Blvd.

Agincourt, Ontario MIS 3C7

General Publishing Co., Ltd.
30 Lesmill Road

Don Mills, Ontario M3B 2T6

Globe Book Company, Inc.
175Tifth Ave.
New York, New York 10010

Globe-Modern Curriculum Press
200 Steelcase Road East
Markham, Ontario L3R 1G2

Globe-Modern Curriculum Press
6899 Bromley Court
Burnaby, B. C. V5B 4P4

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
752 Third Avenue
New York, New \'ork 100'7

Harper and Row
10 E. 53rd Street
New York, New York 10022

Hayes School Publishing Co., Inc.
321 Pennwood Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Penn. 15221
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Holt Rinehart and Winston of

Canada,'Ltd.
55 Horner Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M8Z 4,X6

'Holt Rinehart and Winston of
Canada, Ltd.
2065 West 4th Avenue
Vancouver, B. C.,V.6,,4 1N3

Houghton Mifflin Company
150 Steelcase Road West
Markham, Ontario L3R 382

Houghton Mifflin Canada Ltd.
1206-1133 Beach Avenue
Vancouver, B. C. V6E 1V1

International Paper Company
Dept. 4, P. O. Box 900
Elmsford, New York 10523

International Reading Assoc.

800 Barksdale Road
P. O. Box 8139
Newark, Delaware

International Telefilm
Enterprises, Ltd.
47 Densley Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M6M 5A8

Jamestown Publishers
P. O. Box 6743
Providence, R. I. 02940

Janus Book Publishers
3541 Investment Blvd.
Suite 5
Hayward, California 94545

Learning Concepts Ltd.
777 Duuro Street
Stratford, Ontario N5A 6T9

Learning Trends
A Div. of Globe Book Co., Inc.
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10010

'Legal Services Commission
Box 12120, 555 W. Hastings St.

Vancouver, B. C.

Leswing Press
P. O. Box 3577
San Rafael, California 94901

Longman Group Ltd.
19 W. 44th Street
New York, New York 10036

M.I.T. Press
28 Carleton Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02142

McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd.
330 Progress Avenue
Scarborough, Ontdrio M1P 2Z5

The Macmillan Co. of Canada Ltd.
70 Bond Street
Toronto, Ontario

The Macmillan Co. of Canada Ltd.
419 Cambridge Way
Port Moody, B. C. V3H 3V1

Mafex Associates, Inc.

90 Cherry Street
Johnstown, Penn. 15902

Charles T. Merrill Publishing Co.
Columbus, Ohio 43216

Methuen Publications
2330 Midland Avenue
Agincourt, Ontario M1S 1P7
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Ministry of Education

Post-Secondary Department
Continuing Education Division
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, B. C. V8V 1X4

Modern Film Rentals
1874 Leslie Street
Dor, Mills, Ontario

Modern Learning Aids Division
c/o Arbor Scientific Ltd.
P. O. Box 113

Port Creait, Ontario

The Movement for Cdn. Literacy
Box 533, Postal Station P
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2T1

National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics

1906 Association
Reston, Virginia 22091

National Textbook Company
8259 Niles Center Road
Skooke, Illinois 60077

New Readers Press
Box 131

Syracuse, New York 13210

North Vancouver School Board
School District #44
Division of Program and Dev.
721 Chesterfield Ave.

North Vancouver, B.C. V7M 2M5

Oxford University Press
70 Wynford Drive

Don Mills, Ontario M3C 1J9

P. A. R. Incorporated
Abbott Park Place-

Providence, Rhode Island 02903

Publications International Ltd.
3841 West Oakton Street
Skokie, Ill. 60076

G. P. Putnam's Sons, N.Y.
200 Madison Avenue
New York 16, New York

Quixote Press
445 West Johnson

Madison, Wisconsin 53703

Random House
400 Hahn Road

Westminster, Maryland 21157

Reader's Digest Educational Div.
P. O. Box 1400

Montreal, P. Q. N3Z 2X4

Reader's Digest Educational Div.
2 - 1226 Homer

Vancouver, B. C.

Red River Community College
Adult Basic Education Department
2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Saskatchewan Newstart
Publications Satellite
P. O. Box 1565

Prince Albert, Sask S6V 572

Gorsuch Scarisbrick
Dubuque, Iowa

Scholar's Choice
4301 Onada Way
Burnaby, B. C.

Science Research Associates (SRA)
707 Gordon Baker Road
Willowdale, Ont. M2H 2S6

Science Research Associates (SRA)
403 Newdale Court

North Vancouver, B. C. V7N 3H3
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Scott, Foresman and Company
1900 E. Lake Ave.
Glenview, Ill. 60025

Setsco Educational Ltd.
567 Clarke Road
Coquitlam, B. C. V3J 3X4

Simon and Schuster
(division of Gulf and Western
Corporation)

Simon and Schuster Building
Rockerfeller Center
1230 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New Yon( 10020

Steck-Vaughn Co.
807 Brazos
P. O. Box 2028
Austin, Texas 78768

Thomas Nelson and Sons
81 Curlew Drive
Don Mills, Ontario M3A 2R1

Thomas Nelson and Sons(Cdn.)Ltd.
108-210 East 6th Avenue
Vancouver, B. C. V5T 1J8

United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Jbiners, Local 452
2806 Kingsway
Vancouver, B. C.

University Associates Pub., Inc.
7596 Eads Avenue
La Jolla, California 92037

Vancouver Community College
Basic Education Department
2750 Oak Street
Vancouver, B. C. V6H 3N2

Vancouver Status of Women
(Natn'l affiliation: Amazon
Women's Employment Society--
see separate listing)
2029 W. 4th Avenue
Vancouver, B. C.

Webster Division
McGraw Hill Book Company
Toronto, Ontario

Westinghouse Learning Press
Sunnyvale, California 94086

World Publications, Inc.
1400 Stierlin Road
Mountain View, California 94043

YWCA of Metro Toronto
571 Jarvis Street
Toronto, Ontario M4Y 2J1
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INTRODUCTION

During the last ten years, librarians have become increasingly aware of
*helr responsibility to provide reading materials and services to adults
with low reading levels. This awareness became shared and expressed at the
following conference which was held at The University of British Columbia inMay, 1979: "New Directions in Library Services for Adult Basic Education: Ar
Invitational Workshop to Expand Cooperative Approaches Among Librarians and
Educators". This conference brought together public librarians, college
librarians, and A.B.E. instructors working in the Province of British Columbia.
Many new doors were opened at this gathering, but of particular value was
the diaftogue that began to take place between these three groups of professionals.

On1e of the problems that was repeatedly expressed was that both A.E.E.
instru tors and librarians look to each other for guidance in finding suitable
leisu e reading materials for adults on lower reading levels. There seems to
be general lack of knowledge as to whether these materials exist, and if so,where.

As a result of this concern, a proposal was made to the Ministry of
Education, Science & Technology for the preparation of a selected bibliography
of leisure reading materials for adults with lower r-iding levels. The
bibliography was to emphasize regional materials as much as possible. This
listing, then, is the product which came out of that proposal.

A few explanatory remarks are in order.

This is roughly a "$500 Collection", intended a:, a beginning collection
for librarians and A.B.E. instructors who wish to be more responsive to the
leisure reading reeds of their adult new r( aders. It is not intended to be
a definitive core collection.

The entries are arranged by hroad category, such as "Riooraphy", or
"tories", and under each cateoory, alphabetically by author.

All books have been checked in the current Canadian Rooks in Print,
and Books in Print, and should, therefore, be available. Prices listed are
from these sources.

The reading grade level is indicated on the light-hand side. -he Fly
Readability Formula was used. This formula uses the readability facters of
sentence length and number of sylllhles in the wordq (i.e., difficulty of
the words). A useful booklet explaining readability formulas is Using
readability; formulas for easy adult mater7als, listed in Appendix III.

The original publisher is listed, and in Ole (ase of materials published in
the U.S. or Cr-Eat Britain, the complete address of the Canadian distributor
is given.

The last category as "Native Indian Materials", and it is here where
there will be the most regi)nal emphasis. It should he noted that this
category is outside of the basic S-)00 cell, tion, as het everyone will have
the need to :,upply Native Indian materials.



There are three appendices. The first appendix lists the major "series

books" for adults and young people with Lower reading levels. This listing

will open up the possibility of hundreds more titles that can be considered

for purchase. The second appendix is a brief listing of books that can be

purchased with cassette tapqs. The third appendix is a list of references

for the instructor and the4ibrarian working in A.B.E.

Several entries have been reprinted, with permission, from other

bibliographies. They are indicated by a symbol at the end of the annota-

tion: * or +. See Appendix III for full bibliographic information on

these bibliographies.

*: Literacy Volunteers of
for Grade Levels 1-8.

America.
1979.

Bibliography of Humanistic Reading

+: Jacaues and Schwartz. Leisure Reading for Adults. 1976.

My thanks go to all of the people who contributed in any way: to my

colleagues, the librarians, at Capilano College, especially Caroline Price,

who originally made the proposal for this project, and Pat Biggins, who gave

me much guidance along the way; to those persons working on the A.B.E.

Curriculum Development Project at U.B.C., especially Shell Harvey; to the

librarians and staff of the Britannia Branch of Vancouver Public Library

and the King Edward Campus of Vancouver Community College, especially Paul

Cook; to the staff in the library at the offices of the B.C. Indian Chiefs

in Vancouver; to those librarians and A.B.E. instructors who took time to

evaluate and give suggestions on the first draft of this bibliography; and

to anyone else who helped in any way.

Judy Ann Vetsch
April, 1980
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BIOGRAPHY

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

CLEMENTS, ZACHARIE J. and LEON F BURRELL
Profiles; a Collection of Short Biographies
Learning Trends - A division of Globe Book Company, Inc.
Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 200 Steelcase Road E.,
Markham, Ontario L3R 1G2

1975
Paperback - 231 pages
$4.95 READING LEVEL: 3-4

Brief interesting biographies of famous people in the United States. Each

selection (three to four pages in length) is followed by vocabulary and
comprehension questions.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

DEVANEY, JOHN
The Bobby Orr Story
Random House of Canada Ltd., 5390 Ambler Dr.,
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1Y7

1973
Hardbound 153 pages
$3.69 READING LEVEL: 6

A biography of the Boston Bruins' star defenseman. Several pages of photographs

at the end of each chapter. Indexed.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:
COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

ELDRED, PATRICIA M.
Barbra Streisand
Creative Education
Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada Way, Burnaby, B.C. V5G 1J4

1975
Hardbound - 31 pages
$4.95 READING LEVEL: 5

The story ot Barbra's struggle from being a poor homely girl in Brooklyn to
making it to the big time. Colour sketches.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

SERIES TITLE:
PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

GRAVES, CHARLES P.
John F. Kennedy; New Frontiersman
Dell Yearling Books
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza,

New York 10017

1965
Paperback - 80 paqes
$1.00 READING LEVEL: 4

An easy to read biography of the late U.S. Elosident. Althcugh written for

children, it will be of inteiest to adults as well. Black and white illtistrations.

Several other titles in the series which may be of interest are Martin Lut_her
King 3r., Abraham Lincoln, Helen Keller, and Thoma_s Alva Edison.

. .

1
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BIOGRAPHY (Continued)_

AUTHOR:
TETTE:

SERIES TITLE:
PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORKAT:
PRICE:

HILL, RANDAL C.

Superstars of Country, Superstars of Pc)c-k, Superstars of
Soul, 3 vols.

Superstars Series
Steck-Vaughn Co
Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue, Burnaby, B.C.
V5J 4K4

1978

Paperback - 92 pages
$3.95 each READINC LEVEL: 7

The biographies are from three to four pages in lenoth. Each biography is
accompanied by two black and white photogfaphs tnd there are compiehension
and vocabulary exercises at the end of thc selection. nese books should
have high appeal for anyone int,-rested in popular music. Several more volumes
have come out in this series: Superstars of Movies/TV Superstars of Sports,

_and Rock Hall of Fame.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

SERIES TITLE:
PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
E MAT:

JACOBS, LINDA

Olivia Newton-John; Sunshine Superairl
Behind the Bright Lights
E.M.C. Corporation
J. M. Dent & Sons (Canada) Ltd., '00 Scarsdale Rd.,
Don Mills, Ontario M35 2R8

1975

Hardbound - 38 pages
$3.50 READING LEVEL: 7

A biography of this English-born singer who became famous in North Amelica
before she ever made her first visit. Photographs on every page.

AUTHOR:
'11TLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:
COPYRIGHT DATE:
-C.RMAT:

KEENAN, DEBRA
On Stage with the Beatles
Creative Education
Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada Way, BIrnaby, B.C. VSG 134
1976

Hardbound - 46 pages
$4.95 READING LEVFL: 6

The history of music's most dazzling rock yxoup - how the giew up, met
each other, and formc: heir unique style. Good coverage of each individual
artist and his special talents, personal data, family relationships, disagree-
ments and final separation. An int(.restina book. *



BIOGRAPHY (Continued)

AUTHOR: KELLER, HELEN

TITLE: The story of my life

SERIES TITLE: Collier Macmillan English Readers

PUBLISHER: Collier Macmillan (Canada) Ltd., 1125 B Leslie St.,

Don Mills, Ontario M3C 2K2
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1964

FORMAT: Paperback - 115 pages

PRICE: $2.00 READING LEVEL: 7

This volume is a slightly abridged and adapted version of Helen Keller's

autobiography. Comprehension questions are found in the back of the book.

Black and white drawings illustrate the story.

AUTHOR: KIESZAK, KENNETH
TITLE: Turning Point; A Collection of Short Biographies

PUBLISHER: Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 200 Steelcase Rd. E.,

Markham, Ontario L3R 1G2

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1971

FORMAT: Paperback - 279 pages

PRICE: $5.00 READING LEVEL: 2-3

Twenty-eight brief biographies of celebrities in all fields: sports, theatre,

politics, government. Each story hinges on a crucial decision-making event

in the person's life. Well illustrated with grammar and comprehension exer-

ceses at the end of each selection*

AUTHOR: KILLILEA, MARIE

TITLE: Karen

PUBLISHER: Dell

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1952

FORMAT: Paperback - 314 pages

PRICE: $1.75 READING LEVEL: 6-7

This well-known story of a young girl with cerebral palsy is told by her

mother. A very inspiring book.

AUTrIOR: MAY, JULIAN

TITLE: Evel Knievel

PUBLISHER: Crestwood House

CANADIAN SOURCE: Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada Way, Burnaby, B.C. V5G 134

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1975

FORMAT: Hardbound - 46 pages

PRICE: $4.95 READING LEVEL: 7

The story of stuntman, daredevil Evel Knievel. The book dwells on his

major jumps. Many photos. *
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RI")GPAPHY (Continued)

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

CANADIAN SOURCE:
cOPYRIGHT DATE:
FOPMAT:
PRICE:

MAY, JULIAN
Phil Esposito: The Big Bruin
Crestwood House

Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada Way, Burnaby, B.C. V5G
1975

Hardbound - 48 pages
$5.95 READING LEVEL: 3

B biographical sketch of a hockey star. F.lack and white photos on every 1.1:3a.
An Interesting story of how Esposito made it from the Pee Wee ranks to the
professional circuit.*

AUTPOR:
TITLE:

SERIES TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
cANADIAN SOURCE:
COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

PAIGE, DAVID
Mary Tyler Moore
Stars of Stage and Screen
Creative Educational Society
Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada Way, Purnaby, B.C. V5C
1977
Hardbound 30 pages
$5.50 READING LEVEL: 8-9

A biography of Mary Tyler Moore who has won several Fluirlys for her televis)or
series.

40THOR:

TITLE:

POBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:
COPYRIGHT DATE:

SCHMITZ, DOROTHY CPUDIRS
Muhammad Ali: the greatest
Crestwood House
Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada hdy, Bu:naLy, B.C. V50 1J4
1977
11-irdbound - 47 pages

$6.95 PFADING LIVEL:

c.ory tells of the rise to fame by this fr t cui thL It:,
qualities he needed to reach this fame. Many photo(jlaphs.

IOR

T TT! r

PUBLISHER:

CANADIAN SOJRCE:

"COPYRIGHT DATE:
teLmAT:

SURGE, FRANK
Western lawmen
The Ikmeri( dr Wpct c(ries

Fearon Puhlishers
Copp Clark Pitman, 517 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ontario

M5V 1G1
1969

Palwrl-dok - plocs
$3.95 ;,0 rINr, n!:VFL: 4

r,f a three-volume qeriec of bioc;rdphical :;],etchk.s of fomous Western 11-17.ci$

1 e41uned to intete,st slew or reluctont rAders, this boo), cuntains sketches of
mPri, womr.n ,,r10 of cod ouys" inc111Thipl trio PlnIsertons, the r. NIs

P.inners, Hickok and Caloqity 1ine, nd l;oy in. ix, ellent photoqi.Aphs
ond pr,nts Illuctrate thc,
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BIOGRAPHY (Continued)

AUTHOR: SURGE, FRANK
TITLE: Western Outlaws
SERIES TITLE: The American West Series
PUBLISHER: Fearon Publishers
CANADIAN SOURCE: Copp Clark Pitman, 517 Wellington St. West, Toronto,

Ontario M5V 1G1
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1969
FORMAT: Paperback 54 pages
PRICE: $3.95 READING LEVEL: 4

Part of a three-volume series of biographical sketches of famous Western heroes
designed to interest slow or reluctant readers, this book contains fourteen .

sketches of outlaws and outlaw bands. Two-colour prints and intriguing photo-
graphs illustrate the stories.+

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
SERIES TITLE:
PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:
COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

TAYLOR, PAULA
Elvis Presley
Rock 'n Pop Stars Series
Creative Education
Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada Way, Burnaby, B.C. V5G 1J4
1978
Hardbound - 31 pages
$5.50 READING LEVEL: 8

A biography of the biggest selling record artist of all time, stressing his
rise to fame as a singer. Water colour illustrations; attractive format.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

WAYNE, BENNETT, ed.
Women Who Dared to be Different
Garrard Publishing Co.
Thomas Nelson & Sons (Canada) Ltd., 81 Curlew Dr.,

Don Mills, Ontario M3A 2R1
1973

Hardbound 168 pages
$5.20 READING LEATL: 4

Piographies of four women who opened new doors for women. Here are the
exiting life stories of Nellie Bly, a newspaper reporter; Annie Oakley,
(ne of the finest marl:smen of her day; Maria Mitchell, one of the first
v,olran astronomers; and Amelia Earhart, whose flying adventures became known
all over the world. Illustrated throughout with photograrhs. Indexed.

410
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rAN4DIANA

AUTHOR: ANGUS, TERRY and SHTRLEY WHI9E
TIME: Canadians All - 2
P;r,LISHER: Methuen Publications, 2:00 Midland Ave.,

Agincourt, Ontario MIS 1P7
.'oPYRIGHT DATE: 1979
FOPJiAT l'aperack - 112 pages
PRICE. $4.95 READING 1,EVEL: 10

shor t Iii1uz aphi es, ( ch about Olree paq(5, in b /loth, of Clnadians 410'
a11 wa1ks (.4 life. Men and worm_!ri arc reptcnttd of ;no

',ore :arOus persons represanted are Leona'd rohen, ko 'old, h-nty
'4orr,an Bethune, and Margaret Lam-trice. Tio.!re are (01Titlitn,-,ton Tiestions at
the end of edch selection. A very interes,tinq 1.1)ok.

AM IP %P.:

CI 11.1 :

r' 1 ATI :

'0R1-1/VI:

110:WELL, WINNIAM et al, eds.
cto.,,sroads I & 11

Van Nosttand r'elnhold Ltd., 141u vtichmount Rd.,
Scarho/ouon, ow,Ltio 2E1

1979

:lperhack v. 1 - 132 pages, v. 2 - 1/5 i4toes
.95 1,i,VEL: 7

Vellir'S With d wide ,:election of Canad,an pli.MS and song',

le/ t tons ale t,nort and al / anoed by vat-lolls t : it s , -->L1ch as nature,

Ti(is , dreanss , t Fach theme is inLio.11,ced by a photo e,--say. Many of
he sc1,-, I( >its .11( taken front: novels and (2, ayr, w:.t( h !Tay ltru eura(:e

..111 nt s to r t io inal work. :..at it Wi 155. .) e nted. An

lit 4._ x ,t lng (,e1(-t 14'n.

iqx hANAN, K.

rhe bio Count ry

T,akeside Photo Studios, 1443 ' ii. , WI 11,71,-; 1,=1! ,

19 / 3

.r'aperback - 40 pages

$2.95 I NG LI 7

t o., lqh t^ ( 01 Ulnl Ild 111, 1.

.> rtt 1 it t van ()US 1 t44: urs 11( I r ,N) I lu.
'43 'rt. y Fra(ei River.

CARR, EMIL?
"ITNE: Flee Wyck

Clarwin ik )110 " ,11 r , Tts1 t).1t OP" '1110 14..(

'1k p,r; r rtt,TE: 11141

111 t.

PI( L. $ 25 N, ; !,\.,; r) -6

W4.11(.:11 in( ant., rj'I 1,1 ilt, Ii p :4( /I I liVv'k i'V-;t Wil,ins
. t cat t ,1)1 1,' 1 ,) t 1 lii 1 t. i 2 I ilt nt I 11'; Ind

\rill I (,s. '.'h(-,(.7.1 0 not '0,tr t .,e



C:tNADIANA (7ontinued)

AUTHOR: GRI:FITHS, BUS
TITLE: Now \ou're Logging
PUBLISHER: Harbour Publishing, Box 119, Madiera Park, B.C.
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1978
FORKAT: Hardbound - 119 pages
PRICE: $15.95 READING LEVEL: 5

Segments of this pictorial novel have been published in the Raincoast_Chionicles.
It is the story of two young loggers working in a camp during the thirt ,es.
Great detail is given to the methods and mchines of logging during this era.
Nearly,every other page has a mini-glossary of logging jargon.

AUTHOR: HANCOCK, DAVID A and DAVID STIRLING
TITLE: Birds of British Columbia
PUBLISHER: Hancock House Publishers, 3215 Island View Road,

Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1979
FORMAT: Paperback - 68 pages
PRICE: $4.95 READING LEVEL: 9

Although the reading level is at grade nine, the book is predominantly
_ictorial and can be appreciated for that. About half of the photographs are
in colour.

AUTHOR: JOIMSTON, GORDON
TITLE: It Happened in Canada
PUBLIHER: Scholastic-TAB Publications Ltd., 123 Newkirk Rd.,

Richmond Hill, Ontario L4C 3G5
COPYRIGHT D4TE: 1977

FORMAT: Paperback - unpaged
PRICE: $1.00 READING LEVEL: 7-3

"Hundreds of amazing facts, events, and experiences told in lively cartoon
drawings." And these things happened in Canada.

'AM

'i TLE :

r'UST I SH R:
r(DFR I 'ROM :

COPYRIGHT DATE:
r'ORMAT:

KUREIEK, WILLIAN
Kurelel,'s Canada

7'aqurian Press Ltd., Toronto
MacMillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 70 Bond St.,

Toronto, Ontario M513 1X3

1978

Paperbark 127 1..ages

SS.95 RFA0INO LEVEL: 7

Ku'etek gives us his perohal view of Canada through his words and his
pai%tings. One of his colourful, joyful paintings appears on every other

and in them,,elv, make 11;0 Loo.k worthwhile. The ext is in large type.



''ANAD:ANA

AOTHOR: KURELEK, WILLIAM
Lumberjack
Tundra NAAS of Muntreal

FROM: Wm. Collins Sons & Co. Canada Ltd., 100 ..,11.1 Rd.,
Dc.,n Mill:), Ontario M33 2'15

L1A1t:: 1974

P,iptrLo-k - 40 Itojc's

6

A ilt!:qction of 1 ife in a .:(inacliun 1ueber pl di ent;
five ! tunning full-1 age paintinys by Willi im Kurt.lfik, onv uf Canada's in:
dia, inyut,Thed painters. Drawing on his mkriorioS and t-:4W1 At Ait s whc-n
a Ic_inti 1uito tck in Chi. Lanailan Y'irv1tJ. J 1,c :, a way of llfe

LS V Z1: U.-. I ;:tli r x kut ia I of. 1,., I book.*

I''LF-

1.3B1:1aHLR:

k*, 11T .

2-L :00AT:

z E.

LEGGET, ROBERT F.
Canadian Pailways in Pictuies
Douylas & McIntyre Ltd., 1B/5 WhI1 St.,
North Vancyver, Pritish Ni/i 1137

1977

nordbAlnd - Of, :ai2ts

'fl4.95 'r\r.1,: 11-12

118 :lack and whitt. photographs of si.,me of the ino,,t drcU, Cid Ins in
I p ro)h is ulolaLied by a hi tof 11' u 0 h thv r

IN
L t la,_0(.1 I ...11,1 S 1.42.1 1 1,0 ,I,t' t'

AU1HOR:

.

; RICE.

Mc.ARLANE, LrSLIE
E'now 7:c11.41::

Jue 1 ,4:;1. i n ,

Cla'arlo MIS UI
19/6

1_7 paces
$1.50

Z , 1'( It ,

51N,, I - 6

A tt_ L \ oly. f W

r, A 4 ,11,! -",3
. C Ia a :la. ,*,11iJa21dla ',AL.

1 t. t :

" 1T:

MI1CHI:LL, W.O.

:uke nd the Kid
!-!ticrni 1,-±n co. cf td. 70 n I t . ,

( ix

14)74

ai eria.-k 1A4 p-vies

T.: 7
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'%;..DIANA (ContIn)c-d)

AUrHOR: MITCHELL, WILLIAM O. Illustrated by William Fur-,lok

TME: Who has seen the wind
PUSTISHER: Macmillan Co. of Canada Itd., 70 Bond Stioet, Torcnto M5B 1X3

COPYRIGHT PATE: 1973

F%RMAT: Hardhoand 301 !.iges

IRICE: S2.95 R.:ADING LPVFL: 7

Anyone who grew up on the prairies will enloy this story whichhas 1 ,comr,
a Canadian clas-ic. This edition is particularly app-aling with a lo..je
type size and illustrations by the Canadian prairie artist, William Furelek.

AUTHOR: MONTERO, GLORIA
TITLE: The Immigrants
PUBLISHER: James Lorimer & Co. Pub.

ORDER FROM: Clarke Irwin & Co. Lta., Clarwin House, 791 St. Clair Ave. W.,
Toronto, Ontario MOO net

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1977
FORMAT: Hardbound 222 pages

PRICE: $12.95 READING LEVEL: 5

This is a book of short conversations wich immigrants across Canada. They

talk about their work, their families, why they crime here, and what they have

found here. The language is very natural and easy to read.

AUTHOR:

1!-RiES

tUBLISHF,R:

copYFIGHT DATE:

r'CR.MAT:

ROSLMARY
Fmily C,rr
The Cana,:ians
Fit:henry and Whiteside Ltd., 150 Lesmill Rd.,

Don Mills, Ontrio M3B 2T3
1975

1-,apt:rba-k 61 pages

$3.00 IJ:VEL: 6-7

A hioural,ny of the 1 loved Rritish Columbian artist, F,mily Carr. Black and

white illustrations throughout. One of a series of laperbacks on famous

civhadians,

AlICHC)R:

iTHLISHER:

FF6M:

c')PYPIC,HT:

1PICE:

%AvAi:MA,
A Child in Prison Camp
Tundra Rooks Inc.
William Collins F(,ns & Co. Conada Ltd., 100 Lesmill Rd.,

Don Mills, Ontario M3P :T5

1971

Paperl,ack 63 pa,:es

$3.95 RI-ADING LEVFL: 3

This ,,tor) tolls, from the po,nt of view of a y)ung Jacauese Canadian girl,
how hr,r fam)ly live-d their pars of intornnent during World War TI. Although

he tells lwr ,tory in a vory matter-of-fa(t way, the nador all6ays has an

.1areness of the strLlyl. s and degra,ling cit,'umtanees th,it htr 1,irents had

to live through. Eight pages of her own watercolours.
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FRAI., IN TERE ST_ . _
AUTHOR: ADLER, IRVING
TITLE: etroleum
Pt,10.1';HER: John Day
:!`:^1ADIAN cOURCE- Fitzhenry & Whiteside Ltd , 150 nih 1 lid.

Pon Mill E., On tax io M3E4 211"2
COPYRIGHT: 1-375
FORMAT. 9ardhound

$6 fA9 5

The story of pc troleum, i ts by-producys of oi 1 , o s, and 'he, and4tc. 1,;es. Explains why petroleum is in the Parth, Low it .xfidcted, anCthr, problems involved, i .e., pol ut ion and the di no ,tin Iy. =xcel lOnit'a-k and whi to d i hot .mTis i 1 I us t rat ions.

4UTH,+:
1

FROM:
COPYRR;HT ft4TE:
vORMAT:

AILAN, TOM
Pharaohs and Pyramids
Hayes Publishing Ltd., uurlinc,ton, nntario
S1cholars Choice, 4307 Canada Kly.,
1977
aperbartk pauf,s

52.95 Nt; vi : 5

TH!.: book is one ot a series wr i t tt.n for ct,11,1r..,i, hut
err st to ddult s Predominant ly 1,1(1 ori , th Tc (1( LI 1 f apt ),>ns
1 a i i nu the ( ve: qct.nes of fromer :rws

RY, liFA
1111,t : lut ern
tVtil t Eft.R: 11( W F-sts

ADP\ g. ,)t11 r-c!ucat ional ur c i,
Lf,TE:

RJrn11,y, P.C. %",1 41.1

1970

-1:,erkick 11 t15 It.
S1.00

((.t '.'t S ..nt ti ion f I li_ CA( (

-1-14`r rawo. (,r I r , rt-) C. r , 1 t ,it. I ('S t'T ,1t t S

n (55-!t. r.1 -try 1 el k

rtrroR:
1111F:

f ="1 '7 ;
'4* I t.

('

;

M%N"
Croihot

1 I 3 .1

' Ick 1 '07
1975

atd1 - r.toor.

t I

)1N , 1.f \ f'1. 1

11 1 si

' ' rc 5

N.C.

';')!1\! ; 1, Vci,: 7

st.

`.011 '; ;fit). t t- 10;1, t it )5's ,11- 1111 .11,1(' 1)/- ('111 Ci '

y v.311 '11,1 ., i '; 1
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GENERAL INrEREST (Continued)

AUTHOR: BURGER, JOHN R and LEWIS GARDNER
TITLE: Children of the Wild
PUBLISHER: Julian Messner
CANADIAN SOURCE: Musson Book Co., 30 Lesmill Rd., Don Mills, Ontario M3B 2T6
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1978
FORMAT: Hardbound - 125 pages
PRICE: $7.29 READING LEVEL:

A collection of true stories and legends concerning children who wtcc
by animals. Includes accounts concerning the wilc.7, boy of Aveyron, twc girls
raised in a wolf den, and a boy reared by a gazelle...*

AUTHOR: CARMICHAEL, CARRIE
TITLE: Bigfoot: Man, Monster, or Myth?
PUBLISHER: Macdonald-Raintree Canada, Suite 406, 2030 King St. E.,

Hamilton, Ontario L8K 6C1
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1977
FORMAT: Hardbound - 48 pages
PRICE: $7.95 READING LEVEL: 3

An investigation into the existence of the legendary creatures that are said
to have inhabited the northwestern states and British Columbia for hundreds
of years. Book will appeal to lovers of the supernatural. Large typeface;
good quality paper. Several colour photographs and drawings. *

A'JTHOR: CHRIST, HENRY I.
TITLE: The World of Sports, Books I & II

PUBLISHER: Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 200 acelcase Road E.
Markham, Ontario L3R 1G2

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1975, 1977
FCRMAT: Paperbound - 184 :ages
PRICE: $4.24 each READING LEVEL: 4-5

Short stories about athletes and their sports. Questions on vocabulary,
(omprehension ard inference with each selection. These books will be of imtcrest
to anyone who likes sports.

AUTHOR: ENGLISH, BETTY LOU
TITLE: Women at their Work
PUBLISHER: The Dial Press
CANADIAN SOURCE: Doubleday Canada Ltd., 105 Bond St., Toronto, Onti:,o b Y3

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1977

FOMAT: Hardbound 48 pa,los

TRICE: $6.95 READINC, LEVEL:

Twenty-one women dicuss the work they do. We meet a judge, a jockey, a Pabbi,

a carpenter, and others. The women relate briefly the incidents in their
lives that 1,rought them to ,heir k1(.!upationc. Illustrated by photographs.

11
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GENERAL IN:EREST (Con t inuea)_

AUTHOR:
rITLE:

PUBL.!

r`ORMAT

.)R10E:

GIBSON, WILLIAM
The Miracle Worker
Bantam Books of Canactd, tr Ave

Toronto, Ontar'io 1N5
1)60

Pape.i.ack 12R i,dICS

$1.50 J. r L I L : 6

r ..ir arria I 1 t v,. -' t ,
iscl ler from th,..2 awful prison of etrna1 ; .yncc

rHOR:

'OPYPIUH': I

.:ORMAT:

111,14rOcK, DAVIP
Ad /en ture Wi 1.,i,42 es

:ock P
7nicht on, S.0 \:3:- IMO

1970
Paperback - 40 p09-s
$2.50

bi )10'41,-0_ ,urri ft; # lvel tl-tt s.; t. I.,.1
eagles. "any of tne hahxs or. tills Li rd ,-,,t Ii , .tnd 11J "t"'",,0"ed .

\I,;rtICR: HILL, THOMAS A.
()],it_ri

P .'tr,1 n 1:-,1t
crc1 >r t-d , 1,

t2OPYP1G9T I 1978
FORmAT: Aarlb.":Qnd - 7-3 s

re,14. t. for r, z ;-,ts 1 'r ac
s best ',kr) r,,rf 5: urrny Pnyors,

,1.1-it< Many photouran.ns of - ertit iv 'pas i c -,tars, and bt
1.-7,count ot h'i.t cat (--ers. Back m-Ittor inc u -,t t,d toning" (I,. t-

)c b,o1:s n tile count r, And) , .1!)? a
f rd: t a 1- ,

- r-

;

)T,i.'F: JANES, IDWARD C.
'1'1 iE : whon Yen Panty d r;oI r, be 1.

Gar rard Pub.
:AnADIAN SIWRCEt T1oras 1.1e1sSon F Iris (n tda) d. , .% .,, I w Dr. . ,

Don 11,11:- , c,r1t ,1/ Lc.; M A, ',141

\ !-(1,Pr tf,f3

JMAT: Hat dl,ound
r:L.: 5

A : i e t ,.,I In Y,c1 h on I hc

Klondike. ls f torn hi.inq, -ry-tal i7in-1, and t act kia1 n ni nq are
i.t t,(t. iti <. t )11 t t k

12
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GENERAL INTEREST (Continued)

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

LAWLESS, JOANN
Mysteries of the Mind
Macdonald-Raintree Canada, Suite 406, 2030 King St. E.,

Hamilton, Ontario L8K 6C1
1977

Hardbound - 48 pages
$7.95 READING LEVEL: 6

This book looks at a variety of phenomena such as telepathy, psychic
healing, ESP, and predicting the future. *

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

SERIES TITLE:
PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:
COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

MAY, JULIAN
The Olympics
Sports Classics
Creative Education
Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada Way, Burnaby, B.C. V5G 1J4
1975
Hardbound - 47 pages
$8.95 READING LEVEL: 8-9

A description of the Olympic games from their 1:seginning in Olympia, Greece,
in 776 B.C. to the present time. Illustrated.

AUTHOR:
TITLE: Multicultural Festival BooklEts
PUBLISHER: Crabtree Publishing Co. Ltd., 91 Noltonville Drive,

Agincourt, Ontario MiT 2G9
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1980+
FORMAT: Leaflets 8 pages each
PRICE: $15.00 peT year READING LEVEL: 4-6

Festivals of Japan is one in this series of multicultural booklets of which
there are eight issues each year. Il this booklet there is a Japanese legend,
orticles on the various festivals in Japan and how they are celebrated, and
a description of a kimono and how to put one on. Another series by this
publisher is the "Milticultural Country Booklets" which are similar in format
to the festival booklets.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

SERIES TITLE:
PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

NEERING, ROSEMARY
Gold Rush
Growth of a Nation Series
Fitz;;:nry & Whiteqide Ltd., 150 i.csmill Rd.,

Don Mills, Ontario M3B 2T5
1974
Paperback - 74 pages
$4.00 READING LEVEL: 7-8

This book trd,,-s the events of the California gold rqsh and the British
columbia gold ru,-,h. Includes excerpts from a gold mtner'r, almanac, some
poems, and a list of items to take to the yoldfields. There 1_, a glossary
in the back, as well as maps, appealing illustrations, and some photographs.

13
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GENERAL INTEREST (Continued)

AUTHOR: C1SEN, JAMES
TITLE: ) Ttis is Your Body
PUBLISHER: New Readers Press
CANADIAN SOURCE: Educational Resourt_as, 7786 Royal i'ak Avenue, Burnaby, B (

V5J 4K4
COPYRIGHT DATE1 1976
FORMAT: Paperback - 64 pages
PRICE: $2.95 READING IEVEL: 2

A discussion of the human body and its systems. large type is used, ahd th,-rr_
are black and white illustrations throughout. The book lacks attractivenes,
out gives correct information at an elementary level.

AUTHOR: S'IEWIG, JOHN W.
TITLE: Sending Messages
eUbLISHER: Houghton Mifflin Canada Ltd., l',o :tee:, a ,,2 Rd. W.

Markham, Ontario E3P 1132
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1978
FORMAT: Hardbound - 64 pages
eRIcE: $6.95 READING LEVEL: 7

An interesting description of how communication occnts on the non-verhal
level. Picturec; illustrate how dance.rs, conductors, mimes, the blind, p0
11,..evIcn, etc. cortmantate via actions or special tek,hniques. *

AUTHOR: W1GGINTON, ELIOT, ed.
7ITLE: The Foxfire Book
PUBLISHER: Doubleday Canada Limited, 105 !ud t., Tor()nto, Ontario

M5B lY1
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1972
FORMAT: Taperback - 384 pages
PRICE: $4.95 RIADING IEVtL: 8-9

This hook, subtitled "hogdressing; loy caLin building, mountain crafts aod
foods; planting by the signs; ,nake lore; hunting tales; faith healing;
moo,shining; and other affairs of plain living" Lontairs 13 Illustrated 1 s,

oieces -- most of fhe_m from Foxfite magazine, a pallmeat ion in,ented and pr.
duced by a group of high school students in i.opalachma. The articles, some
written by relatives and (Abet community ft..,,'oent , m. wi.+ten by tlk -ta,

themselves, are beautifully illu:itteiteo with bla(k ,nd whir,, photograelli, anu
drawings. There are four subsequent Poxfire volume,,.+



LIFE SKILLS

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

BONTRAGER, FRANCES M.
Can You Give First Aid?
New Readers Press
Educational Rer,ources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue

Burnaby, B.C. V53 4K4
1969
Paperback - 32 pages
$1.00 READING LEVEL: 3

What to do before the doctor comes. Covers all aspects of basic first aid
with review questions at the end of the book. Black and white illustrations.

AUTHOR:

TITLE:
PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

THE BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH BOOK COLLECTIVE
Our Bodies, Ourselves: a Book By and For Women, 2nd ed.
Simon & Schuster
Monarch Press, A Division of Simon & Schuster,

3547 Bathurst St., Toronto, Ontario M6A 2C7
1976
Paperback - 383 pages
$4.95 READING LEVEL: 9

This book by, about, and for women has evolved from an early attempt to write
"in concert" an authoritative monograph on women and their anatomy to what is
one of the most comprehensive, provocative, definitive, honest and highly
readable books ever published on women as people...+

AUTHOR: CONANT, ROGER
TITLE: Drugs: Facts for Decisions
PUBLISHER: New Readers Press
CANADIAN SOURCE: Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue,

Burnaby, B.C. V5J 4K4
COPYR1 'HT DATE: 1971
FORMAT: Paperback - 32 pages
PRICE: $2.50 READING LEVEL: 5

rIcts about drug problems, what drugs do, and why people take drugs. The
chapter on drugs and the law is U.S. oriented. Illustrated.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SoURcE:

c(,.PYRIGHT DATE:

1.0mMAT:

COOK, CHERI
Using the Telephone
New Readers Press
Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue, Burnaby, B.C.
V5J 4K4

1978

Paperback - 48 pages
$1.50 READING LEVEL: 4-5

nts it,r(qt,dtion nn u,;ing the telephone dite(tory, using a business phone,
telephone louitehy, :,undinq telegrams, ,:na 1:ro. Illustrated by black and white
photographs.
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LIFE SKILLS (Continued)

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:

FORMAT:
PRICE:

COOK, CHERI
Writing to Others
New Readers Press
Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue,
Burnaby, B.C. V5.3 4K4

1975
Paperback - 48 pages
$1.50 READING LEVEL: 5

Covers personal letters, invitations, business letters, job application letters,
and public announcements. Clear, easy to understand instructions with concrete
examples.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

DAY, NANCY RAINES
Help Yourself to Health
New Readers Press
Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue,

Burnaby, B.C. V53 4K4
1979
Paperback 80 pages
$2.95 READING LEVEL: 5

An introduction to preventive health care and taking le,,ponsibility for
your own health.

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:

PRICE:

ELRICK, THOMAS F. and LESLEY WYLE
Forms in Your Life
Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 200 Steelcase Ruad E.,

Markham, Ontario I3R 1G2
1976
Paperback Workbook - 89 pages

$4.00 READING LEVEL: 5-6

Practice and direction in fillin out twenty-two Canadian forms, such as,
application for a personal chequiric account, application for family alluwance,
application for a union membership, etc:

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

GREATSINGER, CALVIN et al.
Practice in Survival Reading, .5,doks 1-8

New Readers Press
Educational Resources, 7786 Royal nak Avenue,

Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1K4
1975 - 1979
Workbook
$1.50 cach READING I,EVFL: 3-7

This series )f workbooks presonts exerci-;es in interpotiny simide Eichine
directions (;uch as vending machines); exercis in ica( ing labols,

instructions; and exercises in using the daily rww,5paper and babic refeience

books.

'it)tj
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LIFE SKILLS (Continued)

kUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

KOSCHNICK, KAY
Having a P,by Series
New Readers Press
Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue,
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 4K4

1975

Pamphlets each has from 20 - 30 pages
$3.00 for the set READING LEVM: 5

There are six booklets in this series, treating such topics as pregnancy,
prenatal care, giving birth, care of the baby, and the unwed mother.
Illustrated by photographs and drawings.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGPT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

KOSCHNICK, KAY and STEPHEN LUDWIG
The World of Work
New Readers Press
Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue,

Burnaby, B.C. V5J 4K4
1975.

Paperback 48 pages
$2.95 READING LEVEL: 6

Discusses such topics as finding out where the jobs are, jobs for special
people, applying for a job, unions, etc. Illustrated by photographs.

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRICHT DATE:
FORMAT:

PRICE:

MILLFR, N:kNCY GRIDLER
Managing Your Money
New R(aders Pres
Educational Resources, 7786 I,oyal Cak Avnue,

Rurnaby, P.C. V53 4K4
1979

PaperLack 64 pa(:es

$'.25 READING LEVFL: 5

P -,elf-help guide to budgeting, purchasing goods and services, and other
'opics on mc,ney minagement.

!4"PituR:

PUPLIFMR:
C=.NADIAN L'CROE:

YRIf,dT PATE:

iRIcE:

0/VIES, ,TEAN

MdIntalnIng Your Car
New Roader Press
rducational Resources, Ii8C, iloyal Oak i\vnue,

Eurnaldy, V5J 11:4

1(179

ick idlos
2.95 PEADING LINEL: 5

xp1,1 irp; t v r rt, of ,t r and how } )11 pract rrevent lye

milni 011 11, t c) ir ,ir In ,1-"d running order.

3
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LIFE SKILLS (Continued)

AUTHOR: STEIN, WENDY
TITLE: Becoming a Car Owner
PUBLISHER: New Readers Press
CANADIAN SOURCE: Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue,

Burnaby, B.C. V5J 4K4
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1976
FORMAT: Paperback - 64 pages
PRICE: $2.95 READING LEVEL: 6

General information for the consumer on many aspects of buying and owning a
car. Some of the topics are shopping for a car, paying for a car, keeping the
car in good running order, and more. Illustrated by drawings and black and
white photographs.

AUTHOR: TURNER, RICHA.RD H.
TITLE: Real, Experiences; Language in Everyday Use, Books 1 & 2
PUBLISHER: Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 200 Steelcase Road E.

Markham, Ontario L3R 1G2
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1975, 1977
FORMAT: Paperback - 118 pages
PRICE: $4.50 each READING LEVEL: 4-5

Short dialogoes (one to two pages each) which illustrate a real life >;.peri,,nce.
L.,ome of these are filling ont a time sheet, making a 1ong-distance call,
reading an insurance policy, etc. Vocabulary and comiTehension (xercies
are at the end of each story.

AUTHOR: UDVARI, STE-PHEN S.
TIME: Family Devlopment Series
PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn (:o.
CANADIAN SOURCE: Educational Iesources, ;7b6 jak Avenue,

Buraby, B.C. V5: 4'4
COPYRIGHT LATE: 1978
FORMAT: Paperkack @ 80 palcS each
PRICE: $1.86 each ;rU)ING LEVEL: 4-6

Ten Illustrated volumes with four 1,a;1c th mes:
:thout You

1) Becoming a more rjfective esori
2) Understanding Your-,elf

About You and Others
1) Communicating with Others
2) Working with ()fliers

3) Your Family
Ahout Yogr Home

1) Buying (uides
2) Family Mnry Managemnt

Hcalth, rafety, i anitation
"khogt 'our cc lanity

1 7.0 nq 3 Info? ;r).d t n
re Go, Who 1 0 'we, 0

The are r.F., in rontent and will t'l,,Iefre 1,4ve

18
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NOVELS-

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:
COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:

PRICE:

BRADLEY, STEVE
The Candy Man
Fearon Pitman Publishers
Copp Clark Pitman, 517 Wellington St.W., Toronto, Ont. M5V 1G1
1977

Paperback - 60 pages
$2.50 READING LEVEL: 2

One in the series "Bestellers" - high interest novels written for adults. This
particular novel takes place in New York City where what starts out as a
pleasant holiday turns into a nightmare atop one of the city's skys,:rapers.

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

BURDICK, EUGENE and HARVEY WHEELER
Fail-Safe
Bowmar-Noble
Thomas Nelson & Sons (Canada) Ltd., 81 Curlew Dr.,
DorAills, Ontario M3A 2R1

1962
Paperback - 125 pages
$1.00 READING LEVEL: 7

An abridged version of a terrifying account of a global "accident" that is
all too possible.

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

GUEST, JUDITH
Ordinary People
Ballantine I-;ooks of Canada, 5390 Ambler Dr.,

Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1Y7

1976
Paperback - 263 pages
$2.25 READING LEVEL: 5

This is the story of 17-year-old Conrad Jarrett, just returned home after
eight months in a mental institution following a suicide attempt. he must
construct a new self, a new life. His parents, too, must deal with this new
reality. They have always thought of themselves as "ordinary people" and now
rust deal with an extraordinary new set of cirm:stances.

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:

PRICE:

KtUGER, RUTH and PEGGY MANN
The Secret Ship
Doubleday Canada TAmited, 105 Bond St., Toronto, Ont. M5B 1Y3
1978
ardbound - 136 'ages

$5.95 READING LEVEL: 3-4

This hook is the true, (.,citing, suspenseful story of one of the mis,;ions of
a secret rescue organization called Mossad. Mossad's purpose was to rescue
Jews from Europe and its 1( aier was a beautiful young woman. It contains
imich convorsation and th(refore makes for edsy reading. Any,one who likes

adventure, history, or spy stories will like this hook. *
A true story adapted from The Tast_Escape.
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NOVELS (Continued).

AUTHOR: LONDON, JACK
TITLE: The Call of the Wild
PUBLISHER: Harmony Rooks, One Park Avenue, New York 10016
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1977
FORMAT: Hardbound - 126 pages
PRICE: $4.95 READING LEVEL: 8

This is an interesting edition of t-his classic story, as it is illustrated
by photographs which were taken on location during the filming of the story
for television.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
PUBLISHER:

COPYPIGHT rATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

O'DELL, St:OTT

Island of the Blue Dolphins
Dell Pub. Co., 1 Dag Harrnarskjold Plaza, 245 E. 47th St..

New York 10017
1960

Paperback - 184 pages
$1.50 READING LEVEL: 5

This story takes place in the early 1800's. A young Ind-i.an girl survives 18
years alone on an island. An adventure of the

AUTHOR:

COPYPI(.;HT LATE

FORMAT:
PRICE:

11.tRY, AkMS'IRONG

Call it Courage

Collier Macmillan, 11251; Leslic St., Don Mills,
Ontario M3C 2E2

1971

Papc,rback

$1.00 RIF,DING LPVFL: 7-8

Alt1,ough thls book deals with the ;i01,1,ms of giol,ina up in a f:,renui lond,
adults !.eem to enloy it.

AU1HOR:

Pt'PLIfu'R:

C(.)iYR:7HT

FORMAT:

PRICE:

SPIPLBERG, Sql.Vv.N

Close Encounters of the Third Find
Dell Mal. Co., 1 Dal I rskjld Ili...a, 245 R. 47th

Now ?ork 10017
1q77

$1.95 /02\DING LEVEL: 6

A positive attcmpt to ('t)mmoni,a with .Atiu-torio-Arial !)einos thonqh
h. im,Olum of mu<;ir. Tn id,iition to 1,,,iiHno rhit, v-ly 1,ovildr

tit even pllq-Afq wi.otc <trid (hi t i t t,C1,t (1-1,1( t inq tvvu . or 11 '(",1,'IC'
t i tl Pxco 1 I k.rd sq,( (.! ILl i011. I'll It Akiing ft,r t1,,o int t td
in tho -up.inatural.*
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NOVELS (Continued)
_

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

WHITE, ROBB
No Man's Land
Dell Pub. Co., 1Dag H Immarskjo'A Plaza, 245 E. 47th F,t.,
New York 10017

1977

Paperback
$1.50 READING LEVEL: 5

This easy novel, originally written for young people, is recommended for
adult new readers as well. This marine mystery/adventure story is very (pod
of its kind; there are no juvenile characters or situations, the writing is
clear and fast-paced, and there is a wealth of detail about marine science.+

For further suggestions for novels, phase see Appendix I which .ists the
"series books". Hundreds of titles are available through these easy reading
series.

PICORIAL BOOKS

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

EDITORS OF NEW RFADERS PRESS
Feelings Illustrated
New Readers Press
Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue,
Burnaby, B.C. V53 4K4

1977
Paperback
$4.00 per set READING LEVEL: All lev'els

Four booklets per set: Laughing, Loving, Playing, Working. Captioned pl-iuto-

graphs (short, easy-realinct captions) commenting on each picture.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

iMBLISMR:
CANUAAN

COPYRIGHT DATE:
Ft",RMAT:

tRICE:

ESCHER, M.C.
The Graphic Work of M.C. Escher: Introduced and ENplaar(A
-by the Author

Hawthorne Books
Prentice-Hall of Canida Ltd., 1870 Birchmount Pd.,
Scarborough, Ontario M1P 2J7

1967

Softcover um-aged
$13.95 PiADiNG LEVEL: 9

Yhe text, which (1,1,1pri';e:-; only about 10 rages of this book, dues not have

to he road for the book to be enjoyed. The prints of the Dutch graphic artist
will fa,,cinate everyone. Who can fall to be delighted by the sight of a
man who is 10.dlring, at the ;irle m(Awnt ,ind in the ,,ame place, both upstairs

"rid (1,,wn? The bourolary hetwen i 1 u ion irid reality mer(:es in those fa-,cinating

print.
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PICTORIAL BOOKS (Continued)

AUTHOR: GIOVANNE I

TITLE: Max
PUBLISHER: Atheneum Pubs., 122 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1977
FORMAT: Hardbound
PRICE: $6.95 READING LEVEL: A)1 levels

A book of cartoons, each cartoon being a series of line drawings that require
no explanatory text. Max, a creature resebling a hamster, displays his very
human follies - curious, impctuous, often frustrated, but always opt)mistic.

AUTHOR: GORDON, SOL
TITLE; Signs
PUBLISHER: New Readers Press
CANADIAN sODRCE: Pducational Resources, 7186 Royal Oak Avenue,

Burnaby, B.C. V53 4K4
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1971
FORMAT: Paperback - @ 30 pages each
PRICE: $4.00 per set READING LEVEL: All levels

Four books of photographs of everyday scones. There are signs In (ich photo-
graph which the student can rcad and interpret,

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
PUBLIfl1FR:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

LOSS, JOAN
What is it? A Rook of il-lotographic Aizzlers
Doubl,-!ay Canada Ltd., 105 Bond Toronto, Ont. M5B 1Y3
1974

Hardbound - 46 pdgcs
$4.95 RFADING LEVEL: All levels

Everyday oblects, such as a comb or a sponqc, have I,een magnified many times
their real size in these photographs. The reader is challenged to identify
the ot,le,cts.

AUTHOR: SGHERMAN; DAVID, ed.
TITLE: The best of Life
PTTLISHER: Avon Books
CANADIAN YWRCE: Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada Way, Purnaby, B.C. Nir)G 1J4
COPYRI:iHT DArE: 1976
FORMAT: rapertack
PRICE: IAIING INFT,: All levels

A hook of ch,)toalApll.a t,Osen fum tl 1 ir h, fafe.
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STORIES

AUTHOR: ARTHUR, ROBERT,Ied.

TITLE: Thrillers and More Thrillers

PUBLISHER: Random House. of Canada, 5390 Ambler Dr.,
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1Y7

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1968

FORMAT: Paperback

PRICE: $1.45 READING LEVEL: 6

Any person who enjoys suspense stories will read this selection of nibe thrilleri

with interest. Since the stories take place in the last century, and the
beginnings of our century, some expressions, and at times, the diction,are

somewhat dated, and an explanation may be called for.*

AUTHOR: CLYMER, T.

TITLE: Conflicts

PUBLISHER: Ginn and Company, 3771 Victoria Park Ave.,
Scarborough, Ontario M1W 2P9

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1973

FORMAT: Paperback - 128 pages

PRICE: $3.00 READING LEVEL: 7-8

One in a series of 5 books containing selections by well-knmsm authors, of interest

to the adult student. There are several compreher-ion exercises at the end

of each section. Appealing illustrations.

AUTHOR: COHEN, DANIEL

TITLE: Real Ghosts

PUBLISHFR: Dodd, Mead & Co. (Canada) Ltd., 25 Hollinger Rd.,

Toronto, Ontario M4B 3G2

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1977

FORKAT: Hardbound - 122 pages

PRICE: $5.95 RADING IEVEL: 6

This book is a collection of the best, and most well-documented, accounts of

ghosts in the w'rld. All of the stories have been checked. Sometimes the

checking turned up a mistake or a fake. Other times, the story has remained

porie and puzrling. Indox included.*

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

inPYRIGHT DAV::
EoW,IAT:

PRWE:

FLWOOD, ANN
Points of View
Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 200 Steelcase Road E.,

Markham, Ontario 1,112 1G2

1975
Paperback - 229 pages
$4.57 Pt.ADING LEVEL: 4

:11 intero,,ting IgvIk which prosonts situations from goveral points ,of view.

7hero aro v(wablflary awl (,),:vohension clue,tions t the k.nd of each set

k)f :tortes.



STORIES (Continued)

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
CANADIAN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FOMAT:
PRICE:

GONSHACK, SOL
Little Stories for Big People
Regents Pub. Co. Inc.
Dominie Press Ltd., 55 Nugget Ave., Unit J,

Agincourt, Ontario M1S 3L1
1976

Paperback - 129 pages
$1.95 READING LEVEL: 5

This is a book of humourous stories that deal with a wide range of human
emotions. There is a pen-drawn illustration for each story, as well as
several discussion questions.

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:

PRICE:

GREEN, JUDITH ANDREWS
The Man Who Stopped Time

Jamestown Publishers Inc., P.O. Box 6743,
Providence, Rhode Island 02940

1978

Paperback - 160 pages
$2.00 READING LEVEL: 3

Six stories, each approximately 10 pages with a common theme: the ability
of a young man to stop time. The tales form a short novel concerning a
bank robbery and the apprehension of the criminals. Filled with action and
conversation, the narrative is comic-book-like yet surprisingly well-handled.
Includes a very few black and white illustrations which enhance the stories.
Clear, well-spaced type.*

a

AUTHOR: HAINES, MAX
TITLE: Bothersome Bodies
PUBLISHER: McClelland f. Stewart Ltd., 25 Hollinger Road,

Tr,ronto, Ontario M4B 1G2
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1977
FORMAT: Paperback - 188 pages
PRICE: $4.95 hEADING LEVEL: 8

It's one thing to murder someone, but what do you do with the "botb:rsome
body" afterwards? These stories relate the rather grue,;ome facts about 17
killers and how they disposed of the evidence. Illusttated by photoutaphs.

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:

PRICE:

KATZ, MILTON
Real Stories, Rook I

plobe/Modern Curriculum Stoelca!,,' Kkod 7,
Markham, Ontario L3R 1G2

1969

Paperback - 245 pdges
$5.47 PLADING LEVI..L: 3-6

Short neler articles a ihter.,,t to adultq. !dch lection is followed
by vocaim!Ary and comprehen!,ion ;ercises.
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STORIES (Continped)

AUTHOR: KELLER, ROSANNE
TITLE: Two for the Road
PUBLISHER: New Readers Press
CANADIAN SOURCE: Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue,

Burnaby, B.C. V5J 4K4
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1979
FORMAT: Paperback - 32 pages
PRICE: $1.00 READING LEVEL: 2

":swo short stories. "Ms. Trucker" presents an amusing battle between the sexes.
"Ups and Downs of Pike's Peak Peanut Pusher" is the story of a man who pushed
a peanut to the summit of Pikes Peak.

AUTHOR: LEWIS, R.D.
TITLE: Reading for Adults, Books 1,2,3
PUBLISHER: Longman Canada Ltd.
ORDER FROM: Academic Press Canada Limited, 55 Barber Greene Rd.,

Don Mills, Ontario M3C 2A1
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1971
FORMAT: Paperback - 130 pages eash
PRICE: $4.00 each READING LEVEL: 7-9

These three looks have short colourful articles with a high interest level
for adults. Comprehension exercises with each selection.

AUTHOR: POTTER, ROBERT R.
lITLE: Beyond Time and Space
PUBLISHER: Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 200 Steelcase Road E.,

Markham, Ontario L3R 1G2
COPYRIGHT DkTE: 1978
FORMAT: Paperback - 216 pages
PRICE: $4.70 REkDING LEVEL: 7

;-,cience fiction stories by such famous authors as Isaac Asimov and Ray
Bradbury. Voabulary ar 1 comprehension exercises accompany each story. Most

of the stories are short from three to five pages. A half-page introduction
to each story sots the scene.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLIHER:

IYPP,HT PATE:
r'F.MAT:

PR,CE:

POTTER, ROBERT R.
Myths and Folktales Around the World
Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 200 :',teelcase Road E.,

Markham, Ontario L'R 1G2
1(163

Paperh,i-k - 371 payes
$6.00 READING LEVEL: 4

stoilf,s f;om (;reoce, Rome, Filrope, the Near and Far East, Africa,
arid P.r,erica. The rdories are from three to tcri la.jes in length, and have
gra: ,ar 1 ni,rt,Iwnsion aut t. i ns at the end of ihe hook.

25
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STORIES (Continued)

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

POTTER, ROBERT R.
Tales of Mystery and the Unknown

Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 200 Steelcase Road E.
Markham, Ontario L3R 1G2

1976

Paperback - 214 pages
$5.75 READING LEVEL: 3

Each story is introduced with a paragraph to set the scene, as well as a Q1-1,-,rt

list of more difficult words that appear in the story. The stories are
from five to eight pages in length. Comprehension and vocabulary exercises
appear at the end of the story.

'1'.i (,)



NATIVE INfIAN MATERIALS
_

The Native Indian materials are mednt to be separate from the $500
bibliography. They are intended primarily for tl-ose who are working with
Native Indian students; although, it is my hope that others, too, will
find it a useful supplement to the bibliography.

AUTHOR: AYRE, ROB'.RT
TITLE: Sketco the Raven
iTBLISHER: S,cholastic TAB Publications Ltd., 123 Newkirk Road,

Richmond Hill, Ontario L4C 3G5
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1974
FORMAT: Paperback - 183 pages
PRICE: $1.25 READING LEVEL: 7

The narrative is drawn from the Raven Cycle of Legends which was common to
the Indians along the northern Pacific Coast. Black and white illustrations.

AUTHOR: BEMISTER, MARGARET
TITLE: Thirty Indian Legends of Canada
PUBLISHER: Douglas & McIntyre, 1875 Welch Street,

North Vancouver, British Columbia V7P 1B7
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1973
FORMAT: Paperback - 153 pages
PRICE: $5.95 READING LEVEL: 6

This title was first published over cixty years ago. At that time, the
legends were for the most part drawn from original sources and many were
presented for the first time. Each legend is three to four pages long
which makes for quick and easy reading. The Indian motif illustrations
are by Douglas Tait, a local artist. An attractive book.

UTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHYR:

YRIGHT DArK:

BOUCHARD, RANDY and Ki:NNEDY, D. (Editors)

Fhticwap Stories

CommCept iublishing Ltd., 524, 470 GranvIlle St.,
Vancouver, Pritish Columbia V6C 1V5

1079
Paper'bwk 152 pdges
$4.35 PFADING tFVFL 5

(ollec-tton of thirty-,,x Fhuswap Inlian ,tori related by several el-ierly
O,1 linally t,ii(d in th- Shuup 1"nguage. Illustrated by

otogrdphs.

7,C1110R: CHIEF Uof
PY-E: cL f ' s r'twn try

Mttntana tn I'111,1t ,tt Ions, `,17 Pomrock
ri 1 1 trpls, NI')11,trta

't elLif,' ',\T 1`,12

hvAT: riprla,1 i2 pagos
'f '7,11.25 'REAPING LIATFL: 7

th ,. fiu ri t,m

t h t, s I I 1,, liaN,e 1, td wt t he white

r tn. Told y 'rort on los t tp to, rm, In 1819. Photographs,
dtawIngs ,tnd rlIps ,omp1ertf.nt tho text.

(14i
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NATIVE INDIAN MATERIALS -Continued)

AUTHOR: CLUTESI, GEORGE
TITLE: Potlatch
PUBLISHER: Gray's Publishing Ltd., P.O. Box 2160,

Sidney, C. V8L 36
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1973
FORMAT: Paperback - 188 pages
PRICE: $2.95 READING LEVEL: 8

This story is narrated by a man w%o attended and participated in the last
Tloo-clwah-nah, or Potlatch, when he was a young man. It gives a good
insight into the customs and practices of the potlatch. Illustrated by
the author.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBL1SHYR:

CLUTESI, GEORGE
Son of Raven, Son of Deer
Gray's Publishing Ltd., P.O. Box 2160,
Sidney, B.C. AT8L 3S6

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1967
FORMAT: Hardback - 126 pages
PRICE:

READING LEVEL: 7

The narrative is drawn from the Raven Cycle of Legends which was common to
the Indians along the northern Pacific Coast. Black and white illustrations.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:
WESTERN SOURCE:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORYAT:
PRICE:

CRAVEN, MARGARET
I Heard the Owl Call My Name
Clarke, Irwin & Co. Ltd.

Serv-West Distribution Ltd., 8320 Frince Edward St.,
Vancouver, B.C. V5X 3R9

1973

Papfrback - 166 pages
$1.50 RE4DING LEVEL: 7

This is the story of one man's discovery of the ultimate truths of life
and love, courage and dignity, among the proud Indians of the NortYwest.
A young minister with only two yiars to live, is sent by his bishop to a
parish of Kwakiutal Indians in British Columbia. How he suffered at Crie
disintegration of the Indian culture, and how he lrarned not to fear
death, is a lovely story boaatifully and ,,parsely told.*

AUTHOR:
TITLF:

S;'RIFS TITLE:

PUFALINER:

CANADIAN St,UPCE:

fih N1.,' I

P

DFUR, LYNN
Indian rhi(2is

ThQ i'merican F'ories

Fearon Publishers
Copp Clark Pitman, ')17 Woliington t . West,

rom,oto, Ont,Itio !1SV 1G1
1"72

- 3

$3.95 ,,,T.1)1Nc; 1,1:M: 4

This 1,, ONP In a .erlos of rimoin-, st rr .,oroes. This hook cont,ilns
,;hort 1,moraphies of ' (11 wol 1 Anown Inliar hit fs. 11 lus t :dr ed by
I In' Ind I IP t

28 4,1 A,



NATIVE INDIAN MATERIALS (Continued)

AUTHOR: FORTIER, ED
TITLE: One Survived
PUBLISHER: Alaska Northwest Publishing Company,

Box 4-EEE, Ancl.orage, Alaska 99509
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1979
FORMAT: Paperback - 41 poues
PRICE: $1.95 F,FADING LEVEL:

Exciting story of three Eskimo seal huntcrs who w-nt out on an ice pacle. and
were swept away. One hunter came back, after 18 days at the mercy of the
elements. His companions vanished in the ocean, their bodies never to be
found. This is the story of 1-ow Gregory Ayac survived the most terrible
ordeal of his life. Photographs and maps.

AUTHOR: FOWLER, DON D. Photographs by Edward Curtis
TITLE: In a Sacred anner We Live
PUBLISHER: Barre Publishers, 419 Park Ave., S., New York 10016
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1972
FORMAT: Paperback
PRICE: $5.95 READING LEVEL: All levels

A pictorial survey shows us the cultural diversity of the North American
Indian.

AUTHOR!
T1TLL:

PUPLISHP,R:

CoPYRIGHT DATE:
c RMAT:

PRICE:

FOX, MPRY LOU, ed.
Bow the Bees Got Their Stingers
Ojibwe Cultural Foandation, M'anitoulin Island, Ontario
Order from: Belford Book Distributing Co., 78 Broadview Ave.,

Toronto, Ontario M4M 3H3
1977

Paperba-k - 38 pa(les

READING LEVEL: 5

Afi Ojibwe-O.lawa Ie(:end. Lar(je hand-printed text which (jives the impression
of being very e:Jsy to read. Nannibush is the central character in these
Cjibwe le,jends. nften mi,;chlevous, but also kind ,Ind helpful, he was an
Lmportant trnonc:st the Olibwe people. Tntri,:uing illustrations.

AHTHOR:
TITLE:

:

FOX, MARY WU, ed.
Fo-Ko-ro- the Owl
0 ) t u r al F md it LThi foul i n , Ontai
nrdr- Di->trii-oAting co., 78 Brk,adviel. Ave.,

Tor"rocl, cli.tatto V4M
1()77

rape rl k 24 payes

RIYDiNG IiNFL: 6

'fl I iL f UP] 1 W ' '1 t With voly itt i,ict ive

r
II1 lick ill
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NATIVE INDIAN MATERIALS (Continued)

AU:HOR:
TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:
PRICE:

FRERE, R.

Eskimo Life of Yesterday
Hancock House Publishers Ltd.,

3215 Island View Road, Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO
1977

Paperback - 18 pages
$2.95 READING 'YVEL:

Presents a simple and class c view of Eskimo life at the turn of the
century. Illustrated by drawings and photographs.

AUTHOR:
TITLE
PUBLISHER:

COIYRr.HT DATE:
FORMAT:

PRICE:

8

GEORGE, CHIEF DAN
My Heart Soars

Hancock House Publishers, Ltd., 3215 Island View Road,
Saanichton, British Columbia VOS IMO

1974

Hardbound - 94 pages
$9.95 READING LEVEL: 7

r-hief 1-,an Gecirge ,aks from his hrart about his people in this poetic text.

AUTH

F'UBLrf,;TER:

rOPYr-I ,HT

ECRMAT:
PRICE:

segukla History

Northwest College, School District # 88,
P.O. Box 339, Tla:.01ton, P.C.
1979

Taperback - 41 pa:es
$4.00

L.

LEVEL: 7

A history of the Citsegukla Village, al-,out 80 miles cast of Terrace. It as
the result of the (itl-,rgukla Pisterw 'roject. Some Indian
words ate placed in plrentheses in the tc;..t. Toplcs -overed are housing,
wcrk, food, clothing, feasts, totem poles, and mpre. Well illusttated with
hlac an-1 white photographs.

(,LUBOK, MIRITTY
TLE: Art of the Northwest Cf,a,,t Indians

,H:R: acmillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 0 ,ond St.,
:oronto, Ontario M,,,13 1X3

COPYRIC,HT DATE: 1q74

FORMAT: Hardbuund - 43
PRI'E: $7.95 7

The ,:esign and c,ionificance of totem poles ,ind (Alo r Aftlidtt, glves iiiaht
into t he 1 Lvf-,, anti oms of the Northwe t 2 Ny 111(0 +,.31,11 hs

rw rt,rtmon iii 17 1(m(1 ( ;aloe!, , hv; 4 r(,nt 1,<1 1 y di 1,k >11 1101d
*

n



N4TIVE INDIAN MATERIALS (Continued)

AUTHOR: GOODER,IAM, KENT, ed.

TITLE I am an Indian
PUBLISHER: J.M. Dent & Sons (Canada) Ltd., 100 Scarsdale Rd.,

Don Mills, Ont,irio M3B 2R8
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1969
F()RMAT: raperbak - 196 iages
PRICE: $3.50 READING LEVEL: 7-9

A beautiful anthology of p.7ose and poetry written by Indians from all over
c,Inada. Illustrated by iptographs and drawings.

AUTHOR: GREEN, PAUL, aided by Abbe Abbott; illustrations by George
Aden Ahgupuk

TITLE: I am Eskimo; Aknik My Name
PUBLISHER: Alaska Northwest Publishing Co., Box 4-EEE,

Anchorage, Alaska 99509

COPYRIGHT DATE: 1959

FORMAT: Paperback - 85 pages
PRICE: $3.95 READING LEVEL: 7

Thirty-five short stories, written and illustrated by Eskimos, with a minimum
of editing. The stories tell of the way of life of the Eskimo before the
white irkin came. The stories are short - two to five pages - for easy reading.
Illustrated by line drawings.

;UTHOR: 1-1=1RRIS, CHIEF KENNETII B., tianslator, in collaboration with

ROB1N..7,0N, FRANCES

TITLE: Visitors Who Never Left; The nrigin of the People of
Damelahamid

IUBLISBER: University of British (olumbia Press, 2075 Wesbrook Mall,
Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 11q5

CC)PYPIGHT DATE: 1974

ECRMAT: Paperhack - 139 paes
PICE: $5.95 PEADING LEVEL: 6

ThLs volume i the ret,ult of a project begun in 19(,9. The <,tories are the

,ncient -Thri,s of Famerichamad, betn the NASS nd S1,cena Rivers in

northern Pritish rolwtoia. "The Orictin of the Tnundorhird" dna "The ClrigIn

.rf th. Fil1rr Whale" aro two of the myths. 111u,-,trated by photograp'is .

ot ml ui v.ords at the hack.

rd1THOR:

-1TLE:
t1,1 :FP.

D'E:

cpPISTIE
Faven', cry
Mc lolland and Stt.art Ltd., ?5 hollin,;or P.
Toronto, Ontario WIR

1966

Tai)erlark - 193 patjes

READING LE\iEL: 7

,0 :110 t;tory at tho ti-e of the rlroat ru'll for animal pelts

in to 1 The ,,tory plafo In the yucen Charlotte I,:lands.



NATIVE INrTAN MATERIALS (Continued)

AUTHOR: HOFSINDE, ROBERT (G6Y-WOLF)
TITLE: Indian Beadwork
PUBLISHER: George I. McLeod Ltd., 30 Lesmill Rd.,

Toronto, Ontario M3G 2T6
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1958
FORFAT: Hardback - 122 pages
PRICE: $5.52 READING LEVEL: C

The history of Indian beadwork, and patterns for many useful it, ms are yiN.en
here. Black and white illustrations.

AUTHOR: HOUSTO' JAMES
TITLE: Songs of the Dream People
PUBLISHER: Atheneum
(1.NADIAN :44JRCE: Academic :'ress Canada Itd., 55 Parb?r C;reene Ra.,

Don Mills, Ont,Jrao t3C 2A1
COPYPIG. DATE: 1972
oRMAT: Hardback 83 p,ices
PRIOE: $6.95 1-.JADING LEVEL: 5

A selection of sonc, and poems from the North American Indian and the Eskimo.
:ey ire grouped reGionally and illutrated with drawings of artifacts and art.

AUTH(R: HUNGRY WOLF, ADC)LF
T!TLE: ("harlo's T'eople; The Flt'icad Tribe of Montana
PU0LIR: (:,:,0(.3 Medicine B()ol's, 44, :.Ive)mere, P.C.

DwIE: 174
FORMAT: Faperl:ack - 64 paces
PRICE: r3.00 READING uhVEL: 8

-

An interesting history f the Flatbeid tribe of Mntana. The photor,ral,hs
are an ex-ellent cc,mpIeTent to the s.ubject cer,tont.

AUTHOR:

COPYPLT,HT DATE:
FirMAT-

PPICE:

HUNGRY WOLF, ADOLF
mtaditional Dress Issue
Good Medicine 1-u)nks, Box P /14, Inverit ,re, P.C.
1971

Paperback - 64 1..ges
$1.00 foADING LLVF.L: 7

Descril-:"ps the articles of clothing 0,i,2e worn by Indians and givec; nrlc
irstructionc for the making of th,-,e articls. 7,1t,0 ,l-cribes their
yletl and personal Cif r1 it it ion re t 1, '1, ich i 1tt oi MI, 110 , and
wcliy. pc;,p I it iVt' al I eve r N,,rt h *m, ca 1111It lit ((-1

througnut.
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NATIVE INDIAN MATERIALS (Continued)

AUTHOR: KAIPER, DAN and NAN KAIPER
TItLE: Tlingit; Their Art, Culture and Legends
PUBLISHER: Hancock House Publishers Ltd., 3215 Island View Road,

Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO
fv)P'xRIGHT DATE: 1978
FORMAT: Paperback 95 pages
PRICE: $4.00 READING LEVEL: 7

Village life and ceremonies, arts and crafts, and legends are the main
topics covered in this book. Each section is two to five rages long. The
text is easy going and interesting. Illustrations and map included.

AUTHOR: KINSELLA, W.P.
TITLE: Dance Me Outside
PUBLISHER: Oberon Press 401A Inn of the Provinces,

Ottawa, Ontario K1R 7S8
COP:RIGHT DATE: 1977

FORMAT: Paperback - 158 pages
PRICE: $6.95 READING LEVEL: 7

This is W.P. Kinsella's first book of stories. They trace the adventures
and misaaventures of the people he knows who live on the Hobbema Indian
Reserve in Alberta. Realism and humour are two of the murks of his writing.

AUTHOR: KINSELLA, W.P.

TITLE: Sc-ars

COPRIGHT D.r -F:

rOhMAT:

Oberon press, 4011 Inn of theProvinces,
Ottawa, Ontario K1R 7S9

1978
Paperback
55.95 READING LEVEL: 7

"The storles in this book have alpeared in such influential journals as
Windsor Rev:ew, Tamarick and others. Kinsella writes in a colloquial style

_ _

about the struggles of today's reserve Indians. The same characters Frank

FerRopost, c1ie nne-Wound, Rufus Firstrider, Mad Etta, and others - al,pear

tlirou9hout the stories. There is both humour and realism in these stories
which will have high appeal.

AUTO)R:

TITLE :

UPLT SHER:

cy1.1(,HT Prar:
rTh.MAT:

PPIrr:

McCONKEY, LOIS
Sea and Cedar
Douglas & McIntyre Ltd., 1875 Wcich Street,

Nerth Vancouver, B.fl. V7F 1B7

19/3
Hardback - 31 l'itges

;.6.9S READING LEVEL: 7

V1 If' Int I t un t o t r t t- Indianc, and how their lives

, r 1 tht. ifIc Cqcial ,ind Cho (.1,1r- tree. App'Aing fOrmdt
with r,iny 11)3 iiit t in. In(1,-4od. Type ,Ciie is lar(je.
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NATIVE INDIAN MATERIALS (Continued)

AUTHOR:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAr:

PRICE:

McLUHAN, T.C.

Touch the Earth; a Self-portrait of Indian Fxistence
Monarch Press, A Division of Simon & Schuster,

3547 Bathurst St., Toronto, Ontario M6A 2C7
1976

Paperback - 185 pages
$3.95 READING LEVEL: 8

A selection of statements and writings by North AmorIcan Indidns, shewing the
course of Indian history and the abiding values of Indian life. Illu-,trated
throughout with photographs.

AUTHf)R:

PUBLI:lHFR:

COPYPD';HT DATE:

FORMAT:
PRICE:

REID, W. Photogrdphs by Adelaide de Menil
Out of the Silence

Fitzhenry & Whiteside LtA., 150 Lesmill Rd.,
Don Mills, Ontario M1B 2T5

1971

Paperback - 121 pages

r,FADING LEVEL: 9

An intense look at the art of the Noithco..,t md t'Irc)agli lotouraphs
and poetic text. Although there ate -ome difficult V.Orcis in the text, the
photooraphs can he enlc(yed in th(m'Ir,lves.

AUTHOR:

CANADIAN

COPYPT(livr DATE:
(

RING:=TAD, MPRIEL
C1,11mihq d Fioht
*:ew Pelders T'ress

Iducational Resources, ;780 1.)},a1 'A Avenue
vAurnaby, P.C. V5J 41:4

1.72

1.1p( riack

I w .710NC DINl'L:

Twenty-four strieL, of groat %merlsan Indians includin some of the le,.ser-
known leaders: Seottle (Susc:Aamish), John Poss (cherokee), Wavoka (Idlute),
Plenty roupr- (Crow), Ishi (Ydhi), Flack Elk (S10,:x). *

AUTHR:

PUBLIldPP:

c()RYPI,,HT DATE:

F"PMAT:

EPD E.

RO:EN, F EN'WTH , ed.

'rhe Man to F.:end Pa in Cloti±;: t'()t)t n,1 r1y tOl 1,
American Indians

Random House of .'ar.ada ltd., ",'')0 Amllor Dr.,
Mi s, i t o W 1 Y7

19 /5

Tile 11,ack

), NC 1,1 Vt I,:

;lot; fifi clii t (.t if , hcc t i c Icy vc,, ic , t,
, t ,y dry r ,5 in I ',I,

cw 1 /,,/ t 1( r I t .s*IVI t 1 1 if' I t fl , kVA, IS, '1 4 (,! lAd t o

)( , .11-1 ti y i.t 1 t I I I fi' ffi t > 71 1 1 4 I 'Icldt I fln.'01,t
t t t wi th ont r vot .1/ r -Irv!' in i or 011 t Wiork

for c. 1 ,t I y ,rnd ri Icil I cr ii I ile. 1 I lu Iles t1,, Icc



NATIVE INDIAN MATERIALS (Continued)_

AUTHOR.

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

COPYRIGHT DATE:
FORMAT:

PRICE.

ROTHi-,NHERG, JEROME, ed.

Shaking the Pumpkin

Doubleday Canada Ltd., 105 Bond St.
Toronto, Ontario M5B 1Y3

1972

Paperback - 399 pages
$4.95 READING LEVEL: 7

A collection of Tndian poetry. Ca*egories of poems include dances, religious
poetry, the poetry of legenls, and more.

AUTHOR: SHARP, EDITH LAMbERT
TITLE: Nkwala
PUBLISHER: McClelland & Sfewart Ltd., 25 Hollinger Rd.,

Toronto, Ontario M4B 3G2
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1974
FORMAT: Paperback
PRICE: $3.95 READINC LEVEL: 6

The story of an Indian boy who has reached the age where he must attempt
to be a man. It is also the story of the struggles of his people. This
book is the winner of severa' awards for children's books, but it has adult
anpeal as wP11.

At,THOR: SPEARE JEAN E., ed.
TITLE: The Days of Augusta
IUB11SHER: Doug:as & McTntyre Ltd., 1875 Welch Street,

Nolth Vancouver, B.C. V7P 1B7
CC)PYR1GHT LATE: 1973
F()RMAT: Paperback - 79 pages

READING LEVEL: 4

In prose, 1,0etry dnd many lovel'}, photo9raphs, an old Indian womar. tells
l'er story.

kl)PYR1(;HT

Fc-)RYAT:

c'tcries fYom Pan(.r,Irtung

Hurtiq Punishers, 11560 It",0",th ;;rr-et,

i',1mon (-)n , Albert a Tc,i1 2W 7

19 76

Hardbound - 100 plqes

1-FADtN( _6

(", And 1..0011('( t 1()!Ic. from mitt ano- 1 11,1m1 et on Foffin
hnd. I 1,y the el(0 r f tho r(volunity, t he,a- ,,tor )a, c,,nvey

r1-4.vv,rieq, their ,aluqqles, and the importdr.c.e of 'he ,,Jiale and the
ulLou In tlwIr lives.

;5



NATIVF. LNP-11(17 MATERIALS (Continued)
- _

AUTHOR:- STREET, ELOISE
TITLE: Sepass Tales
PUBLISHER: Mitchell Press Ltd., P.O. Sox 6000,

Vancouver, B.C. V63 4139
COInRIGHT DATE: 1974
FORMAT: Hardback - 110 pages
PRICE: $4.95 READING LEVEL: 5

A cycle of songs passed on by generations of religious leaders dating hack,
perhaps, to tle creation myths of Central America. The ,,orls w(_re iran=ldted
under the direction of Chief Sepass of Chilliv.ack.

AUTHOR:
TITLE:

PUBLIS'iPR:

cOPYPI:;IIT 7/ATE:

PC9MAT:

IRICE:

SURTEES, UPSULA
Lak-La Hai-Fe
Vol. I: Tnterior !"7alish Food Fropdration
Vol. II: Building a Winter Dwelling
Vol. III: "Small One" and the Fall Fishing
Lamont-Surtees, Kelowna Centennial Museum,

470 Queensway Ave., Felowna, B.C. VlY 6S7
1974-1979
''al,erback 0 20 paoes (doh
V.1 - V.II 51.50, V.III $1.75

;I,ADING LEVEL: 4-5

Somt- sd: the old ay'E' and CUS,3ms of the i %..ap hadtdhs. 1,-titten by the
curdtor of the Krlow:,:i milcoum, wlth inC.tun font ributor!-, The format of
tYF ISSSr'2 is very it ' Lye t tI Ig)t}, t duohout .

AUTHIP:

TITLE:

CCPY9!(,/r: DATE:

FORMA%7':

PRICE:

'2()91, (Translatc,-)

r'd One Both M-111 and Movingine Ribs
r. media Vun,:fdiv,.r, P.C. V6I1 3X9

Iaperback - 21 iuges
$4.00 11%DING IYATL: 6

These .trP two Hatda legends orimtnally recorded in 1"0') dna 1q0I. The
1egc.nds r t a in tho wonder an C. my:Jer'y whIch pre.L0-, . the wl,:te Irlval.
F31,17k ,tnA white illustrations by the

AUTH

tf9T,I

f fiP't r 1)ATF:

h1,104AT:

1k 1,1

WAYNE, BENNLTT, e.1.
Irdian Patrifft,-, (,f the 'ufut. Et-A

rl,ttA Pub. 'o.

'01,,on I, r.; Ttd.,

Don Mill , V.A 'kl
Pf/4

Par i'aound 1 al
I riffl;

Pi 'h 1 I I Ict ta, (a' faaur
I. ,71` h 11,1 yl.arSth

well 11 1, ' t it a,,1.

H \P!,: 4

i a h it t 111,1 -,111,
r 31 1 I '1 rI 2 ail12,1, ,trqi



NATIVE INDIAN MATERIALS (Continued)_

AUTHOR: WILLIAMS, SOPHIA and SAUL WILLIAMS
TITLE: Weagamow Notebook
PUBLISHER: Consolidated Amethyst Communications Inc., Unit 6, Unit 310,

60 Barbados Blvd., Scar: q-ough, Ontario M1J 1K9
COPYRIGHT DATE: 1978

FORMAT: Paperback - 45 pages
PRICE: $2.95 READING LEVEL: 3

The diary of an Indian girl, Sophia Williams, while whe was with her family
during the trapping season in northern Canada. There are also sketches and
drawings by her brother, Faul Williams, depicting the same experience.

NATIVE INDIAN MATERIALS - SERIES
_ _ _ _

Folktale Serls - Ojibwe
Yids Can Iress

Order from: Belford Book Distributina Co, 78 r,roadview Ave.
Toronto, Ontario M4M 3113

Ilaht in the series. B111,1gua1 booklets \s'ith very attractive illustrations.

)11e trtle is How the hirci oot tIcir colours. Riading levels 4 - 6.
_ _

3 /
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APPENDIX I SERIFS BOOKS_

This is a list of :-.ome of the more popular "series" books that have
heen written on lower reading levels. Through this list hundreds more
titles are available for a leisure reading collection for adult new rciders.
Tt is cuggested that you write to the publisher or publisher's representative
for a catalogue which will give more detailed information. The follo%sing
boolet is also 11,,eful as it gives evaluations and further information about
many of these series: rAsy ic.ading).book. series and periodicals for le,,s able

by. Michael F. Graves (Ncwork,.:1,1%%are: International Rcading
'en, 1979).

FHE AUAPTED_CLASSICS

Globe/Modern Curriculum '200 Stf.lco,J4 k-td,
mArkham, Tmtario L3R IC2

' lc stri es whirl' hAve bec-n adarnt-d anl H.'ed for leel s 4-8.

,."4.mt:ANS

T i I:Plary and teThitoF;ide Ltd., ,1) ',estoi 1 1 1.-c art.,
It 1 '.ntar io ;TS

7hor t por t rai ts of t aano)is a Ii 11 lovels 7-().

P MA.7M171,1.AN1_ LN(11,1:711_ PEM)F,QS

( cal 1 ir Matmillan Tornado, 7.td., t,)1licr rttmillon Dr.,
f, n'ario N1R 5w)

urt ->tor ,art- .t1t 1s, and
( Sc,st t he boolt.s ore on t ls

- '1r1 pill 11 hor Ira t. I act_ s.
ilable ri -trada f tom: holar i cat, 11('T

rtt.t .( . 1.74

- A lot: of ahojt- D,rty ,iI'1,10,3 (,* rt t

ramono th-ase includt d are bi at ,!. an vanti, py
rid ,ve ..ly 744. f ulr.

A ,er ies of hiouraz vc,u-ld 1. ..ts:),C1 it
are `11r l'a o.lor ck mg, t,ao a a r t ,. hi, ,111( al

Pa-dChng level is approx ly I -S. orattatful t*ot Colour.. tor 1 lus-
t rat ions.

'.-7171,A,r).1)1) H. ,t.ISF l ! !' ,-1
7',....".111tble in c.1...ada tart: .11.)har -nt!.,, 4 ' "' it ali ty,

(1. 1," t: 1,1:1

r F,; El -' -,4.s Carl 1' t ! y a al,;, -,ax hano 11 a 1! at, 1 nO,
avk I tr(tt ;, a.11; 1 t Ia I I C fl I , lhtt I I 1" 1, tOk 0)1 II)),

11 r it tor;s,

! ,1 I 1,11 .1) t ty *C-I * 11'
' , (.n v ral "u 1. ,

1.' , sv,ic r),Iv k r 11'1 rloy



SEPIES BOOKS (Continued)

FALCON BOOKS
Noble and Noble, Publishers, Inc.
Available in Canada from: Serv-West Distribution Ltd., 8320 Prince

Edward St., Vancouver, B.C. V5X 3R9

Abridged, well-known stories, such as, Fail Safe, Karen, and Anne_Frank.
Reading levels 6-8.

FEARON-PITMAN - Several series are published by this company.
Available in Canada from: Copp Clark Pitman, 517 Wellington St. West,

Toronto, Ontario M5V 1G1

FEARON RACING SERIES - Consists of five books on the subject cf motor
racing. Reading levels 5-6.

PACEMAKER BESTELLERS I AND II Novelettes on high-interest topics with
adult characters. Reading levels 1.9 - 2.6.

PACEMAKER TRUE ADVENTURES - True stories of historical figures. The

various volumes are Tales of Animals, Escape, Flying, Shipwreck,
Railroads, Rescue, and Spies. Reading levels 2-3.

FOLKTALE SERIES - OJIBWE
Kids Can Press
Order from: Belford Book Distributing Co., 78 Broadview Ave.,

Toronto, Ontario M4M 3H3

Eight in the series. Bilingual booklets with very attractive illustrations.
One title is How the birds got their colours. Reading levels 4-6.

_

.-,RADED READERS FOR STUDENTS OF ENGLISH
EngLish Language Services
Available in Canada from: Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak Avenue,

Burnaby, B.C. V53 4K4

There are twelve books in this series of adaptations of American classics.
The first reader has a controlled vocabulary of 1500 words. The last volumes

have controlled vocabularies of 4000 worcs.

(,ROWTP OF A NATION
Fitzbnry & Whiteside Ltd., 150 Iesmill RoJ.d, Don Mills, Ontario M3B 2T5

Canadia, history in a series of , Utractive paperback texts. Reading

levels 7-9.

THE INCREDIBLE :,ERIFS_
Dtxter and Westbrook, Ltd., 958 Church St., Baldwin, N.Y. 11510

A series wh'ch focuses on true And unwAial historical events. Reading

levels 4-5.



SERIES BOOKS (Continued)

JAMESTOWN CLASSICS_SERIES
-jamestown P-u-bs.,Ync., P.O. Box 6743, Providence, Rhode Island 02940

Adaptations of stories by Jack London, Bret Harte, and Arthur Conan Doyle.
Cassette recordings are available as well. Reading levels 5-6.

JIM HUNTER BOOKS
Me-timen Publications, 2330 Midland Ave., Agincourt, Ontario M1S 11)1

Adventure/mystery stories. Reading levels 3-4.

THL LADYBIRD SERIES
Wells & Hepworth Ltd.
Available in Canada from: Scholar's Choice, 4307 Canada Way,

Burnaby, B.C. V5G 134

280 titles covering a wide variety of subjects. Some titles are suitable for
children only, but many will have adult appeal.

LONGMAN PUBLICATIONS
Available in Canada from: Academic Prc-, Canada ltd., 55 Barber Greene Pd.,

Don Mills, Ontario M3C 2A1

Several different series are put out by this Itiblisher, including "The
Longman Bridge Series" and "Longman Simplified Fuglish Series". ;any
titles from which to choose. Fraling levels 2-8.

MACDONkLD EASY READING EDITIONS_
Macdonald Educational Limited 1975
Available in Canada from: Schr-lar's Choice, 4307 Canada Way,

Fulnaby, B.C. V5G 134

Inte-esting and colourful books with many illustrations. Topics include
birds, fishes, reptiles, plants, the weather, arehaeology, the human body,
and others. Reading level 3-4.

OXFORD UNIVERSITYpRESS PUBLIeiiT_IONS
Oxford University Press, 70 Wynford Dr., Don Mills, Ontario M3C 139

Several series are put out by this publisher. The "Progreesive Fnglish
Readers" are well-known stories and csies. They are rewritten on
three grades of difficulty. Illustrated, with comprehension guestions
at the end e. the book.
"Tales Retold for Easy Reading" are a10 wel14nown stories.

PAL PAPERBACK KITS
_

Ginn and Co., 3/71 Victo,-ia Park :',cariA)tou(lh, (Thritatio MIW 2P9

Three "Paperback Kits" of 54 hooks each (18 cliff, rent titles). High-interest
stories. Reading levels 1.5 - 5.5.

40
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--RIES iiC)OKS (Continued)

RtADING SHEEF 1 AND II

McC,raw-Hill Ryerson Ltd., Suite 205, 1682 West 7th Ave.,
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4S6

This se,les includes ciciaptations of fiction, short stories, poetry, and
bioyrphies. B:-,ading levels 4-6.

SCHOLASTIC SERIES
_

Scholastic-TAB Publications Ltd., 123 Newkirk Rd.,
P)chmond Hill, Ontario L4C 1G5

Several series are put out by this publisher. The "Action Libr ry"
includes 40 short, high-interest novels. They will probably have more
appeal to young adults. Reading levels 2 3.9.
The "Contact" series focuses on topics relating to communication, the
individual, and society. Reading levels 4-6.

SEARCH BOOKS_
Bowmar

Available in canada from: Thomas Nelson & Sons (Canada) Ltd.,
81 Curlew Dr., Don Mills, Ontario M31\ 2R1

Twelve booklets on factual topics such as dolphins, bird migration, weather,
astronomy, etc. Reading levels 2 - 2.5.

TRFND FWOKS
Che-,hire ooks
Av,tilable in 'anada frcdm: Firefly Books Ltd., 2 issex Ave., Unit 5,

Thornhill, ()ntarto L3T 3Y7

Twenly-five hi,rh-interc-t novels on reading 1( vels 2-6.

0:ARTAV.

Dell Puh_ishing Co., Inc., 1 Dag Hamr,arsl,,iold Plaza, 245 East 4711-1 t.
New York, New York 10017

Fi,o,ftdphles of frmous people. ;-eadlng s 1-8.

itc .70vC.!: ^!(-;

I, o. ; r r", s

10-11111 le in 'an,Jda f!om: Educational ReL,011r,es, ;786 OaK Avenue,
Burnaby, B.C. v5J 4E4

Thirt,cn titles -lbout .\,.o-nq adults who must deal with the situations and
probl of today. 1-( Id,nq levols 4.1, 5.8.
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APPENDIX II - HOOKS WITH CP.SSETTE TAFY.S_ _

_

This is a very brief list of several series of reading materials that are
available with cassette tapes. These have been found to be ve-y successful
in the area of motivating and attracting the reluctant and/or adult new reader.

CAF,SETTE CLASSICS

Available in Canada from: Educational Resources, 7786 Royal Oak 7-venue,
Burnaby, B.C. %.7,17 4Y4

Each cassette presents a full range of sound effects and music. The
read-along hooklets are not illustrated. ifiere dre eleven sets altogether;
the most ,-;uitable for adults would be:

Ihrary 2 Classic English anj. American stories, such as Tales of Poe,
_

and The Time Mach i ne .

ilhrary 4 - Four great English stories - Th 1.ound of the Baskervi lles
The Turn of the Screw, Fohin ood, and 01 iver Twist.

_

ii rary C - nrt rk Classics.

ihrary 7 - ft n Amer icn -hort stories.

' l rry 1'3- "he, t was a real " irfl vtr u,,od with
.....,tud,,nts at Cal,1 1 Inc> ('(.7,1 1 t,

Mr' I r, P)r)

r'ut

:al table in 'r icLi fio:r: -rs' , e, -0;
rahy, (I'. C 13 ;

v: :1' ,

A book.--; on such tc.r'i L.7s as 1 ur,ning , , hang glicling, bicycl es,
ar,d rore. Rt-adIna lc vel 3-4. Can be purch.::,,,d wi th or Wi ihout (a,-,settes.

rz5 isACE-v.A rS

Press
Avai la:7,1e in Canada f rom: c-holars ,'hoice, 4 i.)7 canada Way,

134

The 4 ,rri:t ff r ver, 41 t t cnie
4,1t fn t 1r,n, The ( a; tes play t /1,1 q,t or s only. It is

.,(1 t1it the 40 nil. rit will runt 1,,ue r 1e , t1,14,1 rif the huvol
. nq 1+ 'vr.1 1. rl t,
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I40C.KS WITH CA' St'TTE TAP!: (Continued)
_

RIGHT TO READ IROGRAN KITS_
Hartford Publishig
Available in Canada from: Scholars' Choice, 4307 Canada Way,

Burnaby, B.C. V5G 134

raprhack books on yoga, cosmetology, exercise, karate, judo,and

other: Reading level 4-6. Very nicely illustrated with large print.

Can he purchased with or without cassettes.



APPENDIX III_
A LIST OF REFERENCES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES

FOR INSTRUCTORS AND LIBRARIANS

GENERAL

Anderson, Ethel, Audrey Thomas, and Carolyn Youssef (comps.)
Directory of Adult Basic Trocirams in Canada. Toronto: Movement for_
Canadian Literacy.
Availal)le from: Movement for Canadian Lite-racy, Box 533, Postal :-.-,tatien P,

Toronto, Ontario M5S 2T1
$5.r10 for members; $8.00 for non-members.

Brooke, W. Michael, ed.
Adult Basic Education: a Resource Book of Rradirws. Toi,into: New Press,_

1972.

rtnadian perspective.

Langley, Chris, ed.

BBC Adult Literacy Handbook. London: BBC, 1975.
Available in Canada from Methuen Publications.
Lescrihes the BBC Adult Litoracy Pro,ct.

Laubach, Pobert S. and 'lay l'o:-chnick

'sir,3 Rcadabilirt_y r'ormulas f Fasy 3ult Materials.
New Rcaders Press, 1977.

ry,nt ral hmol.',_-t on r( adabi y ..nd how to rrrinc-. the yr ade rc-adi ny
level of Trate r: a 1 s. There is a hi ml rai,hy cf (_ ho()1, s an.i articles
r)n r(,.caahi ity at the end.
Ava m lahle frr_m: ;'ducat,ional Re,,ourcc s, 17E-ib nue,

Burnaby, B.C. V5,1 441

N Y) < ,

Litt racy/Alphabet i F, l'")n .

fro,m: Movoment fr cin,r1,1An y, F'cx C3 ,tal
tat ion P, 'Toronto, Ontarlo 2r1:l

newslett er which v.) 1 I keeo yo'0 ui rn ,levelopmpnt T1 Canada
in the field of 1 iteracy.

1,y7,an, hr.len H.

' tbrary Materialc in Servie to te rloo: %mei-lc:an
Library Association, 1973. $10.00
'he report on d ;tudy undfr' r'r.en on f ihri uit :lie library mOerials for
adult new readers.

Lyzman, Helen H.

t 'racy _and t he ':at.1,onl;' T, (111 1,mo Arm ;car: lary
,-;Iwiat 1917. 0l2. 50.

la introdu(Ji(g) to the 'Ault f)eld.

Lyman, Helen H.
Fe idi nm arid t h I lid t V.7 F0- r. chi), %INA i y 7 , mat ion,
1 )76. $1S.M.

1 1,-; lc t,f)nk for 1 r r,h1nq t( 4; 1 t h 111,



APPENDIX III - BIBLIOGRAPHY (Continued)
_ _

GENERAL (Continued)-----------

Thomas, Audrey M. (Comp.)
Canadian ridult Basic Literacy Resource Kit. Toronto: Movement for Canadian_

Literacy, 1980.
Available from: Movement for Canadian Litera-y. Box 533, Postal Station P,

Toronto, Ontario M5S 2T1
A complete orientation to the proh.lem of literacy in c'anad=.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES_

Anderson, Ethel E., (Comp.)

Annotated A.B.E. Bibliography. Toronto: Movemenc for Canadian Literacy,
1978. $2.00.
Available from: Movement for Canadian Literacy, box 533, Postal Station P,
Toronto, Ontario M5S 21'1

LMaterials used in Canada in literacy programs.

Bell, Jean, ed.

New Readers.Start Here. 2nd ed. London: The Library Association, 1976.
$2.00.

Available from: Pendragon House Ltd.
A listing of books used in Great Britain.

College Of New caledonia.
Easy_ Reading Bibliography. Prince George: College of New Caledonia, 1979.
Available from: Reader Services Iahrarian, College of New Caledenia,

3330 - 22nd Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2N 1P8
A listing of the series books which have been useful with ABE students at
the rolleoe of New Caledonia. No annotations.

:aveF,, Michael et al.
Easy -e(adino; Book Scries and Periodicals for I,ess Able Readers.

P'ela4are: Int(rnational Reading Association, 1979.
"--vlucis reviews on about SO series of books designed for less able readers.

.7aogyt, Jos,ph W. and B.verly :cliwartz
,/ Peicune_I;eatling for Adults. 111,1,er MontTlair, New Jersey: National Adult

Fducation 11earinghonse/National Multim-dia Cent(r, 1'06. $8.00.
A ly,ting of U.:;. mat,rials with lengthy ,Annc,tations.

Literacy Volunteers of America.
Biblioaraphv of ini.ti r Peading cor GrA_.o Levels 1-8. Syracu;e, N.Y._

Litc.racy Volunteers of An.orica, Inc., 1910.
Available f.om: Literacy Volunt-01,: of ATierica, Inc., (,23 Midtown Plaza,
/00 E. Water St., SyrAouce, N.Y. 11210
A list of books in the humanities. Reading grade levels and critical
annot,,tins Ire incluled.

Liu, Gen, d.
Ia,y so niin4 for_ t he Family. Toronto: Toronto PAblic Library, 1978.
Availdble !tom: Toronto Public Library, Publicity Office, 40 Orchard
View Blvd., Toronto M4R 1139

A listing of materials for all ages with inAdian emphasis. Reading level
.is given.
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APPENDIX III - BIBLIOGRAPHY (Continued)

BIBLIOGRAPHIES (Continued)

Vancouver Community College. King Edward Campus.
BLOC - Basic Literacy Material Outreach Collection. Vancouver: Vancouver
Community College, 1980.
Available free from: Campus Librarian, Vancouver Community College, King
Edward Campus, 2750 Oak St., Varcouver, B.C. V6H 3N2
Microfiche listing uf the combined Public, College, and School Library
Hcidings in the Britannia Library Learning Resource Centre, as well as
several of the learning centres in the Vancouver Community College Library
System. Subject, author, and title listings. Items listed are available
on Interlibrary Loan.
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Application Form

"A CURRICULUM AND RESOURCE GUIDE FOR
ADULT BASIC LITERACY

Attached is a cheque or money order for $5 per copy
payable to the Minister of Finance. Please send
copies of this publication to:

Name

Representing

Address

Postal Code

Cheques or money orders should be made payable to the
Minister of Finance and sent with this form to:

Publications Services Branch
Ministry of Education
878 Viewfield Road
Victoria, B.C.
V9A 4V1
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